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PART I: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

AN OVERVIEW OF THE CARIBAN LANGUAGE FAMILY

The Cariban language family is composed of some 40-60 languages spoken in South America, in the Amazon, Orinoco, and Xingu river drainages (see the map, p. 2). So little linguistic work has been done that genetic subgroupings within the Cariban language family (and even the inclusion of some languages within the family) still cannot be reliably determined. Many Cariban languages have become extinct, several more are on the verge of extinction (more may have died out in the 1980s), and others are spoken by groups of less than 500 people. Any discussion of the entire Cariban language family must begin with an urgent call for further field research. If many of these languages are not described soon, they will never be described. In this chapter I review previous attempts to sub-classify languages within the Cariban family, and then discuss the current status of linguistic research on each Cariban language for which I present data in this study.
1.1 Classifications

I begin with a brief discussion of external classifications (i.e., locating the Cariban family within the context of other South American languages) and then discuss in somewhat more detail the various proposed internal classifications of the family.

In the last century, several large-scale comparisons have been done for all South American languages, with varying conclusions about the place of Cariban. To cite only the most recent studies, Greenberg (1987) proposes that the Cariban family connects to a number of smaller groups and isolates to form Macro-Caribe, which then connects with Macro-Panoan and Macro-Ge to form Ge-Pano-Carib, branch VI of his Amerind superfamily. Greenberg places the geographically adjacent Tupí stock into Equatorial-Tukanoan, branch V of Amerind. Rodrigues (1985) cites numerous apparent cognate forms between individual Cariban and Tupían languages to argue for a close Tupí-Cariban relationship, with the additional possibility of links between Tupí-Cariban and Ge. Loukotka (1968) links Cariban with Tupí, Arawakan, and Panoan, but not with Ge. Kaufman (1990) makes a strong case that none of these classifications is reliable for the simple reason that there is no reliable data for a large proportion of the languages of South America. Reconstructions are tentative within each language family (a point which I will second for the Cariban family later in this section), and thus it is premature to compare the various proto-languages in search of related forms. In sum, the relationships between the Cariban family and other South American language families will not be known without much more basic descriptive work followed by more reliable reconstructions for each of the families in question.

Competing internal classifications of Cariban differ as to which of the language names in the historical literature represent independent languages, which represent dialects, which should be included in the family at all, and what the relations are among those which do belong in the family. Early classifications (e.g., Adam 1893, von den Steinen 1892, de Goeje 1943, Rivet 1924, Rivet and Loukotka 1955, Loukotka 1968) were flawed due to lack of reliable data for many languages; some even included language names for which there were no linguistic data at all. The first problem a researcher faces in classifying the Cariban languages is knowing how many there are (and what to call them). Historically, many Cariban speaking communities have been contacted several times, with each explorer coming from a new direction, assigning the group/language a new name, and in some cases transcribing the language idiosyncratically, so that the different descriptions do not obviously refer to the same language. As a result, there are literally hundreds of names in the literature, all referring to groups who spoke some Cariban variety (i.e. either language or dialect). Girard (1971:7-43) provides an excellent overview of many older sources of Cariban data, in the process explaining that many of the language names are spelling variants, but he does not lay out the process by which he reduces the list of names to 61 languages in his classification. Similarly, Durbin (1977) — the classification most frequently cited in modern Cariban studies — reduces the list to 60 languages, but offers no explanation of why he included some names and excluded others. It would be simple to accept the agreement in number and say that there are some 60 Cariban languages except that Girard and Durbin agree on only 47 language names, with each listing an additional 13 which the other does not include. Kaufman (1989) considers many of the names in Girard and Durbin to represent dialects, and hence collapses the total number of languages to 39.

For the extinct languages, we will never be able to sort out the confusion. For surviving languages, modern field work can help decide (1) how many communities speak Cariban varieties, and (2) of these, which constitute independent languages and which might be better considered dialectal variations of a single language. Migliaza
(1985) offers several case studies of single Cariban languages being given multiple names; his conclusions (although limited to the subset of the family spoken near the Orinoco drainage) are parallel to Kaufman's. For example, in one sub-branch of the family, he reduces some 28 names from the literature to only six actual linguistic communities: Makushi, Arekuna, Taurepang, Kamarakoto, Akawayo, and Patamona. Based on his field notes, he then suggests that the speech of these six communities actually constitutes only three separate languages: Makushi, Pemóng (with the three distinct dialects Arekuna, Turepang, and Kamarakoto), and Kapóng (with two distinct dialects Akawayo and Patamona). Others have questioned whether even these three are distinct enough to be considered separate languages: Abbott (1991:23) states that she, who speaks Makushi quite fluently, has had conversations with speakers of both Arekuna and Taurepang (dialects of Pemóng according to Migliazza), and “although there are differences, conversation was not a problem.” Further, Edwards (1972:34) says of Akawayo (a dialect of Kapóng) and Arekuna (a dialect of Pemóng):

They have so many linguistic properties in common that in many cases conversations can be carried on between monolingual Ackawios and Arekunas with near-perfect intelligibility. The linguistic differences between the languages are mainly at the phonetic level (i.e. in the sounds used by speakers) but there are some grammatical differences as well.

Despite the problems with names and questions about the status of these names as designations for “dialects” versus “languages,” at least three recent classifications are sufficiently detailed to be testable: Girard (1971), Durbin (1977), and Kaufman (1989).

Girard (1971) is the first methodologically sound attempt at sub-classifying within the Cariban family. He includes only languages for which he has data, he evaluates most of his data sources, and he bases the classification on a preliminary reconstruction of some 150 words. In his classification, Girard separates the 61 purported languages of the family into 15 sub-groups (the last of which holds an “unclassifiable residue” of four languages). Girard points out that Cariban languages are quite conservative phonologically, and as such, some groupings are made simply because languages shared a certain cognate form, or on the single phonological feature of treatment of consonant cluster reduction (both of questionable reliability in brief word lists compiled by non-linguists). Girard does not find sufficient evidence to posit further higher-level relationships among his 14 groups, although he proposes tentative connections between a few of them. Girard’s classification of Cariban languages appears in Table 1.1.

Durbin (1977), the best-known classification of the family, is purportedly based on extensive reconstruction from a huge data base compiled in collaboration with Haydée Seijas (cf. Durbin and Seijas 1973a-c, 1975, and discussion in Durbin 1977:28); however, the evidence in support of Durbin’s classification has never been published. Durbin divides the entire family into two main branches, Northern (with five sub-branches) and Southern (with three sub-branches); the division is made on the basis of the phonological change of Proto-Cariban *g > h in the Southern Branch languages. He does not discuss the basis on which he sub-classifies within these two main branches. Durbin does not appear to have been aware of Girard’s work, and so does not address the discrepancies between his and Girard’s classifications (and list of languages). Durbin’s classification has been convincingly criticized by Villalón (1987), Mattél-Muller and Henley (1990), Kaufman (1989), and Migliazza (1985), but it is still the best known of the classifications and is often cited in the literature as though there were no others. Durbin’s classification is presented in Table 1.3.

Kaufman (1989), a conspectus of four previous classifications, including Girard (1971) and Durbin (1977), first reduces the total number of languages to 39, then divides these 39 languages into 20 genetic groups on the basis of cognate retention, consonant cluster reduction, and stress patterns. He then further posits some higher level sub-
grouping of these 20 groups into 10 main branches of the family. Kaufman stresses that his classification is preliminary, based on "very limited data," and that especially the higher-level groupings are "hypotheses to be tested." Kaufman's classification is presented in Table 1.2.

In all three tables, the names of languages which figure in this study are both underlined and in a different print type (Helvetica).
### Table 1.1. Girard’s Classification of the Cariban family

Proto Carib (Girard 1972)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chavna</td>
<td>Cumanakoto</td>
<td>Yekwana/Dekwana</td>
<td>Arakuniy</td>
<td>Wayana</td>
<td>Wayway</td>
<td>Carib</td>
<td>Tiriyo</td>
<td>Yawarana</td>
<td>Apurai</td>
<td>Paushiana</td>
<td>Bonari</td>
<td>Arara</td>
<td>Baksir</td>
<td>Motillon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oopen-Carae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palenque</td>
<td>Makiritare</td>
<td>Wayumara</td>
<td>Arakuniy</td>
<td>Tikopy</td>
<td>Tikopy</td>
<td>Tikopy</td>
<td>Yawarana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Panare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Palenella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avarankot</td>
<td>Tamanaco？</td>
<td>Mapoyo？</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tamanaco？</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mapoyo？</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1.2. Kaufman’s Classification of the Cariban Family

Kariban Family (Kaufman 1989)

![Diagram of Kaufman's Classification of the Cariban Family](image-url)
Table 1.3. Durbin’s Classification of the Cariban Family

Proto Cariban (Durbin 1977)

Northern Cariban
- Coastal
  - Venezuelan
  - Perijá
    - Tamanaco
    - Yukpa
    - Chayma
    - Jesperia
    - Cumanagoto
    - Yuko
    - Yao

- Western Guiana
  - Mame
    - Mapoyo
    - Yaracage
    - Parea

- Galibi
  - Carib
    - Wayana-Aparai
    - Paimama
    - Palmella
    - Pimenteira?
  - Aracaju
    - Yaruma
    - Trico
    - Wayuma

- East-West Guiana
  - Quaca
  - Pareca

- Northern Brazilian
  - Hianacoto-Umaua
  - Tumaque

Southern Cariban
- Southeastern Colombia
  - Bakaari
    - Neguya
    - (Kaitana)
    - (Kukura)

- Xingu Basin
  - Hiskaryana
  - Warikya
  - Wayumara-Azumara

- Southern Guiana
  - Parukoto
  - Hiskaryana
  - Warikya
  - (Kashuyana)
  - (Kahuyana)
  - (Ingurune)

- Paravilhana
  - Wabui
  - Sapara
  - Yaupery
  - Waimiri
  - Clichana
  - Pauxiana
  - Bonari

- Makusi
  - Purucoto
  - Pamong (Taulipang)
  - Patamona
  - Akawalo
  - Arinagoto
The dramatic differences among these classifications reflect the fact that each linguist had to draw conclusions from minimal data, such that minor differences in interpretation of a single sound change lead to entirely different classifications of a given language. For a case study of the unreliability of even these minimal data, consider Panare. Loukotka (1968) and Girard (1971) relied on two old, conflicting word lists of Panare (Deltado 1949 and Riley 1958/59, both by non-linguists); each concluded that Panare was highly divergent within the family (Girard was even uncertain whether the relationship to Cariban was genetic). On the basis of this same data, Kaufman (1989) continues to place Panare alone in its own separate branch of the family. However, in my own field work with Panare, I have not been able to elicit a single one of the “Panare” words in Loukotka’s table — Loukotka’s Panare “words” turn out to be composite forms apparently created by blending words from the two lists. Delgado’s list appears to be taken from another language entirely, and while Riley’s list contains recognizable Panare words, the transcription misses certain phonemic distinctions and the words are morphologically complex (which makes them appear more divergent than they actually are). The actual Panare forms that I have collected are actually not so divergent, and are clearly cognate to the other words in Loukotka’s table.

Recent comparative work by Matté-Muller (1974, 1981, 1989, Matté-Muller & Henley 1990) shows that Panare is closely related to Tamanaco, Mapoyo, and Yabarana; Villalón (1987), presumably working with her own field notes, finds that Panare is solidly Cariban (albeit at the periphery of her data base); and more general comparative work by Gildea (1989c,e, 1990, 1991b,f) shows that Panare is actually quite similar in both phonological and morphological structure to a broad group of northern Cariban languages, including Hixkaryana, Makushi, Pemón, De’kwana, Apalai, and Carib of Surinam. In essence, the early word lists were not at all representative of Panare, and the classifications based on these word lists were unavoidably flawed. It is reasonable to expect similar problems with other old word lists, and thus to expect other revisions in the classifications as new, more reliable data becomes available.

The only current reconstructions of Proto-Cariban are ostensibly of lexical roots — Proto-Cariban morphology has never been reconstructed. Both reconstructions are weak due to the lack of reliable data, and the lack of morphemic analysis for that data. In the absence of morphemic analysis of the “cognate” words, sometimes roots without additional morphology are compared to fully inflected words bearing several additional morphemes, a procedure which does not lead to consistent reconstructions. de Goeje (1946) contains 1,923 cognate sets, with over 1000 reconstructed forms. However, as noted in Girard (1971.38-41, reviewing de Goeje 1909, 1946), many of the reconstructed forms are incorrect due to a lack of morphemic analysis of the various cognate words. Girard’s criticisms of de Goeje must be taken with a grain of salt, for he also is working with true morphological analyses only of Makushi (Williams 1932) and Carib (Hoff 1968); accordingly, he does not offer reconstructions of grammatical morphemes, and so his own lexical reconstructions are potentially liable to the same criticisms. Further, neither de Goeje nor Girard reconstruct intermediate daughter branches, but they simply make one gross comparison of all potentially cognate forms. In principle, Occam’s razor calls for majority rule with the caveat that one branch of a given family only counts as one token toward a higher-level reconstruction. As such, until the various sub-branches of the Cariban family are reconstructed, any reconstruction of Proto-Cariban must be considered tentative.

In conclusion, previous Cariban classifications and reconstructions are unreliable: first, due to the lack of reliable data; second, because complex word forms are compared; and third, because no intermediate branches of the family have been reconstructed. As
shown in the next section, in the last twenty years many new morphemic analyses have appeared, making it possible to (1) compare individual morphemes from these languages, and (2) extract cognate morphemes from complex word forms given in the older sources.

1.2 The Languages Discussed in this Study

In 1971, the data were simply too sparse to do more than Girard had done. However, a number of excellent grammars and dictionaries have recently been produced, and field work is in progress on several more languages. In this section I list the primary data sources and morphological analyses I rely on. This does not constitute an exhaustive list of all currently extant Cariban materials — it contains only materials I am aware of and that I was able to obtain for use in this study. The list is arranged alphabetically by language.


Bakairi: Comparative items extracted from von den Steinen (1892) by Adam (1893), a brief paper by Abreu (1895), and current work by Clemente de Souza (1991). Wheatley (1961) produced a short grammatical sketch, but my copy is mostly unreadable and hence I do not cite his analysis.

Carib:  (a.k.a. Galibi, Kari'na, Carina) The best documented Cariban language to date, with several dialects represented in the literature: for Carib of Surinam, a grammar and collection of texts (Hoff 1968), several descriptive papers (Hoff 1978, 1986, 1990, 1991), and current research by both Hoff and H. Courtz (pc); for the dialect Carina of Venezuela, a dictionary (Mosonyi 1978), a morphological treatment (Mosonyi 1982), and several texts (Mosonyi 1987); for the dialect Galibi of French Guiana, a collection of texts (Renault-Lescure 1987) and a grammar which I was unable to obtain for this study (Renault-Lescure 1984).

Carijona:  (a.k.a. Karihona, sometimes considered identical to Hiamacoto-Umaua and Guako) Two brief treatments of morphology (Robayo 1987, 1991) and a text (Robayo 1989).

De'kwana:  (a.k.a. Ye'kwana, Makiriare) A grammar with texts (Hall 1988) and a descriptive paper (Hall 1991).


Kapóng:  (a.k.a. Akawayo, Accawai, Patamona) Two morphological studies of the Akawayo dialect: (Adam 1905), based on missionary materials translated by W. H. Brett (originals unavailable), and (Edwards 1972), who also offers a brief text.


Makushi: Three grammars (Williams 1932, Carson 1982, and Abbott 1991) and an extensive vocabulary (Williams 1932).

Panare: Several descriptive and comparative papers (Maché-Muller 1973, 1975, 1981, 1990), a dictionary which is not yet available (Maché-Muller 1992),
author’s field notes, field notes from Doris and Thomas Payne, manuscript of a reference grammar (Payne, Payne, and Gildea 1992), and several more recent descriptive and comparative papers (Gildea 1989a-b, d-e, 1991c, T. Payne 1990, 1991).

Pemón: (a.k.a. Taurepan, Talipan, Kamarakoto, Arekuna) For the Taurepan dialect, two dictionaries (Armellada 1943b, Armellada and Salazar 1982), a grammar (Armellada 1943a), and texts (Armellada 1973); for the Arekuna dialect, a morphological sketch and text (Edwards 1972) and more work in progress (Tuggy 1989); for the Kamarakoto dialect, a brief morphological description with a single text fragment (Simpson 1940) and some words and phrases in Armellada (1943a).

Tiríyo: (a.k.a. Trio) Two morphological descriptions (de Goeje 1909 and Leavitt 1971).

Waiwai: A descriptive paper (Hawkins 1991a), an unpublished reference grammar (Hawkins 1991b), and an extensive wordlist (Hawkins to appear).

Wayana: Two morphological descriptions (de Goeje 1946, Jackson 1972) and wordlists (de Goeje 1946).

Yukpa: One dictionary (de Vegamán 1978), one word list (Obregon and Armato 1986), author’s field notes, work in progress (Medina pc and Robayo pc).

I have heard that morphosyntactic documentation is in progress on Southern Brazilian Cariban languages Arara and Txikão, and perhaps some morphosyntactic information will be forthcoming on Venezuelan Cariban languages Mapoyo (a.k.a. Wanai) and Yabarana, but as yet, I have only encountered phonological and lexical material on these languages.

In addition to these primary sources, I have made use of three secondary sources. Adam (1893) and de Goeje (1909, 1943) present comparative morphological information from a number of Cariban languages which have either become extinct or have not been documented more recently. Although I do not rely on these materials as grammatical descriptions per se, I do make use of some morphological forms in my reconstruction of Proto-Cariban morphology.
Notes to Chapter 1

1 For example, if we were to count as separate all forms taken from various dialects of Pemóng and Kapóng, the resulting picture of Proto-Cariban would be heavily skewed towards these languages. Similarly, innovations which take place at the branch level only count as one innovation towards the reconstruction of Proto-Cariban, since the many synchronic forms are actually all instances of the same innovation.
CHAPTER 2

THE PROBLEM: DIFFERENT MODERN VERBAL SYSTEMS AND THEIR SYNCHRONIC DISTRIBUTION

In this chapter I introduce the problem to be addressed in this study. Two different independent clause verbal systems have been described across the Cariban family. For ease of exposition, I identify these systems as Set I and Set II. The problem is twofold: which system (if either) do we reconstruct to Proto-Cariban independent clauses, and how do we explain the genesis of the other system — where did it come from and how did it get into independent clauses in some, but not all, Cariban languages? The Set I and Set II verbal systems are almost completely different from each other.

Five morphosyntactic properties constitute the difference: verbal personal prefixes and suffixes, verbal tense-aspect-modality (TAM) suffixes, verbal auxiliaries, nominal case-marking, and word order. In §2.1 and §2.2, I briefly characterize and illustrate the Set I and Set II systems; then in §2.3 I discuss the distribution of each in modern Cariban languages.

2.1 The Set I (Nominative) Verbal System

The primary identifying characteristic of the Set I verbal system is the personal prefix set. In the Set I system, verbs take personal prefixes which identify both subject and object of transitive verbs, and subjects of intransitive verbs. Other aspects of the Set I system which are consistent across Cariban are: the TAM suffixes indicate at least past tense (often three degrees of past tense), sometimes nonpast tense, and in rare cases, future. The suffixes distinguish between completive and noncompleitive aspects in many languages, and may carry evidential or emotional values as well. There are no auxiliaries associated with the nominative system, and subject and object nominals are not case-marked. Although word order varies depending on language, the subjects of transitive and intransitive clauses always pattern together (i.e. word order treats the nominative nominal as distinct from the accusative nominal). In this section I briefly illustrate each point with examples from various languages; in §2.3 I discuss the distribution of the Set I verbal system in modern Cariban languages; then in Chapter 5 I describe the Set I verbal system in detail and illustrate its use in each language where it has been found.

Personal prefixes in the Set I system identify the subject of an intransitive verb (S), and both the subject (A) and direct object (O) of a transitive verb. The prefixes vary for four or five persons: first (1), second (2), third (3), first person dual inclusive (1+2), and sometimes first person plural exclusive (1+3). In some languages, number is marked with verbal suffixes; in others it is not marked on the verb. Gender is not marked on the verb in any Cariban language. The following chart from Carib of Surinam (Hoff 1968:160, 167) illustrates the oppositions in the Set I prefix set:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1+2</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>k(1)-</td>
<td>s(1)-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ø-ly-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>k(2)-</td>
<td>m(2)-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a(y)-lo/m-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ø-ly-</td>
<td>a(y)-lo</td>
<td>n(3)-</td>
<td>k(0)-</td>
<td>n(3)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k(i)-</td>
<td></td>
<td>k(0)-/kit-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to these forms and categories, one aspect of the person-marking prefix system is idiosyncratic enough to serve as an identifying characteristic: when A is third person and an overt O noun phrase immediately precedes the verb, the personal prefixes do not occur — the 3A1O, 3A2O, 3A3O, and 3A1+2O prefixes are in complementary distribution with with a preverbal O noun phrase. Beyond this word order property of O, the word order properties of A and S are also worthy of note in that they pattern together, whether postverbally (as in OVA / VS language Hixkaryana) or before the verb (as in the AOV / SV language Carib of Surinam).

The examples in 1a-d are from Derbyshire 1985, pp. 31-3. The nominative (i.e. A and S) NP typically occurs postverbally with no case marking and the accusative NP typically occurs preverbally, also without case marking, but causing morphological variation in the verb. In intransitive clauses, the verb takes a personal prefix n- ‘3S’ agreeing with the postverbal subject (1a). In transitive clauses with no overt O NP, the prefix n- ‘3A3O’ indicates that both A and O are third person. When the O NP occurs overtly, it precedes the verb and the n- prefix is lost; in a subset of Cariban languages (including Hixkaryana), vowel initial verbs take a y- prefix when the person prefix drops (1c). When the marked order AV occurs (1d), the verb takes the n- ‘3A3O’ prefix, which indicates that the preverbal NP is not the O (and hence must be the A).

(1) Hixkaryana independent clause verb agreement and word order3

a. n-eweh-yatshe womie-komo komo 3S-baie-NONPAST.COLL woman-COLL COLL
   ‘The women are taking a bath.’ (D’s 35b)

b. n-ahosi - ye kamara 3A3O-grab-DIST.PAST.COMPL. jaguar
   ‘The jaguar grabbed him.’ (D’s 36c)

c. toto y-ahosi - ye kamara man 3A3O-grab-DIST.PAST.COMPL. jaguar
   ‘The jaguar grabbed the man’ (D’s 36a)

d. kamara n-ahosi - ye jaguar 3A3O-grab-DIST.PAST.COMPL
   ‘The jaguar grabbed him.’ (D’s 36c)

TAM suffixes in the Set I system do not form consistent cognate sets, or even show consistent semantic categories across modern Cariban languages. As such, they are not a significant heuristic for identifying the system. The preceding examples illustrate three negative characteristics of the Set I verbal system: no auxiliaries have been attested, there are no personal suffixes on the verb, and subjects and objects are not case-marked.

2.2. The Set II (Ergative) Verbal System

The primary identifying characteristics of the Set II verbal system are absolute personal prefixes, ergative personal suffixes, ergative case-marking on the A nominal, and ergatively organized word order. I use the term absolutive to refer to a category composed of S and O refers which exhibit the same morphosyntactic behavior; I use the term ergative to refer to a category containing only an A referent which exhibits a different morphosyntactic behavior from the absolutive. In addition to making a clear distinction between ergative and absolutive nominals, the Set II system allows the use of auxiliaries with all conjugations of the verb.

The absolutive prefixes and ergative suffixes are actually clitics in complementary distribution with overt absolutive and ergative nominals. The ergative clitics are composed of the same person forms as the absolutive clitics, followed by the ergative suffix -ya ‘Ergative’ (although note that for Kuikuro and Kalapalo the ergative suffix is derived from a different form, the locative heke ‘from’ — Franchetto 1990, Basso 1992). This complementary distribution does not depend on other morphosyntactic constraints, and hence it differs from the alternation between personal prefixes and preverbal O NPs in the Set I system, which only takes place for transitive verbs with third person A.
The forms of the Set II absolutive and ergative clitics are nearly identical to those of possessive clitics.

Table 2.2 illustrates the Set II personal clitics with selected Makushi forms (from Abbott 1991:101):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
<th>Transitive Stems</th>
<th>Nominal Possessor</th>
<th>Possessor prefix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>S prefix</td>
<td>O prefix A suffix</td>
<td></td>
<td>nn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>u(y)-</td>
<td>-u-ya</td>
<td>u(y)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>a(y)</td>
<td>-Ø-ya</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>i(t)- Ø-</td>
<td>-i-ya</td>
<td>i(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFLEX</td>
<td>t-</td>
<td>t(t)-</td>
<td>-t(u)-ya</td>
<td>t(t)-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic word order pattern in the Set II system is also different from that in the Set I system in that the S nominal occurs preverbally patterning with the O nominal (both in alternation with the preverbal absolutive clitic), whereas the A nominal occurs postverbally (in alternation with the postverbal ergative clitic), yielding the basic orders SV and OVA. Thus, the morphological ergativity of the clitics is paralleled by syntactic ergativity in the placement of A, S, and O nominals. This syntactic ergativity is also present in case-marking: the S and O nouns are not case-marked, but the A noun (if it occurs overtly) bears the -ya ‘ERG’ suffix. These syntactic facts are illustrated in the following examples from Makushi (Abbott 1991):4

(2) Preverbal absolutive clitic in alternation with preverbal S nominal
   a.  ak-o'mant-’pf  asak'he wei kiaisari
       3-remain-PAST two day up to
       ‘He remained two days.’ (Abbott’s 293, p. 84)
   b.  u-yonga-kon  Joã õ-k-o'mant-’pi mirari
       1-relative-COLL John õ-remain-PAST there
       ‘Our relative, John, stayed there.’ (Abbott’s 292, p. 84)

(3) Preverbal absolutive clitic in alternation with a preverbal O nominal and ergative clitic in alternation with an A nominal
   a.  i-konka-’pê-ya
       3-make-PAST-3-ERG
       ‘He made it.’ (Abbott’s 3, p. 24)
   b.  mûkiri õ-konka-’pi-Ø  mûkiri-ya
       that õ-make-PAST-Ø 3-PRO-ERG
       ‘He made that.’ (Abbott’s 1, p. 24)
   c.  mûkiri õ-e-poi-’pi-ya
       3-PRO õ-find-PAST-3-ERG
       ‘He found him.’ (Abbott’s 288, p. 83)
   d.  warayo-ya ti-nmu  õ-e-poi-’pi-Ø
       man-ERG 3-REFL-son õ-find-PAST-Ø
       ‘The man found his own son.’ (Abbott’s 289, p. 84)

Unlike TAM suffixes in the Set I system, in the Set II system TAM suffixes form a clear cognate set across Cariban languages. Primarily, they inflect the verb for aspect and mood, with tense often marked in an auxiliary:

(4) Finite Set II verb followed by an auxiliary
   t'õ  õ-e-pamûnt-’pf  õ-wan-’pf
   3-PRO.PL õ-arrive-PAST õ-be-PAST
   ‘They had arrived (before)’ (Abbott’s 481, p. 117)

In addition, morphologically finite verbs may occur in dependent clauses, and may function as nominal complements even without additional nominalizing morphology. In 5, the õ- on the independent verb indicates that a preverbal NP has replaced the absolutive pro-clitic, but the only preverbal constituent is the finite verb avennê-potëên 'you all returned':
2.3 How the Set I and Set II Systems Are Distributed in Synchronic Languages

One of the main problems to be addressed in this study is how the Set I and Set II systems came to be distributed as they are in independent clauses. As might be expected, some languages use exclusively the Set I verbal system in independent clauses, others exclusively the Set II system. In some languages the two systems are in alternation in independent clauses, with some tenses employing the Set I system, others the Set II system, and some tenses which combine the two systems. In order to have an easy way to refer to these three categories of Cariban languages, I label them as follows:

NOMINATIVE LANGUAGES are those for which only the Set I (nominative) verbal system occurs in independent clauses.

ERGATIVE LANGUAGES are those for which only the Set II (ergative) verbal system occurs in independent clauses.

MIXED LANGUAGES are those in which both the Set I system and the Set II system can occur in independent clauses.

Thus, the labels Set I and Set II identify complete systems of independent clause morphosyntax and the labels Nominative Language, Ergative Language, and Mixed Language identify categories of languages for which independent clauses utilize one or the other or both of these systems. Since Mixed Languages sometimes combine portions of each system in independent clauses, I also use the terms Set I and Set II to identify which portion of a clause is taken from which system, e.g. in a Mixed Language sometimes the independent verb will take Set II absolute prefixes and Set II T/A/M suffixes (making it a fully inflected Set II verb), but the auxiliary will take Set I personal prefixes and Set I T/A/M suffixes (a fully inflected Set I verb). In the following sections, I discuss the distribution of the two systems in these three categories of languages: Nominative, Ergative, and Mixed.

2.3.1 Nominative Languages

I identify at least the following as Nominative Languages: Carib of Surinam (Hoff 1968), Carijona (Robayo 1987, 1991), De’kwanan (Hall 1988), Hikaryana (Derbyshire 1985), Tamanaco (Gili 1965), Tiriyo (de Goeje 1909, Leavit 1971), Waiwai (Hawkins 1991b), and Wayana (de Goeje 1946, Jackson 1972). Girard (1971), Durbin (1977), and Kaufman (1989) all claim that these languages belong to different branches of the Cariban family, so if Nominative Languages are innovative, then the innovation has arisen many times since proto-Cariban. In Nominative Languages, a verb can occur in an independent clause only when inflected with the prefixes and suffixes from the Set I system; it also cannot take auxiliaries; the arguments of the verb follow a nominative word order pattern; and neither S, A nor O are case-marked.

The Set I system does not occur at all in dependent clauses. In some languages of the world (e.g. English), finite verbs can occur in dependent clauses when a complementizer or some other subordinating morphology is added. This is not true in Cariban Nominative Languages. In Nominative Languages (as in many other Amerindian languages), dependent clauses are headed solely by nominalized verbs. These derived nominals are then morphosyntactically “possessed” by their notional absolutive nominals (i.e. S or O), and the dependent A, if it occurs overtly, is marked as an oblique by the dative postposition (cf. Chapter 7 for more details). The possessive prefixes and nominalizing suffixes on the dependent verb are cognate to absolutive
prefixes and TAM suffixes in the Set II system, and the oblique marker on the dependent
A is cognate to the ergative marker. However, the full ergative verbal system does not
operate in dependent clauses of Set I Languages, as the dependent verb takes neither
ergative suffixes nor auxiliaries. Word order in dependent clauses of Set I Languages is
clearly organized around an ergative alignment system in that S and O nominals always
occur immediately preceding the verb, whereas the oblique A is free to occur either
preceding or following the verb.

In sum, for Nominative Languages, the Set I verbal system operates exclusively
in independent clauses and a partial Set II system (minus auxiliaries) operates exclusively
in dependent clauses.

2.3.2 Ergative Languages

I have identified at least the following as Ergative languages: Kalapalo, Kapóng,
agree that Kapóng, Makushi, and Pemón are closely related to each other, and that
Kalapalo and Kuikuro are closely related to each other, but the first three are from a
Northern branch of the family, whereas the latter two are from a far southern branch
(meaning that if Ergative Languages are innovative, the innovation has happened at least
twice). In the northern Ergative Languages, independent clauses utilize exclusively the
ergative system. That is, the verb bears absolute prefixes, Set II TAM and ergative
suffixes, and may take an auxiliary; the A bears an ergative case-marker; and the word
order is organized according to the ergative alignment. In the Southern Ergative
Languages, most independent clauses take the Set II ergative system, but a nominative
variant of the Set II system also occurs in some transitive independent clauses. In this
nominative variant, the transitive verb bears an extra prefix, which Franchetto (1990)
calls the ‘De-ergativizing’ prefix; the standard Set II absolute prefixes then refer to the
A rather than the O of the “de-ergativized” verb. The A nominal is restricted to the
position preceding the verb, the O nominal freely occurs either preceding or following
the verb, and neither A nor O are case-marked. Auxiliaries may still occur with the de-
ergativized verb.

In both groups of Ergative Languages, dependent clauses contain either
nominalizations or morphologically finite Set II verbs; it is worth noting that the finite Set
II verbs may occur in dependent clauses without additional subordinating morphology.
Thus, in Ergative Languages, finite verbs and nominalized dependent verbs are
isomorphic (this somewhat counter-intuitive statement is illustrated in Chapters 7 and 9,
and its implications for the theoretical notion “finite verb” are discussed in Chapter 10).
The Set II absolute prefixes are identical to possessive prefixes.

In sum, the Cariban Ergative Languages use the Set II System in both independent
and dependent clauses. Thus, they differ from the Nominative Languages only in
independent clause morphosyntax; in dependent clauses, Nominative and Ergative
Languages both utilize ergatively organized nominalizations.

2.3.3 Mixed Languages

I identify at least the following languages as Mixed: Apalaf, Caríña, Panare, and
Yukpa. I label these languages “Mixed” because independent clause morphosyntax
cannot be described exclusively in terms of the Set I or Set II verbal systems, but only in
terms of a mix between the two. In Mixed Languages, a subset of past tense independent
clauses utilizes the Set I system, and the rest of the TAM system is expressed with the Set
II system. However, the Set II system in these Mixed languages is not as clean and
coherent as the Set II system in Ergative languages: sometimes the auxiliary is inflected
with Set I morphology and sometimes the A is not case-marked, either as an oblique or as an ergative. As in other Cariban languages, dependent clauses in Mixed languages are formally nominalized, taking formally possessive prefixes which are identical to the Set II absolutive prefixes. I illustrate Mixed languages with examples from Panare.

The Set I system in Panare is readily discernible: four past tense suffixes on the verb are unique among the 17 TAM inflections in that (1) they take the Set I prefix set; (2) the O NP alternates with the verbal prefix only when the A is third person; (3) S and A NPs pattern together in word order, both occurring postverbally, with the O NP either preceding the verb or following the A (i.e. basic order is VS and either OVA or VAO); and (4) no auxiliary is allowed to co-occur with the verb. These facts are illustrated in 6a-d.

(6) Panare Set I prefixes and word order

a. \[ S \quad V \]
we-\text{E}-\text{yai} chu
'went / left.'

b. \[ A \quad V \quad O \]
\[ \text{m}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{m}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{am} \text{e} \text{n} \text{a} \]
ni-pety\text{-}ma\text{-}ya\text{j} \quad am\text{e} \text{n} \text{a}
2\text{A}0\text{-hit-TNS} \quad (2\text{SG})
'Theory [hit-her].'  

\[ A \quad V \quad O \]
\[ \text{m}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{m}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{am} \text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \]
Toman ni-pety\text{-}ma\text{-}ya\text{j} \quad am\text{e} \text{na} \quad Toman 2\text{A}0\text{-NFO-hit-TNS} \quad (2\text{SG})
'You hit Thomas.'  

c. \[ A \quad V \quad O \]
\[ \text{a}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{a}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{a} \text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \]
a-pety\text{-}ma\text{-}ya\text{j} \quad a\text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \quad 2\text{SG} \quad 0\text{-hit-TNS} \quad (3\text{SG})
'S/he hit you.'  

\[ A \quad V \quad O \]
\[ \text{a}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{a}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{a} \text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \]
am\text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \quad 2\text{SG} \quad 0\text{-NFO-hit-TNS} \quad (3\text{SG})
'S/he hit you.'  

d. \[ A \quad V \quad O \]
\[ \text{ni}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{ni} \quad \text{ni}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{ni} \text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \]
ni-pety\text{-}ma\text{-}ya\text{j} \quad ni\text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \quad Toman 0\text{-hit-TNS} \quad (3\text{SG})
'S/he hit him/her.'  

\[ A \quad V \quad O \]
\[ \text{ni}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{ni} \quad \text{ni}-\text{pety}\text{-}\text{maya} \quad \text{ni} \text{e} \text{na} \text{a} \]
Toman 0\text{-NFO-hit-TNS} \quad (3\text{SG})
'Theory [hit-her].'  

This system is obviously cognate to the Set I systems found in Apalaf, Carib, De'kwana, Hixkaryana, Waiwai, etc.

The other 13 independent clause verbal inflections are clearly not part of the Set I system. In some features, they appear to belong to the Set II system; in other features, they differ. The most obvious differences between these inflections and Set I inflections are: (1) the verbal prefixes agree with S and O (the absolutive) and are cognate to the Set II absolutive prefixes in other languages; (2) preverbal absolutive NPs can replace the prefixes regardless of the person of A; and (3) auxiliaries are always allowed with Set II verbs (and at least for Panare, are often required in elicitation, although all informants freely produce Set II verbs without auxiliaries in narrative discourse). These three facts are exactly parallel to those for the Ergative Languages, leading to the conclusion that these other 13 verb types represent the Set II system functioning in Panare independent clauses. An additional point which supports such an analysis is that at least three of the Panare Set II TAM suffixes, -\text{sg} 'Perfect. Visible', -\text{ip} 'Perfect. Inferential', and -\text{mp} 'Imperfect. Transitive', are cognate to Set II TAM suffixes in Makushi and Pemong, whereas none of them are cognate to Set I TAM suffixes in any Cariban language.

However, the Panare Set II system does not show other characteristics of the Set II system in Ergative Languages: (1) A is case-marked (with the postposition which is cognate to the Set II ergative suffix in Makushi and Pemong) only for three perfect verbal inflections which are synchronically better analyzed as passive than ergative (cf. Payne 1990). With other Set II inflections, neither S, A, nor O are case-marked. (2) There are no ergative suffixes with Panare Set II verbs. (3) The S NP does not pattern with the preverbal O NP in terms of basic word order, but instead continues to pattern (for the most part) with the postverbal A NP. (4) Auxiliaries in Ergative languages are inflected with Set II finite morphology, whereas in Panare, auxiliaries are most often nonverbal; the verbal auxiliaries may bear either Set I or Set II inflections. In addition, auxiliaries
are more freely omitted in Ergative Languages, whereas some Panare speakers require auxiliaries in elicitation.

The Panare Set II system is illustrated in the following series of examples. In 7a, the intransitive verb ən 'go' bears the Set II personal prefix a- '2' and the intransitive nonspecific T/A inflectional suffix -n; the subject nominal, the second person free pronoun amên, follows the verb with no auxiliary. In 7b, the transitive verb peyə'ma 'hit' bears the same second person prefix a- '2' and the nonspecific transitive suffix -nə; the subject nominal, the first person free pronoun yu, follows the verb and there is no auxiliary.

(7) Nonspecific aspect with transitive and intransitive verbs: no case-marking

a. oțên amên
   a-w-țên amên
   2-INTR-go-T/A 2SG
   'You go / are going to go.'

b. a-ə-petyə'ma-ñə yu
   a-ə-0-petyə'ma-ñə yu
   2-TRNS-hit-T/A 1SG
   'I hit / am going to hit you.'

In 8a the transitive verb əma 'prepare' bears the detransitivizing derivational prefix ən, thus forming an intransitive stem, which takes the intransitive imperfective inflectional suffix -nəpəj. With this particular inflection, the verb does not agree for person, taking instead an invariant neutral prefix a-. The subject is not overt (due to zero anaphora), and the auxiliary verb sɨchi 'be' bears the third person Set II prefix y- '3' and the intransitive nonspecific T/A suffix -n (seen above). In 8b the transitive verb peyə'ma 'hit' bears the transitive imperfective suffix -nəpəj. The O nominal precedes the verb, so there is no Set II prefix. The A nominal, the third person animate distal deictic pronoun kéi, is postverbal and takes no case-marking. The nonverbal proximal time auxiliary kéi agrees with the A for animacy and occurs between the verb and the A nominal.

(8) Imperfective with transitive and intransitive verbs: no case-marking

a. asoonwa wɨnɊ yuchin aman'epəj
   asoonwa wɨnɊ y-u-lichɊ a-ə-sɨma-nəpəj
   three moon 3-INTR-be-T/A NEUT-DETR-prep-IMPERF.1
   '(Fut) three months he will prepare'
   (lit. 'Three months he is / is going to be preparing."

b. arakon petyə'maməpəj kéi kéi
   arakon ə-petyə'ma-nəpəj kéi kéi
   monkey O-NPO-hit-IMPERF.1 is(PROX) 3:AN:DIST
   'It/He is hitting the monkey.'

The next two inflections more closely resemble the ergative Set II system from Makushi in that the A NP is case-marked with the dative postposition ɯya (cognate to the Makushi ergative suffix -a(uy)a) and in that the inflectional suffixes -sa 'Perfect.Visible' and -pəj 'Perfect.Inferential' are cognate to Makushi inflectional suffixes -sa
    'Completive' and -pəj 'Past' (Abbott 1991, pp. 116-8). However, both of these suffixes are better thought of in Panare as forming perfect participle from transitive stems, thus functioning in independent clauses as passive verb forms (analogous to the English passive, in which the perfect participle combines with a copular auxiliary to form a passive independent clause). The case-marking on the A NP must thus be considered oblique rather than ergative, marking that the agent is not the subject of a transitive clause but a demoted oblique adjunct to the passive verb. Nonetheless, the parallels to Set II ergative clauses are striking and require explanation.

In 9a the transitive verb freema 'feed' bears the derivational detransitivizing prefix cb- and the first person Set II prefix ə- '1' along with the visible evidence perfect suffix -sa. The S NP yu '1SG' follows the verb with no auxiliary. In 9b the transitive verb amaika 'keep' bears the third person Set II prefix y- '3' along with the suffix -sa. As with all Set II verbs, the prefix agrees with the absolutive, in this case the patient, which is either O (if we assume an active ergative analysis) or S (if we accept the passive analysis). This clause illustrates one of the syntactic arguments for the passive analysis in
Panare: the nonverbal auxiliary mēn agrees with an inanimate nominative — the first person A is animate, hence the inanimate O must be the subject of the clause. The A yu ‘1SG’ bears the oblique postposition uya ‘DAT’.

(9) Perfect sa with transitive and intransitive verbs: A is case-marked

a. Ø-w-ch-i-reema-sa'  
   yu  
   1-INTR-DET3-feed-PERF. VIS 1SG  
   ‘I have eaten.’

b. y-amaika-sa' mēn yu-ďya  
   3-KEEP-PERF. VIS is. INAN 1SG-DAT  
   ‘I keep it / it is kept by me.’

In 10a the intransitive verb sê ‘go’ bears the third person Set II prefix y-‘3’ and the inferential evidence perfect suffix -jê. Neither the S NP nor the auxiliary occurs. In 10b the transitive verb budž ‘cut’ bears the third person Set II prefix y-‘3’ and the suffix -jê. There are two invariant auxiliaries, the first a non-agreeing Set II past/perfect form of the verb sjifchi ‘be’, and the second the inanimate suppletive auxiliary mēn, which agrees for (in)animacy with the patient subject manko ‘mango’. The agent toraman bears the oblique postposition uya ‘DAT’.

(10) Perfect -jê with transitive and intransitive verbs: A is case-marked

a. yu-tê-jê Karka-pana  
   3-INTR-go-PERF. INF Caracas-towards  
   ‘He’s gone to Caracas (inferred from his absence and knowledge of his plans / habits)’

b. y-lding-jê weitcha mēn manko Toraman-ďya  
   3-cut-PERF. INF be.PAST be.INAN mango Thomas-DAT  
   ‘Thomas has cut (down) the mango / the mango has been cut (down) by Thomas.’  
   (The act of cutting inferred from the absence of the tree)

The identification of a language as Mixed is not so simple as observing that both the Set I and Set II systems operate in independent clauses. There is no controversy over identifying Set I verbs as independent clause verbs in any language for which they are observed, nor is there a problem identifying Set II verbs as independent clause verbs in Ergative Languages, where the Set I system does not exist. However, Set II verbs in mixed languages might alternatively be analyzed as nominalized dependent forms, occurring in independent clauses only as complements of a Set I copula or other complement-taking verb (cf. Derbyshire 1991:16-7). In essence, the alternative argument would be that Set I verbs are the only finite verbs in Mixed languages, and that Set II verbs must be analyzed synchronically as nominalizations. The apparent Set II tenses are then taken to be bi-clausal constructions, with the nominalized Set II forms occurring as complements of finite Set I copulas (or other complement-taking verbs). By this analysis, what I have identified as Mixed languages would be considered Nominative Languages which happen to use biclausal constructions to express some TAM distinctions.

The syntactic tests which distinguish between nominalized dependent forms in biclausal construction from independent clause verbs with auxiliaries are fairly complicated, and I have only carried them out for Panare (in extensive elicitation with native speakers). Such syntactic information is not available for the other languages I list as Mixed; I have nevertheless grouped them with Panare because of analogous splits in tense/aspect paradigms, and because of certain examples which I have encountered in the course of reading through texts and grammars. I present the detailed argumentation for considering Set II verbs to be independent clause verbs in Panare (and by extension, in other Mixed languages) in Chapter 8.

This concludes my introduction to Set I and Set II verb systems in Cariban languages. To summarize, the Nominative Languages show only the Set I verbal system in independent clauses; the Ergative Languages show only the Set II verbal system in independent clauses; and independent clauses in the Mixed Languages show a prototypical Set I verbal system in combination with a somewhat different Set II verbal
system. In all Cariban languages, dependent clauses take verbs which bear Set II morphology; in Nominative Languages these dependent verbs are nominalizations and in Mixed and Ergative Languages they have been analyzed as either nominalizations or as finite subordinate clauses. Given this background information, we can now explore more thoroughly the problem of where these different systems came from and how they came to be distributed as they are in modern Cariban languages.

2.4 Possible Hypotheses to Account for the Distribution of the Set I and Set II Verbal Systems

The morphemes in the Set I and Set II verbal systems are different in both sound and meaning, and hence cannot be reconstructed to a single Proto-Cariban verb system. The morphosyntax of each system aligns according to a fundamentally different type, nominative/accusative for Set I and ergative/absolutive for Set II. Any of the three modern language types (i.e. Nominative, Ergative, or Mixed) could logically represent a conservative reflex of the Proto-Cariban verbal system, which means that we have three potential historical scenarios to account for the distribution of the two verbal systems in modern languages: (1) both systems existed in Proto-Cariban independent clauses, in which case modern Mixed languages are conservative in retaining both systems — i.e. Nominative languages have lost the Set II system and Ergative languages have lost the Set I system; (2) Proto-Cariban independent clauses took the Set I system and the Set II system is derived more recently from nonverbal sources — i.e. Nominative languages are conservative and Mixed and Ergative languages represent different stages of innovation; or (3) Proto-Cariban independent clauses took the Set II system and the Set I system is derived from other sources — i.e. Ergative Languages are conservative and Mixed and Nominative Languages represent different stages of innovation. In the latter two scenarios, some modern languages retain the original Proto-Cariban system (whichever that is), Mixed languages are beginning to replace the old system with the new (hence the two systems alternate in independent clauses), and some have completed the change to the new system.

We have no a priori reason to presume that any of these scenarios is more likely than any other. In Chapter 3 I discuss the methodological principles which must inform reconstructions of grammar, then develop the set of predictions which follows from each scenario. In Chapter 4 I argue that scenario 2 is the only one which can be supported: Proto-Cariban was a Nominative language.
Notes to Chapter 2

1 Following Dixon (1979) and generally accepted use since then, I use the terms A, S, and O as abbreviations for the grammatical relations subject of transitive, subject of intransitive, and direct object of transitive. I prefer this tripartite system of labelling rather than one which conflates A and S (e.g., the term “subject”). Although the label A is doubtless etymologically related to the semantic case role agent (cf. Fillmore 1968), my use of the term A is not semantic, but syntactic (for further elaboration, see definition of terms, Chapter 3).

2 Derbyshire glosses thisFormData: 32° prefix ‘3A3O’ and I retain his glossing in these examples; in Chapter 5 I will argue based on comparative evidence that theFormData: 32° reconstructs to a nonreferring prefix in Proto-Cariban.

3 The various Cariban languages have very similar phonology. Most orthographies used by the various Cariban linguists are fairly transparent. The variations are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hixkaryana</th>
<th>Carib</th>
<th>Panare</th>
<th>Makushi</th>
<th>Kuikuro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ī</td>
<td>ī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>ē</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morphological categories are given different labels by each primary linguist; I use the morphemic glosses given by each primary source that I cite, and I provide the full form of each abbreviation in text where needed. In most examples, I simply insert the gloss T/A for most tense and aspect suffixes. For Hixkaryana, the necessary abbreviations are as follows:

3S = third person intransitive subject
COLL = collective (similar to plural)
DIST.PAST.COMPL = distant past complete
3A3O = third person subject acting on third person object
NMLZR = nominalizer
POSS = possessed
DENOM = denominalizer
1SG = first person singular
DAT = dative
1+3 equals first person plural exclusive
NMLZN.PAST = past tense action/patient nominalizer

4 The name ‘Makushi’ is suggested by Terrence Kaufman (pc) as a phonetically accurate compromise between the names given in the three grammars offered to date: ‘Makuchi’ (Williams 1932), ‘Macuxi’ (Carson 1982), and ‘Macushi’ (Abbot 1991). See note 3 for phonological information. I have inserted aFormData: 32° prefix on verbs in some examples to draw attention to the fact that an absolutive clitic has been replaced by a free (pro)noun absolutive. In other examples I have inserted aFormData: 32° suffix on the verb to draw attention to the lack of an ergative clitic. Neither of these zero forms is intended to reflect an empty category in the verb, and as such are represented as ‘∅’ in the gloss line as well. In contrast, there is a zero tense suffix, FormData: 32° ‘Universal Tense’, which is a placeholder for an obligator morphological category of tense.

5 As will be seen in Chapter 9, some Ergative Languages actually do utilize one or two Set I tenses, but the languages are still best categorized as Ergative Languages due to (1) the clear dominance of the Set II system, and (2) the predominance of unambiguously ergative tenses (as I suggest in §3.3.3, and as I show in greater detail in Chapters 8-11, the Set II system does not always entail unambiguous ergativity — in at least Panare, cognates to ergative tenses are best analyzed as passive, and there is an aspect-based split the Set II system in both Mixed and Ergative Languages).

6 The morpheme FormData: 32° ‘Preceding O (PO)’ represents an accent shift in the verb whenever it is preceded by a free (pro)noun O. In 6b, the free noun O Toman precedes the verb, causing the accent shift. In 6c, the free pronoun O amin precedes the verb, causing both accent shift and loss of the 3A3O prefix (indicated by FormData: 32°).

7 Payne's analysis is discussed further in Chapter 8. Also, in elicitation we have discovered another sentence form which could be analyzed as a main clause ergative: sometimes the suffix FormData: 32° occurs on a transitive verb in a main clause context, in which case the A must take the oblique case ergative postposition aya 'Dative'. Further research is needed to determine if this inflection is, in fact, a productive part of the paradigm for main clause verbs, and if the case-marked A is best analyzed as an oblique or an ergative.

8 Derbyshire 1991 is a published in a collection of working papers, and as such is a preliminary work. I appreciate Derbyshire's willingness to share this preliminary work with the academic community, and I hope that I do him no disservice in treating it here on equal footing with his more finished publications.
CHAPTER 3

TERMS AND METHODS OF SYNTACTIC RECONSTRUCTION

3.1 Definition of Terms

Until now, I have used linguistic terminology as though I assume that everyone shares my assumptions about the nature of language and the proper use of terms. Clearly, however, there are many formal theoretical frameworks in linguistics, each using the 'same' linguistic terms, but with somewhat different meanings. Since I wish this study to be accessible to linguists operating in any framework, I operate with a minimum of theoretical machinery, utilizing only grammatical categories which are forced upon me by my data. In this section I explain what I intend by each of the technical terms I employ.

With regard to lexical categories, I identify lexical word classes by a combination of semantic meaning and morphosyntactic behavior. First, I identify semantically prototypical nouns and verbs as "time-stable concepts" like persons, places, and things versus "time unstable" concepts like actions and sensations (cf. Givón 1983). I then describe the morphosyntax of these prototypical lexical nouns and verbs in the prototypical context of simple independent clause assertions. By independent clause assertions I mean utterances which contain only one predicate, which assert the reality of an event, and which require no further context to be interpretable to a native speaker.

The lexical properties of verbs include such things as subcategorization for semantic case roles (e.g. Agent, Patient) and syntactic arguments (e.g. A, S, and O). In independent clauses assertions, intransitive verbs assert an action or state relative to one semantic participant and require only one syntactic argument; transitive verbs assert an action or state relative to two participants and require two syntactic arguments. In Cariban languages, the single syntactic argument of any intransitive verb can be identified as simply S — although in some languages, perhaps there are some subcategories of S to account for (cf. Chapter 5, §5.2.2). For transitive verbs, the two syntactic arguments show different morphosyntactic patterns. For a transitive verb with a prototype agent acting on a prototype patient, I label the syntactic role which corresponds to the semantic Agent referent as A and the syntactic role which corresponds to the semantic Patient referent as O. Having thus identified the morphosyntactic patterns which identify A and O as relevant syntactic categories for verbs which take unambiguous agents and patients, the patterns themselves identify the syntactic categories of A and O for verbs which do not have prototype Agent and Patient referents. In this study, I use the terms notional S, notional A, and notional O to refer to the syntactic arguments which a lexical verb requires. That is, I assume that if in an independent clause assertion a particular verb requires both A and O arguments, then in other types of constructions that verb stem continues to categorize for these same arguments even though they cannot necessarily be expressed in their prototypical morphosyntactic patterns (e.g. a nominalized transitive verb stem still subcategorizes for A and O arguments, but as a derived noun the nominal form cannot take A and O arguments per se, since that is a morphosyntactic property of verbs; in such a case I will describe the alternative morphosyntactic patterns by which the notional A and the notional O are expressed in the nominalized clause).

Having identified S, A, and O in this way, I then use the terms nominative, accusative, ergative, and absolutive as the standard cover terms for sub-groupings of the three: nominative = S and A, accusative = O alone, ergative = A alone, and absolutive = S and O. I use the term tripartite for patterns which treat all three differently. For example, the Set I personal prefixes are tripartite in that A, S, and O are marked with different...
forms, whereas the Set II personal prefixes are absolutive in that the same forms mark S and O.

I have used the term verbal system as a cover for the entire complex of independent clause morphosyntax, which includes verbal inflectional morphology, auxiliaries, and the morphosyntax associated with the syntactic arguments of the verb (case-marking and word order). These terms themselves need definition.

By verbal inflectional morphology I mean classes of morphology without which the verb cannot be the predicate for an independent clause (cf. Jespersen's 1923 and Timberlake's 1976 definitions of the notion “finite verb”, as discussed in Chapter 10). The class of inflectional morphology stands in distinction to two classes of verbal derivational morphology: category-changing derivational morphology, which changes the lexical category of a verb (e.g. to derive a noun) and thus cannot co-occur with verbal inflectional morphology; and meaning-changing derivational morphology, which alters the meaning of the verb root and can co-occur with either inflectional or category-changing derivational morphology.

By auxiliaries, I mean a restricted class of independent words which co-occur with certain verbal inflections as a part of a single independent clause predicate. Key properties of auxiliaries are: (1) phonological or syntactic independence from the independent verb — i.e. an auxiliary must be distinguishable from inflectional morphology; (2) lack of independent lexical content — i.e. the auxiliary must arguably form a single predication with the independent verb, adding only abstract grammatical information such as tense, aspect, mood, or person marking, but not concrete lexical information.

By word order I mean simply the possible sequences of verbs and their syntactic arguments. As much as possible, I intend to avoid positing phrase structure rules in this study. I do not want to enter into debates over how phrase structure ought to be represented, which categories are required in a given representation, nor which formalism captures the most synchronic generalizations. I believe I can present my study with reference only to simple constituency in certain subdomains of the clause. Where necessary, I will represent constituent boundaries either with brackets or with simple phrase structure trees; when I model a constituent, I do not intend the model to include all possible categories, but simply to offer a convenient shorthand representation for the syntactic behavior I am discussing at the moment.

Lexical subcategories of nouns are not relevant for this study; however, morphosyntactic properties of prototypical lexical nouns are critical. In particular, nouns can possess other nouns, they can be possessed, they can bear postpositions, and they can serve as A, S, or O arguments of a verb. Given this set of morphosyntactic behaviors, we can identify non-prototype nouns in Cariban languages, including modifying nouns (which translate as adjectives in English) and derived nouns.

In describing the personal prefixes and suffixes from both the Set I and Set II systems, three patterns of behavior require labels. All of these patterns involve coreference between prefixes and free noun phrases. In the first pattern, which I label clitic, the prefixal form is in complementary distribution with a free pronoun or noun phrase, i.e. a coreferential free pronoun or noun phrase may not co-occur in the same clause with the personal prefix, but only one or the other may occur. In the second pattern, which I label clitic/agreement the prefix remains in complementary distribution with an adjacent free pronoun or noun phrase, but may co-occur with a coreferential free pronoun or noun phrase elsewhere. In the third pattern, which I label agreement, the prefix is obligatory regardless of the location (or even occurrence) of a coreferential noun phrase. I illustrate the three types of prefixal forms from Panare:
the modern meanings if a principled explanation can be offered for the loss of certain meanings in certain modern languages.

So in examining modern Cariban languages, we should look for all possible modern cognates to both Set I and Set II forms. If any of the forms found in either the Set I or Set II systems have only verbal system cognates in modern languages, then those forms must be reconstructed to the Proto-Cariban verbal system. Those forms with both verbal and nonverbal cognates could logically reconstruct to either or both meanings/functions in Proto-Cariban. In order to decide which meanings/functions were prior and which derivative, we need to refer to other principles of reconstruction.

2) Relatively more recent developments in morphosyntax will show some syntactic or phonological evidence of their youth, whereas older forms and systems will show signs of their age. Symptoms of young morphology include relatively free forms syntactically (e.g. clitics are relatively freer than agreement affixes, TAM auxiliaries freer than TAM inflectional affixes).

This principle motivates a comparison of the function morphemes in each verbal system for age: is there an opposition between more affixal and more clitic-like personal forms, and does either set express tense or aspect with free auxiliaries as opposed to more bound inflectional affixes? These metrics will help determine which set of forms has been in a longer systematic relationship to verbs.

These two general principles are supplemented by one which is more specific to the Cariban case. This third principle is based on typological comparison of syntactic change, distinguishing between two types of change which appear similar on the surface, but which have very different motivations and associated patterns of morphosyntax. This principle is based on the difference between what Harris and Campbell (in progress) call extension and construction reanalysis.1

3.2 Theory and Methodology of Morphosyntactic Reconstruction

In this section I state some principles of grammatical reconstruction to which I subscribe, then explain how these principles interact with the three potential historical scenarios to predict patterns of data in modern languages.

The first principle is drawn from lexical reconstruction, but it applies equally well to morphemes or to sets of morphemes in syntactic systems:

1) If all modern cognates for a given form have the same meaning/function, then the form must be reconstructed with that meaning/function in the proto language. Conversely, if modern cognates have more than one meaning/function, then the form may be reconstructed in the proto language with any one (or more) of the modern meanings from which the others can arguably be derived, or with all of

(11) A **Clitic** possessive prefix

- **amén matan** ‘your shoulder’ (amén ^-matu-n; 2Sg NPG-shoulder-Poss)
- **amatan** ‘your shoulder’

*amén amatan* (your shoulder)

*amatan amén* (your shoulder)

(12) A **clitic/agreement** Set II verbal prefix

- ** apaie yu** ‘I feed you’ (a-pa-ie yu; 2-feed-T/A ISg)
- ** amén apaie yu** ‘I feed you’
- ** apaie yu amén** ‘I feed you’
- *amén apaie yu* (I feed you)

(13) An **Agreement** Set I verbal prefix

- **mipayai.** ‘You fed him/her’ (mipai-aji; 2A3O-feed-TNS)
- **mipayai amén kín** ‘You fed him/her’
- **kín mipayai amén** ‘You fed him/her’
- **amén mipayai kín** ‘You fed him/her’
Extension is a relatively simple kind of historical change, whereby speakers perceive two systems as somehow analogous to each other, and thereby extend some element of one system to the other. For example, both verbal and nominal systems in a given language might require different forms for person marking — one set to mark subject for verbs and another to mark possessor for nouns. Seeing analogous personal distinctions in both systems, speakers might extend the person marking forms from one system to replace those of the other, thus simplifying the language. This kind of operation leaves no real trail to indicate that it has happened, unless a few idiosyncratic parts of the altered system retain the original set of forms.

In contrast, construction reanalysis is a more radical kind of syntactic surgery, whereby a given set of morphemes in a certain syntactic relationship to one another are reanalyzed as having a different set of functions, and perhaps as being in a different relationship to one another. Where extension moves a given form from one system to another, and thereby alters its syntactic function, construction reanalysis actually changes the syntactic function of an entire construction; all of its component parts thereby take on new syntactic functions when they occur in the reanalyzed construction. Outside of this specific construction, the individual morphological forms retain their original meaning/syntactic function — i.e. the entire construction, with all of its component morphology, is reanalyzed; the various component morphemes are not individually reanalyzed; and so when they occur individually in other constructions, they continue to operate as though the reanalysis had not occurred. Thus, construction reanalysis creates forms with multiple meanings/functions: the original meaning/function in most syntactic constructions and the reanalyzed meaning/function only in the reanalyzed construction(s).\(^2\)

The patterns of evidence left by these two diachronic operations — extension and construction reanalysis — are very different. On the surface, it seems clear that in the Cariban case the introduction of a new verbal system must have been due to construction reanalysis rather than extension — i.e. extension creates one discrete change at a time (such as a change only in personal prefixes), whereas construction reanalysis simultaneously changes all morphology which occurs in a given construction. In the Cariban case, not just verb agreement forms, not just TAM suffixes, not just auxiliaries, not just word order alignment, not just case-marking, but ALL of these elements differ between the two systems. Simple extension from another system could produce any one or two of these differences between the systems, but not all of them simultaneously — the entire construction of the verb phrase has undergone radical change as a part of the move between the two sets of forms.

While simple extension of case-marking or personal agreement from one system to another need not leave traces of its movement, when construction reanalysis has taken place, at least some of the morphosyntax of the source construction will be preserved in the resulting construction; in addition, the entire set of individual forms which underwent reanalysis together will retain their individual meanings/functions when they occur in other constructions. It is this pattern of multiple meanings/syntactic functions which motivates the third principle:

3) Forms with multiple meanings/functions as a result of construction reanalysis will show evidence as to which meanings/functions are etymologically prior and which are derived.

The evidence will be in terms of the following patterns: (1) If several forms have unique meanings only when they co-occur in a given construction, then that construction is most likely the result of construction reanalysis and the meanings of the forms in that
construction are derivative. For example, if four different forms in a language have multiple meanings/functions, but if all four co-occur in a single construction where each of the four has one meaning/function unique to the construction in question, this confluence of evidence points to the reanalysis of the entire construction rather than to a series of individual extensions or reanalyses. (2) In order for a construction to exist to be reanalyzed, the source construction must have been interpretable, and there must be some semantic or pragmatic connection between the meaning of the source construction and the meaning of the resultant construction. For example, the modern English verb building in *He is building a house* had its etymological source as a nominalization in a locative predicate clause: *He is on building of a house* (Visser 1966). *He is building a house* is a case of construction reanalysis, in which the copula became an auxiliary, the nominalization building became an independent verb, and the locative and genitive prepositions were lost. Had the prepositions been retained, they would have had different meanings in the verbal construction than in other contexts. The meaning of the source construction can easily be linked to the resultant aspectual meaning: “he is located in a metaphorical space defined by the act of building a house” > “He is in the process of building a house”.

In the Cariban case, we must examine the various forms from both the Set I and Set II verbal systems, and then see if all the forms from one (or both) system(s) have additional nonverbal meanings/functions. If the forms from one verbal system have nonverbal meanings in ALL Cariban languages (remember, neither verbal system is attested in main clauses in all Cariban languages), then by principle one, we would be forced to reconstruct those forms to their nonverbal meanings. Then we would posit that these forms derived their verbal meanings (found in only a subset of modern Cariban languages) at some later time by construction reanalysis. As a check, we would like to find evidence of an entire cognate construction prior to reanalysis to verify that the combination of the forms was interpretable with a meaning similar to the resultant tense-aspect.

Given these principles, the task now becomes to reconstruct the Set I and Set II systems and to identify the source(s) of each element from both systems. To complete the database for reconstruction, we must look outside the verbal systems in modern Cariban languages for cognates to forms from either the Set I or the Set II verbal systems. The results of this search are summarized in Chapter 4.
Notes to Chapter 3

1 Harris and Campbell's volume is still in early stages of preparation, and hence is not available for direct quotation. I cite them based on Harris' presentation of these concepts in her course, Diachronic Syntax, from the 1991 LSA Institute in Santa Cruz.

2 It is exactly this kind of polysemy which Heine et al (1991) account for within their semantic theory of grammaticalization. In this particular study I will not rely heavily on Heine et al's characterization of grammaticalization, since I am focused more on the reanalysis of pre-existing morphology rather than the creation of new morphology via grammaticalization of lexical items. Although it is not so directly applicable to this study, Heine's body of work is an inspiration to me in all my studies of diachronic syntax.

CHAPTER 4

OVERVIEW OF THE HYPOTHESIS: FROM SET I TO MIXED TO SET II

In Chapter 2, I summarized the primary identifying characteristics of the Set I and Set II verbal systems, showed how they pattern in modern Cariban languages, and suggested three logically possible scenarios by which the two systems came to be distributed as they are in modern Cariban languages. In Chapter 3 I stated the theoretical principles which must guide diachronic study of these two systems. In this chapter, I look at the two systems again from the theoretical perspective I have outlined. The pattern of evidence fits exactly with the predictions made by scenario 2 from Chapter 2: Set I is the Proto-Cariban verbal system and the Set II system is more recently derived from nonverbal forms. This chapter summarizes the patterns of evidence, explains the mechanism by which nonverbal Set II morphology enters independent clauses, and argues against the alternative hypothesis which has been presented in the previous literature.

4.1 The Pattern of Evidence

Proto-Cariban cognates to most elements of the Set I system are not found outside the verbal system in any modern languages, so by Principle 1 of Chapter 3, the Set I system must be reconstructed to the Proto-Cariban verbal system. I discuss the Set I system in detail in Chapter 5.

In contrast, cognates to all the Set II forms and syntactic patterns are found outside the verbal system in all Cariban languages: Cognates to Set II personal clitics and clitics/agreement affixes occur as possessive clitics on possessed nouns. Cognates to Set
TAM suffixes occur as category changing derivational suffixes, deriving nouns from lexical verbs. Cognates to Set II auxiliaries function both as copulas and as complement-taking aspectual verbs (e.g. 'finish'). Cognates to the ergative suffix occur as locative postpositions.

The overall pattern of cognates is schematized in Table 3.1. The top row identifies language type as Nominative, Mixed, and Ergative respectively. The second row lists the verbal system(s) found in independent clauses for each category of language. Each subsequent row indicates the function(s) attested in each language type for a given set of cognate morphology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal system</th>
<th>Language Type</th>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
<th>Erg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nmplzn</td>
<td>Nmplzn-T/A</td>
<td>Nmplzn-T/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poss. clitics</td>
<td>Poss/Abs clitics</td>
<td>Poss/Abs clitics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lexical verbs</td>
<td>verbs/Aux</td>
<td>verbs/Aux/affixes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oblique</td>
<td>oblique/erg</td>
<td>ergative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Nominative Languages, all parts of the Set II system function outside of the system of verbal morphology. In Mixed and Ergative Languages, the parts of the Set II system function both inside and outside the verbal system. Since Set II forms have nonverbal meanings/functions in all Cariban languages (and do not have verbal meanings in all Cariban languages), we can reconstruct only the nonverbal meanings back to Proto-Cariban. Since the Set II forms have tense-aspect, absolute argument, auxiliary/affix, and ergative case-marker meanings uniquely when functioning as part of the Set II verbal system in Mixed and Ergative languages, by Principle 3, the Set II verbal system must be a result of construction reanalysis. In Chapter 6, I reconstruct the Proto-Cariban possessive clitics and possessor-possessed word order. In Chapter 7, I reconstruct some of the nominalizers (§7.1), and I discuss the etymological status of the case-marking and verb-marking patterns in nominalized clauses (§7.2-4).

4.2 The Mechanism of Reanalysis

The evolutionary development of the Cariban Set II system into the verbal domain has two parts, neither of which is particularly revolutionary. What is apparently unusual is to see both parts instantiated in a single language family with a single set of cognate forms. First, Proto-Cariban nominalizations were reanalyzed as participials. Second, the participials were reanalyzed as finite Set II verbs.

In Proto-Cariban (as in modern Nominative Languages), dependent clauses were formed from nominalized verbs. Thus, complement-taking independent verbs would take as their direct object a nominalization of a lexical verb. These derived nouns were possessed by their notional absolutive arguments (i.e. S or O). In certain constructions where the independent verb was a copula or an aspectual verb like “finish” or “try”, the main verb did not really convey the semantically most salient information, the concrete lexical meaning, but rather the more abstract grammatical information of tense, aspect, and/or mood. The independent communicative content of the complex sentence was the lexical meaning of the dependent verb. With the nominalized dependent verb being the most salient, and the independent verb serving primarily (or only) to bear TAM, the syntax of the complex sentence was potentially ambiguous: a child learning the language might continue to analyze the sentence as biclausal, or s/he might consider the two verbs to be part of a single predication, with the lexically most salient verb as the main verb and
the grammatically more salient verb as the auxiliary. When the second analysis is chosen, the biclausal construction is taken as monoclausal, with a nonfinite main verb and a finite auxiliary. At this point, the nonfinite verb retains the morphology of its nominal origin, but develops a new syntax to reflect its status as the main verb of an independent clause. As such, it becomes a participial in the classic sense of Jespersen (1924): "neither verb nor noun, but partaking of both".

To argue for this reanalysis from nominalization to participle, I first document the syntactic characteristics of prototype nouns (Chapter 6), show that before reanalysis, nominalizations share these characteristics (Chapter 7), but that after reanalysis, the syntactic characteristics of the new participles differ in important ways (Chapter 8, §8.1.2).

This type of reanalysis is also attested cross-linguistically. Haspelmath (to appear) discusses the rise of participles from nominalizations in Mongolian, Finno-Ugrik, and Romance languages. Also, it is precisely this type of reanalysis which gives us the Modern English nonfinite verbal inflection/participle -ing from the Old English nominalizer *ing-/einge* (Visser 1968, Gildea 1989a-b): in contexts where it occurs without its auxiliary, it either remains a fully nominalized form (*walking is good exercise*) or a present participle (*the walking man walks*); synchronically -ing as an independent clause verbal inflection requires a copular auxiliary (e.g. *he is walking*). In this sense, English is analogous to a Cariban Mixed Language, with both an older finite verbal system (past and nonpast tenses) in alternation (and combination) with a newer verbal system (i.e. historically dependent verb forms which now occur in independent clauses with auxiliaries — be...-ing, have...-ed, and all the modal auxiliaries with their bare infinitives).

The second stage of the Cariban reanalysis is for the participles in independent clauses to be reanalyzed as independent clause finite verbs without the need for auxiliaries. Cross-linguistically, the evolution from passive participle to finite verb in an ergative system is well-attested (Hohepa 1969, Hale 1970, Anderson 1977, Comrie 1978, Plank (ed) 1979, Givón 1979, 1984, Mallinson and Blake 1981, Estival and Myhill 1988). There is at least one clear example of a participial first being used to form a passive and then the passive construction developing into an ergative construction in the Indo-Iranian family (documented in Pirajko 1979 and John Payne 1979). Although Comrie 1978 (375-6) states that he is not aware of any cases of an ergatively organized nominalization being reanalyzed directly into an ergatively organized verbal system, he qualifies this statement by suggesting that all such developments go through a passive stage. While not all Set II tenses show a passive stage per se (see Chapter 11, §11.2.2), in this study I will suggest that they do go through a participial stage.

If we focus just on the changes that have taken place in the combination of the verb stem plus Set II morphology, the change is one from nominalization to finite Set II verb. This evolution must take as its starting point a Nominative proto-language, in which syntactic distinctions between lexical and derived nouns are minimal. In the first stage of the evolution to a Mixed Language, nominalizations become participials which continue to bear identical morphology to nouns, but which, in certain contexts, no longer share the syntax of nouns. Specifically, when they occur as complements of a copula or aspectual/modal independent verb like "finish" or "try", they show syntactic behavior which is different from that of lexical nouns (and more like that of verbs inflected with Set I morphology). In Ergative languages, the participial has been further reanalyzed as a finite independent verb — not because of any inherent change in its morphosyntactic behavior, but because the Nominative system, the historical finite verbal paradigm, is
lost. Thus, the only independent clause verbs which remain as candidates for the label “finite” are the nominalizations cum participials, i.e. the Set II verbs. Due to this evolution, the finite verb and the erstwhile nominalized dependent clause in Ergative Languages share in patterns of both morphology and syntax; it is only in a few small syntactic behaviors that the two can be distinguished at all (Chapters 9-10).

Figure 2 illustrates this chain of development:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Category</th>
<th>Arguments of Independent Clauses (Including Dependent Clauses)</th>
<th>Independent Clauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set I</td>
<td><strong>Inflected Nouns</strong></td>
<td><strong>Inflected Verbs (Set I system)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Lexical</strong></td>
<td><strong>Derived (Set II forms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td><strong>Inflected Nouns</strong></td>
<td><strong>Inflected Verbs (Set I System)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Lexical</strong></td>
<td><strong>Derived (Set II forms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Participials (Set II System)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set II</td>
<td><strong>Inflected Nouns</strong></td>
<td><strong>Finite Verbs (Set II system)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Lexical</strong></td>
<td><strong>Derived (Set II forms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(Ø) (Set I System)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The Evolution of Nominalizations into Finite Verbs

In Nominative Languages, the verb of an independent clause must be inflected with Set I morphology, and verbs inflected with Set I morphology cannot occur in dependent clauses. In contrast, verbs bearing Set II morphology pattern with lexical nouns in virtually all areas of morphology, heading only dependent arguments (or clauses). Thus, there seems to be a complete dichotomy in Nominative languages, with Set I verbs completely independent and Set II verbs completely nominalized, and hence dependent. In Chapters 6 and 7 I illustrate the properties of nominalized (Set II) verbs in Nominative Languages.

In Mixed languages, verbs inflected with Set I morphology remain the prototype finite verbs, occurring almost exclusively in independent clauses. Set II morphology continues to derive nouns from verb stems in dependent contexts. However, verb stems bearing Set II morphology have also begun to occur in independent clauses, as participials co-occurring with auxiliaries. Among the syntactic properties which distinguish participials from nominalizations is that participials can occur in independent clauses, even though they are not finite like Set I verbs. In Chapter 8 I argue from both semantic/pragmatic and also from syntactic evidence that in the Mixed Language Panare, Set II verbs now occur in independent clauses; as befits their new participial status, they no longer pattern morphosyntactically with lexical nouns. Thus, the independent clause is no longer exclusively the domain of the Set I system, but is now shared between the two systems.

In Ergative Languages, the Set I verbal system has been lost — and along with it has been lost the historical morphosyntactic definition of finite verb. The only candidate for the status of finite inflected verb is the erstwhile participial, the verb bearing Set II morphology, even though the inflection shows no more morphosyntactic characteristics of finiteness than it did as a participial in Mixed languages. Thus, in Ergative Languages, verb stems bearing Set II morphology now function at both ends of the noun-verb continuum: as derived nouns in dependent clauses and as finite inflected verbs in independent clauses. It is not that these Set II verbs have evolved so much farther, but rather that with the loss of the Set I system, much of the formal distinction between derived nouns and finite verbs has been lost. In Chapter 9 I illustrate the identity between finite and nominalized verb forms for Northern and Southern Ergative Languages (§9.1
and §9.2). I suggest (following Joseph 1983) that no morphological distinction exists between finite and nonfinite verb forms, leaving only a distinction between dependent and independent clauses, each of which utilizes the same verb forms.

4.3 The Competing Hypothesis

Some correlations between the Set II verbal system and the dependent clause system of at least Nominative languages have been noted in the only previously published works on Cariban historical syntax (Derbyshire 1981, 1985, 1987, and 1991). To Derbyshire, the correlation between independent clauses in Ergative Languages and dependent clauses in Nominative Languages was taken as evidence for a different hypothesis, namely that the Set II system must have operated in both the verbal and the nominal systems in Proto-Cariban and that the Set I system is an innovation in the verbal systems of some Cariban languages (i.e. the third scenario from Chapter 3). In this section, I discuss the empirical basis for that claim, and argue that it cannot be supported.

Derbyshire’s work has been very influential in the field of word order typology. Prior to 1977, typologists had claimed that since no language had shown a basic word order with the object preceding both the subject and the verb, such an order was universally impossible. Derbyshire 1977 destroyed these claims by documenting that the Set I Cariban language Hikkaryana has the basic word order object-verb-subject (OVS). Derbyshire and Pullum 1981 argued that a number of other Cariban languages also have the basic order OVS (including the Set II language Makushi). Derbyshire 1981 and 1985 then addressed the question of how this aberrant word order came to exist. In his discussion, he asserted that Proto-Cariban was probably an ergative/absolutive language with SOV order. Derbyshire 1987 and 1991 state this same conclusion more strongly. I recapitulate his reasoning as follows.

First, Derbyshire described the Nominative Language Hikkaryana, noting (1) that personal prefixes on the verb mark A, O, and S without forming either a nominative/accusative or an ergative/absolutive pattern, (2) the word order is OVA and VS, and (3) there is no nominal case-marking. He contrasted this with Ergative Language Makushi, noting that the A is sometimes marked with an ergative suffix, that the verbal prefixes mark only absolutive, and that the basic word order in Makushi is SV in intransitive clauses and about 50% AOV and 50% OVA in transitive clauses. He did not identify the full Set I and Set II systems in that his descriptions did not discuss TAM suffixes nor auxiliaries, but were restricted to person marking on the verb, case marking on nouns, and word order in the opposing systems. Given the limitations of his data — both in terms of the number of relevant elements in the competing systems and in terms of number of languages compared — Derbyshire could not reconstruct Proto-Cariban forms or systems, so he relied instead on theory to decide which system was more likely to have been conserved from Proto-Cariban and which was more likely to be innovative.

The theory Derbyshire begins with is that independent clause verbal systems tend to be innovative and dependent clause systems tend to be conservative (cf. Givón 1979:83-5, 259-61). Since the word order in Hikkaryana dependent (i.e. nominalized) clauses is subject-object-verb (AOV), since absolutive (Set II) prefixes are found in Hikkaryana dependent clauses as genitive prefixes, and since the A NP in Hikkaryana dependent clauses always bears the oblique postposition which is cognate to the Set II Ergative suffix, Derbyshire concluded that the ergative/absolutive (Set II) person marking system, AOV word order, and the ergative case-marker are all more conservative than the independent clause (Set I) person marking system, OVS word order, and lack of case-marking. A correlate to this assumption was the assumption that the parallel ergative (Set II) system in languages like Makushi must also be more conservative than the Hikkaryana
Set I system. This assumption thus led to the conclusion that the Proto-Cariban verbal system must have been ergative/absolutive (Set II) like Makushi, with AOV word order. He then had to account for three innovations in Hixkaryana independent clauses: the loss of the ergative case-marker, addition of nominative personal prefixes to form the Set I verbal prefix set from pre-existing the Set II absolutive forms (more on this in §4.3.1), and the word order change to OVS. He explored a number of possible explanations—including the possibility that the loss of case-marking caused the change in word order—and concluded that the structural mechanism for the word order change was most likely an afterthought construction whose motivation was most likely pragmatic. He did not discuss either a mechanism or a motivation for the change in verb agreement and case-marking, but simply asserted that the change must have occurred, since the modern differences were self-evident.

Before discussing the evidence which has been presented in support of this hypothesis, I must contest the primary assumption which underlies it. It may be true that dependent clauses are typologically more conservative and that independent clauses are more innovative. In fact, my reconstruction of Proto-Cariban morphosyntax is consonant with this claim in that dependent clauses from all modern Cariban languages do conserve the Proto-Cariban dependent clause system. However, Derbyshire’s assumption that dependent clauses conserve independent clause morphosyntax is not supported by either theory or the Cariban data. Instead, what is conserved in modern Cariban dependent clauses is the Proto-Cariban dependent clause morphosyntax.

Derbyshire’s claim that the independent clause system has been preserved in dependent clauses entails two specific empirical questions: first, In Proto-Cariban was there only one system, the Set II system, which initially operated in both independent and dependent clauses? Second, Has the Set I verbal system recently invaded independent clauses in Mixed and Set I languages, with a resulting restriction of the Set II system to the nominal system and dependent clauses? The first empirical question can only be resolved by reconstructing the forms of the two systems according to the principles laid out in Chapter 3. To resolve the second empirical question, two types of evidence are needed: (1) modern nonverbal cognates to the Set I verbal system, and (2) a mechanism by which the nonverbal Set I forms were introduced into independent clauses as a system.

I have made the strong claim in §4.1 that no nonverbal cognates to the Set I system are found. However, Derbyshire (1991) and Franchetto (1990) do offer some potential nonverbal cognates to portions of the Set I personal prefix set. In §4.3.1 I account for Derbyshire’s proposed nonverbal Set I cognates as the result of an earlier innovation, independent to the rise of the Set II verbal system. In §4.3.2 I argue that Franchetto’s potential nonverbal cognate is in fact not cognate to a Set I person marking prefix, but is rather cognate to an idiosyncratic Set II nominalizing prefix. In §4.3.3 I summarize the almost complete lack of either cognate forms or coherent mechanism to support the alternative hypothesis.

4.3.1 Nonverbal Cognates to the Set I Object-Oriented Person Markers

Based on synchronic morphosyntactic behavior, the Set I transitive person marking system can be divided into two sub-groups: A-oriented prefixes and O-oriented clitics (for definition of the terms A-oriented vs. O-oriented, and for details of the syntactic tests which distinguish the two, see Chapter 5, §5.2.1). These groups differ in both form and syntactic behavior, differences which argue for different etymologies as well. Derbyshire 1991 points out that a subset of the Set I O-oriented and the Set II absolutive clitics are the same forms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set I</th>
<th>A-oriented</th>
<th>O-oriented</th>
<th>Set II</th>
<th>Absolutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>*c(1)-</td>
<td>*u(y)-</td>
<td>*u(y)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*m(1)-</td>
<td>*a(y)-</td>
<td>*a(y)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+2</td>
<td>*kic(1)-</td>
<td>*k(1)-</td>
<td>*k(1)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*t(0)-</td>
<td></td>
<td>*y(t)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Derbyshire suggests that the Set II clitics were prior (as part of the historically conservative Set II verbal system) and that the Set I A-oriented prefixes represent recent innovations, added to the historically conservative Set II clitics to form the full Set I person-marking prefix set. Presumably the new prefixes were added by the mechanism of extension, since the only change argued for is the addition of the new prefixes. But the question arises, Extension of what and from where? Derbyshire (pc) suggests that the second and third person forms might represent reduced free pronouns (from Hixkaryana amo and noro, respectively), and that they probably started with intransitive verbs and moved by extension into the transitive set. He offers no potential etymology for the first person singular and dual inclusive forms.

I will argue the opposing position, that the Set I A-oriented prefixes are historically prior and that the Set I O-oriented prefixes were introduced into the Set I system by extension from the set of possessive clitics (which are also the etymological source of the Set II absolutive clitics). Further, I will argue that this integration is not a recent development, but took place prior to Proto-Cariban.

The Set I A-oriented and O-oriented forms differ not just in form, but also in syntactic behavior. The A-oriented forms are obligatory agreement prefixes, whereas the O-oriented forms can be replaced with the corresponding free pronoun or full NP argument (cf. the definition of agreement and clitic in Chapter 3). I take these differences to reflect different etymologies: the A-oriented prefixes appear to be older (they are more bound to the verb in that they are obligatory) and their etymological source has been lost (Greenberg 1987 suggests that a form *m '2' existed as far back as Proto-Amerind). The O-oriented forms appear to be younger (syntactically less bound as clitics in complementary distribution with free pronouns and full NPs) and the Proto-Cariban possessive clitics are the transparent etymological source I present the data to support this argument in Chapter 5, §5.2.1).

When the O-oriented clitics were extended into independent clauses to join the older A-oriented prefix set, no other cognates to parts of the Set II system accompanied them: they occur with Set I word order, Set I case-marking, Set I T/A inflectional suffixes, and no auxiliaries. Thus, the mechanism by which forms identical to the Set II absolutive clitics entered the Set I person-marking system must have been localized, something like simple extension. Since all Set I systems found in modern Cariban languages already contain the O-oriented portion of the prefix set, the extension must have happened by the time of Proto-Cariban. In sum, while the O-oriented Set I forms arguably do originate outside the verbal system, this is better accounted for by simple extension of the forms from possessive clitics into the Set I system than by considering the entire Set II verbal system to be the historical antecedent to the Set I system.

4.3.2 The Potential Nonverbal Cognate to the Set I Prefix *n- '3A3O/3S'

Franchetto (1990) describes the southern Brazilian Cariban language Kuikuro as ergative/absolutive with the exception of a certain set of more "nominative" moods. She labels the prefix which triggers the shift from absolutive to nominative agreement in these moods the de-ergativizing prefix. The de-ergativizing prefix is a nasal s/σ-[η-η-], which Franchetto takes to be cognate to the non-ergative Set I prefix *n- '3A3O/3S' (cf. Table 2.1, Chapter 2; this same form is called the 3A prefix in the preceding section and
in Chapter 5, §5.2.1.1). Franchetto thus concludes that the purportedly prior ergative system represented by Kuikuro is just beginning the change to the more nominative Set I system, a change which is completed in the "more innovative" Nominative Languages.

Kuikuro is clearly an Ergative Language, as shown in Chapter 9 (§9.2.1), so Franchetto's claim represents a threat to the hypothesis I have laid out above. However, closer inspection shows that the Kuikuro de-ergativizing prefix is not related to the Set I *n: '3A3O/3S' prefix at all, but rather is an extremely innovative descendent of a Proto-Cariban derivational prefix *n(1), which is an O nominalizer (i.e. when attached to a verb stem, it derives a noun which refers to the notional O of that verb). In Chapter 7 (§7.4), I present the comparative evidence for reconstructing the de-ergativizing prefix as the Proto-Cariban O nominalizer. In Chapter 8 (§8.1.3), I show that this idiosyncratic O nominalizer has evolved into a marker of A focus in Panare; in Chapter 9 (§9.2.3), I discuss the innovative new nominative system (which rises in the midst of the already innovative ergative system) in Kuikuro and Kalapalo.

4.3.3 On the Lack of a Coherent Mechanism for the Alternative Hypothesis

Derbyshire (1981, 1985, 1987, and 1991) has claimed that the Proto-Cariban system of verbal person-marking, nominal case-marking, and word order was all ergatively organized, and that this ergativity was preserved in modern languages like Makushi and Kuikuro. By focusing on only these three aspects of the competing verbal systems, Derbyshire was able to state his hypothesis without positing a specific mechanism by which a systemic reorganization presumably took place: the loss of the ergative case-marker could have been due to simple erosion, independent of any other systemic change; the change from preverbal to postverbal subject placement is explained as the grammaticalization of an afterthought construction (although the difference between the presumably Proto-Cariban absolutive word order alignment versus the innovative OVS nominative alignment in Hixkaryana and the SOV nominative alignment in Carib of Surinam is not explained); and the change in the person marking set is simply seen as the introduction of the A-oriented prefixes alongside the pre-existing absolutive (O-oriented) markers. Each of these individual changes is plausible in the abstract. Derbyshire asserts that, taken together, they are sufficient to account for the differences between Set I and Set II languages.

However, the alternative hypothesis needs to account for much more than these three pieces of the change. The entire Set I and Set II systems are different: nominative versus absolutive word order alignment; personal agreement prefixes with only partial etymologies versus absolutive clitics with clear etymology as genitive clitics; TAM suffixes with no clear etymologies versus TAM suffixes which double as nominalizers; and the absolute exclusion of auxiliaries versus optional auxiliaries with any inflected verb. Finally, there is no clear scenario by which Set II could have been the verbal system in Proto-Cariban, then have been restricted to dependent clauses, and finally have been restricted to just the nominal system in Nominative Languages — by what mechanism could presumably finite Set II verb forms have been reanalyzed as derived nominals with no addition or loss of morphology? And in the absence of nonverbal etymologies for either the Set I T/A suffixes or the Set I A-oriented personal prefixes, we cannot even begin to construct a scenario by which the Set I system could have entered independent clauses after Proto-Cariban.

In contrast, the mechanism by which the Set II system entered independent clauses is clear: construction reanalysis. In the balance of this study I offer a detailed study of the various stages of reanalysis: from Proto-Cariban as a Set I Language with nominalized dependent clauses (Chapters 5, 6, and 7), to the reanalysis of nominalized
verbs into participials in independent clauses in Mixed Languages (Chapter 8), to the final reunalysis of these forms as finite verbs in Set II languages (Chapter 9).

Although the reconstructable history of the Cariban language family forces me to the conclusion that the nominative Set I verbal system is older, and that the ergative Set II system is a more recent innovation (one which is still in progress), I must add that I agree with Derbyshire (1987, 1991) when he suggests that there is long history of ergativity in the South American language area, and that at some point in the ancestry of modern Cariban languages we should find ergativity. If nothing else, the ergative organization of nominalizations in Cariban languages suggests that ergativity is a central notion in grammar of the family.

The grammar of independent clauses is constantly cycling through new systems, as opposed to the relatively stable grammar of subordinate clause systems. The modern system of subordination (i.e. ergatively organized nominalizations) could easily have descended without undergoing significant change since well before Proto-Cariban. The independent clause verbal system might have gone through several cycles of new morphosyntax in that same time span. I suspect that the older ergative system proposed by Derbyshire almost certainly has existed at least once — and maybe more than once — since the subordinate system took its current shape. However, reconstructable history shows only the last two cycles: from the Set I system to the Set II system, and now in Kuikáro and Kalapalo, the beginnings of a new Set II nominative cycle. A deeper reconstruction may be possible someday (perhaps comparing Proto-Cariban to reconstructions of Proto-Jë or Proto-Tupfan), but likely the subordinate verbal systems will reconstruct more readily, and the hypothesized older ergative system will likely be either lost or unrecognizable in the modern descendents of this Proto-Cariban-plus language.

Notes to Chapter 4

1 The sole examples that I am aware of are three relativizing suffixes in Panare (Gildea 1989a) and a single relativizing suffix in Pemón (Armellada 1943a). These appear to be independent recent innovations (they are not cognate, and source forms for the relativizers are still attested as free pronouns), idiosyncratic to these two languages.

2 This theory originated from discussions of German word order, where the historically conservative SOV order is found in subordinate clauses and the innovative SVO order in main clauses. For his historical Cariban studies, Derbyshire expands this theory to include case-marking and verbal morphology.

3 These reconstructions are my own from Chapter 5 — Derbyshire (1991) only notes the resemblance between the synchronic forms in Carib of Surinam, Hixkaryana, and Makushi.
PART II: THE PROTO CARIBAN VERBAL AND NOMINAL SYSTEMS

In Part II of this study, I present my reconstruction of Proto-Cariban as a Nominative Language. Although I am confident about the paradigmatic oppositions which I reconstruct, the forms which I posit for Proto-Cariban represent only tentative hypotheses to be tested — I have data from roughly half of the Cariban family, but the various forms differ enough that a firm reconstruction could only be obtained by first reconstructing intermediate proto-branch languages. In the following chapters, I present the comparative evidence for reconstructing the Set I system itself as a coherent entity; i.e. I consider the entire system to be cognate amongst the various languages despite some variation in component forms within the modern descendents of the Proto-Cariban Set I system. In Chapter 5, I reconstruct elements of the Set I verbal system. In Chapter 6, I reconstruct the morphosyntax of possession (the antecedent to the Set II absolutive verbal proclitics and ergativally aligned word order). In Chapter 7, I reconstruct the nominalizing suffixes which evolve into Set II verbal TAM suffixes, show the ergative morphosyntax associated with most nominalizations and the nominative morphosyntax associated with one idiosyncratic O nominalizing prefix.

CHAPTER 5

SET I AS THE PROTO CARIBAN INDEPENDENT CLAUSE VERBAL SYSTEM

The Set I verbal system reconstructs back to Proto-Cariban independent clauses; in a comparison of modern Cariban languages, cognates to the parts of the Set I system are found only within the Set I system in independent clauses. Since these cognate forms are part of a complete Set I system in each modern language where they are found, I reconstruct the entire Set I system back to Proto-Cariban independent clauses. This chapter presents the comparative evidence which leads to these conclusions. Each section begins with a characterization of the part of the Set I system in question, followed by illustration of that part of the system with examples from as many languages as possible. Because the paradigmatic oppositions are virtually identical in all the Cariban languages, the tables of comparative prefix sets include all synchronic forms which instantiate the oppositions (including some apparent non-cognate forms). However, since the Set I TAM suffixes show very little paradigmatic similarity, I restrict the tables of comparative suffixes to apparent cognate forms.

A Set I system is found in Apalá, Bakairi, Carib, Carijona, Chayma, Cumanagote, De'kwana, Hixkaryana, Kapóng, Panare, Tamanaco, Tiriyo, Waiwai, Wayana, and Yukpa (see Tables 1.1-1.3 in Chapter 1 for proposed genetic connections amongst these languages).

I divide the Set I system into three parts: nominal word order and verbal prefixation facts (§5.1), personal prefixes (§5.2), and TAM suffixes (§5.3). Since personal prefixes are sometimes dependent on word order, discussion in §5.1 and §5.2
overlaps to some degree. Nominals are not case-marked, nor are auxiliaries attested, in any modern Set I system. The lack of these two features is illustrated by examples throughout the chapter.

5.1 Word Order and Verbal Prefixation

In modern Set I systems, transitive word order varies mainly between OVA and AOV, although VAO and AVO have been attested in one language (Panure, cf. Gildea 1989a, Payne, Payne, and Gildea in process), and all possible orders have been attested in others (Carib of Surinam, cf. Hoff 1991; De’kwana, cf. Hall 1988). The OV order is fairly rigid in most Set I systems, with most variation in order being on the part of the A nominal. In all Set I systems for which we have evidence, the A may occur either preceding or following the OV unit. For Carib of Surinam, Hoff (1978) argues convincingly that the more neutral order is preverbal: AOV. For Hixkaryana, Derbyshire (1977, 1985, and 1986) argues convincingly that the more neutral order is postverbal: OVA. In each of these languages, the S patterns with the A: SV for Carib and VS for Hixkaryana. It is based on this sort of identity between A and S nominals that I label the Set I system “nominative”. In the following subsections, I illustrate word order variation in the modern Cariban languages.

Hoff (1978, 1991) and Derbyshire (1981, 1985) have pointed out the strong nature of the bond between a preverbal O and the verb in the languages they study (Carib of Surinam and Hixkaryana). The evidence for this bond comes from co-occurrence phenomena and word order restrictions when the A is third person (i.e. when the O-oriented prefixes listed in Chapter 4, §4.3.1, occur):

(1) When a free pronoun or full NP O precedes the verb, Set I prefixes do not occur (i.e. the preverbal O nominal is in complementary distribution with the O-oriented Set I prefixes).

(2) In several Cariban languages, the O nominal can only occur preceding the independent verb, and other nouns cannot be inserted between the two.

These facts are not well described for all Cariban languages, but the majority of the languages in my corpus show some evidence of following these same patterns, and only four show any evidence of counter-examples. The O-oriented Set I prefixes (which are in complementary distribution with the nominal O) are *₃:\r A₁O', *₃:\r ₃A₂O', *₃\r ₃A₁+₂O', and they are joined as well by the A-oriented prefix *₃\nO':₃A₁O'. Although the personal prefixes do not co-occur with a preverbal O, in a subset of Cariban languages a prefix *₃:\r remains on the verb in this environment. In this same subset of languages, an identical *₃:\r prefix occurs between possessor and possessed vowel-initial noun. In virtually all of the Cariban languages, a *₃:\r prefix occurs between a vowel initial verb and *₃:\r '₃A₁O' or *₃:\r '₃A₂O' and between a vowel initial possessed noun and the possessor prefixes *₃:\r '₁' or *₃:\r '₂' (i.e. the allomorphs are ₃\r and ₃\r). In Gildea (1989c), I reconstruct this *₃:\r prefix to a genitive morpheme in the Proto-Cariban nominal system; in Gildea (1991a) I reconstruct it to an inverse marker in the Proto-Cariban verbal system.

In this chapter, I will first illustrate the occurrence of this prefix with a preverbal O nominal (§5.1.2), then I will illustrate its occurrence in the verbal prefix set (§5.2.1). At that point, I will argue that it should be reconstructed independently from the the personal prefixes. In Chapter 6, I offer parallel illustration and argumentation to separate the *₃:\r morpheme from the personal possessive prefixes.

I divide the remainder of this section as follows: first I illustrate word order for those languages which have retained no trace of the *₃:\r morpheme between a preverbal O and the verb (§5.1.1), next for those which retain a synchronic *₃:\r (§5.1.2), and finally for those in which the personal prefixes are not in complementary distribution, but co-occur, with preverbal O nominals (§5.1.3).
5.1.1 Languages in Which Prefixes Alternate with \( \theta \).

The languages for which third person *\( \theta \)- alternates with \( \theta \)- are Apalaf, Carib, Carijona, Wayana, Yukpa, and possibly Tiiryo.

For Apalaf, Koehn and Koehn (1986:34) suggest that the basic order in transitive clauses is OVA (14), but they note that AOV is also possible (15b). A lexical O can only occur immediately preceding the verb, in which case the 3A3O personal prefix does not occur (14, 15b); if A is first or second person, then the 1A or 2A prefix remains despite a preverbal O (16 for 2A). In intransitive clauses, the order is either SV (17a) or VS (17b), with no prefix alternation and no claim as to which is basic.

(14) Apalaf main clause basic order, OVA

O \( \quad V \quad A \)

\[ \text{kalikx}i \ \theta \text{-etpa} \-i \quad \text{toto} \text{-papa} \quad \text{tomo} \]

\[ \text{jaguar} \ \theta \text{-kill-T/A} \ 3P \text{I} \quad \text{father} \ 3P \text{I} \]

'They killed a jaguar, father’s group.’ (p. 33)

(15) Alternation between 3A3O prefix and preverbal O

a. \( A \quad V \) b. \( A \quad O \quad V \)

\[ \text{aimo} \text{-n-an} \-\text{-no} \quad \text{aimo} \text{kana} \ \theta \text{-an} \-\text{-no} \]

\[ \text{boy} \ 3\text{-lift-T/A} \quad \text{boy fish} \ \theta \text{-lift-T/A} \]

'The boy caught it.’ (p. 108) 'The boy caught the fish.’ (p. 108)

(16) Co-occurrence of 2A3O prefix with preverbal O

\[ \text{tabl} \text{mekaro} \text{-ase} \text{ev} \-a \]

\[ \text{bow} \ 2\text{-give-T/A} \ 3\text{-DAT} \]

'You gave the bow to him.’ (p. 85)

(17) Word order variation in intransitive clauses.

a. \( S \quad V \)

\[ \text{papa} \quad \text{n-otah} \-\text{-no} \quad \text{taro-ino} \text{ky} \text{-yto-ne} \text{toto} \text{k} \text{a} \text{po} \text{na} \]

father 3\text{-eat-T/A} here-from 3\text{-go-T/A} 3P I airmrip to

'Father ate.’ (p. 34) 'From here they went to the airmrip.’ (p. 41)


The basic order is AOV and SV, but all possible orders are attested. A preverbal O nominal is in complementary distribution with a verbal prefix only when A is third person (Hoff 1978:13-4, note 5, 19-20 below). With a non-third person A, the prefix does not alternate with a preverbal O (18c-d). Carib is typical of the family in that 1, 2, and 1+2 free pronouns can serve as the O nominal which replaces a verbal prefix (illustrated with the 2Sg pronoun amoro in 19b).\(^1\) Since the preceding O nominal may be any person, Hoff (1991) analyzes the \( \theta \)- prefix as marking ‘3A’ and indicating nothing about O except that the NP precedes the verb. When both A and O are third person, the only way for the O nominal to occur overtly is immediately preceding the prefixless verb (20b-c), in which case the 3A3O prefix \( \theta \)- cannot occur (20d).

(18) 2A both with and without overt A NP

a. \( V \)

\[ \text{m-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{2A-see-T/A} \quad \text{2Sg} \text{ 2A-see-T/A} \]

'You have seen him.' 'You have seen him.'

b. \( A \quad V \)

\[ \text{amoro} \text{m-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{2A-see-T/A} \]

'Have you seen that dog.'

(19) 2O prefix both with and without overt O NP

a. \( V \)

\[ \text{ay-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{2O-see-TNS} \quad \text{2Sg} \text{ 2O-see-TNS} \]

'S/he has seen you’ 'S/he has seen you’

b. \( O \quad V \)

\[ \text{amoro} \text{\theta-ene} \-\text{-i} \]

(20) 3A3O prefix both with and without overt O NP

a. \( A \quad V \)

\[ \text{moko peenu m-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{3A3O-see-T/A} \quad \text{3A3O-see-T/A} \]

'The dog has seen him/her/it.’

b. \( A \quad [O] \quad V \)

\[ \text{moko peenu moko paska} \ \theta \text{-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{cow} \ 3\text{-see-T/A} \]

'The dog has seen the cow.’

c. \( [O] \quad V \quad [A] \)

\[ \text{moko paska} \ \theta \text{-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{moko peenu} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{cow} \ \theta \text{-see-T/A} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{dog} \text{ 3\text{-see-T/A} 3P I} \]

'The dog has seen the cow.’

d. \( \text{\star} \quad [O] \quad V \)

\[ \text{moko paska} \ \theta \text{-ene} \-\text{-i} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{cow} \ 3\text{-see-T/A} \quad \text{S/h} \text{e has seen the cow} \text{.} \]
In his three works on Caríjona, Robayo (1987, 1989, 1991) provides a preliminary look at word order and morphosyntactic variation in Caríjona. The surface orders SV and VS are both attested (21), as are the orders VO, SOV, and OVS (Robayo 1991 gives the chart in 23 without illustrative examples). According to the chart and the examples in 24a-b, when both A and O are third person and an overt O nominal precedes the verb, the personal prefix is lost. As seen in 22, with a non-third person A the personal prefix co-occurs with a preverbal O nominal. In the illustrative example of 24a, Robayo does not record the pause described in 23c, nor does he discuss the possible syntactic significance of either this pause or the OV “pseudo-incorporation”.

(21)
(S) V (S)
(mura) ni-orlalk-i
(boy) 3S-sleep-T/A
‘The boy, he slept.’ (1991)

(22) ēnërî nērî ni-haka-i
2Sg 3Sg 2A-hit-T/A

(23) a. V O (with prefix on verb)

b. O V (With third person arguments, there is a “pseudo-incorporation” between O and V, with the loss of the verbal prefix)

c. (A) O V (A) (there is also a pause between the OV block and A)

(24) a. A O V
ernesto moto – ò-wa-ò
(ernesto searched) 3S-search-T/A
‘Ernesto searched for lombric.’ (1987:64)

b. O V
nàña ò-wa-ò
1+3 3S-search-T/A
‘She searched for us (excl).’ (1987:66)

The scant data on the Set I system in Kapóng come from Adam’s (1893) inclusion of the dialect “Accawai” in his comparative grammar, and from six examples found in a text appended to Edwards’ (1972) morphological description of dialect Akawaio (which does not mention the Set I system at all). The only material in Adam (1893) which shows more than the verb word shows the order VA (25a-b). Of Edwards’ (1972) examples, the three intransitives all show the order SV (26a-b), one transitive shows the order AOV (27a) and in the other two transitives the A nominal does not occur overtly, leaving only the order OV (27b). In 27a-b, the O nominal precedes the verb, hence the personal prefix does not occur.

(25) a. V A b. V A
s-evega-ma-i yura
1A-say-CAUS-T/A 1Sg
‘I said it.’ (p. 56)

s-ënno-i yura
1A-send-T/A 1Sg
‘I sent it.’ (p. 56)

(26) a. S V b. S V
tok needibidî
piyaikma nlyebbi
Tok needibidî
piyaikma n-lyebbi-i
they 3-get.frightened-T/A
giant 3S-come-T/A
‘They got frightened.’
‘The giant came.’

(27) a. A O V [ Locative ]
piyaikma tok arî
piyaikma tok ò-arî-i
timbor ò-iwîk-tak
They ò-carry-T/A
3Refl ò-house-into
‘The giant, carried them into his, house.’

b. O V [ Nominalized Adverbial Clause ]
tok achi-i
tok abiirînî-ò
korotau
they ò-escape-Nominalizer Loc
‘He caught them while they were escaping’
(lit. ‘He held them at their escaping.’)

For Tiriyo, neither Leavitt (1971) nor de Goede (1909) offer full sentence examples with both 3A and 3O. In a separate manuscript (Leavitt 1972, a lengthy prayer in both Tiriyo and English), Leavitt offers one example with a 1+3A and 3O, in which the order is OAV (28).2 In de Goede (1909), I found examples only of AV (29a-b) and OV (30a-b). Note the loss of the 3AO prefix when the verb is preceded by the O nominal (30b).3

(28) O A V JO
meñjar iri nina n-ekka-yaa
now 1+2 3AO-ask-T/A 2-DAT
‘Now, that is what we ask of you.’ (Leavitt 1972)
(29) a. **A V**  
    weï st-ipuma-i  
sun 20-burn-T/A  
    ‘The sun burned you.’ (p. 189)  
b. **A V**  
    iluku y-eka-ne  
snake 10-bite-T/A  
    ‘A snake bit me.’ (p. 191)

(30) a. **O V**  
    tuma w-eni-fai  
    water 1A-drink-T/A  
    ‘I drank water.’ (190)  
b. **O V**  
    sakola Ø-seka-tó  
    chacola Ø-drink-T/A  
    ‘He drank chacola.’ (190)

For Wayana, the scanty evidence illustrates only the OVA order. Jackson 1972 includes only the following two examples of 3A0 sentences with overt O pronouns, and only one of these has an overt A pronoun as well. In both examples, the verbal prefix n- does not co-occur with the overt O pronoun (cf. 31c, where the prefix occurs instead of a preverbal O). I found no clear full sentence examples in de Goeje (1946).

(31) a. **O V**  
    emna Ø-enye ya to  
    1+3 Ø-see-T/A Pl  
    ‘Us they see’ (1972:53)  
b. **O V**  
    emna Ø-enye ya nêhê  
    1+3 Ø-see-T/A 3Sg  
    ‘This one sees us.’ (1972:51)

c. n-enye Ø  
    3-see-T/A  
    ‘He just saw (third person object already defined by context)’ (1972:50)

In Yukpa, the orders AOV, OVA, AVO, and OAV are possible (with the appropriate prefix variation on the verb indicating whether or not the immediately preceding nominal is the O — 32a-d); neither verb-initial order was accepted in elicitation (32e-f). I have only examples of SV in intransitive clauses (33), but the lack of VS may represent a gap in my data rather than a grammatical restriction.

(32) a. **A O V**  
    pero kîpa Ø-êseka-Ø  
    dog man Ø-bite-T/A  
    ‘The dog bit the man.’  
b. **O V A**  
    kîpa Ø-êseka-Ø pero  
    man Ø-bite-T/A dog  
    ‘The dog bit the man.’  

c. **A V O**  
    pero Ø-êseka-Ø kîpa  
    dog 3A0-bite-T/A man  
    ‘The dog bit the man.’  
d. **O A V**  
    kîpa pero Ø-êseka-Ø  
    man dog 3A0-bite-T/A  
    ‘The dog bit the man.’  

e. **V A O**  
    * Ø-êseka-Ø pero kîpa  
    ‘The dog bit the man.’
f. **V O A**  
    * Ø-êseka-Ø kîpa pero  
    ‘The dog bit the man.’

(33) a. **S V**  
    o- ni-to-Ø  
    35sg 3S-go-T/A  
    ‘You (Pl) went.’  
b. **S V**  
    amon mi-tò-Ø  
    25sg 25-go-Pl  
    ‘You (Pl) went.’

This concludes my illustration of the subset of modern Set I systems in which preverbal O replaces the 3A0 prefix and a Ø- prefix occurs on the verb. In the next section, I illustrate the subset of languages where the Ø- prefix has a y- allomorph when it precedes a vowel.

5.1.2 Languages in Which Prefixes Alternate with Ø-/y-

The languages for which *et(i)- alternates with Ø/-y- are Hixkaryana, Panare, Tamanaco, and maybe Chayma and Cumanagote.

Derbyshire (1977, 1979, 1981, 1986, 1991) has documented the word order and verbal prefix facts for Hixkaryana. The basic orders are VS (34a) and OVA (34c), with both S and A preposed under identifiable discourse conditions (Derbyshire 1985, Chapter 7 and 1986 inter alia). The O nominal only occurs immediately preceding the verb, and only 3O is allowed to occur as a free form (i.e. free pronoun forms for 1O, 2O, and 1+2O do not occur — and thus are not in complementary distribution with the 1A3O, 3A2O, and 3A1+2O bound prefixes, as free pronouns are in other languages). Note that when the third person nominal precedes a vowel initial verb, the Ø- prefix has an allomorph y- (34c). When the A is not third person, a personal prefix co-occurs with a preverbal O nominal (35).

(34) Hixkaryana independent clause verb agreement and word order (repeated from 1)

a. **V S**  
    *n-eweh-yatxhe woris-komo komo  
    3S-bathe-T/A woman-COLL. COLL  
    ‘The women are taking a bath.’ (1985:31)
The Panare Set I system is described briefly in Gildea (1989a-b), and at greater length in Payne, Payne, and Gildea (in process). Word order in Panare is clearly nominative, with VS and either OVA or VAO basic. In 36a I illustrate the preferred VS order, and in 36b the pragmatically conditioned SV order (2 indicates that the sentence was not automatically accepted by the informant in the context of elicitation). The two preferred word orders (VAO and OVA) are illustrated in 37a-b, then the other possibilities (AVO and OAV) in 37c-d. Notice that in both cases where the O nominal precedes the verb with a 3A, the personal prefix does not occur and the primary accent in the verb shifts to the left (the accent shift is indicated morphemically as P: ‘Preceding Object (PO)”). With a consonant initial verb, there is no prefix (cf. the 2 in 37d); with a vowel initial verb, the prefix 2 occurs between the verb and the object (37b). In 38, the preverbal object does not trigger loss of the 1A prefix, but the accent does shift as in the 3A3O examples.

(35) a. V A
   n-abosi - ye kamara
   3A3O-grab-T/A jaguar
   ‘The jaguar grabbed him.’ (1985:32)

b. O V A
   y-abosi - ce kamara
   man 3A3O-grab-T/A jaguar
   ‘The jaguar grabbed the man.’ (1985:32)

c. A V O
   kamara n-abosi - ye
   jaguar 3A3O-grab-T/A
   ‘The jaguar grabbed him.’ (1985:32)

(36) a. V S
   mi-fi-vai amen
   2-fall-T/A 25g
   ‘You fell.’

b. S V
   ?amen mi-fi-vai
   25g 2-fall-T/A
   ‘You fell.’

(37) a. V A O
   ni-karka-vai yutakon kamicha
   1+2A3O-tear-T/A 1+2PI shirt
   ‘We tore the shirt’

b. O V A
   amen y-a'kapa-vai toman
   25g 3A3O-PO-called-T/A Thomas
   ‘Thomas called you.’

c. A V O
   toose ni-karka-vai camicha
   Toose 3A3O-tear-T/A shirt
   ‘Toose tore the shirt.’

d. A O V
   toose kamicha 0-a-karka-vai
   Toose shirt 3A3O-PO-wash-T/A
   ‘Toose washed the shirt.’

(38) kamenton t-a'kapa-vai yu
3-Distal.PI 1A-PO-call-T/A 15g
‘I called them.

The Tamanaco data are all from Gilij (1987 — a Spanish translation of the original, which was published in Italian in 1780). I follow Girard (1972:185-9) in converting Gilij’s orthographic sequence to the phonemic glottal stop (as described by Gilij in the original work, quoted in Girard 1972). For the most part, Gilij restricts his description to morphology; however I found one full-sentence example in his section on nouns (40a). The rest of the full-sentence examples all come from a short text: "Reasoning in Tamanaco about the creation of man" (pp. 178-9). For intransitive clauses, I found only the order VS (39). For transitive clauses, I found only one example with both A and O as overt nominals, in the order AVO (40a). In the remaining transitive clauses, A does not occur overtly. The order VO occurs in 40b and the order OV in 41a. The preverbal O triggers the loss of the 3A3O prefix 2, with the vowel-initial verb then taking the 2 prefix instead of simply 2 (41a). However, the complementary distribution between preverbal O and the prefix 2 — ‘3A3O’ is not absolutely certain in Tamanaco — the text continues from 38a to include three potential counter-examples (i.e. 41a-e are
contiguous sentences in the text). Cognates to the Tamanaco word ačhaketepe 'two' are not nouns in other Cariban languages, and hence 41c is probably not a counter-example. Similarly, the syntactic status of apalike 'male' (41d) and aicá 'woman' (41e) is not clear — if they are nouns, then Tamanaco behaves more like De'kwana, where the preverbal O need not result in loss of the 3A3O prefix (§5.1.3 below). If they are non-nominal modifiers (which seems likely, given the case of 41a), then Tamanaco behaves according to the typical Cariban pattern, where the n- '3A3O' prefix occurs only in the absence of a preverbal O noun.

(39) V S
morentepepé n-epe-ingo Tchich 
after this 3-come-T/A God 
'After this, God came.' (pp. 178-9)

(40) a. A V O
pare n-en-i n-mata-ri 
padre 3A3O-see-T/A 2-country-POSS
'The Padre has seen your country.' (1987:156)

b. V IO O
morentepepé n-epo-ing i-te-ya-ne yeyo-yepéru 
after this 3A3O-see-Caus-T/A 3-Dat-Pl fruit
'After this, he showed them a fruit.'

(41) a. O V
morevarai paké kikini y-amané-ingo 
for this before 1+2Pl Ø-make-T/A
'For this, (long ago) he made us.'

b. tane ítoto n-amane-nea 
many people Neg-make-Neg
'He didn't make many people.'

c. ačhaketepe n-amane-ingo 
two 3A3O-make-T/A
'He made two.'

d. apalike n-amane-ingo atani tara-topo 
male 3A3O-make-T/A Adam named
'He made a male named Adam.'

e. aicá n-amane-ingo Eva etikéiti 
woman 3A3O-make-T/A Eve her name
'He made a woman, Eve her name.'

In addition to the relatively clear cases of Panare, Hixkaryana, and Tamanaco, there is partial evidence from Chayma and Cumanagote which suggests the y- prefix in alternation with n- '3A3O'. Unfortunately, my examples come from Adam's 1893 comparative lists, in which the verb form occurs out of its sentence context, and so I cannot correlate the variation in prefix with a variation in syntax. Despite this limitation, I present the relevant examples here:

(42) Chayma (Adam 1893:50)

a. n-echekč-n 3-bite-T/A
'b. y-eperica-n 3-eat-T/A
'He bit it.' 'He ate it.'

(43) Cumanagote (Adam 1893:50):

a. n-echinch-n 3-sew-T/A
'b. y-eperica-n 3-harvest-T/A
'He sews it.' 'He harvests it.'

This concludes my illustration of the ø-/y- allomorphy when the verb is preceded by an O nominal. In the next section, I show the idiosyncratic languages, and those for which the data is insufficient to make any claims.

5.1.3 Languages Which Do Not Fit Either Pattern

Languages which do not obviously fit into either of the two subcategories above are Bakairi, De'kwana, Pemon, and Waiwai.

The material for Bakairi is incomplete, and may reflect an innovation within the Set I system. De Abreu (1895:217) suggests that the word order varies freely between OVA, AVO, and AOV "when logically there is no possible confusion". However, his illustrative sentences — given below as 44 — do not show the expected Set I prefix n- '3A3O', nor the expected prefix variation depending on whether or not the free O nominal immediately precedes the verb. The verb in these illustrative sentences appears to be cognate to a derived adjectival/adverbial form in other Cariban languages, formed
by prefixing an invariant *-t(ə): ‘Adjectival’ to the verb stem (cf. the Hixkaryana ɨɨ-
‘Adverbializer’ prefix, Derbyshire 1985:239, the Carib ɨɨ category, Hoff 1968:195-200
and Hoff 1991, the Apala (ɨɨ)- adverbializer, Koehn & Koehn 1986:87). Later in his
paper, de Abreu divides the Set I prefixes (which differ from this invariant ɨɨ-) into
“agent” and “patient” sets, more or less according to the same division I make for Proto-
Cariban (cf. §5.2.1). Souza (1991) makes no statements about word order, but her
eamples show the orders AVO (45), AOV (47), OV (46, 47), and SV (48). Unlike other
Set I systems, the personal prefixes always occur on the verb, regardless of the person of
A or the occurrence of the O nominal (both are underlined in 45-48):

(44) O V A A V O A O V
pohi tawuhe poceka — poceka tawuhe pohi — poceka pohi tawuhe
ggrass eat pig pig eat grass pig grass eat pig
‘The pig eats grass.’ (de Abreu 1895:217)

(45) A V O
maria n-eke-dai maria 3A3O-request-T/A rice
‘Maria requested rice.’

(46) O V
edira mála-i-he
clothing 2A3O-sew-T/A
‘You are sewing the clothing.’ (Souza 1991, ex. 21)

(47) A O V
maria t-i-enari s-i-dar-kile
maria 3Refl-leg 3A3O-scratch-T/A
‘Maria is scratching her leg.’(Souza 1991, ex. 22)

(48) S V / O V
ugondo n-eggas-a-ri aereru n-apius-a-gri
man 3-go-out-T/A pig 3A3O-beat-T/A
‘The man went out and beat the pig.’(Souza 1991, ex. 27)

Hall (1988) discusses De’kwana word order at length, concluding that SV and
AOV are the basic orders, adding that variants VS, AVO, OVA, and OAV are also
allowed. It appears that the Set I prefixes in De’kwana are similar to those of Bakairi in
that with a 3A and a preceding O nominal, they are not obligatorily deleted (cf. 50b-c).

In a later section on person marking, Hall states “when third person is both agent and
patient, a zero prefix occurs indicating an unmarked status for the third person patient.”
She continues parenthetically: “(In texts, the use of the third person patient prefixes [n-
and ki:n- S.G.] is based on the speaker’s decision to highlight the patient role for
particular discourse functions)” (p. 152). However, in the three appended texts, I found
no cases of the zero prefix (meaning that there are apparently no cases of unmarked third
person patient in the texts). In a scan of the entire work, I found no full sentence example
of a verb with the zero prefix, and hence cannot document any correlation with syntactic
factors such as preverbal object. If such a correlation were to exist, De’kwana would join
the subset of languages which does not take a y- prefix even on vowel initial verbs (cf.
51b,d).

(49) S V
waysamu ki:n-kana’ka-i vaawo
box turtle 3-win-T/A Verification
‘The box turtle won.’

(50) a. O A V
man danwa sijn n-eke-Ø
‘The man is attacking the dog.’

b. A O V
dog man danwa sijn n-eke-Ø
‘The dog is attacking the man.’

c. A O V
woman man 3-see-T/A
‘The woman sees the man.’

d. A O V
3-see-T/A woman
‘The woman sees the man.’

(51) Alternation between 3A3O n- and Ø- (from p. 155)

a. n-edan(t)-a
3-meet-Pres
‘He meets her.’

b. Ø-edan(t)-a
3-med-Pres
‘He meets her.’

c. ŋhaa n-edan(t)-a
3/1+3 meet-3/T/A
‘We (excl.) meet him/her.’

d. ŋhaa Ø-edan(t)-a
3/1+3 meet-3/T/A
‘He meets us (excl.).’

The scant data on the Pemóng Set I verbal system come from Armellada
(1943a:188) and Tuggy (1989). Both sources are primarily concerned with morphology,
and hence examples of syntax are not easily found. The one example I have comes from Tuggy (1989), with a 2A and an overt 30 noun before the verb. However, as in other Cariban languages, this is a syntactic environment in which the verbal prefix is retained.

(52) a-po-n mō-koka-tai
2-clothes-Poss 2A-wash-T/A
‘You washed your clothes.’

According to Hawkins (1991b), in Waiwai the preverbal O noun never alternates with the 3A3O prefix — both occur together, as in 53. The prefix n- ‘3A3O’ does alternate with a zero form, but this alternation is phonologically conditioned, with n- occurring on vowel initial verbs (54a) and θ- occurring on consonant initial verbs (54b).

As in other Cariban languages, a preverbal O noun does not affect the 2A3O prefix, m-

(55).

(53) O-V
oot n-anm-ce ha mō okrex
fish 3A3O-catch-T/A
‘They evidently caught some fish, wonderful.’

(54) a. f-etape
3A3O-hit
‘He hit it/them.’
b. Ø-paraxka
3A3O-stab
‘He stabbed it/them.’

(55) O
Ø-kanapa-n m-ahk-v kica
1-mirror-Poss 2A-break-T/A disgust
‘You broke my mirror, and I’m disgusted with you.’ (1991a, expl 33)

5.1.4 Summary of the Syntactic Comparison

The preceding examples have illustrated Set I systems in 15 modern Cariban languages. Only four of these 15 languages have been the subject of detailed word order studies: Carib, De’kwna, Hixkaryana, and Panare. In each of these four, the S and A nominals have patterned together (preverbally for Carib and De’kwna, postverbally for Hixkaryana and Panare). In 11 of these 15 languages, when the A is third person, a preverbal O nominal is in complementary distribution with the personal prefix on the verb. Based on these limited facts, we cannot reconstruct a basic word order for the Proto-Cariban Set I system. However, the complementary distribution between preverbal object and personal prefix is consistent enough — and idiosyncratic enough — to reconstruct to Proto-Cariban, suggesting OV ~ Prefix-V as the Proto-Cariban pattern.

In five of the 11 languages where the preverbal O is in complementary distribution with a verbal prefix, vowel initial verbs take an additional morpheme y- when preceded by an O nominal (i.e. the θ- has an allomorph y-). Given only these five cases, this y- does not appear particularly significant. However, in allomorphy in a subset of the personal prefixes, there is additional evidence for a historical morpheme *y- which has been retained between verb stem and object clitic. I discuss this issue further in §5.2.2 (and a parallel form for possessed nouns in Chapter 6, §6.1.2).

Simple inspection of the examples presented in §5.1 indicates that the verbal systems in these 15 languages are descended from a single source system. Most share the morphosyntactic pattern of OV versus Prefix-V (only when the A is third person), the word order aligns according to a nominative pattern, there is no case-marking on S, A, or O, and no auxiliaries are attested. These facts all point to the Set I verbal system. In addition, the personal prefixes and TAM suffixes are themselves cognate amongst these 15 languages. In the next section, I explore the complications of reconstructing the personal prefixes of the Proto-Cariban Set I system.

5.2 Personal Prefixes

Set I personal prefixes have been described in different ways by different linguists. Hoff (1968), Derbyshire (1985), and Koehn and Koehn (1986) describe them as marking S, and as portmanteau forms marking both A and O. Franchetto (1990:417) describes the Set I prefixes as a "split nominative" system, where sometimes the agreement is simply nominative, but for some persons it shows a "tripartite" system of
agreement, meaning that the same person takes a different prefix form to mark A, O, and S. Derbyshire (1987:316-7) characterizes the Cariban Set I systems of Hixkaryana and Apaiñf as belonging to a class of South American languages with “accusative (or neutral) case-marking and/or agreement systems.” Later in the same paper (p. 319) Derbyshire mentions that the verb agreement systems show “partial patterning” along a person/agency hierarchy: “first person outranks second, second outranks third; when the higher-ranked person in a transitive clause is the subject, the nominative-accusative pattern is followed; when the higher-ranked person is the object, the pattern is ergative-absolutive.” Derbyshire (1991) illustrates this hierarchy for Hixkaryana and for the Set I system in Panare. Hoff (1991) describes the Set I system of Carib as “morphologically ergative”, but syntactically nominative-accusative. Finally, Payne, Payne, and Gildea (1992) describe the Panare Set I system of verb agreement as an inverse, and Gildea (1991a) extends the inverse analysis to Carib of Surinam.5

Regardless of which characterization one chooses, it is clear that the Set I person marking prefixes form a cognate set in all languages in which they occur. Table 5.1 shows all the personal categories which must be reconstructed for the Set I prefix set; the phonological forms represent fairly tentative hypotheses, and further research will doubtless lead to changes. There appear to be two separate sets of S forms, one of which parallels A forms, the other O forms. As such, S forms appear in two separate parts of the table: those that parallel A occur in a column to the right of the transitive prefixes; those that parallel O occur in a row underneath the transitive forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1+2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>*k(ī)-</td>
<td>*c(ī)-</td>
<td>*w(ī)-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>*k(ī)-</td>
<td>*m(ī)-</td>
<td>*m(ī)-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1+2</td>
<td>*kic(ī)-</td>
<td>*kiz(ī)-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>*u(y)</td>
<td>*a(y)</td>
<td>*k(ī)</td>
<td>*m(ī)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*u(y)</td>
<td>*a(y)</td>
<td>*k(ī)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1. The Set I Personal Prefixes

It should be clear from the preceding that the Set I prefixes do not fall into a convenient category for the purposes of labeling. The parallel between S forms and A/O forms involving third persons allows for a great deal of interpretation on the part of the analyst: if one focuses on the similarity between the row of 3A forms and the S forms below them (cf. Hoff 1991), the system appears more ergative/absolutive; if you focus on the similarity between the column of 3O forms and the S forms beside them, the system appears to be more nominative/accusative (cf. Gildea 1989a); Hall (1988) focuses on both similarities and concludes that De’kwana shows an active-static split in intransitive verbs. At this early stage of data collection, it appears that these different analyses in fact represent synchronic differences in the languages in question, as I will discuss further below. Given that the personal prefixes in synchronic languages have been variously described as “ergative”, “nominative”, and “active-static”, among the questions to explore is which, if any, of these patterns might be best reconstructed to Proto-Cariban.

I distinguish two issues in describing the Set I prefixes as a whole: (1) what is the nature of the Set I transitive prefixes? and (2) what is the relationship between transitive and intransitive prefixes? If the transitive prefixes are portmanteau forms, then the
relationship between transitive and intransitive prefixes cannot be either ergative/absolutive or nominative/accusative. However, if the transitive prefixes break down into separate subsets of prefixes which reference A versus O participants, then it is possible to seek out correlations between A and S (nominative) or O and S (absolutive). To that end, I first discuss the transitive prefixes (§5.2.1), then the intransitive prefixes (§5.2.2), and I conclude with a discussion of the relationship between the two systems (§5.2.3).

5.2.1 Transitive Prefixes

Virtually all linguists who have worked with the Set I system have noted the uniqueness of transitive sentences with third person A: (1) the prefixes can be replaced by free nominals (cf. the preceding section) and (2) most prefixes which at first glance express a portmanteau of “3A plus some other O” are identical to possessive prefixes — 3A1O and 1Poss *n(y)-, 3A2O and 2Poss *n(y)-, 3A1+2O and 1+2Poss *k(i)- (cf. discussion in §4.3.1). Only the 3A3O prefix *n(i)- does not have an identical possessive form (the 3Poss form is *y-). Both of these facts are nicely accounted for by treating “3A1O”, “3A2O”, and “3A1+2O” prefixes as marking only 1O, 2O, and 1+2O, and by considering the 3A potion of the “portmanteau” to be a zero form (or perhaps better, as not being marked on the verb). I label the 1O, 2O, and 1+2O prefixes the “O-oriented Set I prefixes”, and illustrate the cognate sets in §5.2.1.2.

Sentences involving third person O can also be treated as a unique subset of Set I prefixes: (1) these prefixes can never be replaced by free nominals — either A or O — and (2) most are closely related to Set I intransitive prefixes (which leads me to tentatively propose a pre-Proto-Cariban nominative system): “3A3O” and 3S are both *n(i)-, “2A3O” and 2S are both *m(i)-, “1+2A3O” and 1+2S *k(i)- have evolved apart in most modern languages, and the relationship between 1A3O *t/y- and 1S *Q/y- is unclear. I will return to the subject of the relationship between transitive and intransitive prefixes in §5.2.3 — I mention it here only to help motivate forming the subset of “A-oriented Set I prefixes” which I discuss further in §5.2.1.1.

The status of the 3A3O form *n(i)- is in question, since it could logically be analyzed as belonging to either the A-oriented or O-oriented subset. Hoff (1991) treats Carib n(i)- as an O-oriented prefix because (like other O-oriented prefixes) it is in complementary distribution with a preverbal free O pronoun or full NP O. Gilding (1991a) treats Carib n(i)- as an A-oriented prefix because (1) the O-oriented prefixes can be reconstructed to possessive clitics, but n(i)- cannot, (2) the other O-oriented prefixes arguably co-occur with a historical morpheme *y-, which n(i)- probably does not, and (3) like the A-oriented prefixes, *m(i)- occurs in both the transitive and intransitive prefix sets, apparently as a Pre-Proto-Cariban nominative. While I recognize the synchronic validity of Hoff’s argument, since the present work is a historical study, I include *n(i)- in the A-oriented subset as ‘3A’.

The only forms which do not involve third person as either A or O are the 1A2O and 2A1O prefixes. These two prefixes thus form a subset of their own, which I treat in §5.2.1.3.

5.2.1.1 The A-Oriented Set I Transitive Prefixes

I reconstruct the A-oriented Set I transitive prefixes as shown at the top of Table 5.2, based on the cognate sets shown below in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Comparative Set I A-Oriented Prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>*(c)- '1A'</th>
<th>*(m)- '2A'</th>
<th>*(kic)- '1+2A'</th>
<th>*(n)- '3A'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apalaf</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>m()</td>
<td>s(t)-</td>
<td>n(t)-/kin(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Steine)</td>
<td>s/ - /ik-</td>
<td>m()</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Abreu)</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>m()</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Souza)</td>
<td>s/ - /ik-</td>
<td>m(α)-/m(α)-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(α)-</td>
<td>k(α)-/k(α)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>s(t)</td>
<td>m(β)-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(β)-</td>
<td>k(β)-/k(β)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(β)-</td>
<td>k(β)-/k(β)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carijona</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(τ)-</td>
<td>k(τ)-/k(τ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayna</td>
<td>t/ - /u-</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(τ)-</td>
<td>k(τ)-/k(τ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumamagote</td>
<td>t/ - /u-</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(τ)-</td>
<td>k(τ)-/k(τ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De'kwanan</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>k(t)-/k(τ)-</td>
<td>k(τ)-/k(τ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>w/-</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapong (Adam)</td>
<td>s()</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Arm.)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Tuggy)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()</td>
<td>n()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conservative second person form *(m)- is easily reconstructed, with the only variation found in Souza’s (1991) prefix tables. The 3A form reconstructs fairly easily to *(n)- with the additional *kic- and *m- which are found in several languages most likely coming from extra morphology (cf. Hoff 1968 and Mosonyi 1982 for analyses of *kic(m)-/kin(m)- as the third person prefix in Carib, then Hoff 1986 for a re-analysis of this form as kic(n)- ‘Evidential-3’). The 1A and 1+2A prefixes are less transparent to reconstruct. At this preliminary stage, I posit a single form for each, with the majority of the forms in Table 5.2 plausibly descendents. However, I recognize that many of the forms in Table 5.2 (especially for 1A) are non-cognate, and as such must be reconstructed to the various intermediate proto-branch languages before a reliable reconstruction can be made for Proto-Cariban. Following Girard’s (1971) analysis of Proto-Cariban phonology as having an alveolar aspirate *(c)- which descended into modern Cariban languages as *(c)-, *(k)- and *(τ)- depending on both language and phonetic environment — I posit the proto forms *(c)- '1A' and *(kic)- '1+2A'.

5.2.1.2 The O-Oriented Set I Transitive Prefixes

I reconstruct the O-oriented Set I transitive prefixes as shown across the top of Table 5.3, based on the cognate sets which appear below in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Comparative Set I Transitive O-Oriented Prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>*(u)- '1O'</th>
<th>*(a)- '2O'</th>
<th>*(k)- '1+2O'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apalaf</td>
<td>y(t)-</td>
<td>o()-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Steine)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>a/-/-/-</td>
<td>ky-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Abreu)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>a/-/-/-</td>
<td>ky-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Souza)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>a/-/-/-</td>
<td>ky-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>Ø-/-</td>
<td>a(y)-/-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>dä-</td>
<td>a/-/-/-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carijona</td>
<td>yj-</td>
<td>e/-/-/-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayna</td>
<td>u(y)-</td>
<td>e/-/-/-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumamagote</td>
<td>Ø/-Ø/Ø</td>
<td>a/-/-/-</td>
<td>a/-/-/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>r(0)-</td>
<td>o(y)-</td>
<td>k(0)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapong (Adam)</td>
<td>Ø-/-Ø</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
<td>n(0)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapong (Edwards)</td>
<td>Ø-/-Ø</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
<td>n(0)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>Ø-/-Ø</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
<td>n(0)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Armella)</td>
<td>Ø-/-Ø</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
<td>n(0)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Tuggy)</td>
<td>Ø-/-Ø</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
<td>n(0)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumanaco</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k()-</td>
<td>k()-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Goeye)</td>
<td>w()-</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Leavitt)</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Goeye)</td>
<td>w()-/Ø-</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>w()-/Ø-</td>
<td>m()-</td>
<td>n()-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At least the 1O and 2O forms involve a *y/-/-/- formative which occurs between the O prefix and the verb stem in many languages. The phonological conditioning environment for this formative is preceding a vowel-initial verb. This is exactly the
environment where a *y- prefix occurs on the verb when the A is third person and the verb is preceded by a free O nominal (§5.1.2, 5.1.4). These two clues together point to a hypothesis about how the O-oriented prefix set was formed (internal reconstruction of Pre-Proto Carib). This hypothesis in turn helps in understanding (1) the formal identity between O-Oriented Set I prefixes and possessive prefixes, and (2) the otherwise unmotivated allomorphy found in both prefix sets. The hypothesis assumes the following historical sequence of stages:

(1) When A is third person, the verb bears a prefix *y-, and the O (pro)noun obligatorily precedes the verb.

(2) The set of free O pronouns reduces into a set of prefixes, trapping the prefix *y- between themselves and the verb.

(3) A number of phonological changes lead to loss of *y- in most phonological environments. These changes are as follows (i-iv describe the changes in the context of bound pronouns; v-vii in the context of free O nominals):

(i)  *y- > ∅/C  V  V  C
(ii) *y- > i/C  C
(iii) *y- > y-  V  V  (for most modern languages)
(iv) *y- > d-  V  V  (Carifin, De’kwana, Cumanagote?)
(v)  *y- > ∅/NP  C  (for all modern languages)
(vi) *y- > ∅/NP  -V  (for most modern languages)
(vii) *y- > y/ NP  -V  (Hickoryana, Panare, Tamanaco, Chayma, Cumanagote)

Rules i-iv account for the synchronic O-oriented prefix allomorphy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-Proto Carib</th>
<th>---V</th>
<th>---C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*u-y- ’1-?’</td>
<td>uy-</td>
<td>uy-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uy-</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>Rules i, iii (Proto-Cariban)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-</td>
<td>∅-</td>
<td>u &gt; ∅/ # (all except Chayma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*a-y- ’2-?’</td>
<td>ay-</td>
<td>ay-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ay-</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>Rules i, iii (Proto-Cariban)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad-/at-</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>Rule iv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k-y- ’1+2-?’</td>
<td>ky-</td>
<td>ky-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-</td>
<td>ki-</td>
<td>Rules i, ii (Proto-Cariban)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules v-vii account for the occurrence of y- between the O nominal and verb in Hickoryana, Panare, Tamanaco, and maybe in Chayma and Cumanagote.

The question then arises: What was the meaning or function of this *y- morpheme in Proto-Cariban? One explanation is that it expresses 3A, and that the *n(1)- form which I reconstructed for 3A is actually a 3O form (cf. Hoff’s 1991 synchronic analysis as well).

As a historical analysis, this has two weaknesses: (1) a parallel *y- must be reconstructed for the possessive construction (and prefix set), where 3A is not a possible analysis; and (2) we have already posited that the form *n(1)- represented 3A in Proto-Cariban. If we take this *y- to be 3A, then we must find some alternative source for the *n(1)- prefix which is attested in all modern Set I systems. There is little evidence for a *n(1): ‘3’ free pronoun which could serve as a source for a ‘3O’ and 3S prefix *n(1)-: the most likely source for the object nominalizing prefix *n(1)- (Gildea 1991f, Chapter 7, §7.4) is an old third person or indefinite pronoun, and Derbyshire (pc) has argued that a third person pronoun like Hickoryana noko could easily reduce to n(1)-. However, these potential sources are quite nebulous compared to the possessive personal prefixes which we see as sources for the rest of the O-Oriented prefixes, so for now, I prefer not to
analyze *y- as "3A" (although I acknowledge that further research might support that hypothesis).

In Gildea (1991a) I argued that this *y- was a historical inverse morpheme, reanalyzed from an extension of a genitive marker *y- (cf. the parallel *y- reconstructed for the possessive system in Chapter 6). This analysis is particularly appealing since the modern Set I system lacks only an inverse morpheme to be a prototype case of a structural inverse (i.e. the verb always marks Speech Act Participants as opposed to third person referents regardless of grammatical relation), and presumably the existence of this *y- as an inverse marker would have made the pre-Proto-Cariban Set I system a prototype inverse. However, as pointed out in Gildea (1991a), a prototype inverse goes beyond the person hierarchy — when both A and O are third person, the inverse construction interacts with the passive to mark the relative topicality of A and O. In essence, a very topical A and a non-topical O (a prototypical clause) correlates with the direct construction; a non-topical A and a topical O correlates with the passive; and a topical A in combination with a topical O correlates with the inverse construction (cf. Thompson 1989). Although the Set I system is clearly sensitive to the person hierarchy found in most inverse systems of the world, it is not sensitive to relative topicality of referents in a clause with third person A and O (Gildea 1991a).

The problem with the inverse analysis is that the Set I system does not have two different third person personal prefixes, but rather the n(f)- "3A" (or '3 Direct') is in opposition with a free (pro)noun (cf. §5.1). Since the pre-Proto-Cariban clause with a free (pro)noun O also takes the putative inverse marker *y- on the verb, we would have to consider such a clause to be the instantiation of the inverse when both A and O are third person. Further, in most Cariban languages, the O cannot occur as a free noun in the direct construction — i.e. an O noun cannot co-occur with the prefix n(f)-. This sets up the following functional dilemma: the topicality hierarchy calls for the 'inverse' construction when the O is topical, and for the 'direct' construction when the O is non-topical; however, in order to identify an O referent for the first time, or in a case of potential ambiguity (regardless of topicality), the O must occur as a full noun, which means it must occur in the 'inverse' construction (if A is also third person). As shown in Gildea 1991a, the distribution of 'inverse' versus 'direct' constructions in Carib of Surinam discourse is fully accounted for in terms of referent identifiability, and the topicality hierarchy plays no part. As Hoff (pe) has pointed out, all comparative evidence suggests that the *y- morpheme has always required a free pronoun or full nominal O with 3A3O clauses, and the co-occurrence of free O forms with the *n(f)- prefix appears to be innovative in those few languages which allow it. As such, even in the earliest possible internal reconstruction of pre-Proto-Cariban, the *y- could not have marked inverse for clauses where both A and O are third person.

Although there is no question that the form must be reconstructed, further research is in order to develop a fully satisfying account of the function of pre-Proto-Cariban *y-.

5.2.1.3 The Non-Third Person Prefixes: 1A2O and 2A1O

I reconstruct both the 1A2O and the 2A1O prefixes to the same Proto-Cariban form: *k(i)- (which is homophonous with the 1+2O prefix), based on the forms in Table 5.4. Most synchronic variations on this pattern of identical marking are cases where the 1A2O form is supplemented or replaced by a 2O form (Panare, Tiriyo, and Yukpa) or where the 2A1O form is replaced by a 2A form (Hikukara, Panare). In two cases, the 2A1O form is replaced by a 1O form (Bakairi, Yukpa), and in other cases the two semantic configurations appear to have been disambiguated by the addition of other material to (at least) one of the prefixes (Chayma, Cumangate, Kaponga, Wayana).
Table 5.4. The 1A2O and 2A1O prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>*k(t)- '1A2O'</th>
<th>*k(t)- '2A1O'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apala'f</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Steinen)</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Abreu)</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Souza)</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carjona</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayma</td>
<td>kVn-/k-</td>
<td>k(V)/kad-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumanagote</td>
<td>k(mn)/kVd-/kVy-</td>
<td>k(V)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De'kwana</td>
<td>m(b)-</td>
<td>k(b)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kap'ong (Adam)</td>
<td>koen-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>k(t)-/a(y)-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemöng</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamanacó</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Goeje)</td>
<td>k-/aw-</td>
<td>k(e)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Leavitt)</td>
<td>k-/aw-</td>
<td>k(e)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waîwai</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Goeje)</td>
<td>ku(w)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>k(w)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukpa</td>
<td>o(y)-</td>
<td>a(y)-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Set I Intransitive Prefixes

The modern Set I intransitive prefixes do not reconstruct to a single unified set of forms (cf. Table 5.1, with a column of S prefixes parallel to the A-Oriented transitive prefixes, and a row of S prefixes parallel to the O-Oriented transitive prefixes). In most of the best-described languages, two sets of forms alternate depending on the status of the intransitive verb. All intransitive verbs which are derived from transitive verbs take a particular set of prefixes (which resembles the A-oriented subset of transitive prefixes, cf. §5.2.1.1). Inherently intransitive verbs may take either this same set of prefixes or a different set (which resembles the O-oriented subset of transitive prefixes, cf. §5.2.1.2).

For now, I label these sets $S_A$ and $S_O$ based on their similarity to the A- and O-oriented transitive prefixes. However, in many Cariba languages (Bakairi, Chayma, Cumanagote, Tamanacó, Tiriyo, Waîwai, Wayana, Yukpa), syntactic information is not available to help identify the two sets; in two (Panare and Carjona) there is only one intransitive prefix set. As such, I have divided the intransitive prefixes from all 15 languages into two sets based on formal similarity to A- and O-oriented transitive prefixes in the same languages. The forms in question are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6:

Table 5.5. The $S_A$ Prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>*w- '1S_A'</th>
<th>*m(t)- '2S_A'</th>
<th>*k(t)- '1+2S_A'</th>
<th>*m(t)- '3S_A'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apala'f</td>
<td>G-/k-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(t)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Steinen)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Abreu)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Souza)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carjona</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayma</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumanagote</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De'kwana</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kap'ong (Adam)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemöng</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamanacó</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Goeje)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Leavitt)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waîwai</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Goeje)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukpa</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m(t)-</td>
<td>k(y)-</td>
<td>n(t)-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like the related transitive A-oriented forms, the 2S_A and 3S_A prefixes reconstruct easily to *m(t)- '2S_A' and *n(t)- '3S_A'. The 1+2S_A prefixes present similar variation to the 1+2A prefixes, and I suspect they will reconstruct to the same form: *k(t)- '1+2S_A'.

The first person data is more limited, and from the few forms that are available, '1S_A' would probably be better reconstructed as *w- than as *k-.

Like the transitive O-oriented prefixes, the $S_O$ prefixes are restricted to 1, 2, and 1+2 persons (i.e. there is no unique third person form). The *y- formative also occurs
with the 1S and 2S forms (which argues against the *γ: *3A* hypothesis discussed in §5.2.1.2). Although the stock of comparative forms is reduced, in the absence of evidence to the contrary I reconstruct the SO prefixes to the same forms as the O-oriented prefixes: *y(γ): 1SO*, *a(γ): 2SO*, and *k(δ): 1+2SO*.

**Table 5.6. The SO Prefixes (Where They Differ from SA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th><em>u(γ): 1SO</em></th>
<th><em>a(γ): 2SO</em></th>
<th><em>k(δ): 1+2SO</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apalaf (Steinen)</td>
<td>yi-</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Abreu)</td>
<td>yi-</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Souza)</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>dδ-</td>
<td>a(δ)-</td>
<td>k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cariona</td>
<td>yi-</td>
<td>a(γ)-</td>
<td>k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayma</td>
<td>u(γ)-</td>
<td>a(γ)-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumanagote</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>a(γ)-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De’kwana</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>a(γ)-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Hick Karya</td>
<td>o(γ)-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>o(γ)-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong</td>
<td>o(γ)-</td>
<td>k(δ)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamanaco</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>ay-</td>
<td>k—including</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Goeje)</td>
<td>y(γ)-</td>
<td>k—including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Levitt)</td>
<td>l-</td>
<td>k—including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiwai</td>
<td>l-</td>
<td>k—including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>a(w)-/aw-</td>
<td>k—including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>a(w)-/aw-</td>
<td>k—including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dual intransitive prefix sets in modern Cariban languages have been analyzed in a number of ways: Koehn and Koehn (1986) for Apalaf and Derbyshire (1985) for H Hick Karya have the variation only for second person, and hence do not consider the variation as systemic, but merely note it in passing. Variation which extends across the entire system is described only for Carib and De’kwana. Hoff (1968:167) analyzes the duality in Carib as a function of the phonological shape of the verb root: verbs that begin with /w/ take the SA prefix set, and those which begin with any other phoneme take the SO prefix set. By Hoff’s analysis, the prefixes which derive intransitive verbs from transitive verbs all begin with /w/, hence triggering the SA prefix set. Hall (1988:136ff) for De’kwana analyzes the split according to an active/nonactive distinction, in which verbs which subcategorize for semantically more agentive S arguments (or the recipients of reflexive action) take the SA prefix set, and those which subcategorize for a semantic patient, experiencer, or other non-agentive case role take the SO prefix set. No studies have demonstrated any corresponding syntactic distinction between nominals in an SA versus SO relation to an intransitive verb (i.e. despite the morphological division of S into SA and SO prefixes, syntactically, the S nominal patterns with the A nominal in all ways).

The relationship between the transitive and intransitive prefix sets is clear: the A-oriented transitive prefixes correspond to SA intransitive prefixes and the O-oriented transitive prefixes correspond to the SO intransitive prefixes. In those languages where both sets of intransitive prefixes are productively used, the result is something that might be called an Active/Inactive system (cf. Hall 1988); in those languages which utilize only one or the other of the intransitive sets, depending on which intransitive forms are used (and on whether one considers akh to be ‘3A’ or ‘3O’), the system will look more nominative/accusative or ergative/absolutive. At this point, it is premature to try to reconstruct any one of these patterns of prefixation to Proto-Cariban — although the reconstructed forms given in Table 5.1 are each attested in a number of synchronic Cariban languages, the overall Split-S pattern is attested in only two languages synchronically. Given both the extensive variation synchronically, the lack of evidence for specific mechanisms of change, and typological evidence that any one of the three systems (i.e. nominative, absolutive, active-stative) can evolve into both of the others (cf. Harris 1985, 1990), it is premature to suggest which of these is prior in Cariban, and which are innovative.
In sum, although there is ample variation in personal prefixes in Modern Set I systems, there is no doubt that these forms are all variations within what can be described as a coherent cognate entity: the Set I person marking system.

5.3 Set I Tense, Aspect, and Modality Suffixes

Set I TAM suffixes have proven very difficult to reconstruct as a set. First, they are not attested in all Cariban languages, so the data base for reconstruction is fairly limited. Second, those languages which do use the Set I system do not mark the same TAM distinctions—some languages, like Carib, offer a complex set of nine distinctions (with a different suffix for each distinction), while others, like Panare, offer only three past tenses with no aspeccial distinctions. As a further complication, forms which appear nearly identical do not always mark the same TAM distinctions, and even when the descriptions are sufficiently detailed to show that two languages mark similar TAM distinctions, the forms are not transparently cognate. A reconstruction of Proto-Cariban Set I TAM suffixes is not possible without many more detailed descriptions, and perhaps not without first reconstructing the various sub-branches of the family. In Table 5.7, I present correspondences in form for a subset of the past/nonpast suffixes which occur in various languages with various aspeccial and modal values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>*i Past</th>
<th>*/ya(CY) Nonpast/Past</th>
<th>*ne Past</th>
<th>*/ke/ko Nonpast/Past</th>
<th>*/ke/ko Distant Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apalaf</td>
<td>-ta</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Steinsen)</td>
<td>-ta</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakairi (Souza)</td>
<td>-ta</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carjona</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayma</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumanagote</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De'kwana</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapong</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamanaco</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Goje)</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Leavit)</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waival</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukpa</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
<td>*/-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the forms in the */ya(CY) and */ya-ke/ko columns are morphologically complex, as can be seen in the placement of the plural suffix:

(56) Hixkaryana */ya* 'Nonpast Uncertain', */yako* 'Recent Past Compleitive', and */yakoni* 'Distant Past Continuative' as morphologically complex forms (Derbyshire 1985:196)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual (basic form)</th>
<th>*/ya</th>
<th>*/yako</th>
<th>*/yakoni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collective form</td>
<td>*/yako</td>
<td>*/yako</td>
<td>*/yako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*/yako</td>
<td>*/yako</td>
<td>*/yako</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(57) Wayana */ya* 'Present Tense' as morphologically complex (Jackson 1972:51)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2A10-see-T/A:</th>
<th>2A10-see-T/A-PL-T/A:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Me you are seeing.</td>
<td>Me you all are seeing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(58) Carib */yako* 'Distant Past' as morphologically complex (Hoff 1968:181)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1A-see-T/A:</th>
<th>1A-see-T/A-PL-T/A:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I saw him then.</td>
<td>I saw them then.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further descriptive research (and more internal reconstruction along the lines of Gildea 1991d) might provide the comparative material to show that many modern Set I TAM suffixes (most of which are not listed in Table 5.7) are formed by composition of two (or more) forms.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter I have tried to support the claim that all modern Set I systems are descended from a single Proto-Cariban Set I system. To this end, I have compared the component syntax, verbal personal prefixes, and a few of the TAM suffixes which constitute the Set I system in fifteen modern languages. Although some individual morphemes and syntactic patterns vary from language to language, the overall morphosyntactic patterns in the 15 languages are so consistent that they can most easily be explained as having descended from a single proto-system.

1 Although the combination does not occur in the text material in Hoff (1968), Hoff (1978) reports that, in elicitation, his informant allows a preverbal 1, 2, or 1+2 free pronoun O to co-occur with the personal prefix for first and second person:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{amoono} & \text{ay-ene-i} \\
\text{2Sg} & \text{2O-see-T/A} \\
\text{S/he has seen you.} & \\
\end{array}
\]

This is not attested in other Cariban languages. I will argue in §5.2.1 that these three prefixes have been created by a historical process of pronoun reduction. As such, these Carib examples represent a further innovation, making the pro-clitic look more like clitic-agreement (as defined in Chapter 3).

2 However, since the order AV is required for 1+3A in several Cariban languages (both those with otherwise OVA and those with otherwise AOV orders), this example cannot be taken as representative for orders of other combinations of A and O.

3 Note also, however, that the \( \emptyset \) form occurs on a consonant-initial verb, so the possibility remains that the \( \emptyset \) prefix takes the \( y \) allomorph preceding a vowel.

4 Derbyshire considers this \( \emptyset -y \)-prefix to be a part of the referential person marking system, with a value of 3AO when it occurs on verbs, and a value of 3 Possessor when it occurs on nouns. Based on only the Hixkaryana data, this analysis makes sense—the only time such a prefix occurs is when a free O nominal precedes the verb or a free possessor nominal precedes a possessed noun, and the only free O or possessor nominal in Hixkaryana are third person. However, by comparison to the other Cariban languages for which we have data, this same \( \emptyset \)-prefix (with the same \( y \)- alternation in some languages) occurs with free O and possessor nominals of any person. Although the scope of this \( \emptyset \)-is restricted to third person in Hixkaryana, to enhance comparability I gloss it as 'O' rather than as Derbyshire’s '3AO'.

5 Based on similar patterns in main clause morphosyntax, D. Payne (1990) characterizes the Tup-Quapaw family as having an inverse system. Dahlstrom (1986) characterizes what I take to be a prototype inverse in Plains Cree and other Algonquian languages.

6 It is possible that the extreme variation seen in prefixes for Chayma and Cumaná are functions of the analysis rather than the language data. These forms were originally transcribed in 1680, then re-transcribed and categorized by Adam 1893. These morpheme divisions are not necessarily representative of those which a modern linguist would make. In future work, I hope to check Adam’s analysis against the original seventeenth century materials.
CHAPTER 6

THE MORPHOSYNTAX OF POSSESSION IN PROTO CARIBAN

Possessive constructions in Cariban languages for which I have information share the following basic characteristics:

i) the possessor (pro)noun is not marked for genitive case

ii) the possessor (pro)noun precedes the possessed noun

iii) the possessed noun may alter in some lexically determined way, by either
   a. taking a possession-marking suffix (of which there are several),
   b. undergoing vowel ablaut,
   c. changing idiosyncratically, or
   d. it may not change at all (i.e. -Ø suffix)

iv) the possessor (pro)noun is in complementary distribution with (i.e. may be replaced by) a personal possessive prefix.

Since the personal possessive prefixes are in complementary distribution with free (pro)noun possessors, possessive prefixes are clitics as defined in Chapter 3 (§3.1). Since these four characteristics are shared by all modern languages for which I have information, I reconstruct all to Proto-Cariban. I illustrate the alternation between a possessor nominal and a possessive prefix in §6.1 and I reconstruct the forms of the possessive prefixes in §6.2.

6.1 Word Order and Possessive Prefixation

The pattern of possessor-possessed is parallel to — but much clearer and more consistent than — that of O-V in the Set I system. Without exception, when a free possessor occurs, it precedes the possessed noun. In Bakairi, a third person free form possessor can co-occur with a personal possessive prefix, and in Bakairi, Carib, De'kwana, and Yukpa, the first and second person free pronouns can co-occur with personal possessive prefixes. These exceptions aside, free (pro)noun possessors are not allowed to co-occur with personal possessive prefixes. In the absence of the personal possessive prefix (i.e. when preceded by a free (pro)noun possessor), a consonant initial possessed noun takes no additional prefix.¹ In eight languages (Apalaf, Bakairi?, Carib, Cutijona, De'kwana, Kuikuro, Wayana, and Yukpa), a vowel-initial noun takes no prefix when preceded by a free noun possessor; in five (Hixkaryana, Makushi, Panare, Pemón, and Waiwai) a vowel-initial noun takes a yː prefix when preceded by a free noun possessor; in the remaining languages (Chayma, Cumanagote, Kalapalo, Kapóŋ, Tamanaco, and Tiriyó), I could find no evidence to support either pattern.

Clearly we can reconstruct the order possessor-possessed to Proto-Cariban, along with the suffixal marking of the possessed noun. I will argue in §6.2 that we can also reconstruct a prefix *yː to Proto-Cariban as a marker of the possessor-possessed relationship. Based on the complementary distribution between possessive prefixes and free noun possessors, and also based on the occurrence of the prefix yː between the possessive prefixes and the possessed noun, I reconstruct the personal prefixes to a set of pronouns in Pre-Proto-Cariban, and I posit that the reduction of these pronouns into prefixes trapped the yː; even in languages where it has since been lost altogether with a free noun possessor (cf. the exact parallel to Set I O-Oriented prefixes, §5.2.1.2).
For ease of exposition, I treat separately the languages which, when preceded by a free (pro)noun possessor, take no prefix (i.e. a \( \emptyset \)) on the possessed noun (§6.1.1), as opposed to those which take a \( \gamma \) prefix on the possessed vowel-initial noun (§6.1.2).

### 6.1.1 Languages in which Prefixes Alternate with \( \emptyset \)

The languages in which possessive prefixes alternate with \( \emptyset \) when there is a free (pro)noun possessor are Apalaf, Carib, Carijona, De'kwanla, Kuikíro, Wayana, and Yukpa. I illustrate each in turn.

In Apalaf Koehn & Koehn (1986:85) report that the possessor precedes the possessed, and that the possessed is marked with an additional suffix. As seen in 59a-b, a possessive prefix is in complementary distribution with a free noun possessor. Although personal free pronouns are not normally used to mark possession (except for \( \gamma \)na ‘1+3’), it is possible to replace a possessive prefix with a personal pronoun, as seen in 60a-b.

(59) a. \( \text{ikvry-ry} \)
3-thing-Possession
‘her/his possession’ (p. 85, 270b)

b. \( \text{nohpo \text{-} ikvry-ry} \)
woman \( \emptyset \)-thing-Possession
‘the woman’s possession’ (p. 85, 270a)

(60) a. \( \text{y-ikvry-ry} \)
1-thing-Possession
‘my thing’ (p. 97, 339)

b. \( \text{yvuy \text{-} yvuy-ri} \)
1SG \( \emptyset \)-house-POSSN
‘my house (emphatic)’ (p. 96)

In Bakairi, the evidence is scant, but the few examples appear to show that the noun can retain its personal possessive prefix when preceded by a free (pro)noun possessor. De Abreu (1895:220) shows the possessor preceding the possessed, with the possessed taking both a prefix \( l \) and a suffix \( -ri \) (61a-c). In all cases, the possessed noun begins with a consonant, the free form possessor is third person, and the noun takes what appears to be the third person personal possessive prefix \( l \). Abreu presents no examples with vowel-initial nouns, nor with other persons of possessor. Von den Steinen (1892:332) shows the vowel initial noun \( \text{dá} \) ‘?’ bearing the first person \( \gamma \) when preceded by the first person pronoun (62a) and bearing no prefix when preceded by a third person pronoun (62b — this lack of a prefix could be an allomorph of the third person possessive prefix or it could be the absence of the third person possessive prefix).

(61) a. \( \text{pina \text{-} iwpipiri} \)
\( \text{pina} \) i-pepá-ri
capitan \( ? \)-canoe-Poss
‘the captain’s canoe’

b. \( \text{iramólo \text{-} iwayakíru} \)
\( \text{iramólo} \) l-mayaku-ru
boy \( ? \)-basket-Poss
‘the boy’s basket’

c. \( \text{piapi \text{-} idunati} \)
\( \text{piapi} \) i-tunfá-ri
healer \( ? \)-bathtub-Poss
‘The healer’s bathtub.’

(62) a. \( \text{ára} \gamma \text{-} \text{éti} \)
b. \( \text{máka} \emptyset \text{-} \text{éti} \)
1SG 1-? 3SG \( \emptyset \)-?

In Carib of Surinam, Hoff (1968:214-20) describes two classes of nouns which (in strict structuralist fashion) he labels “Syntactic Category A” and “Syntactic Category B”. It is clear from his discussion that Category A represents an unmarked, basic form of a noun and Category B is the morphologically-marked possessed noun. The possessed noun may bear a personal possessive prefix, or conversely it may be possessed by means of an overt possessor noun which immediately precedes it.\(^2\) In 63a, the noun \( \text{tupu} \) ‘stone’ bears the third person prefix \( l \) and the harmonized version \( -\text{ti} \) of the suffix \( -\text{ri} \) ‘Possessed’. In 63b, the noun \( \text{kuráru} \) bears the suffix \( -\text{ri} \) ‘Possessed’ and is preceded by the possessor noun phrase \( \text{moko \text{-} yawo} \) ‘uncle’.

(63) a. \( \text{i-tupu-ru} \)
3-stone-Possessed
‘his stone’

b. \( \text{moko \text{-} yawo} \emptyset \text{-} \text{kuráru} \text{-} \text{ri} \)
that uncle \( \emptyset \)-boat-Possessed
‘uncle’s boat’
Hoff (1968:219-20 & note 92) discusses the fact that the possessor and possessed noun cannot be separated by any intervening words, and that the only phonetic material of any kind that can be placed between the two is a suffix on the possessor noun. I understand this to mean that when a free noun possessor occurs, the possessive prefix may not intervene, i.e. may not appear between the possessor noun and the possessed noun. However, in personal correspondence, Hoff provides data from his local informant, Mr. Robert Kiban, which shows that first and second person personal possessive prefixes are required whether or not the free pronoun possessors co-occur (64a-b), and the first person inclusive (1+2) free pronoun is simply not allowed to occur as a possessor (cf. the similar, but broader exclusion in Hixkaryana, §6.1.2).

(64) Non-third person free pronoun possessors

a. (sawu) y-oooff-rf
   1Sg 1-object-Poss
   'my object'

b. (amoorno) sy-oooff-rf
   2Sg 2-object-Poss
   'your object'

Finally, Hoff (1968:218, 222) lists three idiosyncratic nouns for which the possessed form contains an additional y- prefix, and in personal communication he adds two more nouns to this list (65). Although the y- prefix is not productive synchronically, such semantically diverse examples indicate that it might once have been.

(65) Basic form Possessed form gloss

ang'isa y-ang'isa-rf 'scarf'
oruko y-orukoo-rf 'worm'
araabo y-aayaboo-rf 'eel-like fish'
or'i no y-oor'i no-rf 'clay'
asilkaru y-aasilkaru 'sugar'

For Carijona, Robayo (1991:15) shows that the possessor (with no genitive case-marking) precedes the possessed noun (66); Robayo (1987:42) shows that the possessed noun is marked with rfr (64, 65a) or r (65b). Free pronouns can also serve to possess nouns, as in 66c. In lieu of the preceding possessor noun, the possessed noun may take a prefix indicating the person of the possessor (67a-b).
However, in her next examples (given above as 69b-c), Hall shows the same construction, except that the free pronouns are marked as being optional. In 69b the possessed noun does not take a personal possessive prefix, but in 69c the possessed noun does take the possessive prefix k-‘1+2‘. If the personal possessive prefix really is not in complementary distribution with the free pronoun possessor, then De‘k’wana resembles Carib of Surinam in allowing the two to co-occur.

For Kuikuro, Franchetto (1986, 1990) does not explicitly describe the system of possession. However, her examples (Franchetto 1986:160-1) indicate that the possessor precedes the possessed and that no additional prefix occurs, even on vowel-initial possessed nouns.

For Wayana, de Goeje (1946:§14) indicates that possessors precede possessed nouns, and that the former can be indicated with either free nouns or pronouns. The possessed may be marked with k‘i/-ry/-ry’-i, k‘il/-ry/-ry’-i, or k‘i. De Goeje suggests that the n might mark inalienable possession and the -ry/-ry’ complex alienable, but the data do not support such a categorial analysis. Jackson (1972) does not address questions of syntax, but in his examples I found the order possessor-possessed with an additional suffix on the possessed.

For Yuka, de Vegamián (1978:68) characterizes the possessive construction as “the governed word, postposed to the governing” [the possessed, postposed to the possessor — SG]. The examples taken from my own field notes indicate that the second
person free pronoun may co-occur with the second person personal possessive prefix (72b), and the first person pronoun may precede the first person possessed noun (which is not marked by a personal possessive prefix, but rather by an apparently innovative personal possessive suffix, -shí ‘1’, cf. 72e). Since the personal possessive prefixes are allowed to co-occur with the free pronoun possessors, Ya’aka appears to follow the pattern of Carib and De’kwana, rather than that of Apaláí, Carirjona, and Kuikúnu.

(72) a. máa ø-ema-ø
   3Sg ø-hand-Poss
   ‘his hand’
   b. (am) o pesvíri
      2Sg 2-hat-Poss
      ‘your hat’
   c. am ø-pesówa-ri
      2Sg ø-hat-Poss
      ‘your hat’
   d. aw ø-pesówa-ri
      1Sg ø-hat-Poss
      ‘my hat’
   e. (au) pesvíri
      1Sg ø-pesówa-ri-shí
      ‘your hat.’

6.1.2 Languages in which Personal Prefixes Alternate with ø/-y-

In the preceding section, when a free (pro)noun possessor preceded a possessed noun, the personal prefix was lost and no other phonological material occurred between possessor and possessed (with the exception of the five idiosyncratic nouns in Carib which take a y- prefix). In this same syntactic environment, the languages I treat in this section, Hixkaryana, Makushi, Panare, Pemón, and Waiwai, take a y- prefix on all possessed nouns which begin with vowels.

For Hixkaryana, Derbyshire (1985:5, 26) shows that third person possessive prefixes alternate with free (pro)nouns possessors, but 1Sg, 2Sg, and 1+2 personal pronouns are not allowed to occur as free form possessors. Except for this difference, the genitive construction in Hixkaryana seems to parallel that of the other languages, with an unmarked possessor preceding the possessed noun, which is marked with a possessive suffix (either -shí, -ná, -dí, -nsí, or ø). For some nouns the stem-initial vowel ø changes to ø to mark the third person possessed form of the noun (74a). When a free (pro)noun possessor occurs preceding a consonant-initial possessed noun, the possessive prefix is simply lost (73b). When a free (pro)noun possessor occurs preceding a vowel-initial possessed noun, instead of ø, the prefix y- occurs between possessor and possessed (74b).

(73) a. i-kanawa-ri
   3-canoe-Poss
   ‘his canoe’ (p. 200)
   b. Waraka ø-kanawa-ri
      Waraka ø-canoe-Poss
      ‘Waraka’s canoe’ (p. 200)

(74) a. ewa-ri
   3.chest-Poss
   ‘his chest’
   b. Waraka y-owa-ri
      Waraka ø-chest-Poss
      ‘Waraka’s chest’

Since only third person nouns and free pronouns are allowed to serve as possessors in Hixkaryana, Derbyshire (1985:8) considers these ø/-y- forms to be allomorphs of the third person possessive prefix (recall this same discussion for the O-Oriented Set I prefixes in Chapter 5, 5.2.1.2). As before, to enhance comparability with the other Cariban languages, I gloss the ø/-y- as ‘ø’ rather than with Derbyshire’s ‘ø’.

(75) Examples where free pronouns cannot replace personal possessive prefixes

a. ro-kanawa-ri
   1-canoe-Poss
   ‘my canoe’
   b. *u ro (forkanawari
   c. ov-ewehu-toko
      2-take.a.bath-Action Nominalizer-Simultaneous.Action
      ‘when you take a bath’
   d. *onoro (olyewehutoko

3
e. khyaka-nye
   1+2-to-Collective
   'to us (inclusive and collective)'

f. *kwyamo hyaka

So in Hikaryana the alternation between personal possessive prefix and free
(pro)nouns possessor is limited to third person possessors. Thus, the Ø-/y-
prefixes only co-occur with third person free (pro)noun possessor (the 1+3 pronoun always patterns
with third person), and Derbyshire therefore analyzes Ø- and y- as allomorphs of the third
person possessive prefix. However, the facts of Hikaryana are also consistent with a
family-wide analysis, where the possessive prefix goes to Ø-/y-
whenever a free
(pro)noun possessor occurs. Hikaryana differs from the other Cariban languages only in
that the 1Sg, 2Sg, and 1+2 pronouns are not allowed to act as as full NP possessors.

In Makushi, Williams (1932), Carson (1982), and Abbott (1991) all report that the
possessor precedes the possessed noun, and that the possessed noun may take a suffix (-ri,
-ki, -ni, -ka, or -no), but that not not all possessed nouns do so. While neither
Williams (1932) nor Carson (1982) discusses the possibility of a free (pro)noun possessor
co-occurring with a personal prefix, Abbott (1991:85) states explicitly that a possessed
nouns "has the possessor prefix, unless a free-form possessor occurs"; examples from all
three authors support Abbott's claim. Williams (1932:137) lists one paradigm where
personal possessive prefixes alternate with free (pro)nouns, indicating that any noun
(including 1Sg and 2Sg pronouns) may replace personal possessive prefixes (76). When
a free (pro)noun possessor occurs preceding a consonant-initial possessed noun, no prefix
occurs between the two (76). However, when a free form possessor occurs preceding a
vowel-initial possessed noun, the prefix y- occurs between the two (77a-b). All three
Makushi linguists treat this y- differently. Abbott (1985, 1991) considers it as a part of the
stem of the possessed noun, Carson (1982) doesn't mention it at all, and Williams (1932)
treats it as independent, neither as a part of the possessed noun nor of any possessor form.

Williams' approach is the most useful from a historical perspective (cf. Chapter 5,
§5.2.1.2 and §6.2 below).

(76) Williams' (1932) paradigm for mbo/mípo 'back'

| u-mbo | 'my back' |
| a-mbo | 'your back' |
| ána Œ-mípo | 'your back' |
| ána Ó-mípo-to-nágong | 1+3 Ø-back-PL-PL |
| 'our backs' |

(77) Free noun possessors with vowel initial nouns:

a. From Williams (1932:139)

| ána y-esí | 'our dead bodies' |

b. From Abbott (1985:264)

| anna whif sirí president e-y-esí | ta |
| 1-EXCL go S.I. president Ø-house to |
| 'We are going to the president's house to talk.' |

In Panare the possessor precedes the possessed, and the possessed noun is marked
with -n, -s, or Ø. Personal possessive prefixes may be replaced by any free pronoun or
nouns. When a free (pro)noun possessor replaces a possessive prefix, primary accent in
the possessed noun may shift to the left. This phenomenon is recorded as ~F'P' (Free
Possessor). In 78a the consonant initial noun mata 'shoulder' is possessed by personal
possessive prefixes; in 78b by the corresponding free pronoun possessors. Although
the accent of the possessed noun does shift with a free (pro)noun possessor, no prefix
intervenes between the possessor NP and the possessed NP, as indicated by Ø-. When
a free (pro) noun possessor precedes a vowel initial noun, a y- prefix occurs between the
two (79).

(78) Personal possessive prefixes versus free pronoun possessors with mata 'shoulder'

a. matan Œ^-mata-n 'my shoulder'

amatan a-mata-n 'your shoulder'

yłówmatan yí-mata-n 'his/her/its shoulder'
b. \( \text{yamatan} \) \( \text{yu-}O^3\text{-mata-n} \) 'my shoulder'
\( \text{amən mətan} \) \( \text{amən O^3-mata-n} \) 'your shoulder'
\( \text{mej mətan} \) \( \text{mej O^3-mata-n} \) 'his/her/its shoulder'

(79) Full NP possessor with uwej 'house'

Toman yuwej. Toman y\(\text{u}^3\)wej 'Tom's house/place'

In Pemóng, Aremellada (1943a:88) states that the "genitive case" is indicated by word order, with the genitive noun followed by the possessed. He treats the\(\text{y}^3\)- which occurs on vowel-initial possessed nouns as a part of the stem.

(80) a. kainse y\(\text{e}^3\)-ma-ri
    Tiger \(O\)-path-Poss
    'The path of the tiger'

b. waikin O-pipue
    Deer \(O\)-skin
    'Skin of the deer'

In Waiwai, Hawkins (1991b) states that the possessive construction is composed of "two nouns right together in which the first is the possessor and the second is the object possessed", and that "if the second noun begins with a vowel, it takes a \(\text{y}^3\)- prefix". Possessed nouns are marked by a possession suffix, most commonly \(\text{a}_{\text{i}}\), but including also \(\text{a}_{\text{f}}, \text{a}_{\text{o}}, \text{a}_{\text{r}}, \text{a}_{\text{r}}\), or stem irregularities.

(81) ewka y\(\text{e}^3\)-osokmu-ru
    Elka \(O\)-knee-Poss
    'Elka's knee'

(82) ewka O-mumu-ru owf
    Elka \(O\)-son-Poss 1Sg
    'I am Elka's son.'

6.1.3 Summary of the Syntactic Pattern

There is not sufficient evidence to document a pattern of possession in Chayma, Cumanagote, Kalapalo, Kapóln, Tamanaco, or Tiriyo. In those languages for which there is evidence, without exception, when a free (pro)noun possessor occurs, it immediately precedes the possessed noun. The possessor is not marked, but the possessed usually bears a suffix to mark its status as a possessed noun. With the exceptions of first and second persons in Carib and Yukpa, and 1, 2, and 1+2 in De'kwana, and apparently first and third persons in Bakairi, personal possessive prefixes do not co-occur with a free (pro)noun possessor. In the absence of the personal possessive prefix, consonant-initial nouns take no additional prefix, but vowel-initial nouns in five languages take an additional prefix \(\text{y}^3\).

Clearly we can reconstruct the order possessor-possessed to Proto-Cariban, as well as possession marking on the possessed noun and the lack of genitive case-marking on the possessor. As is the case for Set I transitive clauses with third person A, the nonpersonal prefix \(\text{y}^3\) occurs in a small enough subset of languages to be of questionable status. However, as I show in the next section, we must reconstruct a Proto-Cariban nonpersonal \(\text{y}^3\) in order to account for allomorphy in the set of personal possessive prefixes. Interestingly enough, although historically we must reject the gloss of third person sometimes given to this \(\text{y}^3\), we must also reconstruct the Proto-Cariban third person possessive prefix to the form \(\text{y}^3\). I will argue for both of these points in the next section.

6.2 Personal Possessive Prefixes

Based on the forms in Table 6.1, I reconstruct five Proto-Cariban personal possessive prefixes and one nonpersonal possessive prefix:

\(\text{y}^3\) '1'
\(\text{y}^3\) '2'
\(\text{y}^3\) '1+2'
\(\text{y}^3\) '3'
\(\text{y}^3\) '3 Reflexive'
\(\text{y}^3\) 'Nonpersonal Possessive'
The first point to be made about these cognate sets is that many of the prefixes are morphologically complex forms. That is, like the Set I Transitive O-Oriented prefixes (§5.2.1.2), they are historically a combination of a personal prefix plus a *yɛ element, which I consider a marker of the genitive relationship between a possessor and a possessed noun. This is the same *yɛ element which is retained synchronically between free (pro)noun possessors and vowel-initial possessed nouns in Hixkaryana, Makushi, Panare, Pemón, and Waiwai (§6.1.2). In the prefix sets, this *yɛ is retained as yɛ only between vowels (i.e. between *u- ‘1’ and vowel initial nouns and between *u- ‘2’ and vowel initial nouns); it is possibly retained between consonants as the high central vowel i (but this is equally likely an epenthetic vowel, to avoid a consonant cluster at the start of a word). Given this historical scenario, the yɛ portion of the first and second person allomorphy may be extracted and the general picture becomes much clearer.

The 1+2 and 3Reflexive forms are easily reconstructed, as the only real variation in Table 6.1 comes from languages which have lost the prefixes altogether (Panare and Makushi for 1+2, Panare for 3Reflexive). The 2 form is fairly easy to reconstruct given that yɛ is present in the paradigms for almost every language; the tɛ-[a-] could be derived via unconditioned raising or centralization, and the yɛ could be derived from a combination of Proto-Cariban *ɛɛ ‘2’ plus an unidentified element *ɛɛ seen in the second person forms for Tiriyo, Waiwai, and Wayana (the sequence yɛ ‘2’ plus yɛ ‘Intransitive’ in Panare yields the phoneme yɛ ‘2S’ on normalized intransitive verbs, and it is likely not a coincidence that Waiwai has yɛ ‘2’ as the most common form while closely related Hixkaryana has o(yɛ) ‘2’ as the most common form).

The reconstructions of *yɛ ‘1’ and *yɛ ‘3’ deserve more comment. The first person forms o(yɛ) are common enough to give a good indication that *yɛ must be reconstructed at least to some fairly high branch level of the family. The problem is that there are three other types of synchronic first person marker which must be accounted for: the yɛ which alternates with yɛ (cf. Carib, Panare, and Tamanaco), the y(ɛ) which does not alternate with yɛ (cf. Apalai, Bakairi, Yiriyo, and Wayana), and a number of idiosyncratic markers (cf. Carib d[i-], Carijona with both yɛ and yɛ where the alternation is lexically (rather than phonologically) conditioned, Hixkaryana yɛ, Panare y(yɛ), and Yukpa au). The ɛɛ-ɛɛ alternation is due to loss of the vowel u word-initially (cf. §5.2.1.2 for the same phenomenon in Set I Transitive O-Oriented prefixes). I suggest that the other variations are functional compensations for this same phenomenon.

As an example, take the situation in Panare. In Gildea (1989a-b) I show that the apparent first person prefix y(yɛ) is actually from a different syntactic category as the rest of the possessive prefixes, and must be recently derived from the free pronoun yɛ. The
The fact that in these two languages, Panare and Carijona, the new first person prefix is of the form \( y \) leads me to suggest that the same scenario likely applies to all the other first person \( y \) forms (i.e. in Apaláf, Bakairí, Tiriyo, and Wayana). The same process clearly applies to Yukpa, but with a different source form: the \( y \) prefix is a reduction of the current first person free pronoun \( awa \) (and is hence in free variation with less contracted forms as well (de Veguía 1978:73 offers extensive illustration of the various degrees of reduction recorded amongst various dialects). In Hixkaryana, \( r\) - '1' is probably derived from \( pro \) '1SgPronoun'. I leave an account of the the \( \text{i} \) - '1' prefixes (De'kwana, Wayana) for future research.

The preponderance of \( \text{i} \) in the chart makes it seem counter-intuitive to reconstruct the third person prefix as the consonantal \( *y \) rather than vocalic \( *i \). Nevertheless, I reconstruct \( *y \) - '3' because the synchronic patterns of allomorphy are otherwise inexplicable. That is, the same rules which generate synchronic \( y/y \) - '1' and \( y/y \) - '2' from Proto-Cariban voc- alic prefixes \( *u \) - '1' and \( *u \) - '2' would be expected to generate \( y/y \) - '3' from Proto-Cariban \( *y \) - '3'; i.e. the synchronic pattern should be \( i \) affixed to consonant initial nouns and \( y \) affixed to vowel initial nouns. We do find \( i \) affixed to consonant initial nouns, but \( y \) to vowel initial nouns in a significant subset of languages: Apalaí, Carib, Hixkaryana, Kala- palo, Kuikuro, and Wayana. This pattern of allomorphy is better accounted for by assuming (1) the Proto-Cariban form is a consonant, \( *y \) - '3', which then follows the pattern \( y \) - '3' for consonant initial nouns and \( *y \) - '3' for vowel initial nouns; (2) the high central vowel in \( y \) - '3' assimilates to the palatal onset (\( y \) ); then (3) the phoneme \( y \) is lost word initially (a rule for which we have ample evidence from the loss of the Proto-Cariban genitive prefix \( y \); between free noun possessors and possessed nouns). The resulting pattern of prefix allomorphy is then exactly what we find in these languages: \( i \) affixed to consonant initial nouns and \( y \) affixed to vowel initial nouns.

other way to show first person possession in Panare is with a \( \text{∅} \) prefix (which, as the internally-reconstructed older form, is the only form I put in Table 6.1). I argued that since the \( \text{∅}/y \) - '1' prefix is ambiguous with the \( \text{∅}/y \) - prefix which goes between free noun possessors and their possessed nouns, there is functional pressure to introduce a new first person marker. I suggest that the range of idiosyncratic first person markers found in Table 6.1 represents the result of exactly that sort of pressure: the Proto-Cariban \( *u \) went to \( \text{∅} \) and the new forms were derived elsewhere (most likely free pronouns) to disambiguate the morphological form of the possessed noun with a first person possessor from the possessed noun with a preceding free noun possessor.

As a second case study in support of this scenario, consider Carijona. Although Robayo (1987, 1989, 1991) considers the prefix \( yi \) - '1' to be the basic form in the language, he also documents an irregular possession paradigm for some nouns (Robayo 1991:4):

(83) a. \( \text{gami} \) ‘tobacco’ \( \text{∅-gami} \) - ‘my tobacco’
    b. \( \text{kaka} \) ‘wound’ \( \text{∅-kaka} \) - ‘my wound’
    c. \( \text{hura} \) ‘paddle’ \( \text{∅-hura} \) - ‘my paddle’

These irregular forms have a first person \( \text{∅} \) prefix synchronically, and the phonemic variation in the first consonant of the root is easily accounted for by positing a historical first person prefix \( *u \). The steps of the historical change would be as follows: (1) the historical forms of the nouns began with the voiceless stops \( *t \), \( *k \) and \( *p \) respectively. (2) Proto-Cariban \( *g \) - Carijona \( h \) except when adjacent to another labial phoneme (cf. the prefix \( *u \) - '1'; this rule is parallel to Girard's (1972:136) Rule 4 for deriving modern Carijona phonology from Proto-Cariban). (3) Voiceless stops are voiced between vowels (cf. between the \( *u \) - prefix and the first vowel of the root. (4) The \( *u \) - \( \text{∅} \) word initially (as in so many other Cariban languages). Given that the idiosyncratic forms retain evidence of the Proto-Cariban form \( *u \) - '1', the prefix \( yi \) - '1' must be considered a more recent innovation.
Further evidence in favor of this scenario comes from the conservative synchronic forms found in Waiwai and Panare. In Waiwai, the prefix for consonant-initial possessed nouns is y:`- '3' and for vowel-initial possessed nouns it is y:`- '3'; in Panare, the prefix for consonant-initial possessed nouns is y:`- '3', and for vowel-initial verbs in the Set II verbal system (etymologically derived nouns) the prefix is y:`- '3' (Gildea 1989a-b).

I take the remaining cases to be further developments after the reduction of y:` to i:`. Perhaps by extension, Bakairi and Clayema have developed the i:`- allomorphy (although neither case is well documented), Makushi and Tamanaco have apparently extended the i:`- '3' marker back to vowel initial nouns and inserted an additional ǯ element between the ǯ- '3' vowel and the initial vowel of the noun.

This concludes my illustration of the Proto-Cariban possessive construction, and the prefixes which arose from that construction.

Notes to Chapter 6

1 Hoff (pc) has pointed out that the pattern of vowel lengthening in Carib changes when a noun is possessed by a preceding free noun. He suggests that this vowel length pattern is consistent with a word which once had an additional syllable — such as would be given by a vowel prefix. Such a historical “extra syllable” could also account for the Panare accent shift phenomenon. This is exactly the type of evidence from which Gildea (1991g) argues for the existence of a historical first person prefix where now both Panare and Caribe have a first person zero form. More detailed research into stress patterns in remaining Cariban languages might offer further support for the notion that the Proto-Cariban *y:`- was a vowel in the environment preceding consonant-initial possessed nouns.

2 In personal correspondence, Hoff points out that the ǯ prefix which I mark in 61b is not so simple as it might appear, since there are prosodic effects on the possessed noun: the first vowel of the possessed noun often lengthens, changing the vowel length pattern for the entire word (cf. the word kuriyara ‘boat’ becomes kuriyara-ǯ ‘boat-Possessed’ when preceded by a free possessor). This pattern of vowel lengthening corresponds to a pattern of accent shift in Panare (§5.1.2), and to a pattern of vowel lengthening/accsent shift with first person ǯ-ǯ in both languages. These variations will need to be explained in future research (cf. Gildea 1991g for a preliminary explanation of the first person variations in terms of metrical stress assignment, and the preceding note for speculation on a possible etymological nonpersonal possessive prefix).

3 The examples in 72c-f do not transparently contain possessive prefixes — Derbyshire argues that all subordinate clause constructions in Hikuryana are actually cases of nominalized verbs, which are then possessed by the underlying absolutive. I will discuss subordination, nominalization, and the possession of nominalized verbs at greater length in Chapter 7. For now, I accept that the examples he offers, those in 72, are equally representative of the facts for nonderived possessed nouns.

4 The form of the possessed noun also changes, but this change appears to be due to the genitive being a free noun rather than a prefix: the altered form also appears when the 1+3 pronoun is the free noun possessor.

5 Accent shift is not always noted, but it occurs a significant percentage of the time, and in some cases, it is the one feature which disambiguates between different persons in the genitive. In Gildea (1989a-b) the accent shift is treated as a morpheme, ǯ ‘PP’ for Preceding Possessor. Since Set II prefixes are essentially ‘preceding possessors’ as well, but they do not trigger this accent shift, I am modifying the terminology to better reflect the distinction associated with the accent shift—namely a Free (pro)noun Possessor.

6 The first person pronoun is becoming the new first person possessive prefix, and it is actually much more commonly used to denote 1SG possession than the ǯ-ǯ prefix which I show in 75a. However, in Gildea (1989a) I demonstrate that the new 1SG clitic does not pattern with the older possessive clitics in other areas of the grammar, and so I treat it as a free pronoun genitive rather than as a personal possessive prefix in 75b.
CHAPTER 7

PROTO CARIBAN NOMINALIZING MORPHOLOGY

Most nominalizers in Cariban languages are suffixes. I illustrate the forms of the
suffixes in §7.1, lay out the ergative morphosyntax of nominalized clauses in §7.2, and
discuss the syntactic evidence for — and consequences of — the nominalization analysis
in §7.3. In §7.4 I discuss the lone exception to the generalizations given in §7.1-3, the
idiogenic O nominalizing prefix *ni- (mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, §4.3.2).

7.1 The Nominalizing Suffixes

Although there are many nominalizing suffixes, only a small subset of these are
relevant for the discussion in this study, i.e. those which evolve into Set II TAM markers.
These suffixes are *-ne ‘A Nominalizer’, *-tupu ‘O or Action Nominalizer, Past Tense’,
*-sape ‘O Nominalizer, Past Tense’, *-mi ‘S or Action Nominalizer’, *-ni ‘Action
Nominalizer’, *Ø: ‘Action Nominalizer’, and *-ni ‘Action Nominalizer’. These forms are
reconstructed based on the cognate sets given in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>-ni</th>
<th>-tupu</th>
<th>-sape</th>
<th>-ne</th>
<th>-mi</th>
<th>-ni</th>
<th>-Ø</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apaláf</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakaíri (Abreu)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Moson.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carojona</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayma</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumanagote</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De'kwaana</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalapalo</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapóng (Adam)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapóng (Leav.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalikúro</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makushi (Will.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makushi (Carr.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makushi (Abb.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembong (Arm.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamaraco</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Goeje)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriyo (Leav.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wauwai</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Goeje)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jacks.)</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-tupu</td>
<td>-sape</td>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The suffixes *-ni, -ni, and -Ø have been fairly conservative phonologically, and
hence are quite easily reconstructed. The other forms are arrived at through the
application of four phonological rules:

1) Proto-Cariban *p > h in many modern Cariban languages;
2) the vowel from either the final or the penultimate syllable of any word is
   first weakened (i.e. becomes the high central vowel [i]), and then is elided
   in many Cariban languages (cf. Girard 1972, Mattéi-Muller 1981, Gildea
   1991b);
when vowel elision brings together two consonants, the first of those two often reduces — first to a pharyngeal fricative or glottal fricative/stop, and then to length on the preceding vowel (Girard 1972, Gildea 1991b,d). (3)

when a consonant becomes the final segment of a word, it often debuccalizes, falling back in the oral tract to velar position, then to glottal, and sometimes is lost altogether (Girard 1972, Mattei-Muller 1981, Gildea 1991d). (4)

Given these rules, and the possibility of combining certain morphemes, the other forms reconstruct fairly easily.

Proto-Cariban *-sapo is attested as Hixkaryana -sah (Rule 1: *p > h), as Kapóng -zak (Rules 2 and 4: *CV > k), as Panare and Makushi -sa (Rules 2 and 4: *CV > t), and finally as Makuši -za, with the entire final syllable lost.

Proto-Cariban *-tupu(-i) is attested in its most conservative forms as Chayma tupur, Tiriyo -tigup / -tigü, and as Bakairi -dhi, with simple vowel elision (rule 2) it is attested as Cumanagote -pur, Tamanaco -pe, and Wayana -pæ. After this, it becomes more complicated. In at least two languages where *p > h, the consonant cluster has been retained: Hixkaryana -thiri and Waivai -thiri -tho; in Carijona and De’kwana the consonant cluster *th has reduced further to h in the forms -hæ and -ho. In the other languages, the t in the consonant cluster *tp reduced (rule 3), first to a velar/pharyngeal fricative or glottal stop in Apalaf -hpü, Carib -xpo, Makushi -y, Panare -hp, and Tiriyo -hp, then in a more advanced stage to length on the preceding vowel as Carib -xo and -ho, Kapóng -hæ, Kuikúro -plæ, Makushi -pl-po, Panare -hp, and Pemóng -pue [pi] (cf. Gildea 1991b for a preliminary reconstruction of this suffix in the context of explaining the vowel elision and consonant cluster reduction rules for five Cariban languages). (1)

Proto-Cariban *-ne is conserved in Apalaf, Carib, Chayma, Cumanagote, Tiriyo, and Wayana. The nasal *n > n/ ___ in Hixkaryana -nye, and Panare, Waivai, and Yukpa -ne. An additional nasal segment -ny:n is attested in Carib, Kapóng, Panare, and Yukpa. I hypothesize that this nasal element is the addition of *-ni ‘General Nominalizer’ to Proto-Cariban *-ne (cf. Gildea 1991d for this internal reconstruction in Carib). The final vowel is elided and the bilabial nasal of *-ni debuccalizes to n by Rule 4 above. (2)

Proto-Cariban *-ni is conserved in at least De’kwana, Hixkaryana, Makushi, Panare, Tiriyo, and Waivai. In Panare and Makushi, *-ni has become conflated with a 1+2 personal morpheme, such that in Makushi, the suffix -ni is ambiguous between 1+2 possession and nominalization. In Panare, the full form -ni is restricted to nominalizations possessed by 1+2; the reduced form -n [q] is used in all other contexts.

Proto-Cariban -θ as a nominalizer is perhaps less clear. The zero suffix is a Set I past tense inflection in Bakairi, Carijona, Waivai, Wayana, and Yukpa, but it is an action nominalizer in Carib, Makushi, Panare, and Tiriyo. In Kapóng and Pemóng, the descriptions mention a Set II inflection -θ, but do not discuss the nominalizing use of -θ (I suspect this is simply an omission rather than an indication that the dual function does not exist, cf. Chapter 9, §9.1.3 for the cognate form in closely related Makushi).

One of the difficulties with identifying this class of morphemes as category changing is that sometimes two of the morphemes co-occur on the same verb. In particular, *-püt is obligatorily followed by a reflex of *-θ in six modern languages, and *-ne is followed by a reflex of another nominalizer *-ni in five modern languages. This synchronic fusing of two morphemes which could otherwise both be reconstructed as nominalizers indicates a perhaps deeper etymology for *-püt and *-ne as deriving something like a participial, which then took an additional nominalizing suffix — these additional nominalizers *-θ and *-ni have since become redundant, and are lost in most modern languages. However, for the purposes of this study, the key is that this class of morphology creates a word which, in each of the languages in question, can be identified
syntactically as a noun. The morphosyntax of these derived nouns is presented in the next section.

7.2 The Ergative Morphosyntax of Cariban Nominalizations

The point to be made in this section is that the Cariban system of nominalization is ergatively organized, with the sole genitive relationship to the nominalized verb being claimed by the verb's notional absolutive argument (S and O) and the notional ergative argument (A) being therefore forced into oblique status. Both of these points are stated clearly for Hixkaryana by Derbyshire (1985:38), where first he notes that all of what translate as English subordinate clauses are nominalizations in Hixkaryana; these nominalizations occur either as complements of the independent verb, or as objects of a postposition in adverbial phrases. He continues with a nice synopsis of what I consider to be the system of subordination in Proto-Cariban:

Apart from the nonfinite form of the verb, the subordinate clause differs syntactically from the main clause in the ways in which the underlying subject and direct object are expressed:

(i) The subject of the intransitive and copula, and the object of the transitive [i.e., the absolutive -- SG], normally function as possessor of the derived form in a possessed noun phrase relationship; and

(ii) the subject of the transitive is usually expressed by means of a separate PP governed by the Relator [postposition -- SG] *uya 'to, by' [from Proto-Cariban *uya — SG].

In Table 7.2 I illustrate the comparative forms from which I reconstruct the Proto-Cariban Goal/Dative/oblique A marker *uya. In northern Ergative Languages Makushi, Pemong, and Kapong, the Goal/Dative function of this morpheme has been lost, leaving only the ergative A-marking function. In southern Ergative Languages Kuikuro and Kalapalo, a different form -heko / -keko (< *peko) marks the A of a dependent clause and no trace remains of the Proto-Cariban Goal/Dative *uya.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>*uya 'Goal/Dative'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apalaf</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Hoff)</td>
<td>-wa/wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Mosonyi)</td>
<td>-wa/via</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carijona</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayma</td>
<td>uya/oya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumanagoi</td>
<td>uya/oya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De 'kwana</td>
<td>w0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>uya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapong (Adam)</td>
<td>-wia/-ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapong (Edwards)</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makushi (Williams)</td>
<td>-ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makushi (Carson)</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makushi (Abbott)</td>
<td>-(o)ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panare</td>
<td>uya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Armelada)</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Edwards)</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemong (Tuggy)</td>
<td>-ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamanaco</td>
<td>uya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirio (Goeje)</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirio (Leavitt)</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiai</td>
<td>uya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Goeje)</td>
<td>uya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayana (Jackson)</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I turn to the question of the syntactic evidence for the nominalization analysis after illustrating Derbyshire's second point, the ergative organization of nominalizations. I illustrate this in two separate sections, §7.2.1 for Nominative Languages, where the nominalizations are found only in dependent clauses, and §7.2.2 for Mixed and Ergative Languages, where the same morphosyntax is characteristic of both independent and dependent clause verbs.

7.2.1 The Ergative Organization of Nominalized Clauses In Nominative Languages

Hoff (1968) eschews the use of terms like 'nominalization', but it is clear from a review of his grammar that the morphological behavior of all subordinate verbal forms is identical to that of possessed nouns. In 84a the notional S pandjira 'flag' possesses the
nominalized intransitive verb. In 84b the notional O kievere 'cassava' possesses the nominalized transitive verb. In 84c, mokko kari'na 'the Carib', dative recipient of the verb 'tell', is the object of postposition 'wa 'Dative'. And in 84d the notional A of the nominalized transitive verb is realized as a first person prefix 1- '1' on the same dative postposition, 'wa 'DAT'.

(84) a. pandia 0-woitXo-xpo  ipookoro
   flag 3-descend-PFCT:NMLZR following-it
   'It has been followed by the lowering of the flag.' (p. 139)
   lit: 'The flag's lowering followed it.'

b. mokkaar iniveere 0-tika  kinhasa
   mokkaar iniveere 0-tika-0  kin-wai-yo-
   they cassava 0-dig-Nominalizer 3-go-T/A-Evidential
   'They went to dig out cassava.' (p. 350)
   lit: 'They went digging of cassava.'

(85) a. mado 0-etadawa'ko-ho
   tiger 0-work-Participle
   'the tiger's working' (p. 342, 42c)

b. motto 0-nil'kaa-dii
   worms 0-dig-NMLZR
   'digging of worms' (p. 341, 40a)

Derbyshire's 1985 characterization of Hixkaryana was presented at the beginning of this section. To illustrate, in 86a the notional S is realized as a possessive prefix ro- 'my', possessing the nominalized intransitive verb. In 86b the notional O is realized as a free nominal possessor honky 'peccary'. In 86c the first person recipient of the verb 'give' is marked by the Dative postposition wya 'to, by'. And in 86d the notional A of a nominalized transitive verb is realized as a free pronoun ama '1+3', bearing the same dative postposition, wya 'to, by'.

(86) a. terewyrero rowanta-ni - r me kweh yah a
   (l-sing-Nominalizer-Poss Denominalizer l-take-a-bath
   'I take a bath singing loudly') (45b, p. 38)

b. honky 0-wo-ni - x w eh xaha, Waraka wya
   peccary 0-shoot-Nominalizer-Poss desirous-of I-am Waraka by
   'I want Waraka to shoot Peccary.' (45g, p. 39)
c. yawaka yimyako biremekomo rowya (rowya) 
    axe he-gave-it boy to-me (3SG-DAT) 
    'The boy gave the axe to me.' (41a, p.35)

d. amna nomokyako, amna wya isna ipatxowi Ò-ka-twiri hona 
    1+3 came 1+3 by to-there let-us-go 3-say-NMLZNPAST to 
    'We (excl) came to where we said we were going.' (52b, p. 43)

For Tiriyo, de Goeje (1909:192, 194) presents examples of what he calls the 
"infinite " and the "gerund", which are cognate to nominalized forms in other Cariban 
languages. In 87a, the complement of the verb 'to want' is nominalized, and possessed 
by the first person notional S: y-ìò-Ò 1-go-Nominalizer'. In 87b the transitive verb weri 
'kill-Nominalizer' is possessed by the notional O, pákía 'peccary'. In 87c, the verb eni- 
to 'drink-Nominalizer' is nominalized in a form which does not allow possession, but it 
illustrates that the first person notional A occurs as object of the postposition ya 'by'.

(87) a. y-ìò-Ò se-pa ìaw 1-go-Nominalizer want-Negative 1.be 
    'I don't want to go.' (lit. 'I am not wanting my going.') (p. 192) 

b. pákía ò-wé-ri ò-te-i 
    peccary Ò-kill-Nominalizer 1-go-T/A 
    'I'm going to kill peccaries.'

c. tún na ìaw-tó eni-to ìaw-ya 
    water want 1.be-Nominalizer drink-Nominalizer 1-by 
    'I want water so that I may drink.' (p. 192) 
    (lit. 'Water I being wanting for drinking by me')

For Wayana, Jackson (1972:69-70) lists a number of nominalizing suffixes and 
gives examples which show that nominalized verbs are possessed by their notional 
absolute arguments. In 88a, the nominalized verb ñulì 'go' is possessed by its 
notional S, kuw- '1+2'. In 88b the nominalized verb gpa 'teach' is possessed by its 
notional O emna '1+3'. However, neither of these examples shows the oblique A. De 
Goeje (1946) also does not discuss the ergative organization of nominalizations, but his 
examples with a nominalization followed by the instrumental postposition do illustrate 
the phenomenon. In 89a the verb ëri 'bite' is nominalized and then followed by ke

'Instrumental'; the first person notional O possesses the derived nominal, and the third 
person A mahak 'mosquito' bears the dative postposition uya. In 89b de Goeje illustrates 
the dative use of uya, and in 89c the locative use of uya.

(88) a. kanawa Ò-enep-ke, kuw-thalê-top-ko-me 
    canoe Ò-bring-Imperative, 1+2-go-Nominalizer-Plural-Purpose 
    'Bring the canoe, in order for us all to go.' (p. 69)

b. emna Ò-epa-ní 
    1+3 Ò-teach-Past.Nominalizer 
    'the former teaching of you all and me (by another)' (p. 70)

(89) a. mahak-uya y-ëri Ò-ke 
    mosquito-Dative 1-bite-Nominalizer-Instrumental 
    '...(because of) my being bitten by mosquitoes.' (p. 117) 
    (lit. '...with the biting of me by mosquitoes.')

b. w-ene-po-vai Yalukana-ya 
    1A-see-Causative-T/A Yalukana-Dative 
    'I show it to Yalukana.' (p. 113)

c. t-imok-ke ìaw ë-uya 
    T/A-arive-T/A 1.be 2-Dative 
    'I have arrived at your house.' (lit. 'to you') (p. 113)

For Waiwai, examples from Hawkins (1991b) illustrate the ergative organization 
of nominalizations: in 90a the notional S rikomo 'child' possesses the nominalized 
intransitive verb and in 90b the notional O maraf 'field' possesses the nominalized 
transitive verb, with the first person A occurring as a dative.

(90) a. rikomo y-ëhka-fì 
    w-ene-ìò 
    child Ò-fall-Nominalizer 1A-see-T/A 
    'I saw the child fall.' (lit. 'I saw the child’s fall."

b. maraf y-ama-cho ò-wna 
    field Ò-cut-Nominalizer.Purpose 1-Dative 
    '...in order that I might cut a field.' 
    (lit. ... for the cutting of a field by me.)
7.2.2 The Ergative Organization of Subordination in Ergative and Mixed Languages

In Ergative and Mixed Languages, dependent clause verbs are not transparently of a different morphosyntactic category from independent clause verbs — i.e. some Proto-Cariban nominalizers are reanalyzed as independent clause verb inflections in these languages; when these markers occur (with their etymological nominalizing function) in dependent clauses, it is not clear synchronically whether they should be analyzed as nominalizations or as finite verbs occurring in subordinate clauses. Different linguists approach the problem in different ways. In this section, I merely point out that regardless of whether dependent clause verbs are considered synchronic nominalizations or synchronic finite verbs, dependent clauses are still organized according to the same ergative alignment as the cognate normalized clauses illustrated in the preceding section for Nominative Languages.

For Mixed Language Apalaf, Koehn and Koehn (1986:73) offer essentially the same description of subordination as Derbishire does for Hixkaryana (including the analysis that all dependent clauses are normalized). In 91a, the first person notional S possesses the normalized verb. In 91b the free noun O karo `bird' possesses the normalized verb and the first person notional A occurs prefixed to the dative postposition a `to/by'. In 91c a `to/by' is shown with its dative function.

(91) a. l-oeny-ry eraxima-ko
   1-come-Nmlrz wait-Imperative
   'Wait for my coming.' (p. 89, 293)

b. karo Ø-apoi-ry y-a
   bird Ø-catch-Nmlrz 1-by
   'my catching the bird...' (lit. the catching of the bird by me...) (p. 89, 294)

c. oseh-ko y-a
   come-Imperative 1-io
   'Come to me.' (p. 96, 338a)

For Ergative Language Kalapalo, Basso (1992) provides examples 92a-b. In 92a the normalized verb is tfiifu `their walking', which then bears the ergative suffix -feke and serves as the A of the independent clause. The third person reflexive possessive prefix tu refers to the notional S of the normalized intransitive verb. In 92b the normalized verb kukwele `in order to kill us again' bears the 1+2 possessive prefix ku-, referring to the O of 'kill'.

(92) a. akita tu-fi-tu-feke
   tiredness 3Refl-walk-T/A-Ergative
   'They were tired from their walking.'

b. kaigafa i-ge-ta-qa ku-kwele
   Christians 3-bring-T/A-Connective 1+2-kill-again
   'He brought (led) the Christians in order to kill us again.'

For Ergative Language Kuikuro, Franchetto (1990b:61ff) discusses at length how absolutive nominals relate to the finite verb in exactly the same morphosyntactic way that a possessor relates to its possessed noun. She points out that the same relations hold in subordinate clauses, and illustrates with the examples in 93a-b. In Franchetto (1991) she points out that the inflected verb in an independent Set II ergative clause, with no further normalizing morphology, can also function as a nominal argument (90).

(93) a. u-šgklà-kà-ki u-š-càrà
   1-sleep-Punctual-Desiderative 1-be-Continuative
   'I am wanting to sleep' (lit. 'I am wanting my sleeping') (p. 62:

b. torkide Ø-igi-nomino u-ške u-tirà Ø-ha-tòmi e-ske
   cotton Ø-bring-Future 1-erg 1-hammock Ø-make-Fin 2-erg
   'I will bring cotton for you to make my hammock.'
   (lit. 'I will bring cotton for my hammock's making by you.')

(94) Kahurà-heke u-iguh-pàrè cici te-là-ki
   Kahura-Erg 1-teach-Perfective cici go-Punctual-Instrumental
   'It was Kahura who taught me to unfold (desencrollar) the cici (a ritual), or
   'The teaching of Kahura about the unfolding of the ritual.'
   (lit. 'By Kahura my being taught with the cici's going')

For Ergative Language Makushi, Abbott (1991:67-70) discusses the minimal distinctions between independent and dependent normalized clauses, including (p.70)
the fact that inflected finite verbs can also function as derived nominals. The nominalized clauses are organized according to the same ergative system as independent clauses, with the notional S and O possessing the nominalized verb and the A occurring in the oblique ergative case marked by -ya 'Erg'.

(95)  e-crepani-Ø pe s'na arakkiita evaropamii-pí 3-arrive-Nomizr Denominalizer path middle become.night-T/A 'As he arrived in the middle of the path, it became night.' (p. 70:227)

(96)  t-ekkari Ø-arff'ka-sa'-sru-ya vai av-enaa'po-Ø 3.Refl-food Ø-finish-Nomizr-3Refl-Erg at 3-return-T/A 'When he finished his food, he returned.' (p. 70:229)

lit. 'At the finishing of his food by himself, he returned.'

For Mixed Language Panare, T. Payne (1990, 1991) and Payne, Payne, and Gildea (in process) describe Panare as having no natural division between 'subordinate' and 'main' clauses. Unlike in Nominative Languages, in Panare morphological marking on the verb does not decisively indicate status of a word as nominal versus verbal (since some Proto-Cariban nominalizations have been reanalyzed as main clause verbs). Payne, Payne, and Gildea make the division based on functional grounds, with independent clauses being those which "are fully grounded in time and space by verb-internal morphology", and dependent clauses as those which "depend for their temporal, and sometimes spatial grounding and/or the reference of one of their primary participants on the independent clause." For the purposes of this study, it is sufficient to note that all of what Payne, Payne, and Gildea describe as dependent clause verbs are cognate to what are called nominalizations in other Cariban languages, and that they are organized according to the same ergative principles.

In 97a the intransitive dependent clause verb bears the absolutive (etymologically the possessive) prefix y-. '3'; in 97b the transitive dependent clause verb bears the same y- '3' prefix, this time referring to the O; the first person A is expressed in an oblique phrase, as the object of the dative postposition ura.

(97)  a. mën y-an-sa' [y-ur-ë-së-pi-nkë]
     it 3-take-Active, 3-Intransitive-go-Dependent also 'It is taken, and then he goes also.'

b. y-owopata-n wëkik ii-chavo [y-uwë'-te'ë-pape yu-yu-ya]
     3-come.out-T/A deer bush-Locative 3-kill-Dependent 1SG-Dative 'The deer came out of the woods and (ii) was killed by me.'

7.3 The Syntactic Argument for, and Effect of, Nominalization

The ergative organization of dependent clauses in Nominative languages is clear from the preceding examples. The claim that the verb forms in dependent clauses are syntactically nominals flows primarily from morphological properties: they take possessive prefixes and suffixes.

One syntactic property reinforces the nominalization analysis: if the A argument of a dependent clause occurs at all, it must be as an oblique. This is due to the nature of possession in Cariban languages. When a verb is fully nominalized, the semantic arguments of that verb can no longer bear the syntactic relationships of subject or direct object to the derived nominal — nouns don’t have such relations to other nouns. The two types of grammatical relations by which one noun can be connected to another syntactically are as possessor-possessed and as a head noun modified by an oblique noun (i.e., as a noun contained in an adpositional phrase). In Cariban languages, there is only one syntactic construction which expresses the genitive relationship (unlike English, which has both the direct 'Saxon' genitive and the indirect 'Romance' genitive, mediated by a preposition). The statement that nominalizations are ergatively organized is an abstraction from the fact that the S of intransitive and the O of transitive (the absolutive) both claim the single genitive relationship to the nominalized verb.

When the O has already claimed the genitive relationship to a nominalized transitive verb, the A is essentially left out — it cannot also form a genitive relationship to the nominalization because the only genitive slot is already taken. The only means for
the A to be expressed is by the mediation of an adposition. The adposition which has
been conventionalized for this function in Hixkaryana and Carib (and other Set I and
mixed languages) is the Goal / Dative form -iya. Thus, the "ergative" marker on the
transitive A follows directly from two syntactic facts: (1) the verb is fully nominalized
and (2) the absolutive claims the sole genitive relationship which is available, leaving the
A only an oblique means to express its semantic association with the nominalized verb.

7.4 The Idiosyncratic O Nominalizing Prefix n-

Until this point, I have addressed solely the ergatively organized portion of the
system of nominalization. Although the ergative organization is relatively dominant,
there is one idiosyncratic O nominalizer (i.e. an affix which, when attached to the verb,
derives a noun which refers to the notional O of the nominalized verb). It differs from
the other Proto-Cariban nominalizers in that (1) it is a prefix, (2) it can co-occur with various
other nominalizers, and (3) the resulting derived nominal is obligatorily possessed by the
notional A of the verb rather than by the notional O. In Gildea (1991f) I suggest that this
prefix reconstructs to Proto-Cariban as a nominalizer. Hoff (in personal correspondence)
has suggested that in Carib of Surinam (and perhaps in other languages) this prefix is not
itself a nominalizer, but rather it always co-occurs with a nominalizing suffix. By Hoff's
analysis, n- has only the personal function of giving the genitive slot to the A. In Carib, it
is important to note that the derived nominal does not always refer to the notional O of
the nominalized verb, but can sometimes refer to the action itself. Where this is true,
there is little point in linking n- to O at all. However, in most Cariban languages, the
addition of n- to a derived nominal changes the meaning such that the derived nominal
refers to the notional O; in at least two languages, Panare and Wayana, the n- prefix
nominalizes a verb which bears no other nominalizing morphology. As such, I maintain
my use of the term "O nominalizer".

I illustrate the O nominalizer in each language in turn. For some languages, I
offer more discussion simply because more material is available to me. Relative to the
overall study, the key point I make in this section is that the n- prefix is a part of the
system of nominalization in all languages for which it has been described (as opposed to a
nascent part of the Set I system, cf. the etymological discussion in Chapter 4, §4.3.2).

Koehn and Koehn (1986:91) describe a combination of nominalizing morphology
as follows: "n-ry-ry [s] Object resulting from an action. This occurs with transitive
stems only. The -ry- is preceded by possessor person markers." The ry- [ni-] can also
occur with the past tense nominalizer -hpvy. In 98a, the stem mem 'write' is sandwiched
between a n- 'O-Nmlrz' prefix and a ry 'Nmlrz' suffix. The agent is expressed as the
first person possessive prefix y- preceding the derived nominal. In 98b, the same verb
with the nominalizing prefix takes the past tense nominalizing suffix and is possessed by
the second person notional A.

(98) a. y-ny-mero-ry
1-O-Nmlrz-write-Nmlrz
'the thing I am writing' (K&K's 309, p. 91)
(lit. 'my write [written thing]')

b. e-ny-mero-hpvy
2-O-Nmlrz-write-Nmlrz+Past
'the thing you have written' (K&K's 310, p. 92)
(lit. 'your [past] write [written thing]')

Hoff (1968:137-8) describes a nasal prefix in Carib of Surinam which he labels
the 'ni- category'. It is found only with transitive verbs, deriving a nominal which is
possessed not by the usual "who or what undergoes the action", but rather by "who or
what performs it". Hoff further states that the derived nominal "can refer both to the
action and to the person or thing undergoing it." Although in Carib, the derived nominal
bearing the ni- prefix does not always refer to the notional O, since that is one of the
synchronic functions, I continue to gloss it as such in the examples. The ni- prefix in
Carib can co-occur with the following nominalizing suffixes (from the charts and discussion, Hoff 1968:148-54):

-Ø. ‘Possession’
-ři. ‘Perfective’
-xpo. ‘former’
-xto. ‘Negative Desiderative’
-xpo-to. ‘Perfective-when’

The following examples are taken from various texts appended to Hoff (1968).

In 98a, the verb ɨme ‘break’ bears the O Nominalizing prefix ni; and the perfective nominalizer -xpo, then is possessed by the first person notional A Ø. In 98b, the verb aaro ‘take’ bears the same ni- prefix and -xpo suffixes, but is possessed by the second person notional A, i.e. ‘2’. In 98c the verb paato ‘cross’ bears the ni- prefix, the ři- ‘Possessive’ suffix, and the L- ‘3’ personal possessive prefix. In addition, the derived nominal bears the plural suffix -kon, referring to the possessor (cf. Hoff 1968:248 for discussion of combining possession and plural morphology). In all cases, the derived nominal functions as a restrictive object relative clause.

(99) Examples of ni- ‘O Nominalizer’ in Carib of Surinam

a. Ø-ni*móopo
   ro xkuru mooro
Ø-ń-ɨmó-xpo
ro xkuru mooro
1-Ø.Nmlrz-break-Perfective.Nmlrz indeed beforehand that
atamur(u)       enuuru”
a-taamusuf-ři     Ø-oonu-ři
2-grandfather-Possessive Ø-eye-Possessive
‘your grandfather’s eye that was broken by me?’” (Hoff 1968:324-5)
(lit. ‘my breakee before, that your grandfather’s eye?’)

b. mooño aanaurópo(̓e)   ooniyáko pooko
mooño a-n-aaro-xpo ooniyaka pooko
this 2-Ø.Nmlrz-take-Perfective.Nmlrz young woman with
‘with this girl who was carried off by you’ (Hoff 1968:323-3)
(lit. ‘with this your takee girl’)

c. inipátorifkon
i-a-taat-ři-kon
3-Ø.Nmlrz-cross-Possessive-Plural
‘the one that they crossed’ (Hoff 1968:328-9)
(lit. ‘their crossed one’)

Under the heading of “prefixation of two personal indices”, Adam (1893:51)
shows a cognate to the *ni- prefix for both Chayma and Cumanagote. For Chayma,
examples 100a-b show the verb acarama ‘inform’ bearing both the ni- ‘O Nominalizer’
prefix and the ři- ‘possessive/nominalizer’ suffix, and being possessed by the notional A —
first person in 100a and second person in 100b. For Cumanagote, the examples in
101a-b are parallel, with the verb stem apchama ‘crush’ bearing the ni- prefix, the ři-
suffix, and then the locative yau: the notional A possessor is second person in 101a and
third person in 101b.

(100) Chayma

a. a-n-acarama-r
1-Ø.Nmlrz-inform-Nominalizer
‘I inform him (about it).’

b. a-n-acarama-r
2-Ø.Nmlrz-inform-Nominalizer
‘You inform him (about it).’

(101) Cumanagote

a. a-n-apchama-r-yau
2-Ø.Nmlrz-crush-Nominalizer-Locative
‘When you crush it...’
(lit. ‘at it becoming your crushed thing’)

b. i-n-apchama-r-yau
3-Ø.Nmlrz-crush-Nominalizer-Locative
‘When he crushes it...’
(lit. ‘at it becoming his crushed thing’)

For Hixkaryana, Derbyshire (1985) devotes only one sentence to a construction
ni-...-ři- ‘object resulting from action’. In this construction he states that “the direct
object... is the central part of the derivation, and the possessor prefixes in this (unique
transitive) case mark the subject of the action.” In an appendix (pp. 232-3) the following
nominalizing suffixes are listed as co-occurring with the -ni: 'object resulting from action' prefix:

- ni-ri 'Present'
- hito-ri 'Negative'
- thi-ri 'Past'
- hito-ri tho 'Negative Past'

In 102, the verb nyake 'send' bears the ni- prefix, the action nominalizing suffix -ni, the possessive suffix -ri; it is possessed by the preceding noun Waraka.

(102) Manavasti hona Waraka Ø-ni-nyake-ri uhuwehe Waraka 3-O,Nm1zr-send-Action,Nm1zr-Possession I-know-him 'I know the one whom Waraka sent to Manaus.' (Derbyshire 1985:49, 63b) (lit. 'I know Waraka's sendee to Manaus.')

Kuikuro is the first of the languages considered here where a verb bearing the ni- prefix has been reanalyzed for use as a main clause verb (cf. Chapter 4, §4.3.2 and Chapter 9, §9.2.1). Thus, Franchetto (1990:412) is speaking of a part of the main clause verbal system as she describes the now-familiar morphosyntax associated with the ni- prefix:7

...de-ergativization applies to inherently transitive verbs and results in the verb agreeing with the actor or agent of the event described by the verb. De-ergativization is formally marked by the verbal prefix -ni or -ni-[g]: the prefixed verb occurs immediately after the unmarked subject. The [de-ergative-SG] prefix can be considered a general object marker or an object agreement marker... the patient associated with a de-ergativized verb does not appear in an oblique case, and retains all other syntactic properties of transitive patients.

Among the functions which Franchetto lists for the de-ergative prefix is that of forming object relative clauses. She gives one example, reproduced here as 103. The relative clause appears at the end of the main clause, separated from the noun it modifies by the rest of the sentence. The verb ake 'take' bears the the prefix -g- ([g] cognate to the ni- prefixes we have seen elsewhere), the perfective nominalizer suffix -plink, and the plural suffix -ko. The second person notional A possesses the derived nominal by means of the prefix a: '2'. Franchetto points out that 103 “could be translated literally as ‘you will bring your taken water’.”

(103) tukat-ise-nam-fro e-bake-nti a-e-ame-plink-ko
water bring-Punctual-Future 2-erg-Plural 2-deErg-take-Perfect-Plural
‘You will bring the water that you will take.’

Franchetto further describes how synchronically a "de-ergativized" verb is required in all pragmatically marked constructions in which the direct object is questioned, and also how it functions to mark main clause 'interactive moods'. Further research is needed to understand the motivation for extending the ni- object nominalizer into all of these functional areas.

For Makusi, Carson (1982:126) lists ni- as the object relative pronoun in a restrictive relative clause, but her examples corroborate Abbott's (1991:95) analysis of ni- as an object nominalizer. In 104, Carson shows the verb gramá 'see' bearing the ni- prefix and the -ni 'Perfective' suffix, then being possessed by the first person notional A via the prefix u- '1'. In 105a-b, Abbott shows the ni- prefix occurring on the verb ñfí 'give', with the zero suffix in 105a and with the past tense suffix -pl in 105b. In both 105a-b, the first person notional A possesses the derived nominal.

(104) permúskó u-n-gramá-pli wutii-pli wít-tá
man 1-Rel-see-Perfective go-Perfective home-Directional
'The man whom I saw went home.' (Carson 1986:126)

(105) a. u-n-ñfí
1-O,Nm1zr-give
‘what I give’

b. u-n-ñfí-plí
1-O,Nm1zr-give-Past
‘what I gave’

In Panare, like in Kuikuro, verbs bearing the ni- prefix have been reanalyzed for use as verbs in main clauses (see also Chapter 8, §8.1.3). In Gildea (1991e) I argue that this reanalysis has allowed an analogical extension of the Set I tense suffixes to co-occur with the ni- prefix (106b). Thus far, Panare appears to be the only Cariban language
where the n- prefix can co-occur with Set I tense suffixes. Even so, the morphosyntax associated with the n- prefix in Panare is the same as that already described for the other languages: in 106a, the verb ikii 'cut' bears the n- prefix, the perfect inferential nominalizing suffix -pē, and is possessed by second person ₂-. In 106b, the n- prefix occurs on the verb petyūma 'hit', which also bears the Set I past tense suffix -nēj. This derived noun then bears the nominal suffix -nē and is possessed by the second person free pronoun amēn.

(106) Panare

a.  a-n-iikii-pē
   2-O.Nmlzr-cut-Perfect.Inferential
   'the one that you cut'

b.  amēn s-petyūma-nanēj
    amēn 0-s-petyūma-nanēj
    25g 0-Free_POSSESSOR O.Nmlzr-hit-T/A-Animate
    'the one who you hit' (lit. 'your hittee')

Armellada (1943a:125) describes the n- prefix as a means of forming object relative clauses, and, like Carson (1982) for Makushi, he considers the n- to be a relative pronoun. In 107 the verb amme 'roof' bears the n- prefix, the Set II past tense suffix -pūe, and is possessed by the first person prefix m-. The notional O tagui 'house' also occurs, as a free noun in apposition to the derived nominal (with which it is coreferential).

(107) Penmông (Armellada 1943a:125)

tagui m-n-amme-pūe
  house 1-O.Nmlrz-roof-Past
  'The house that I roofed.'

Adam (1893) includes the following Tamanaco example in his list of verbs which bear two personal indices (i.e. the A possessor and the O n-). The verb ōng 'see' bears the n- prefix, the nominalizing suffix -ri, and is possessed by the second person prefix ₂-

(108) Tamanaco

a.  ō-n-snā-rī
    2-O.Nmlzr-see-Possessed
    'that which you see' (Adam 1893:51)
    (lit. 'your seen one')

For Tiriyó, Leavitt (1971) gives several paradigms of what he calls relative clauses, showing how the addition of the n- prefix changes them from being possessed by the notional O to being possessed by the notional A. From those paradigms, I have extracted two with the verb ekarama 'give'. In 109a, the verb bears the n- prefix with no suffix, and the resultant derived nominal is possessed by third person ₃-. In 109b, the verb bears the n- prefix, the past tense nominalizer -hō, and then is possessed by second person ₂-.

(109) Tiriyó (Leavitt 1971)

a.  i-n-ekarama
    3-O.Nmlzr-give
    'what he is giving'

b.  ē-n-ekarama-hō
    2-O.Nmlzr-give-Past.Nmlzr
    'What you gave'

For Wayana, both Jackson (1972) and de Goeje (1946) give examples of the n- O nominalizer. In both works, n- occurs with a zero suffix, which is also described as a Set I past tense inflection in Wayana (see Chapter 5, §5.3). When n- co-occurs with a zero suffix, there is no sense of past time, but rather the glosses reveal a present continuous or habitual meaning. This corresponds well to the meaning of the zero suffix which is an action nominalizer in other Cariban languages (Chapter 7, §7.1), so perhaps in Wayana a zero verbal suffix belongs to both the Set I and Set II systems. In 110a, the verb ṣpa 'teach' bears the n- prefix with a zero suffix, and is possessed by ₂- '1'. In 110b, the verb ili 'make' bears the n- prefix, the past tense nominalizing suffix -pō, the plural marker -kom, and is possessed by ku: '1+2'. In 111, de Goeje (1946) shows the verb ili 'make'
bearing the n- prefix with a zero suffix, possessed by ∈- '2'. The derived noun is the
predicate noun of a predicate nominal clause, with the subject being the demonstrative
pronoun sin 'this'.

(110) Wayana (Jackson 1972:58-9)

a. l-n-e-pa
   1-O.Nmlzr-teach
   'the one that I am teaching.'

b. ku-n-3ili-tpi-kom
   l+2-O.Nmlzr-make-Past.Nmlzr-Plural
   'the thing we made; our former making'

(111) Wayana (de Goeje 1946:109)

2-ag-lii
2-O.Nmlzr-make this
'Is this your work?'

For Waiwai, Hawkins (1991b) illustrates the n- prefix via the clause in 112: the
verb ekį 'bring' bears the n- prefix and the past tense nominalizer -tho, then is possessed
by the preceding noun paranakari 'white man'.

(112) Waiwai (Hawkins 1991b)

\[\text{knippe wewahf paranakari eki\-tho}\]
\[\text{knippe we\-e\-sa paranakari eki\-tho}\]
\[\text{bow 1-se\-sa\-tho paranakari eki\-tho}\]
\[\text{bo\-we\-nsa paranakari eki\-tho}\]
\[\text{bow 1\-see\-sa Paranakari eki\-tho}\]
\[\text{Let me see the bow which the white man brought.}\]

This concludes my presentation of the comparative morphosyntax of Cariban
dependent clauses. Having established in Part II that Proto-Cariban independent clauses
used the Set I system of verbal inflection, and that the Proto-Cariban systems of
possession and nominalization contain cognates to much of the Set II verbal system, in
Part III I present the mechanism by which the Proto-Cariban dependent verbal system
invaded independent clauses, creating the independent clause Set II verbal system.

Notes to Chapter 7

1 Hoff (1968) definitely records vowel length preceding this reduced form of the
suffix, but none of the other sources discusses prosody. With further research, I suspect
that evidence of compensatory lengthening on the preceding syllable will be found in the
other languages as well.

2 The final n in Panare, Makushi, and Yukpa is phonetically [ŋ], but since it is a
predictable allophone of /ŋ/ and /m/ word finally, it is written orthographically as n.

3 This is not as clear as it might be because Hall's (1988:342) examples a-b are
both cases of nominalized verbs as objects of a postposition. That is, there is no internal
morphosyntactic distinction between participials and nominalizations as defined by Hall
— the difference lies in their function in the matrix clause, where what Hall calls
nominalizations occur as complements of the matrix verb, and what she calls participials
occur as objects of a locative postposition. The example which I give as 85a is the sole
example she presents of a verb being nominalized by a suffix -n-.

4 This particular example illustrates another interesting point about Tiriyo
independent clauses: as pointed out by de Goeje (1909:192, 194) the nonfinite form of the
verb also serves in independent clauses as a present indicative verb. The independent
clause verb wa-ni 'be-Nominalizer' is nonfinite by morphological tests, but stands
alone as the only candidate for main verb of this independent clause. Such use of
nonfinite forms as independent verbs is seen in Apalal and Carib as well (cf. Chapter 8).
I take this to be an indication that Tiriyo is beginning to move into the category of Mixed
Languages, although in the absence of text data, the evidence is too weak to make such a
categorical statement here.

5 Franchetto does not give a full gloss for the suffix -omā 'Fin'; as such, I leave her
gloss as in the original. This suffix appears to be cognate to the Proto Cariban purposeful
nominalizer *-mp followed by the nominalizing suffix *-pe (which is realized
synchronically in several Cariban languages — including Hixkaryana and Carib — as
-mp).

6 Of course this is true only for the type of nominalization which derives a nominal
from the verb word itself (the only type found in Cariban languages). This statement is
not true for verb phrase nominalizations, those where the complex verb plus direct
object together are nominalized, such that the A must relate to the nominalized verb
phrase as one noun to another (usually as a genitive possessing the VP), but internal to the
nominalized VP the verb retains its O argument. For example, the agent of steal is a
genitive, and the patient is the accusative in the following English verb phrase
nominalization:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{His [stealing [my hubcaps]]]} & \text{ really annoyed me.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[V [Direct Object]]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[VP ]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[GEN [ NP ]]}
\end{align*}
\]
While other linguists have suggested that cognates to a be thought of as generalized object markers (Williams 1932 and Carson 1982 each analyze the cognate form in Makushi as an object relative pronoun, as does Arrellada 1943a for the cognate in Pemón), Franchetto's use of the term "object agreement marker" seems unusual in that is there no sense in which this prefix "agrees" with any semantic features of the object (it is invariant).

PART III: THE CHANGE: SUBORDINATE VERBS ENTER MAIN CLAUSES

In Part III of this study, I show how Proto-Cariban nominalized dependent clause verbs entered independent clauses as complements of copulas and aspectual/modal complement-taking verbs. These biclusal constructions were reanalyzed as uniclausal in Mixed languages, with the etymological complement-taking verb becoming an auxiliary and the etymological nominalized complement verb becoming the new main verb. The surface sequence of forms does not look different from that of the biclusal construction, but the fact of reanalysis is seen in both semantic/pragmatic changes and also in syntactic patterns associated with the new uniclausal structure of the reanalyzed forms.

Since I argue for the reanalysis in this part of the dissertation, I briefly review here the types of arguments which may be brought to bear. The source construction is biclusal, with one independent predicate and one dependent predicate, and the resultant construction is monoclausal, with one independent predicate consisting of a main verb plus an auxiliary. The evidence of reanalysis lies in (1) changes in meaning or syntax associated with the etymological independent verb, (2) changes in meaning or syntax associated with the etymological dependent verb, and (3) changes in morphosyntax which indicate the presence of only one predicate rather than two (e.g. loss of arguments, changes in case-marking, loss of syntactic boundaries). I apply these tests to Mixed Language Panare in Chapter 8.

In some Ergative Languages, the Set I system has been lost entirely, and as such the fact of reanalysis is not open to debate. This means that auxiliaries (when they occur) bear Set II inflectional morphology. Some of the aspectual/modal complement-taking
verbs have been integrated into the verb word as affixes, and even the copular auxiliaries have been analyzed as inflectional suffixes by some linguists. In Chapter 9, I review the Ergative Languages which have been described in the literature to date.

CHAPTER 8

MIXED LANGUAGES: THE EARLY STAGES OF CHANGE

In Mixed Languages the Set I system remains as a primary way of expressing past tense(s), but the verbs bearing Set II morphology are used to express a number of other TAM distinctions. The one Mixed Language for which the evolution of the Set II system is best documented is Panare (Gildea 1989a-b, d-e, 1991e, T. Payne 1990, 1991, Payne, Payne, and Gildea in process). Other Mixed Languages can be recognized by the splits in their tense/aspect paradigms, but detailed syntactic tests have not been carried out to determine whether their Set II tenses and aspects are actually monoclausal constructions, or whether they remain biclausal synchronically. I begin the illustration of Mixed Languages with the case study of Panare.

8.1 The Case Study of Panare

In Panare, most verbs with Set II affixes have at least two syntactic functions, one nominal and one verbal. In the Panare main clause verbal system described in Payne, Payne, and Gildea (in process), 13 of the 17 main clause declarative TAM suffixes are Set II forms. The Set I verbal system is instantiated by only four past tense suffixes (called past-perfective, to distinguish them from some Set II past-oriented perfect suffixes); all other main clause tenses and aspects in the language are expressed with Set II inflections. All linguists who have described Panare main clauses take for granted that the Set II verb forms are fully finite, and exemplify main clause grammar accordingly (Tosantos 1977:29ff., Mattéi-Muller 1974:11 and 1981:65, Price 1989 inter-alia, Gildea 1989a:39ff
and 1989b:176ff, T. Payne 1990, 1991, and Payne, Payne, and Gildea in press). Of all these linguists, only Gildea 1989a-b addresses the possibility that there is a potential nonverbal analysis for these nonpast inflections, but rejects the nonverbal analysis based on both semantic and syntactic facts (which I summarize below).

When viewing Panare as an isolated synchronic language — with neither the comparative context nor an eye to internal reconstruction — there is no debate as to the synchronic status of independent clause verbs bearing Set II affixes: since they are semantically and pragmatically independent clause verbs, there is no reason to question their syntactic status as independent clause verbs. I present the semantic and pragmatic arguments for the verbal status of the Panare Set II verbs in §8.1.1, and the syntactic arguments in §8.1.2.

8.1.1 Pragmatic and Semantic Evidence for Reanalysis

Essentially three semantic and pragmatic characteristics lead to the synchronic analysis of the Panare Set II inflections as marking finite verbs: first, native speaker intuition is that the forms are verbs, as shown in translations of all of the forms. Second, Set II verbs occur in independent clauses with very high frequency, carrying the main lexical content of the sentences in which they occur — in certain discourse genres, the entire collected corpus of clauses contains only Set II verbs. Third, for paradigmatic consistency we must treat the Set II forms as verbs, because otherwise only past tense/perfective aspect is expressed with verbs, and all other tenses and aspects are expressed with nominalized complements of copulas (a very counterintuitive concept).

The first of these criteria is the most easily demonstrated: when asked to translate active nonpast sentences from Spanish, Panare speakers all use Set II verbs; when asked to back-translate main clause sentences constructed with Set II verbs, native speakers who control Spanish always use main clause Spanish verb forms rather than nominalized
complements of copulas. The following elicitation sequence is illustrative of the dual nature of the Panare Set II suffix -ke ‘Nonspecific Aspect/Subject nominalizer’ (cf. the Proto-Cariban A nominalizer *-ne, reconstructed in Chapter 7, §7.1):

(113) Direct elicitation

a. How do you say “He hits the monkey” (El pega al mono)?
bganuku pëtyu'mañe këj kën
aranon Ø^-petyu'mañe Ø-Ø'Ø'-Ø1Ø/Ø-Ø1Ø Ø1Ø/Ø1Ø Ø1 Ø1 Ø-Ø1ØØ-Ø1Ø 3.AN.AUX 3.AN.PRO
‘He hits / is gonna hit the monkey’

b. How do you say “He is a hitter of monkies” (El es pegador de monos)?

c. How do you say “He is a hitter of monkies” (El es pegador de monos)?

d. How do you say “He is a hitter of monkies” (El es pegador de monos)?

(114) Back-translation at a different time

a. What does this mean: “aranon pëtyumañe këj kën”

b. “He hits / is gonna hit the monkey.”

The point is that although both verbal and nominal translations are possible for the same sentence, in back-translation, native speakers offer the verbal translation (and the nonverbal one can only be extracted under duress).

A second argument for assuming that Set II morphology inflects independent clause verbs is the distribution of such verbs in discourse. In a series of narrative texts — both oral and written — entered into a computer database by Payne, Payne, and Gildea, 95% of verbs bear Set II morphology. Not a single verb bears Set I morphology in 500 clauses of oral historical or mythological narrative, only 6 Set I verbs occur in 660 clauses of oral descriptions of daily Panare life, and only 2 occur in 604 clauses of written descriptions of Panare daily life. Given these distributions — and the others shown in Table 8.1 — it is impossible to maintain synchronically that Set II suffixes all derive nouns and Set I suffixes remain the exclusive means to inflect independent clause verbs.
Table 8.1: Distribution of Set I and Set II Verbs in a Panare Text Corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clauses</th>
<th>Set I</th>
<th>Set II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># %</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oral:</strong> Personal Experience²</td>
<td>37 100 13</td>
<td>35 20</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical/Mythological</td>
<td>500 100 0</td>
<td>0 500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptions of Life</td>
<td>666 100 6</td>
<td>.9 660</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focussed Stories</td>
<td>332 100 53</td>
<td>16 279</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer</td>
<td>32 100 3</td>
<td>9 29</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Written:</strong> Personal Experience</td>
<td>80 100 38</td>
<td>48 42</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical/Mythological</td>
<td>118 100 3</td>
<td>2.5 115</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptions of Life</td>
<td>604 100 2</td>
<td>.3 602</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals:</strong></td>
<td>2369 100 118</td>
<td>5 2247</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last semantic/pragmatic point to consider is that languages must have a means to express various times of action and viewpoints on the state of completion for a given action (i.e. tenses and aspects), and Cariban languages are no exception. In Panare, with only four Set I tenses remaining, and with these four all indicating past tense with a perfective aspect (they distinguish different degrees of remoteness in the past, and can express evidential distinctions as well, cf. note 2), the bulk of the tense/aspect system is carried by verbs bearing Set II suffixes. It seems counterintuitive to suggest that the only way to express future and present times is with nominalized forms, and that any aspatial distinctions other than perfective must also be expressed with nominalizations.

In sum, the intuitions of native speakers and the linguists who have worked on Panare converge on the conclusion that verbs bearing Set II morphology are best analyzed as independent clause verbs, and the fact that 95% of clauses in the discourse data presented in Table 8.1 contain no Set I verb form drives home the point. Set II forms have expanded their function from exclusive nominalization in Nominative languages to both nominalization and main clause verbal tense/aspect in Mixed Language Panare.

8.1.2 Morphosyntactic Evidence for Reanalysis

Although it is clear that verbs bearing Set II morphology do function as independent verbs in Panare, an internal reconstruction shows their origin as nominalizations, and they still do double service as derived nominals (cf. Gildea 1989a-b, T. Payne 1990, Payne, Payne, and Gildea in process). In addition, the morphology associated with Set II verbs even in main clauses is still identical to nominal morphology. Based on the fact that some Set II verbal suffixes in Panare also function to derive nouns, and by analogy to the exclusively nominalizing function cognate forms have in Nominative Language Hixkaryana, Derbyshire 1991 suggests that Panare Set II forms should also be analyzed exclusively as nominalizations. As Derbyshire notes, in arguing that Set II forms have been reanalyzed in Panare it is not enough to rely on the semantic and functional arguments — syntactically nominalized forms in Hixkaryana sometimes bear the functional load of verbs, and yet all of the morphosyntactic evidence still points to their membership in the syntactic class of nouns.³ He argues that it would be more economical to analyze all Panare Set II forms as syntactically nominal in that this analysis would not require multiple glosses for the “same” individual forms. Derbyshire thus would analyze Panare (and other Mixed languages) as Nominative languages, and do away with the Mixed category altogether.

A part of Derbyshire’s argument is correct: if the reanalysis has occurred, and if Set II forms are no longer derived nominals, then there should be some syntactic evidence of their new syntactic status. However, we cannot look for evidence in the morphology associated with Set II verbs, since this very morphology is what I am arguing has been reanalyzed (i.e. it cannot be argued that reanalysis has not taken place just because the verbs still take what formally looks like nominal morphology — the point of reanalysis is that even though forms appear the same on the surface, the syntactic status of the forms
has changed). The first indications of change are functional, and can be seen in the discourse distribution of forms (i.e., either in how they are used in specific contexts, cf. tests 1 and 3 from §8.1.1, or in overall amount of use, as in test 2 from §8.1.1). These functional indications are sufficient to convince some analysts that change has taken place (cf. especially Givón 1979, 1983, 1991). However, those more oriented toward the study of syntactic configurations are in need of further evidence before concluding that reanalysis has actually happened (i.e. the functional change must surely drive the syntactic change, and if only the functional change is visible, then perhaps the stage is merely set for the syntactic reanalysis, without it having happened yet). Thus, to many linguists (e.g., Timberlake 1977, Langacker 1977, and Alice Harris in personal communication) the only evidence which can conclusively prove that reanalysis has (or has not) taken place is syntactic: the form in question must lose syntactic characteristics of the source construction and gain syntactic characteristics of the resultant construction.

In the case of Panare Set II verbs, this entails examining the synchronic Set II tenses for evidence that they are no longer biclausal. What we need to look for in the case of verbs bearing Set II morphology is evidence of a change in syntactic status, from more noun-like to more verb-like. This entails that we first define the syntactic characteristics of lexical nouns in exactly those constructions where we suspect nominalizations to have been reanalyzed. Then we must compare these syntactic characteristics with those of the Set II verbs in the same syntactic environments. If there is no difference between the syntactic behaviors of lexical nouns and Set II verbs, then a hard-core syntactician must conclude that the Set II forms still derive syntactic nouns despite their verbal function. Given differences, we have syntactic evidence for reanalysis. The modified syntactic behaviors of the reanalyzed forms must then be compared to that of other syntactic classes to see which they most resemble. Similarly, the independent verb cum auxiliary must be examined for changes which indicate its new status, and the predicate itself must be examined for evidence of unity.

This is the approach I take in Gildea 1989a-b. In the next sections, I reiterate and expand on the syntactic evidence for reanalysis given in those two papers. The historical biclausal construction which was the source for modern Set II independent verbal constructions was a predicate nominal clause with a Set II nominalization for a predicate noun. The evidence for reanalysis thus comes from comparing the syntactic properties of predicate nominal clauses with a lexical noun predicate against those of a predicate nominal clause with a Set II verb predicate.

8.1.2.1 Loss of the Obligatory Copula

Unlike other Cariban languages, all predicate nominal clauses in Panare require a copula. In other Cariban languages, a simple juxtaposition of nouns yields an equative clause with the first noun being the predicate and the second noun the subject. Such a sequence of nouns is not considered a grammatical utterance in Panare:

(115) Ungrammaticality of a predicate nominal clause without a copula

a. With animate nouns

*Tyán Ó ṭénda
shaman Panare
(the [Panare] man is a shaman)

b. With inanimate nouns

*č'ipen Ó manko
fruit mango
(mango is a fruit)

c. With a pronoun S

*Bénda Ó kén
Panare he
(he is a Panare)
Panare has three copular paradigms which may occur between the two nouns of a predicate nominal clause. The paradigm which occurs with equative clauses is a suppletive nonverbal set of three forms, two of which also express spatial deixis (a holdover from their probable history as deictic pronouns, cf. Gildea 1989a, d). The inanimate nonverbal copula is mën, the proximate animate nonverbal copula is kéj, and the distal animate nonverbal copula is mën/mén/mén. When a member of this paradigm occurs between two nouns, the result is an equative predicate nominal clause:

(116) The nonverbal copulas

a. kéj ‘Animate Proximal’

i'yan kéj c'a'apa
shaman is.Anim. Prox Panare
‘The [Panare] man is a shaman.’

b. néj ‘Animate Distal’

i'yan néj c'a'apa
shaman is.Anim.Dist Panare
‘The [Panare] man is a shaman.’

c. mën ‘Inanimate’

c'chipen mën manko
fruit is.Inan mango
‘Mango is a fruit.’

Although there is a great deal more complication involved in the nonverbal copular paradigm (cf. Gildea 1989a, d), for the purposes of this paper the preceding five examples are sufficient to establish the point: two nouns in sequence do not form a sentence, but with a copula between them, they do. Assuming that verbs bearing Set II morphology are nouns, they should presumably be subject to this same syntactic requirement. A parallel to nominal behavior does exist, as the Set II verb forms do in fact occur sentence-initially like predicate nouns, followed by a nonverbal copula which agrees with the subject of the clause for animacy.

(117) Set II verbs as predicate nouns with a copula

a. -n/-né ‘Nonspecific Intransitive’ plus kéj

y-u-fa:n kéj c'a'apa
3-Intr-fall-T/A is.Anim.Prox Panare
‘The (Panare) man fell / is going to fall.’

b. -mpéj ‘Imperfective Transitive’ plus n'éj

y'-pa-néj n'éj michi
3-feed-T/A is.Anim.Dist cat
‘The cat is feeding them (her kittens) (somewhere out of sight).’

c. -sï ‘Perfect/Passive Visible’ plus mën

y-síst-sa mën manko Toman uya
3-cut-T/A is.Inan mango Thomas Dat
‘The mango has been cut by Thomas / Thomas has cut the mango.’

These examples are glossed and translated with the Set II verbal meanings, but as Derbyshire 1991 points out, such sentences could conceivably be analyzed as biclausal, with the Set II verbs being nominalized subordinate complements of the nonverbal copula of the matrix predicate nominal clause. However, where predicate nominal clauses are completely ungrammatical without the copula, these clauses with Set II verbs freely omit the copula in the speech of all our consultants:

(118) Set II verbs with the copula omitted

a. -n ‘Nonspecific Intransitive’ with no copula

y-u-fa:n Ø c'a'apa
3-Intr-fall-T/A Panare
‘The (Panare) man fell / is going to fall.’

b. -mpéj ‘Imperfective Transitive’ with no copula

y'-pa-néj Ø michi
3-feed-T/A cat
‘The cat is / was feeding them (her kittens).’
c. *-ss* ‘Perfect, Visible’ with no copula

*yakiti-ss* Ø manko Toman vya
3-cut-T/A mango Thomas DAT
‘The mango has been cut by Thomas / Thomas has cut the mango.’

These examples illustrate a paradigmatic distinction. That is, Set II verbs in Panare share the privilege of occurring with no copula/auxiliary, whereas all lexical nouns in a predicate nominal construction require the copula. Thus, the syntactic test of copula retention separates lexical nouns from Set II verbs. This new syntactic behavior indicates that the copula has changed in status to an auxiliary; similarly, since they now have the possibility of occurring without an auxiliary, Set II verbs have become more like the Set I verbs, which never take auxiliaries.

8.1.2.2 New Word Order Freedom: Postverbal Nouns and Prefix Agreement

A second syntactic test which separates Set II verbs from lexical nouns is word order variation and the status of the person marker (i.e. clitic versus agreement/clitic). Since the source of the absolutive word order alignment in Set II verbal clauses is the genitive construction, and the source of the absolutive prefix on Set II verbs is a possessive clitic, in examining the syntax of the genitive construction and comparing it to that of the Set II verb phrase, any differences that we find will serve to indicate that reanalysis has taken place.

Two linked differences stand out: (1) The genitive noun must precede the possessed lexical noun or else be replaced with a possessive pro-clitic. (2) The possessive pro-clitic, if one occurs, must be the sole reference to the possessor, with no noun phrase reference allowed to occur elsewhere in the clause, “agreeing” with the pro-clitic. In the Nominative Languages Hixkaryana and Carib, these restrictions hold for the absolutive possessors of verbs bearing Set II morphology; in Panare, these restrictions do not hold for the absolutive of verbs bearing Set II morphology.

The syntactic restrictions on the Panare genitive construction are illustrated in 119a-d. In these clauses, three nouns have a relationship predicated among them: *toman* ‘Thomas’ is the genitive which possesses the noun *oji* ‘meat.Classifier’. These two form a complex noun phrase which is the predicate noun of the predicate nominal clause. The subject of the predicate nominal clause is *naro* ‘parrot’ and the copula is *kēj*. In 119a, the genitive nominal precedes the possessed noun. In 119b, a possessive pro-clitic replaces the genitive noun. In 119c, the possessive clitic replaces the genitive noun in front of the possessed noun, but the genitive noun also occurs following the predicate. This sentence is disallowed. In order to have the genitive noun co-occur with the possessive clitic in the same sentence, the entire predicate needs to be repeated, separated from the first clause by an intonational break (119d).

(119) Complementary Distribution between genitive nominal and possessive pro-clitic in a predicate nominal clause

a. With a genitive nominal

\[ \text{toman } \text{oji } \text{kēj } \text{naro} \]
\[ \text{thomas } \text{Ø-meat.CI is.Anim.Prox parrot} \]
‘The parrot is Thomas’ meat.’

b. With a possessive prefix

\[ \text{tyoi } \text{kēj } \text{naro} \]
\[ \text{3-meat.CI is.Anim.Prox parrot} \]
‘The parrot is his/the meat.’

c. Ungrammatical when the genitive nominal occurs later in the clause...

\[ * \text{tyoji } \text{kēj } \text{naro } \text{toman} \]
\[ \text{3-meat.CI is.Anim.Prox parrot Thomas (the parrot is Thomas’ meat)} \]

d. …unless the full predicate is repeated

\[ \text{tyoji } \text{kēj } \text{naro } \text{toman } \text{oji } \text{kēj} \]
\[ \text{3-meat.CI is.Anim.Prox parrot Thomas Ø-meat.CI is.Anim.Prox} \]
‘The parrot is his meat, is Thomas’ meat.’
This predicate nominal construction is the source for the transitive Set II verbal reanalysis. Given that the source meaning of Panare -fe is 'A nominalizer', the clause in 120a must have been exactly parallel to 119a historically. The gloss represents this historical analysis, whereby the main clause is a predicate nominal construction with the subject mīj ‘3.Animate’ occurring at the end, the copula kēj ‘is.Animate.Proximal’ second from the end, and the predicate complement the derived noun yākštēf ‘cutter’ possessed by the notional O of the action ‘cut’, aire ‘meat’. By the same analysis, 120b is exactly parallel to 119b. If we wanted to claim that the suffix fe could only be analyzed as a nominalizer synchronically — that verbal reanalysis of fe as a Set II verbal suffix has never happened — then we would predict that the genitive noun which possesses the derived nominal would not be able to occur later in the clause (cf. 119c). However, this restriction on the possessors of lexical nouns does not apply to the absolutive of the reanalyzed Set II transitive verbs — the absolutive (pro)noun is free to occur postverbally, and the absolutive prefix then functions as agreement rather than as a possessive clitic (cf. 120c, 121a-f, 122a-e).

(120) Establishing the parallel to a transitive Set II verb inflected with fe

a. With a preverbal absolutive-genitive noun

\[
\text{aire } y-\text{ākštēf }-\text{fe } \rightarrow \text{kēj } \rightarrow \text{mēj}
\]

'S/he is the meat's cutter / is going to cut the meat.'

b. With an absolutive/possessive pro-clitic replacing the absolutive/genitive noun

\[
y-\text{ākštēf }-\text{fe } \rightarrow \text{kēj } \rightarrow \text{mēj}
\]

'S/he is it's cutter / is going to cut it.'

c. With a postverbal absolutive noun — which cannot be analyzed as a genitive

\[
y-\text{ākštēf }-\text{fe } \rightarrow \text{kēj } \rightarrow \text{mēj } \rightarrow \text{aire}
\]

'S/he is going to cut the meat.'

(121) Postverbal O nouns agreeing with Set II absolutive prefixes

a. with -sa 'Perfect/Passive Visible'

\[
y-\text{ān}-\text{sa' }-\text{yu }-\text{uya mēkokō}
\]

3-get-T/A 1SG-Dat poison
'I got the poison / the poison was gotten by me.'

b. with -sa 'Perfect/Passive'

\[
y-\text{kaj}-\text{sa' } \rightarrow \text{mēkō (toose uya)}
\]

3-weave-T/A basket Toose Dat
'The basket has just been woven (by Toose).'

c. with -ipō 'Perfect/Passive Inferential'

\[
y-\text{ākštēpō mēn } \rightarrow \text{mēkō(toose uya)}
\]

3-cut-T/A is.Inan mango Toose Dat
'The mango has just been cut (by Toose).'

d. with -mēj 'Imperfective Transitive'

\[
y-\text{ān}-\text{mēj } \rightarrow \text{kēj } \rightarrow \text{kē } \rightarrow \text{aire}
\]

3-eat.meat-T/A is.Anim.Prox 3.ANIM.DIST meat
'S/he is eating meat.'

e. with -sējō 'Future'

\[
y-\text{āmēkō-sējō pi } \rightarrow \text{yu kaperē}
\]

3-write-T/A Neg 1SG paper
'I'm not going to write anything' (lit. 'I won't write the paper. ')

f. with -sējō 'Desiderative'

\[
y-\text{āmēkō-sējō w-ai } \rightarrow \text{yu Ø-po}
\]

3-put.on-T/A 1-Aux 1SG 1-clothes.Cl
'I wanted to put on my clothes.'

For intransitive verbs, the absolutive prefix agrees with the postverbal S:

(122) Postverbal subjects of intransitive verbs agreeing with absolutive prefixes

a. with -sa 'Perfect Visible'

\[
y-\text{wuchijēmās} \rightarrow \text{yu}
\]

Ø-1-w-crema-sa' \rightarrow \text{yu}
1-Intr-Der-feed-T/A 1SG
'I have (already) eaten.'
of whether the Set II verb functions as a derived nominal or as a verb synchronically. The Proto-Cariban possessive prefix set contains one form for third person, *ty- '3', and another for third person reflexive, *ty- '3.REFL'. In Panare, the morphological distinction between 3 and 3REFL has been lost. However, a modern reflex of the third person reflexive form has been retained in the possessive prefix set as an allomorph of the nonreflexive third person prefix, occurring on vowel initial possessed nouns. This is illustrated in 104a-b:

(123) Third person possessive prefixes

a.  *y*- '3' with consonant initial nouns (from Proto-Cariban *ty- '3')

   *y*-mata-n

   3-shoulder-Poss

   'his/her shoulder'

b.  *ty(-v)- '3' with vowel initial nouns (from Proto-Cariban *ty- '3.REFL')

   *ty-awa

   3-heart

   'his/her heart'

In contrast, for Set II verbs the third person prefix is always *ty(-v)- '3', regardless of whether the Set II verb functions as a nominalization or as an independent verb. That is, whether the Set II verb functions as a verb or a noun in the given clause does not affect the choice of third person prefix. This is illustrated in 105a-c:

(124) Third person prefixes with Set II verbs

a.  *y*- '3' with a consonant initial verb

   *y*-petuy'-ma-npeí kei kén


   'S/he is hitting it.'

b.  *y*- '3' with a vowel initial verb (*ty- '3')

   *y*-ikúte-npeí amén

   3-cut-IMPERF.T 2SG

   'You are cutting it.'

8.1.2.3 Independent Innovation of the Third Person Possessive Prefix to *ty(-v)-

The third distinction I illustrate between Set II verbs and lexical nouns is completely morphological. This test separates lexical nouns from Set II verbs regardless
c. *ty-tkii-ŋŋeŋ aněn
(you are cutting it)

This particular distinction between the third person possessive clitic for lexical
nouns and the third person absolutive prefix for Set II verbs provides an interesting
insight to the evolutionary process in Panare. At some point in the past, if a verb bore Set
II morphology, it was a derived noun, and presumably shared in all the morphological
and syntactic characteristics of nouns (as they do synchronically in Nominative
Languages). Then some Set II verbs (those in predicate nominal clauses) were
reanalyzed as verbal participles, and presumably at that point the syntactic behavior of
this subset of Set II verbs changed slightly to reflect their new syntactic status. Then,
when the form of the 3Ref1 clitic *i was reanalyzed as an allomorph of the third person
form in the possessive paradigm, it was not automatically incorporated into the Set II
absolutive prefix set as well. Although this particular morphosyntactic evidence does not
make Set II verbs look any more like finite verbs, it does distinguish Set II verbs as a
class from non-derived nouns.

In sum, the Set II verbs which appear in Panare independent clauses are no longer
derived nominals — they are translated with verbal meaning, they are the only type of
verbs which occur in entire genres of discourse, and the morphosyntactic behavior of the
new verbal complex (Set II verb plus auxiliary) differs in three significant ways from that
expected prior to reanalysis.

8.1.3 A Subject Focus Construction from the Idiosyncratic O Nominalizer *n-

In addition to the Set II verbal system with absolutive prefixes, one reanalyzed
verb type in Panare bears a Set II A prefix. This verb is derived etymologically from the
idiosyncratic Proto-Cariban O Nominalizing prefix *ŋ-. Recall (from Chapter 7, §7.4)
that in the source construction, the notional A possesses the derived nominal, which refers
to the notional O of the verbal action. When this particular nominalization is reanalyzed
as a main clause verb, the possessive prefixes (which became absolutive markers in other
Set II tenses and aspects) become markers of A. Since the possessor always precedes the
possessed, and since the reanalyzed verb always precedes the auxiliary and S, placing this
particular nominalization in a predicate nominal clause has the effect of placing the
notional A of the transitive verb in sentence-initial position. As a result, the synchronic
verbal use of this construction is as an A focus construction (cf. Gildea 1991e for further
illustration and argumentation).

I illustrate the use of the Set II Subject focus construction with a question and
answer sequence from a written text. In 125a, the transitive verb in the quoted speech,
yu ‘give’ bears the n- ‘A Focus’ prefix, and then the preceding free pronoun is the
question word nį ‘who’, referring to the A of ‘give’. In the answer, 125b, the mother
uses the same construction, replacing the question pronoun with the word čänapa ‘Panare’.

(125) a. nį nętuipę mën anē kafje
nį Ø-n-utu-jpè mën anē Ø-ka-če
who Ø-A.Focus-give-T/A 3.1an mother Ø-say-T/A
"Who gave (you) (that), Mother?" (they) say." (MKW.61.12)

b. čänapa nętuipę mën Pekoro pe tiche*
čänapa Ø-n-utu-jpè mēsa Pekoro pe t-iche
Panare Ø-A.Focus-give-T/A 3.1an Pedro Ad 3-name
"A Panare named Pedro gave (it)," (MKW.61.13)

Although this nominalization does not evolve into a particular tense or aspect
(which would be a redundant development, since it co-occurs with Set II suffixes which
do evolve into particular tenses and aspects), it is a variation of the Set II system which is
more widespread in the Southern Ergative Languages (cf. Chapter 9, §9.2), and as such
bears noting here in the only other Cariban language which shows evidence of
reanalyzing this particular type of nominalization.
8.2 The Other Apparent Mixed Languages

The data from other putative Mixed Languages is more limited, and hence their inclusion in the category is more tentative. Based on both paradigmatic splits between Set I and Set II tenses in independent clauses, and based on the occurrence of Set II verbs as independent clause predicates, I consider Apalaf, Carib, and Yukpa to be Mixed Languages.6

8.2.1 Apalaf

Koehn and Koehn (1986:100-1) show the Apalaf tense/aspect paradigm as consisting of six “finite” (i.e. Set I) past tenses and three “nonfinite” (i.e. Set II) tenses, one of which is nonpast and the other two past-completive. The past-completive Set II inflections are derived from a historical derivational adverbializing prefix, and as such I do not treat them here (but see Gildea 1991a for discussion of the cognate construction in Carib of Surinam). Koehn and Koehn assert that all nonpast verbs must occur “as complements of the copular verb. The construction is verb stem plus continuative aspect suffix followed by copular verb. It is the copular verb that has the person marking prefixes and nonpast tense suffix.” In further paradigms (p. 101-2), Koehn and Koehn show that the copular verb is unique in Apalaf in taking “finite nonpast tense” (i.e. nonpast Set I) suffixes. In sum, all references to nonpast times in Apalaf must be carried out by a combination of a nonpast Set I copula (the only verb that takes nonpast Set I tense markers) and the Nonpast Continuative Set II suffix -\( \tilde{V}k\)o (where \( \tilde{V} \) indicates that the final vowel of the preceding verb is nasalized).

This distribution of the functional load of tense suggests that reanalysis has already taken place in Apalaf. If the only means to express nonpast time in Apalaf is a combination of a copular verb and a Set II verb, then by definition this copular verb is serving the grammatical function of a tense auxiliary. The marker which the verb stem bears is etymologically a nominalizer, and the construction is etymologically a predicate nominal clause. However, until now nobody has identified this construction as cognate to the Set II inflections in other Cariban languages because: (1) the A does not take an ergative case marker, and (2) the verb does not bear absolutive agreement prefixes. This first problem is also common to a number of Panare Set II inflections, and in fact is true of Set II imperfective clauses in all attested Mixed and Set II Languages. The second problem is only half true: the verb does not bear Set II S prefixes, but it does bear Set II O prefixes (perhaps due to an idiosyncracy of the particular nominalizer which has been reanalyzed).7 In 126a, the intransitive verb urakana “hunt” bears the Set II nonpast continuous suffix -\( \tilde{V}ko \), but no Set II absolutive prefix. In 126b, the transitive verb ura ‘tell’ bears the nonpast continuous suffix and also the second person object prefix o- ‘2’. In 126c, the verb ekki ‘bake’ is preceded by the O nominal, and as such does not take an O prefix.

(126) a. urakana-\( \tilde{V}ko \) mana hunt-T/A 3,be,Present ‘He is hunting now’ or ‘He will be hunting soon’ or ‘He hunts’ (p. 103:355)

b. onokk a-\( \tilde{V}ko \) puhko o-uru-\( \tilde{V}ko \), kaikuxi-i,na a,sa o-5-ne who say-T/A Eyewitness 2-tell-T/A Jaguar-people 2+mother O-eat-T/A ‘Who is it that is telling you the jaguars ate your mother?’ (p. 80:241)

c. wvi o-ekki-\( \tilde{V}ko \) toh n-exi-ase pihiko rok\( \tilde{V}ko \) naa manioc O-bake-T/A 3PI 3-be-T/A little just Negative ‘They were making a lot of manioc bread.’ (P. 103:366)

Note that the etymological function of the verb plus -\( \tilde{V}ko \) occurs also in 106b: the initial clause is a predicate nominal construction ‘who is it that is telling you’. The subject of the predicate nominal clause is the question word onokk ‘who’, followed immediately by the predicate noun phrase a-\( \tilde{V}ko \) puhko o-uru-\( \tilde{V}ko \) ‘the one who is telling you’. This is not a verbal clause, but rather a sequence of two nouns (cf. the description
of equative clauses — and especially their use with nominalized verb phrases — Koehn and Koehn (1986:36). Note also in 107c that the Set II verb can also be used with a past tense copula to refer to past actions. The further evolution of this Set II verb can perhaps be seen in examples like 127, where the Set II verb occurs in an independent clause with no auxiliary.

(127) i-en-e-en-e-
veko-
emeria-
veko-
vvy
1-see 1-see say-T/A sing-T/A I "someone sees me," I would say singing.’ (p. 55:103)

Additional cases where so-called nonfinite verb forms (i.e. Set II verbs) occur without Set I auxiliaries are contrary to fact conditionals (which can only be expressed by nonfinite forms, cf. 128a) and uses of the nominalizer -ry on independent verbs (128b-c).

(128) a. openu
nymvry
a-hiao
fast water genuine be-if
a-ry-nyra
kehyvry
exi-ry
thoh
nakatorkoro
be-Nominalizer-Negative ugly ne-Nominalizer 3PL both
‘If the water had been fast there would have been nothing left of them.’
(p. 77:226)

b. i-ry-ry
more
1-go-Nominalizer that
‘That was my going.’ (‘I was going.’) (p. 109:377)

c. a-ry-ry
more
3-go-Nominalizer that
‘He was going.’

8.2.2 Innovative Dialects of Carib

The primary evidence for Carib as a mixed language comes from dialectal variation in the tense system: Mosonyi (1982) shows that Carïna (the dialect of Carib spoken in Venezuela) has lost the Set I future tense, replacing it with a Set II form and a copular auxiliary. Secondary evidence comes from Mosonyi (1982), who describes a combination of nominalized verb plus the auxiliary verb ‘to go’ as indicating immediate future; this evidence is corroborated in discourse data from Hoff (1986), discussed in Gildea (1991a). Finally, in discourse data, H. Courtz (personal communication) has pointed out that nominalized verbs frequently occur as the sole verbs in independent clauses, often without auxiliaries. I illustrate each of these points in turn.

The future tense in Carib of Surinam is a standard Set I tense, taking the standard Set I personal prefix set and the Set I nominative word order. In 129a the intransitive verb ‘go mad’ bears the first person Set I SO prefix y- ‘1’. In 129b-e the transitive verb cone ‘see’ bears the Set I A-oriented prefixes e- ‘1A’ and kìkì: ‘3A’. In 129d the transitive verb oono ‘eat’ bears the ambiguous prefix ke- ‘1/2’ meaning either ‘1A20’ or ‘2A10’.

(129) The Set I Future (Hoff 1968:170-1)

a. y-emexex-ka-ke
1-go mad-T/A-1/2A
‘I’ll go mad.’

b. a-cnee-ka-ke
1A-see-T/A-1/2A
‘I’ll see him’

c. kîkë-cne-ka-ke
3A-see-T/A-Evid
‘He’ll see him.’

d. kono-ka-ke
1A-eat-T/A-1/2A
‘You will eat me.’ (p. 292) or
‘I will eat you.’ (rules in Hoff 1968:160-1)

In contrast, the future tense in Carïna is a Set II tense, with absolutive prefixes and ergative case-marking on the A. In 130a-e the intransitive verb oono ‘cultivate’ bears the possessive prefixes referring to S (although note that the 1+2 prefix alternant Kill; is probably extended from the Set I 1+2 S A prefix set). In 131a-e the transitive verb aaro ‘take’ bears the same prefix set, this time referring to O. In 132a-c, the future clause takes an ergative A (il-‘wa ‘1-Dat’), occurring first postverbally (132a), then preverbally (132b), and finally between the infinitive and the invariant third person copula (132c). When A is first person and O is second person, note the distinction between the Set II verb in 132, which marks only the O regardless of the person of A, and the Set I verb in 129d, which marks both participants.
(130) The Set II Future with an Intransitive Verb (p. 45)

a. **woonaarimmilna**
   ʔ-voona-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   1-cultivate-Infinitive-3.be
   'I will cultivate'

b. **avoonarimmilna**
   ʔ₀-voona-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   2-cultivate-Infinitive-3.be
   'You will cultivate'

c. **yoonarimmilna**
   ʔᵢ-voona-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   3-cultivate-Infinitive-3.be
   'He will cultivate'

d. **tuuwingarimmilna**
   ʔᵢᵢ-voona-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   3Refl-cultivate-Infinitive-3.be
   'He himself will cultivate'

e. **kuuwingarimmilna**
   kᵢᵢ-voona-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   1+2-cultivate-Infinitive-3.be
   1+2-
   'You and I will cultivate'

(131) The Set II Future with a transitive verb (p. 29)

a. **daaorimmilna**
   ʔᵢ-aro-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   1-take-Infinitive-3.be
   '(Somebody) will take me'

b. **adaarimmilna**
   ʔᵢ-aro-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   2-take-Infinitive-3.be
   '(Somebody) will take you.'

c. **aroorimmilna**
   ʔᵢ-aro-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   3-take-Infinitive-3.be
   '(Somebody) will take him.'

d. **taroorimmilna**
   ʔᵢ-aro-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   3Refl-take-Infinitive-3.be
   '(Somebody) will take he himself.'

c. **karoortimilna**
   k-aro-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   1+2-take-Infinitive-3.be
   'Somebody) will take you and me.'

(132) Ergative A and Word Order Variation with the Set II Future (Mosonyi 1982:20)

a. **adeneerimmilna**
   ʔᵢ-₀-eena-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   2-tener-Infinitive-3.be
   1-Dative
   'I will have you.'

b. ʔᵢ-₀-wa
   ʔᵢ-₀-eena-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   1-Dative
   2-tener-Infinitive-3.be
   'I will have you.'

c. **adeneeri**
   ʔᵢ-₀-wa
   ʔᵢ-₀-eena-ᵢᵣᵢ-ᵢ.ma
   2-tener-Infinitive-1-Dative-3.be
   'I will have you.'

These data provide somewhat mixed evidence for reanalysis. The strongest evidence for reanalysis comes from the paradigmatic nature of the construction and from the semantic bleaching of the copula *cum* auxiliary. The paradigmatic argument is essentially that if you want to express future time in Carifta, this is the way to do it — the Set I future tense (seen in the Carib of Surinam dialect, 129a-d) has been lost. The semantic bleaching of the auxiliary is seen in the loss of person reference: *ma* is the third person present tense conjugation of the copula, yet it occurs even when there is no third person referent involved in the clause (cf 132a-c). Further, the auxiliary is actually treated as a suffix on the verb in terms of vowel harmony and prosodic gemination effects: in 132b the onset of the auxiliary is geminized by prosodic rule, and the harmonic vowel *ʔᵢ* is inserted as well, changing the surface form of the auxiliary to *-rimilna* from the underlying form *-ma*, which occurs as the surface form in 112c. Despite this phonological evidence of the bond between verb and auxiliary, the two can be broken up by the ergative A, which somewhat weakens the claim that the two form a single
syntactic predicate. Nonetheless, the preponderance of evidence supports the preliminary claim that the Set II future tense in Carifa has gone through reanalysis.

The second reanalyzed Set II inflection is found in both Carifa and in Carib of Surinam. This inflection is derived from the Carib -Ø action nominalizer, which resembles the Apalai -nokó\/Viko in that the personal prefixes index O but not S. The nominalized verb then occurs with the Set I auxiliary ‘to go’, which agrees with the nominative of the clause — A for transitive verbs and S for intransitive. Mosonyi (1982) calls this Set II inflection the ‘Supine’ (after the Latin verbal noun in the accusative case -um), and illustrates with the examples in 133: in 133a-c the transitive verb eena ‘have’ does not bear a suffix, which marks it as the supine, but it does bear Set II personal prefixes, which indicate only the person of O; in 133d the intransitive verb vataaro bears neither prefixes nor suffixes. In 133a-b, the auxiliary itó ‘to go’ bears a Set I tense suffix and indexes A. Mosonyi does not exemplify the auxiliary with an intransitive verb.

(133) The Carifa Set II ‘Supine’ from Mosonyi (1982)

a. eena [w]ijisa b. adeena [k]íníja
   Ò- cena -Ø  Ò- itó -sa
eena -Ø itó -sa
3-have Supine 1-go -T/A 'I'm going to have it.' (p. 21) 2-have Supine 3-go -T/A 'He's going to have you.' (p. 22)

b. toona c. vataaro
   Ò- cena -Ø  Ò- cena -Ø
t- cena -Ø  Ò- vataaro -Ø
3Refl-have Supine 3-have Supine 'to have himself' (p. 21) Ò- hunt Supine 'to hunt' (p. 50)

Although Hoff (1968) does not discuss the syntax of this construction, it occurs fairly frequently in the narrative texts appended to his grammar. The following examples are all taken from the story “Kuruupi as Teacher” as told by I. Mande. In 134a the intransitive verb weeka ‘defecate’ occurs with no affixation at all, followed by the 1+3 S of the auxiliary verb willo ‘go’, which is inflected with a Set I personal prefix and T/A and evidential suffixes. In 134b, the transitive verb aive ‘fetch’ occurs with the third person Ø- prefix and the -Ø nominalizing suffix, followed immediately by the auxiliary inflected for the third person A. Since a skeptic might ask what evidence there is for a third person Ø- prefix in 134b, I include also an example with the second person prefix aye- ‘2’ in 135a, an example in which is not quite as good because the two verbs are separated by pause, and in the translation are treated as conjoined clauses rather than as a single predicate (I take this reading to reflect the etymological construction prior to reanalysis).

(134) The same construction in Carib of Surinam from texts in Hoff (1968)

a. weeka [s]a [n]a [n]i [a]n [a] a [n]a willo -sa -Ø
   Ò-weeka -Ø  Ò-a na n-willo -sa -Ø
   Ò-defecate-Nominalizer 1+3 3-go -T/A -Evidential
   'The two of us are going to defeiliate.' (Hoff 1968:290)

b. moxko kuruupi aiye [k]íníja
   Ò-moxko kuruupi Ò-aiye -Ø  Ò-kin -willo -sa -Ø
   that Kuruupi 3-fetch-Nominalizer 3-go -T/A -Evidential
   'Kuruupi went to fetch it himself.' (Hoff 1968:292)

(135) a. ayaaro [w]itókó [m]oñiñenggrooppo
   Ò-ayaaro -Ø  Ò-willo -ta -ke,  Ò-mooni -te -koroopo
   2-take-Nominalizer 1-go -T/A -2/T2A farther-Intensifier-tomorrow
   'I shall go and take you with me two days after tomorrow;'

b. koroopo wotaaro [n]oñ [k]i [w]a
   Ò-koroopo Ò-wotaaro -Ø  Ò-noñ [k]i [w]a
   tomorrow Ò-hunt-Nominalizer for a moment 1+2-go -T/A
   tomorrow we shall go hunting for a while.' (Hoff 1968:298)

In this case, the evidence for reanalysis is somewhat weaker than in the case of the Set II future tense. In favor of reanalysis, we see a new semantic value of immediate future cited by Mosonyi (1982), but counterbalancing that semantic evidence is Mosonyi’s (1982:11) statement that the construction “implies in general a spatial displacement of the actor in order to realize the indicated action.” This indicates that the original semantic value of the auxiliary ‘go’ is retained even as the emphasis shifts from displacement in space to displacement in time. There is no syntactic evidence of reanalysis in Carib of Surinam, with the two predicates separable by either the S of the auxiliary (cf. 134a) or by an adverbial of time (cf. 135b), but since Carib of Surinam
appears to be a more grammatically conservative dialect than Caríña, this is not evidence against such a reanalysis for Caríña. Further research is needed to evaluate the synchronic syntactic status of the Caríña "Supine".

The third piece of evidence for a dialect of Carib as a Mixed Language comes from Henk Courtz (in personal correspondence), who studies dialects of Carib of Surinam not described by Hoff. Courtz has transcribed a short text in which there are 60 independent sentences. Of these 60, only 35 have a Set I inflected main verb; the remaining 25 all take Set II main verbs which bear the suffix -po (cf. the Proto-Cariban Past Time O/Action nominalizer *-tupu). In this text, five of the first seven sentences do not contain a Set I inflection, and in another part of the story, seven consecutive sentences go by without a Set I inflection. An especially significant point in these Set II sentences is that they occur alone, with no Set I auxiliary — as such, they greatly resemble the Set II ergative system in Makushi (including even the cognate past tense inflection: Makushi -pi 'Past' and Carib -po 'Past Nominalizer'). Examples of such sentences appear in 136a-b: 136a is the first line of the story — the only verb is yto 'go', which bears the Set II suffix -po 'Past Nominalizer' and the first person prefix w-. 136b comes in the middle of the text, with the transitive verb ero 'bring' bearing -po, preceded by a free noun O in place of a prefix, and followed by the oblique/ergative A nha wa '1+3 Dative'. In light of data like these, it appears that the gloss 'Past Nominalizer' represents etymology rather than synchronic reality.

(136) a. am kurita w-yto po
   one day 1-go-Past Nominalizer
   'One day I went ...'

b. ero sipo nha wa tymaro
   ero Ø-aro po nha wa ty-mar
   this Ø-bring-Past Nominalizer 1+3 Dative 3Refl-with
   'We brought this with us.'

Courtz also points out similar data for the action nominalizer -ry: the first five sentences of a different text contain no Set I inflections, and all of the verbs instead bear the action nominalizer -ry. Courtz reports that whereas these sentences are given a present tense reading in elicitation, in discourse they are most often used to refer to historical actions — a use he calls 'praesens historicum'. Courtz has fully glossed only two examples, both intransitive. In 137a the intransitive verb uma 'weep' bears -ry and is preceded by a free nominal S moko woryi 'the woman'; in 137b there are two verbs which bear -ry — the dependent verb sapi 'my playing' is truly nominalized synchronically, serving as the object of the postposition pokpo 'about', and the main verb of the sentence onumenka 'think' bears the first person Set II prefix w-.

(137) a. moko woryi uma
   moko woryi Ø-ura-ry
   Ø-weep Nominalizer
   'The woman weeps' or (as praesens historicum) 'The woman wept'

b. sapi poko onumenkary
   Ø-sapi-ry pokpo w-onumenkary
   1-play-Nominalizer about 1-think-Nominalizer
   'I (usually) thought about my play(ing)' (as praesens historicum), or
   'I (usually) think about my play(ing)'

In sum, although the most extensively documented dialect of Carib of Surinam seems to be a quite conservative Nominative Language, dialects documented in Venezuela and elsewhere in Surinam appear to be well into the process of syntactic reanalysis, with nascent Set II ergative systems occurring frequently in independent clauses.

8.2.3 Yukpa

The evidence for a Mixed main clause verbal system in Yukpa is very tentative, due to the preliminary nature of the data. As in other Cariban languages, the Set II inflections I discovered in Yukpa appear to take copular auxiliaries. As such, I first
illustrate the portion of the copula paradigm which I was able to collect. In 138a, the simple present tense equative clauses seem to be a combination of an invariant stem formative syllable or plus the copula, yas for first person and mak for second and third. For completeness, in 138b I present the copula in attributive clauses, and in 138c in past tense equative clauses. In each of the latter, a bilabial stop occurs: in the attributive suffixed to the predicate (probably from the Proto-Cariban postposition *pe ‘Denominizer’) and in the past tense prefixed to the copula.

(138) a. The Present Tense Copula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>káča orvak</td>
<td>'I am a child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amo káča ormak</td>
<td>'you are a child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o káča ormak</td>
<td>'he is a child'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. The Present Tense copula with denormalized complement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>am káčap mak</td>
<td>'you act young/like a child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amoro káčap meto</td>
<td>'you (PL) act young/like children'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oka káčap neto</td>
<td>'they act young/like children'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. The Past Tense Copula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>au káča pfe</td>
<td>'I was young/child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am káča (p)me</td>
<td>'you were young/child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o káča píen</td>
<td>'he was young/child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tijpí káča píen</td>
<td>'you and I were young/children'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nán káča píen</td>
<td>'he and I were young/children'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amoro káča píen</td>
<td>'you (PL) were young/children'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oka káča píen</td>
<td>'They were young/children'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the forms in 138, I isolate the present tense form yas as first person and mak as second and third person. These same forms occur in the present continuous construction, as documented in 139 and 140a-c, always co-indexing the nominative (S in 139, A in 140a-c). Set II personal prefixes on the verbs mark absolutive, and are identical to possessive prefixes (cf. Chapter 6)

(5) The Present Continuous with an Intransitive verb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>au top yás</td>
<td>'I’m going.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tóp mak</td>
<td>'You’re going.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otop mak</td>
<td>'He’s going.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(139) The Present Continuous with a Transitive Verb

a. pero yeskápmak 'The dog is biting me.'

b. am au yeskápmak 'You are biting me.'
                    am kíra ñ-ceškapmak 'You are biting the man.'

c. au oyeskápyas    'I am biting you.'
                    au oyeskápmak    'I am biting you.'

I was unable to explore the conditions under which the last example would be spoken, but it appears to be a case where the auxiliary has become invariant (rather than agreeing with the first person A), a clear additional argument for reanalysis if it can be verified in further research.

A second Set II tense/aspect, a past tense, is formed by adding the suffix -to to the verb stem, followed by the form of the copula seen above in 138b. I only collected examples of this with intransitive verbs, as in 141. In the first four cases, the S free pronoun precedes the verb, so Set II prefixes would not be expected; the fact that no prefix occurs with the third person plural could be idiosyncratic to this verb or it could be indicative of a general pattern (cf. the Apalaf continuous inflection in §8.2.1 or the Caríta/Carib immediate future with the ‘go’ auxiliary in §8.2.2).

(140) A Set II Past Tense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>au shia yí</td>
<td>'I cried.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am shia me</td>
<td>'You cried.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o shia nen</td>
<td>'He cried.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amora shia meto</td>
<td>'You (PL) cried.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shia neto</td>
<td>'They cried.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The future suffix is parallel to the continuous in that, for transitive verbs, the prefixes indicate O and the auxiliary agrees with A. What I take to be the underlying form of the suffix occurs in 143b, where the bound copular auxiliary is replaced by a free
form of uncertain composition, leaving the suffix to occur in the word final environment, where it does not reduce (as in 142a-b, 143a) or assimilate (as in 142c).

(141) a. yâpiewmak
yâpiewmak
apôlîsmak
He's going to grab me.'
He's going to grab you.'
He's going to grab him.'
b. amo yâpiewmak
amo apôlîsmak
'You're going to grab me.'
'You're going to grab him.'
c. au apôlîsfâys
apôlîsfâys
He's going to grab you.'
'He's going to grab you.'

(142) a. pero oyeskidâmâ
The dog will bite you (the dog is close).'

b. pero oyeskidâm pirâkan
'The dog will bite you (the dog is distant).'  

The final Set II inflection which I recorded, something akin to a sporadic habitual, is formed by adding the suffix nîn(n) to the verb stem. I collected this only with transitive verbs. The prefixes indicate O, but the suffix does not transparently include an auxiliary to agree with A (although note the lack of the final nasal with first person A, as well as the additional form -pâk — according to Armato, meaning 'at times' — which occurs only with the two verbs involving first person).

(143) a. pero ñeskkântapsek
The dog bites me at times.'

b. pero ñeskkântapsek
'The dog bites you at times.'

In summary, the Yukpa evidence is extremely preliminary, yet still fits exactly with the predicted patterns of reanalysis — the Set II verb bears absolutive prefixes (etymologically possessive) and takes an auxiliary. As with the Apalâf Set II Continuous aspect, none of the Yukpa Set II aspects would be readily identified as Set II, simply because they do not take ergative case-marking on the A. Since this pattern is actually found in fully Ergative Languages as well (creating a pattern of split ergativity), I put off discussion until Chapter 11, when all cases can be discussed at once.

Notes to Chapter 8

1 This particular sentence is so pragmatically odd that I feel a need to provide the context in which it was elicited. After much elicitation of nominalizations as terms in isolation (i.e. 'bus driver', 'thief', 'butcher'), it became clear that different tense-aspect suffixes did dual service as nominalizers. From this context, I began to elicit these nominalizations as the predicates of predicate nominal clauses ('I am a bus driver', 'I am a thief', etc.). At this point, the parallel to independent verbal clauses was unmistakable, so I tried to elicit some predicate nominal clauses parallel to transitive verbal clauses already in my corpus. My informants were good enough to humor me with sentences like 113c, but they didn't disguise their amazement that this nito ('non-Indian') would ask them to say such absurd and barbaric things.

2 The relatively high number of Set I inflections used in personal narratives and Pear Stories reflects an evidential distinction: the Set I recent past-perfective suffix -raj includes the evidential value of visual first hand knowledge. Personal history is obviously experienced first hand, and the speakers told the Pear Story narratives just after watching the Pear Story film.

3 In fact, this functional ambiguity (where a nominal form functions as a verb) is a necessary precondition to reanalysis of the form as a verb — were it not for the verbal function of the Set II form historically, there would be no motivation for young speakers to form a grammar where the forms are taken to be verbs rather than nouns.

4 Gildea 1989a-b calls this paradigm the "pronominal particles" due to their etymology; Payne, Payne, and Gildea 1990 call them "specifiers" due to their synchronic function of specifying animacy of the subject and deixis of the predicate. To avoid introducing nonstandard terminology, here I simply refer to them as nonverbal copulas.

5 One of the interesting semantic features of the Set II verbal systems is that each seems to have one inflection which is extremely flexible temporally: it is used for nonpast — i.e. habitual, present progressive, and future — as well as past time expressions. In Panare, Payne, Payne, and Gildea (1992) label this indeterminate marker the "Nonstandard Aspect". In Makushi, Abbott (1991) labels the corresponding form "Universal Tense". With its verb in the Nonstandard Aspect, 9th could potentially be translated with English past tense as well, except that the proximal marking of the copula requires a reading of immediacy, which usually translates as present or immediate future.

6 Actually, Pemâng and Kapâng are also Mixed Languages, since although they have developed full ergativity in most tenses, they have retained two Set I tenses each. The evolution from Nominalistic to Mixed to Ergative Languages is a continuum, and Kapâng and Pemâng are so close to the Ergative end of the continuum that it makes more sense to include them with the Ergative Languages because: (1) the Set II system is fully finite in these languages (cf. Chapter 10), (2) they have been held up as examples of ergative Cariban languages, and (3) they are very closely related to fully Ergative Language Makushi, which has lost all Set I tenses.

7 Although Koehn and Koehn take the basic synchronic form of the continuous aspect marker to be -yîkâ (where the symbol î indicates that the last vowel of the verb
stem is normalized), the etymological form can be seen in a synchronic allomorph -niKo (Koehn and Koehn 1986:105, example 365, confirmed in personal correspondence). Apparent cognates are: Hixkaryana -no 'General Nominalizer' (Derbyshire 1985:233); Carib of Surnam -no 'Nonpersonal Nominalizer', (Hoff 1968:201), and the Apalaf adjective/adverb and postposition nominalizer -no, (Koehn and Koehn 1986:93). However, these cognate forms allow neither S nor O to possess the derived nominal, whereas the etymological source for the continuative aspect suffix in Apalaf must have allowed possession by only the O (cf. a similar pattern for the Panare Imperfective Aspect for intransitive verbs, -niKo, and the displacement suffix -ne. (Payne, Payne, and Giddens in process).

8 It should also be noted that the 1+3 pronoun aha is not typical of other free pronouns or nominals in that it obligatorily precedes the verb whenever it is an argument — with a 1+3S or 1+3A the verb bears the le- '3A/3S' prefix and with a 1+3O the verb bears no prefix (i.e. the 1+3 pronoun functions as a preverbal free noun in complementary distribution with the 3A prefix). This same behavior has been noted for the 1+3 pronoun in most Cariban languages.

9 Courtz has developed a very different orthographic system from either Mosonyi or Hoff: the primary difference is that Courtz represents the diverse dialectal pronunciations of historically reduced syllables (according to Hoff [pc] these range from a velar fricative to glottal stop or fricative to length and/or breathiness on the preceding vowel) by simply marking the preceding vowel with a grave accent. Thus, the reduced syllable at the beginning of the Proto Cariban suffix -tupi is represented by Hoff as either a fricative (-xpo) or vowel length (-po), but by Courtz simply with the grave accent (-po). I find this a most elegant abstract device to capture the predictable regularity associated with the reduction of syllables. The two secondary differences are that Courtz represents the high central vowel [i] as y and the palatal glide [j] as j (cf. also the orthography developed for Apalaf by Koehn and Koehn 1986).

10 I collected these data in March, 1990, from Javier Armato, a linguistically sophisticated Yukpa man, co-author of a Yukpa-Spanish Lexicon (Obregón and Armato 1986), and compiler of a book of Yukpa tales (Armato 1988). It is primarily due to Mr. Armato's sophistication that I was able to verify as many linguistic points as I did during our five hours of elicitation, but obviously we were barely able to scratch the surface of Yukpa morphosyntax in so short a time.

CHAPTER 9

THE LOSS OF SET I IN ERGATIVE LANGUAGES

The evolutionary step from a Mixed Language to a Ergative Language is not so much a function of Set II inflections evolving still further away from their nominalized origins, but rather the step where the Set I system, if it is retained at all, becomes so marginal that the language is best characterized in terms of its Set II verbal system. The paradigm cases have been Makushi, Pemón, and Kapóng, three closely related languages spoken in Venezuela, Guyana, and Brazil, where verbs bearing the "same" Set II morphology can operate in independent clauses as the sole verb or in dependent clauses as derived nouns, taking postpositions or serving as subject and object of independent verbs even without further subordinating morphology. In each of these languages, auxiliaries also bear Set II morphology, marking a further shift away from even the Mixed Languages, where auxiliaries rarely bear Set II morphology (and even then, can optionally take a further auxiliary inflected with Set I morphology). I treat these three northern Ergative Languages in §9.1.

More recently, southern Brazilian languages Kuikuro and Kalapalo have also been described; although the descriptions are less comprehensive than those of the northern languages, Kuikuro and Kalapalo, too, are clearly Ergative Languages. I discuss these two southern Ergative Languages in §9.2.
9.1 The Northern Ergative Languages

Although the northern Ergative Languages have been described in the typological literature as ergative languages, I have shown in Chapter 5 that two of the three (Kapóng and Pemóng) are, in fact, Mixed Languages in the strict sense of the term, since they retain one or two past tense inflections from the Set I system. However, unlike the Mixed Languages described in Chapter 8, Kapóng and Pemóng do not seem to accord the Set I system any special status with regard to auxiliaries. That is, in the previously described Mixed Languages, the auxiliaries usually are inflected with Set I morphology, or if they do bear Set II morphology, these auxiliaries themselves could take yet another Set I auxiliary. This is arguably due to the relatively recent reanalysis of the Set II morphology as main clause verbal rather than derived nominal. In the Ergative Languages, the reanalysis seems to have established itself more firmly, to the point that all analyses consider it the basic system (Tuggy 1989 considers the Set I system an idiosyncratic aberration in Pemóng; Edwards 1972 apparently thought it so marginal that he did not include it in his grammatical description for either Kapóng or Pemóng, even though it occurs several times in the Kapóng text he appendes to the description). The third Northern Ergative Language, Makushi, is the only one which shows no trace at all of the Set I system.

The three languages seem to fit along a continuum in terms of the loss of the Set I system: Kapóng still uses at least one Set I past tense fairly frequently (6 out of 31 sentences in the one text I have access to); Pemóng possesses two Set I inflections according to the descriptions, but I found no examples of its use in a brief survey of five texts (one from Edwards 1972, the first three from the 82 in Arnett and 1973, and a fragment from Simpson 1940); Makushi has completely lost the Set I system. A necessary prerequisite to losing the Set I system must be to stop using the system as the unmarked way of expressing any TAM distinction. This "markedness reversal" (Givón 1991a-b) seems to be a common part of the reanalysis process, where the "new" construction becomes the unmarked way of expressing a tense, and the older form becomes pragmatically marked on its way to obsolescence. In this sense, Pemóng seems to be well on the way to losing the Set I system altogether.

At this point, a comment on methodology is in order. The apparent disuse of the Set I system in Pemóng (and for that matter, of the apparent continued use of the Set I system in Kapóng) might be a function of the sample of discourse data available to me. Consider the discourse distribution of Set I and Set II verbs in Panare (Table 8.1, §8.1.1): were my Panare database restricted to historical narrative, Panare would appear very like Pemóng, with no attested use of Set I in discourse; were my Panare database restricted to personal history and Peer Stories, Panare would look very like Kapóng, with regular use of the Set I tenses (although still far less than the Set II tenses). The discourse distribution of Set I and Set II verbs in Pemóng and Kapóng must be taken as somewhat tentative until further discourse research has been carried out.

I illustrate the Kapóng Set II system in §9.1.1, Pemóng in §9.1.2, and Makushi in §9.1.3.

9.1.1 Kapóng

According to Migliazza (1985), Kapóng is the self-denomination for three geographically contiguous, but linguistically and socially distinct, groups: Akawayo, Ingarikó and Patamona (which are treated in most classificational literature as the names of independent languages). Descriptions of Kapóng are limited to the Akawayo dialect, so we cannot evaluate the claims for status of other communities as either dialects or independent languages. The only sources for Akawayo are Adam (1893, 1905, compiled
from translations made in the latter part of the 19th Century by English missionary W.H. Brett) and Edwards (1972, 1978b).

Edwards (1972) includes a brief grammatical sketch of Akawayo, extensive wordlists, and a short text. The grammatical description is not intended to be exhaustive and only lists the Set II tenses. The conjugation tables show only the intransitive verb endakna ‘eat’, always preceded by the free pronoun S (so, no prefixes occur on the verbs in 144). As such, I reproduce only the first person forms of the various conjugations:

(144) uuru Ø-endakna-O
     uuru Ø-endakna-ng bök mang ‘I eat’ (Present)
     uuru Ø-endakna-pi mang ‘I am eating.’ (Present Progressive)
     uuru Ø-endakna-pi ‘I ate.’ (Past)
     uuru Ø-endakna-dokodong ‘I will eat.’ (Future)
     uuru Ø-endakna-pi-mang ‘I had eaten.’ (Past Anterior [pluperfect])

These inflections should look familiar: we have seen the -Ø first as a Proto-Cariban nominalizer (Chapter 6, §6.1), and then in Carina as what Mosonyi called the “Supine” inflection (which occurred with the auxiliary ‘go’ to express immediate future actions with spatial displacement — Chapter 8, §8.2.2). We have seen -pi ‘Past’ as the Proto-Cariban nominalizer *-nuru (Chapter 7, §7.1), as a reanalyzed passive in Panare -jpi (Chapter 8, §8.1.2), and as a new past tense in Carib -pe (Chapter 8, §8.2.2). The pluperfect is simply the past tense plus the frozen third person copular auxiliary mang.

The complex of -ng bök mang ‘Present Progressive’ is cognate to Panare -ngpi ‘Imperfective.Transitive’, etymologically derived from a nominalizer *-nt, the locative postposition bök, and the third person present tense copula. Only the future form dokodong is etymologically opaque, and is probably derived from an adverbial of time rather than a nominalizer.

In the section on nouns, Edwards notes that the ‘doer’ of the action is marked by the suffix -ya” (p. 44), then in note on word order he offers the example in 145, with the A nominal peero ‘dog’ marked by the ergative suffix -ya. The O nominal nong ‘earth’ precedes the verb, and the verb does not bear personal prefixes of any kind, but only the past tense suffix.

(145) peero-ya nong Ø-aka-pi
     dog-Erg earth Ø-dig-Past
     ‘The dog dug the earth.’ (p. 45)

None of the examples in Edwards’ grammatical description illustrate the Set II ergative system, with absolutive prefixes and ergative suffixes, nor is there any discussion of the Set I system described by Adam (1893, 1905). However, a survey of the short text provides examples of both. The text contains 70 clauses, which fall into 31 independent sentences (taking Edwards’ transcription of periods to mean pause, and taking pause to mean “end of sentence”). Of these 70 clauses, six contain verbs inflected with Set I morphology, one with uncertain morphology, and the rest have verbs bearing Set II morphology. Of the 31 independent sentences, 6 are headed by Set I verbs, one by a verb bearing unknown morphology, and 24 by Set II verbs. Of the 24 Set II verbs which head independent clauses, only four take auxiliaries, and all four of these auxiliaries bear Set II morphology. I illustrate these categories in the following examples.

The examples in 146a-b are conjoined independent clauses. In 146a, the Set I past tense suffix -ii occurs on the intransitive verb gebd, and even though the verb is preceded by its S, the Set I prefix na- occurs (unlike a Set II intransitive prefix, which is in complementary distribution with an S nominal). In 146b the transitive verb ewatbd ‘hold/catch’ bears the Set I Past tense suffix, but is preceded by the O nominal, and hence does not bear the Set I 3A prefix. As this is a Set I tense, there is no ergative suffix.

(146) The Set I system

a. piiyakma na-gebd-ii,
   giant 3-come-Set I Past
   ‘the giant came’

b. tok. Ø-ewatbd-ii
   they Ø-hold-Set I Past
   ‘and held (caught) them’ (line 4, p. 48)
The examples in 147a-b illustrate the Set II past tense suffix -pf on the intransitive verb enapo ‘return’ (147a) and on the transitive verb achii ‘hold/catch’ (147b). Neither verb bears a Set II prefix since the absolutive nominal precedes each verb, but the verb in 147b does bear the Set II ergative suffix ii-ya ‘3-Ergative’.

(147) The ergative Set II system with no auxiliaries

a. moratasi warawokamok enapo-pf
   then boys Ø-return-Past
   ‘Then the boys went home.’ (p. 48, lines 23-4)

b. azaro warawokamok achii-pf
   two boys Ø-hold-Past-3-Erg
   ‘He held (caught) two boys.’ (p. 47, lines 12-3)

In 148a-b, the verbs bear the suffix -zak, as a past-perfect in 129a and as a nominalizer in 148b. In both cases, the verb is intransitive, and is preceded by an S nominal and hence bears no personal prefixes.

(148) Another Set II past tense, -zak (c Proto-Cariban *-sapo)

a. As an independent verb

   ono braro tok dzak
   far not 3PL Ø-go-Perfect?
   ‘They had not gone far’

b. As a dependent verb

   piyaitkka yeezak atai ganaan...
   Ø-come-Nominalizer at again
   ‘When the giant comes again...’ (p. 47, line 25)
   (lit. ‘at the giant’s coming again...’)

The future tense dokodong described in the grammar does not occur in the text, but another apparent future tense (with a clearer etymology) occurs several times. In this tense, the verb does not bear the ergative suffix, and (although it cannot be verified due to zero anaphora) this probably means that a free A nominal does not bear the ergative suffix either.2 The three examples in 149a-c represent a connected string of text. The future verbs are in 149a and 149c. In 149a the transitive verb ar in ‘take’ bears the tense marker -dok, the plural suffix -gong (referring to the A), and is followed by the second part of the future, which is the postposition (auxiliary?) bee. The O nominal eegii suuruurui ‘casava flour’ precedes the verb, so there is no absolutive prefix. In 149c the verb makorok ‘throw’ is inflected identically.

(149) The Set II Future tense with -dok bee

< Proto-Cariban *-topo pe ‘Purpose nominalizer, Denominator (adverbializer)’

a. eegii suuruurui adok-gong bee
   eegii suuruurui Ø-aró-dok-gong bee
   casava flour Ø-carry-Future-PL Future
   ‘We (Incl) will carry casava flour.’

b. moratalii yádiya norgong atai
   and then 1-carry-Nominalizer-3-Erg PL at
   ‘And then when he carries us (Incl) ...’
   (lit. ‘And then at our (Incl) being carried by him...’)

c. eegii suuruurui makorok-dok kong bee ema dok
   eegii suuruurui Ø-makorok-dok kong bee ema dok
   casava flour Ø-throw-Future PL Future trail into
   ‘we (Incl) will throw cassava flour onto the trail.’

The verb in 149b is also worthy of note, in that it shows the simple present tense inflection with its etymological nominalizing function. The verb ar in ‘take’ bears the Ø suffix, which I have glossed here as nominalizer, and the third person ergative suffix i-ya ‘3-Erg’. Marking of the O is divided between the personal prefix yo: ‘1’ and the postverbal plural marker norgong. The entire verbal complex functions as the nominal object of the postposition atai ‘at’.

The final Kapong Set II inflection to illustrate, the present progressive, requires an auxiliary. In 150 the independent verb is gomami ‘live’, which bears the progressive suffix -nokok, is followed by the auxiliary eegii ‘be’ inflected with the Set II past tense suffix -pf.3 We cannot determine from these examples whether the intransitive
progressive verb bears absolutive prefixes, or whether (like the Apalaf continuous and the Panare imperfective) it takes no personal prefixes. (As I found no examples with a transitive verb, the question of whether an A bears an ergative marker cannot be answered, but based on both the apparent structure of the intransitive clause, and also on comparative data, I predict in Chapter 11, §11.2.1, that it does not).

(150) Set II progressive aspect with an auxiliary

Kamarang boɔ nɔrl ɡomang ȵɔbɔk ə-ɛɛiip
Kamarang boɔ nɔrl ɡə-ɡomani-ȵɔbɔk 0-ɛɛi-əp
Kamarang on also 3-live-Continuous 3-be-Past

agawajo warawok ɨnɔpi keeŋŋ... agawajo warawok ɨ-ɨnɔpi keeŋŋ
Akawayo man 3Ref-wife with
‘At Kamarang lived an Akawayo with his wife...’

To summarize, the Akawayo dialect of Kapɔng shows two Set I past tenses in Adam (1893), and one of these is illustrated in Edwards (1972). All the rest of the tenses and aspects are expressed via Set II inflections and, for at least some of these, either the A is marked with an ergative suffix or the verb bears an ergative personal suffix.

9.1.2 Pemong

Like Kapɔng, Pemong is a self-designation for three separate communities of speakers — Arekuna, Kamarakoto, and Taurepang — and also for a now-extinct community, the Purukoto (Migliazza 1985:79). Migliazza suggests that these dialects are minimally different from each other, a notion seconded by Armellada (1943a:14), who asserts that although the phonology varies among the three, grammar and lexicon are virtually identical. Armellada (1943a) is a grammatical treatment of all three extant dialects, and first suggests that they should be known by the single term “Pemong”. The Arekuna dialect is further documented in a grammar sketch (Edwards 1972) and ongoing fieldwork (Tuggy 1989). On the basis of “some weeks” of living with the Kamarakotos, Simpson (1940) produced a brief morphological description and a fairly long word list, but no full sentence examples and only one brief extract (the first nine and one-half sentences) from a text.

Pemong is similar to Kapɔng in grammatical structure, with two Set I tenses and all the rest being Set II. Set I tenses are independently attested by Armellada (1943a), Tuggy (1989), and Simpson (1940), but not by Edwards (1972), nor are there examples in the text appended to Edwards (1978). This might represent oversight, or it might represent the loss of the Set I system entirely in the Arekuna dialect spoken in Guyana (making it more like Makushi, cf. §9.1.3). The lack of text examples in Edwards (1972), Simpson (1940), and Armellada (1973) seem to indicate that the Set I system is used less in Pemong than in Kapɔng, although further research is needed to verify this hypothesis.

The Set II system is taken as basic by all four authors and is described in much the same terms by all four (although Armellada 1943a gives by far the most extensive treatment). Several tenses are described in all four sources, but due to their more complete glossing, I illustrate primarily with sentences from Tuggy (1989) and Edwards (1972).

The Past Tense morpheme is etymologically descended from Proto-Cariban *-tupu, but has many synchronic variations. Tuggy (1989) records -p检疫, with a phonologically conservative glottal stop retained from reduction of the final syllable. Edwards (1972:41) gives the form as -p检疫 in his conjugation tables, but the conservative form can be seen as -p检疫 in 133, taken from the appended text. Armellada (1943a:186) describes the form -p检疫 with a diphthong, which seems innovative in both losing the preceding glottal stop altogether and in changing the vowel to a diphthong. Simpson (1940:332-3) describes no glottal stop and great variation in the vowel: -pe, -p检疫, -po, and -pa.
In 151a, the intransitive verb ḳī ‘go’ bears the third person S prefix i-, and in 151b the transitive verb bears the same third person prefix referring to the O of the transitive verb kīpa ‘smear (with paint)’. The same person marker occurs yet once again as a part of the ergative suffix -ya ‘3-Erg’ in 151b. In 152 the overt A nominal bears the ergative suffix -ya, the vowel-initial verb takes a Q- ‘3’ O prefix, and the ergative suffix does not occur.

(151) The Set II Past tense -pū (Tuggy 1989)

a.  i-tō-pū  
3-go-Past

b.  i-kīpa-pū-i-ya
3-smear-Past-3-Erg

‘He went.’

‘He smeared him.’

(152) The Set II Past tense -pū (Edwards 1972)

... torong-ya Q-arō-kōpū  tōm-poo
to-bird-Erg 3-take-Past 3Ref1-back-on
‘...bird; took him on his, back.’ (p. 50, line 30)

My only examples of present tense are with transitive verbs. In 153, the verb koka ‘wash’ bears only the ergative suffix a-aya ‘2-Erg’. The present tense marker is a -Q suffix and the O prefix does not occur due to the presence of the free nominal O ōpon ‘his own clothes’ preceding the verb.5

(153) The Present tense -Q (Tuggy 1989)

ōpon  koka-a-aya
1-p-n  Q-koka-Q-a-aya
3Ref1-clothes-Poss Q-wash-Present-2-Erg
‘You wash your clothes.’

The Set II future is listed as -see (for first person subjects = A and S) and -mī (for second and third person subjects) by Edwards (1972:41); Tuggy (1989) includes examples of each form without explanation, but his examples are consistent with Edwards’ analysis; Simpson (1940:333) lists only -se; Armellada (1943a) does not include a future tense in his primarily morphological description, presumably because he does not consider see an inflection, but rather an auxiliary or particle (cf. discussion below). Examples of the future are sparse, and I found no full sentence examples of the intransitive. Hence, in 154 I present the future tense paradigm directly from Edwards (1972):

(154) Future -see with the intransitive verb entakna ‘eat’ (Edwards 1972:41)

yurō entakna see  ‘I will eat.’
amō entakna mā  ‘You will eat.’
amō entakna mū  ‘He will eat.’
linna amō entakna see  ‘We (Excl) will eat.’
anō entakna mā  ‘You (Pl) will eat.’
lok entakna mū  ‘They will eat.’

This paradigm does not address the question of whether, in the absence of a free pronoun S, the future tense verb bears personal prefixes. Also, the morphosyntactic differences between these future suffixes and the past suffix is not clear from the paradigm. In the transitive examples (156a-c), both of these questions are answered. In 155a, the transitive verb arō ‘take’ bears the Set II O prefix a- ‘2’, and then the ergative suffix -ya ‘1-Erg’ precedes the first person A future suffix -see. In 155b, from Tuggy (1989), this pattern is confirmed, except with a preverbal O nominal. Another example from Tuggy (1989) illustrates the second and third person future auxiliary mī, and also illustrates that when a preverbal A bears the ergative suffix, there is no ergative suffix on the verb (155c—note that in this case, the verbal plural suffix kon refers to the O rather than A).

(155) Future -see/mī with transitive verbs

a.  avarō-vey see
a-arō-Q-ya-see
2-take-1-Erg-IA/S.Future.Auxiliary
‘I will take you’ (Edwards 1972:50, line 19)

b.  upon  koka-se penanne
u-p-n  Q-koka-Q-ya-se
1-clothes-Poss Q-wash-1-Erg.Future tomorrow
‘I will wash my clothes tomorrow.’ (Tuggy 1989)
example, unless perhaps in the context or in the lack of a prefix on the auxiliary. Either way, it seems that the progressive verb in Pemón, like the Set II imperfectives in other Cariban languages, does not take an ergative A.

(157) Progressive with a Set II past tense auxiliary

   dance-progressive frog ñöö:Past
   'Frog was dancing.' (Edwards 1972:31, lines 4-5)

b. upon kokapö
   u-po:n ñöö:Past
   1-clothes-Poss ñöö:Past
   1-wash-Continuous ñöö:Past
   'I was washing / washed my clothes.'

9.1.3 Makushi

Makushi is quite well documented, with grammars by Williams (1932), Carson (1982), and Abbott (1991). Although Williams and Carson each provide a wealth of examples, Williams did not record glottal stops (which greatly diminishes the use of his grammar for etymological purposes), and although Carson does indicate many glottal stops, she missed two key glottals, one in the past tense suffix and the other in the progressive suffix (the difference between two: ñöö:Past -ñöö:Past "Progressive"). Although I refer to these two works for verification or for further exemplification of certain points, Abbott (1991) stands out as the clearest and most complete grammar to date for any Ergative Language, and as such it is my primary reference for Makushi — in fact, the detail Abbott provides makes it possible for me to state certain reanalyses more clearly for Makushi than for any other language. None of the descriptions of Makushi includes anything that might be called a Set I inflection — the entire Set I system has been lost in Makushi, leaving only the Set II system to operate in independent clauses.

Based on semantic distinctions, Abbott (1991) describes three finite verbal tenses (113-7), nine finite aspects (117-22), and two moods (122-3). Based on both

c. mårá:wö:y a yennawakonma
   mårá:wö:y a yennawakonma
   Mårá:wö: Erg 2-teach-Present-Plural-2/3A/3.Future Auxiliary
   'Mårá:wö: will teach you.' (Tuggy 1989)

Tuggy (1989) documents a second Set II future tense, in which the suffix -pe (etymologically the Proto-Cariban denominalizing postposition *pe) follows the verb with its ergative suffix, and then the third person present tense copular auxiliary occurs as the final element of the verb word. Cognates to this invariant copula are considered finite in Nominative Languages, but the copula itself does not bear Set I inflectional morphology (in fact, cognates are either members of a suppletive copula set, or suppletive members of a separate copular paradigm, in every Cariban language I have seen to date). This particular future is neither described nor illustrated in the other works on Pemón, but it is very similar to the future found in Makushi (cf. next section).

(156) Future -pe plus third person copular auxiliary (Tuggy 1989)

upono koka:ya:ma:ma penanne
   koka:ya:ma:ma penanne
   1-clothes-Poss ñöö:Past ñöö:Past
   'I will wash my clothes tomorrow.'

The final Pemón Set II aspect that I will illustrate here is the present progressive. Edwards 1972:39 describes the present progressive as "most frequently preposing mårå:n and postposing öö:k to the main verb. Edwards (p. 40) illustrates with preverbal mårå:n and postverbal -öö:öö:k, which are clearly cognate to the Panare and Kapoń Imperfectives (Chapter 8, §8.1.2, this chapter, §9.1.1, respectively). Example 157a (from the text in Edwards 1972), takes the long form of the suffix, -öö:k, the S follows, and the past tense copular auxiliary (bearing the Set II past tense marker) occurs at the end of the clause. The intransitive verb manumù:n 'dance' does not bear a personal prefix. In 157b (from Tuggy 1989), the transitive verb koka 'wash' takes the -öö:k suffix without a preceding nasal, has a preverbal O nominal (and hence no personal prefix), and has no ergative suffix. The first person A does not seem to be indicated anywhere in this
etymological affix class and on synchronic morphosyntactic patterns, I analyze the
Makushi verb complex as follows: 6

(158) Abs-Verb-(Aspect I)-(Aspect II)-(Finite-(A-Erg) (TAM) (Auxiliaries)

Going from left to right, the Absolutive may be represented either by a proclitic, a
noun phrase, or an idiosyncratic change in the verb root. 7 Verb is the lexical verb root.
Aspect I is a set of two aspect suffixes which are etymologically derivational meaning-
changing suffixes. They are -pi 'iterative' and -ka 'Reversative'. These were not
nominalizers historically, nor are they finite verbal inflections now; they simply occur on
any verb stem to add their aspectual meaning prior to either finite inflectional or class-
changing derivational operations. They do not seem to have been affected by the
reanalysis. Aspect II is a set of four suffixes recently developed from transitive
complement-taking verbs. These are -ruka 'finally', -yonga 'Conative' (meaning 'try
to'), pilÎ 'Ingressive', and areki 'Terminative'. Both types of aspect suffixes are
optional. In contrast, Finite consists of three suffixes which are etymologically
nominalizers, but synchronically one member of the set is required to occur on all finite
verbs. These are -pi 'Past', -saI 'Completerive', and -â 'Universal'. The Finite suffixes
are followed by an optional complex of the A (either as a noun or a clitic) plus the
ergative suffix -yi 'ERG'.

At this point, the verb could be either a finite main clause verb or a nominalized
subordinate clause verb, depending on the context in which it occurs. As such, this verb
complex may be followed by morphology which is etymologically derivationa —
deriving an oblique from a noun — but which synchronically I call TAM, since it has
been reanalyzed with a verbal function. Abbott 1991:123-5 specifically states that the
verb is nominalized preceding the oblique postposition pi 'at' (which I analyze as
indicating imperfective), but when the verb precedes -pi 'Denominalizer' (which I
analyze as future, as in Pemöng example 156), she does not make a similar statement.

The final member of the verbal complex is auxiliary, which consists of three
verbs. Two of these are recently derived from synchronic intransitive verbs, one the
verbal copula wanle/ok 'be' and the other the verb ko'mamî 'remain'. The third
auxiliary, the Proximate Tense copula wai/nai/nan/nantu, is a remnant of a Proto-Cariban
copula which does not belong to either the Set I or Set II systems, the idiosyncratic
copula verb *â. As noted at the conclusion of the last section, cognates to this verb are
finite in Nominaive Languages as well, but they do not bear verbal morphology from
either system.

The parts of this system I will focus on are the Finite suffixes, the Aspect II
suffixes, and the Oblique plus auxiliary combination. In §9.1.3.1 I illustrate the complex
syntactic status of the Finite suffixes by showing that they may be interpreted as either
finite, participial, or nominalizing suffixes, depending on the syntactic context in
which they occur. Since the Finite suffixes are all derived from nominalizers used in O-oriented
predications, the oblique A is reanalyzed as an ergative subject with all three. In §9.1.3.2
I show how the Aspect II suffixes are secondary developments, where etymologically the
bare verb stem (one of the three finite inflections described in §9.1.3.1) occurs as a
nominal complement of a set of transitive verbs, and the biclausal sentence is then
reanalyzed into a monoclusal predicate. In §9.1.3.3 I argue that the present progressive
is a fully verbal non-ergative predication, a position which is at odds with Abbott's
analysis. As in Pemöng, this is creates an aspect-based split in the otherwise purely
ergative Set II system of Makushi.
9.1.3.1 The Dual Function of Makushi Set II Finite Verbal Morphology

In this section I will focus on the Makushi Set II suffixes which I have labeled 'Finite.' Etymologically they are simple nominalizers, and they have a dual function in synchronic Makushi as both finite verbal inflections and as nominalizers. These suffixes are: -Ø 'Universal Tense', -pi 'Past Tense', and -sa 'Complete Aspect'. One of these three affixes occurs obligatorily on all independent clause verbs in Makushi. Although Abbott's semantic analysis places Ø- 'Univ' and -pi 'Past' in the class of tense markers and -sa 'Compl' in the separate class of aspect markers, morphosyntactic evidence places the three in their own unique class: they are mutually exclusive (i.e. in a position class analysis they would all occur in the same position — following the verb root or the verb root plus a derivational suffix); they may occur alone as the sole suffix, or in combination with either or both of the classes of aspect suffixes; they all may be followed by an auxiliary; and all may derive nouns which occur either as complements of other main clause verbs or as objects of postpositions. I now illustrate these properties for each, comparing the behavior of the three for each of these properties.

The Past tense suffix -pi and the complete suffix -sa cannot co-occur on the same verb stem (Abbott 1991:123). This is consistent with the fact that they are etymologically members of the same class of morphology, derivational nominalizers. Since the universal tense is a zero form, we cannot prove that it does not co-occur with every verb stem in the language (including past and complete verbs); however, it forms an etymological class with stems bearing sa and stems bearing -pi, so unless further investigation uncovers evidence to the contrary, I will maintain that the three are members of a morphosyntactic class in synchronic Makushi. The morphosyntactic unity of these three suffixes is illustrated by 159a-163: verbs bearing any of these three suffixes can stand alone as main clause verbs (159a-c); they may co-occur with either (or both) Aspect I or Aspect II suffixes (160a-c), they may take a further auxiliary (161a-c, 162a-c), or they may derive a noun which functions directly as the complement of a transitive matrix verb or which serves as the object of a postposition in an adverbial phrase (163a-c).

In 159a, the transitive verb epoṭi 'find' occurs with no overt tense/aspect suffix, which Abbott (1991:123) takes to mean it is inflected with Ø 'Universal tense'. The subject is referenced with the third person ergative suffix -i-ya '3-ERG' and the third person absolutive object is presumably referenced by the particular form of the verb rather than by a separate absolutive pro-clitic. In 159b the transitive verb yamanuṭi 'pick.up' bears the past tense suffix -pi 'PAST', the ergative suffix -i-ya '3-ERG', and since the absolutive NP precedes the verb, I show a Ø- in place of the absolutive prefix on the verb. In 159c the third person form of the intransitive verb atti '3.go' bears the complete aspect suffix -sa 'CMPL'. The deictic pronoun muriṭ expresses Addressee Involvement (AI), either physical, temporal, or psychological (cf. Abbott 1991:106-7 for discussion).

(159) The three affixes on main clause finite verbs

a. -Ø 'Universal Tense'

\[\text{penane}\quad \text{epoṭi-Ø-i-ya}\]
\[\text{tomorrow\ find-Univ-3-Erg}\]
\[\text{He will find it tomorrow.}\] (Abbott's 464, p. 123)

b. -pi 'Past'

\[\text{pemonkon Ø-yamanuṭi-pi-i-ya}\]
\[\text{person\ Ø-pick.up-Past-3-Erg}\]
\[\text{He picked up the man.}\] (Abbott's 476, p. 123)

c. -sa 'Complete'

\[\text{atti-sa}^{}\text{ muriṭ aminke}\]
\[\text{3.go-Cmpl\ A1\ far}\]
\[\text{He went/has gone far.}\] (Abbott's 483, p. 123)
That these three finite inflections are of a different morphological class from the Aspect I and Aspect II suffixes can be seen from their co-occurrence with either (or both) classes of aspect. In 160a the transitive verb yan ‘cut’ bears the Aspect I suffix -pi as ‘iterative’ and the lack of a further suffix indicates that the verb is in universal tense. The verb bears neither the absolutive nor the ergative clitics, since the absolutive NP yei ‘tree’ and the ergative NP papa-ya ‘father-Erg’ both occur in the clause. In 160b the same transitive verb yan ‘cut’ takes first the Aspect II suffix yan ‘Conative’ and then the finite suffix -sa ‘Compl’. The absolutive pro-clitic is again replaced by the preverbal absolutive NP yei ‘tree’, and the ergative suffix i-ya ‘3-Erg’ attaches after the finite suffix. In 160c the entire clause is contained in the verb po ‘whip’; the verb bears first the Aspect I suffix -phi as ‘iterative’, next the Aspect II suffix tu ‘finally’, and then the tense suffix -pi as ‘Past’. In addition, the verb bears the absolutive prefix i- ‘3’ and the ergative suffix -i-ya ‘3-Erg’.

(160) Tense co-occuring with Aspect I and Aspect II suffixes

a. -O plus Aspect I suffix -phi as ‘iterative’
   papa-ya yei Ø-ya-fi-phi-Ø
   father-Erg tree Ø-cut-lter-Univ
   ‘Father cuts the tree (repeatedly).’ (Abbott’s 488, p. 123)

b. -sa plus the Aspect II suffix yan ‘Conative’
   yei Ø-ya-fi-yonpa-saØ-ya
   tree Ø-cut-Constr-Compl-3-Erg
   ‘He tried to cut the tree.’ (Abbott’s 487, p. 123)

c. -pi plus Aspect I -phi as ‘iterative’ and Aspect II tu ‘finally’
   i-po-phi-tuØ-Ø-Ø-ya
   3-whip-lter-finally Past-3-Erg
   ‘He finally whipped him.’ (Abbott’s 497, p. 123)

That these three Set II finite inflections went through a participial stage can still be seen in that all three may occur with auxiliaries, both with finite Set II auxiliaries (as opposed to the Set I auxiliaries of Mixed languages), and with the idiosyncratic

Proximate Tense copula. In 161a Abbott 1991:123 considers the verb ko’mam ‘remain’ to be an auxiliary because it takes the tense marker -pi as ‘Past’ for the entire clause, but does not take person markers. The transitive main verb yeuri-phi as ‘bark-at-lter’ also does not bear personal clitics, but the grammatical relations of the preverbal absolutive no’santon ‘old woman’ and the postverbal ergative NP arimakaya ‘dog-Erg’ are clearly from the transitive main verb rather than the intransitive auxiliary. Abbott does not mark the Ø on the auxiliary, but I have inserted it to show that etymologically the nominalized complement served as the absolutive subject of the intransitive verb, a source construction that would be translated roughly as ‘the old woman’s barking at by the dog remained’. In 161b the intransitive main verb erepan ‘arrive’ bears the past tense suffix -pi and does not bear an absolutive pro-clitic, since the absolutive free pronoun to ‘they’ precedes it. The auxiliary verb is want ‘be’, which bears the same past tense suffix -pi.

The auxiliary again does not bear an absolutive pro-clitic because etymologically the preceding verb was a nominalization which served as the absolutive NP, a source construction that would be translated as ‘their past arrival was (before)’. In 161c the main verb nilni ‘leave’ bears the absolutive prefix i- ‘3’, the finite suffix -sa ‘Compl’, and the ergative suffix i-ya ‘3-Erg’. The auxiliary is again want-Ø ‘be-Past’, which again bears no absolutive prefix because the preceding verb was etymologically its absolutive NP: ‘the leaving of it by him was’.

(161) Tense co-occurring with Set II auxiliaries

a. -Ø with ko’mam ‘remain (Continuous Aspect)’
   no’santon Ø-yeuri-phi-Ø arimakaya Ø-Ø-Ø-Ø-Ø i Ø-remain-Past
   old-woman Ø-bark-lter-Univ dog-Erg Ø-remain-Past
   ‘The dog kept barking at the old woman.’ (Abbott’s 509, p. 123)

b. -pi with want ‘be’
   to Ø-erepan-Ø Ø-want-Ø Ø Ø
   3.PRO.PL Ø-arrive-Past Ø-Ø-Ø-Ø-Ø
   ‘They had arrived (before).’ (Abbott’s 481, p. 123)
c. `-sa' with wanl 'be'
    i-nun-sa-3'-ya Ø-wanl-Ø
    3-leave-Cmpl-3-Erg Ø-be-Past
    'He had left it.'

The Proximate Tense copula also occurs with finite verbs as an auxiliary, adding a
sense of either temporal or metaphorical proximity (i.e. urgency) to the predication. In
162a the verb ko'mamni 'live, remain' bears the first person inclusive 5 marker, the suffix
-ni, and then is followed directly by the third person Proximate Tense copula man (which
is also used for 1+2 and 1+3 subjects; Abbott 1991:123). In 162b the main verb in the
quoted speech is wini 'go', which bears the past tense suffix -pi and which is followed by
the Proximate tense copula man '3.be'. In this case, the Proximate tense serves to make
the action "more vivid and emphasize the certainty of the action." In 162c the verb
entamoka 'eat' bears the complete finite suffix -sa and is followed by the first person
form of the Proximate tense copula, wai. Here, the Proximate tense indicates that the
action is "already completed today" (Abbott 1991:123).

(162) The Proximate Tense copula added to finite verbs

a. Ø 'Universal Tense'
    manan-ni-to' koor-a ko'man-ri Ø man
dance-1.INCL-INST.NMLZR among live-1.INCL-Univ 3.be
    'We live among dancing ...' (Abbott's 461, p. 123)

b. -pi 'Past'
    muku Ø-wiri-pi man 'ta-Ø-i-ya
    3.PRO Ø-go-Past 3.be say-Past-3-Erg
    'He went,' he said.' (Abbott's 474, p. 123)

c. `-sa' 'Cmpl'
    entamu'ka-sa' waui
    eat-Cmpl 1.be
    'I have eaten (today).' (Abbott's 471, p. 123)

In all of these cases the auxiliaries clearly do not form separate predicates which
subordinate the finite verbs. Rather, the finite verb remains the main verb of the clause
and the auxiliary simply adds extra grammatical information to the main verb, like tense
or aspect. It is interesting at this point to note that both Williams 1932:68) and Carson

Typological patterns of grammaticalization (motivated by functional principles of
iconicity) would lead us to expect exactly such a reduction of the auxiliary to a suffix,
since the auxiliary is both semantically and syntactically a part of the single predicate
headed by the finite verb.

As discussed in Chapter 8 (§8.1.2), the ability of a finite verb to bear nominal
morphology is evidence for its earlier etymological status as a derived nominal, but given
that reanalysis has taken place, the synchronic status of any nominal morphology
occurring on Set II verbs is in question. Syntactic tests which can separate synchronous Set
II finite verbs from synchronic derived nouns are: (1) ability to serve as complement
subject or object of an independent matrix verb, and (2) ability to bear an oblique
postposition and thereby serve as an adverbial adjunct to an independent matrix clause.9

In 163a and 163d the finite verb forms t-eerepati-Ø '3.REFL-arrive-Univ' and
uulf-sa '1.go-Cmpl' bear postpositions and function as adverbial adjuncts to their
respective matrix clauses. In 163b and 163e the finite verb forms aw-enapa-pi-kon
'you-arrive-Past-COLL.' and Ø-apu-sa 'Ø-dry-Cmpl' serve as absolute complements of
the verb epuÖ 'know'. In 163b epuÖ is the matrix verb of the independent clause, which
takes the ergative suffix -:ya '3-Erg' and lacks the absolutive pro-clitic because the finite
verb form serves as the absolutive noun. In 163e epuÖ is in an adverbialized form itself,
but the lack of an absolute/genitive pro-clitic indicates that again, the finite verb form is
serving as the absolutive/genitive noun. In 163d the finite verb form e-es-enupa-pi '2-
Dettransitive-teach-Past' bears the ergative suffix -ya, and thus serves as the subject of the
transitive matrix clause. In each of these cases, forms that are morphologically finite verbs serve the syntactic functions of nouns, indicating that the reanalyzed Set II finite verb inflections continue to serve their etymological function as well.

(163) The etymological nominalizing function of the Tense suffix forms

a. `Ø before the postposition pe 'Denormalizer'
   
   te-repamìØ pe e-ewomì-'pi i-ewf' ta
   3.Refl-arrive-Univ Denom 3-enter-Past 3Refl-house in
   "Arriving, he entered his house." (Abbott's 218a, p. 68)

b. `-pi 'Past' marking the normalized complement of epu'ì 'know'
   
   aw-enam po-'pi-kon Ø epu'ì-'pi i-ya
   2-return-Past-Coll 0-know-Past-3-Erg
   "He knew you all returned." (Abbott's 219, p. 68)

c. `-pi 'Past' bearing the ergative suffix -sa as the A of the matrix clause
   
   kun'e c-es-enpu-'pi ya ayaw pe a ku'-sa' miodi
   much 2-Det-teach-Past-Erg crazy Denom 2-make-Cmpl AI
   "Your much learning made you crazy." (Abbott's 230, p. 70)

d. `-sa 'COMPL' as an adverbial before the postposition yai 'at'
   
   amen puuf-sa' yai ekaremekk-'pi to'-ya
   recently 1-go-Cmpl at tell-Past 3.Pro.Pl-Erg
   "They told me recently, at the time I went." (Abbott's 248, p. 74)
   (lit. 'Recently at my having gone, they told me.')

e. `-sa 'Cmpl' as the normalized complement of epu'ì 'know'

   pron Ø-yarimì-'pi i-ya tunu Ø-apa'-sa' Ø-epu't-ya kal'ma
   bird Ø-send-Past-3-Erg water Ø-dry-Cmpl Ø-know-Purpose Intent
   'He sent the bird in order to know if the water was dried up.'
   (Abbott's 265, p. 77)
   (lit. 'He sent the bird in order to know the water had dried up.')

In this section I have explored the various behaviors of the three "finite" inflections in Makushi: they do not co-occur with each other, they inflect finite verbs, they co-occur with either or both Aspect I and Aspect II suffixes, they may take an additional auxiliary, and they may also derive syntactic nominals which either serve as direct arguments of, or oblique adjuncts to, matrix clauses. This final behavior is retained from their etymological source as nominalizers. The fourth behavior is a reflection of the first stage of reanalysis where they develop the behavior of participials. The second and third behaviors show that they have arrived in synchronic Makushi as finite verb inflections.

The zero universal tense form makes the Makushi verb particularly difficult to parse — if at any point in a sequence of suffixes a meaning-bearing zero might occur, then the empirical basis for a position-class analysis is undercut. However, armed with the knowledge of the zero form's source as a nominalizer, it becomes possible to sort out patterns of grammaticalization. The next section examines how the zero form of the universal tense is instrumental in the reanalysis of a set of complement taking verbs into the Aspect II suffixes.

9.1.3.2 From Complement-taking Verbs, to Auxiliaries, to Aspect II Suffixes

The Aspect II suffixes are relatively recently derived from transitive complement-taking verbs, with the verb root which precedes them etymologically being their absolutive complements. Synchronically, all but one of these aspect suffixes continue to be attested as transitive lexical verbs (Abbott 1991:123).10 I will argue that the source construction was originally biclausal, but the transitive matrix verb was then reanalyzed as an aspect marker and the transitive or intransitive nominalized complement verb was reanalyzed as the main verb which bears the new aspect marker. The synchronic aspect marker may occur on either transitive or intransitive verbs, but with intransitive verbs the ergative A of the etymological complement-taking transitive verb has been lost, showing that it is now simply a grammatical marker on the intransitive main verb (see 164). The matrix verb was easily reanalyzed as a suffix because one of the nominalizers which forms complement verbs in Makushi is the zero form, i.e. the universal tense suffix.
Since the reanalysis is slightly different for transitive and intransitive subordinate verbs, I present each separately, beginning with the transitive. A schematic diagram of the source and reanalyzed constructions is given in 164:

(164) The underlying structures of pre- and post-reanalysis transitive Aspect II forms

a. Before reanalysis: the biclausal construction

\[
\text{[POSS-}V_1(\text{-Aspect I}) \text{-Ø} - \text{Ø} - V_2 \text{-Finite-Erg}
\]

\[
\text{[ABS NP]} \quad \text{Abs-}V_2 \quad \text{-Finite-Erg}
\]

b. After reanalysis: a single verb word, no zeros, and V₂ as Aspect II

\[
\text{ABS-}V_1(\text{-Aspect I}) \text{-Aspect II} \text{-Finite-Erg}
\]

The source construction was biclausal: the subordinate verb V₁ occurred as a bare stem, which etymologically was a nominalized form. This nominalized subordinate verb took as its possessor the absolutive (either a preceding NP or a prefix), but the oblique/ergative A did not occur overtly because of an equi-relation with the A of the matrix clause verb, V₂. The matrix V₂ does not bear an absolutive prefix because it is preceded by its O, the nominalized V₁; but it does take a normal finite inflection and the ergative suffix. Since the subordinate V₁ can never bear the ergative suffix, and since the matrix V₂ can never bear the absolutive prefix, and since the nominalizer on V₁ is a zero form, the two verb stems will always be in immediate surface proximity to each other.

This creates a situation of surface ambiguity, where the language learner could easily re-interpret the same surface string as representing the different underlying structure shown in the second half of 144. The three zeros — the zero form nominalizer, the zero ergative, and the zero absolutive — are all lost, the absolutive of the subordinate verb becomes the absolutive of the complex verb, and the tense suffix and and ergative of the matrix verb become the tense and ergative of the complex verb.

The Aspect II suffixes -yompa 'try' and -n'inka 'finally' are illustrated above (160b-c, respectively). In 165, the Aspect II suffix -n'inka 'Finish' occurs immediately following the verb ya'ti 'cut' and is followed in turn by the Past tense suffix -n' and the ergative suffix -ya '3-Erg'. In 166, Abbott's only examples of the lexical sources for these suffixes, the free verb free verb yompa 'try, taste' is preceded by it's O, t-ekkari '3Refl-food', and in turn serves as the O for the verb aren'ka 'finish', which bears the completer suffix -sa' and is followed by its ergative A.11

(165) yei ō-yompa-aren'ka-yo-i-ya
wood ō-cut-Terminative-Fast-3-Erg
'He finished cutting the wood.' (Abbott's 504, p. 123)

(166) aren'ka 'finish' and yompa 'try, test, taste' as transitive verbs

\[
\text{waitki eremtj'-}t'k'i
\]

\[
\text{deer arrive-Past}
\]

\[
t-ekkari ō-yompa-ō ō-aren'ka-sa' kaikus-ya tunne
\]

\[
\text{3Refl-food ō-taste-Univ ō-finish-Cmpl jaguar-Erg while}
\]

\[
\text{The deer arrived at the time the jaguar had finished eating his food.'}
\]

(Abbott's 294, p. 84)

A similar, but slightly different scenario derives the synchronic intransitive verbs which bear Aspect II suffixes:

(167) The underlying structures of the pre- and post-reanalysis intransitive forms

a. Before reanalysis: the biclausal construction

\[
\text{[POSS-}V_1(\text{-Aspect I}) \text{-Ø} - \text{Ø} - V_2 \text{-Finite-Erg}
\]

\[
\text{[NMLZR]} \quad \text{ABS-}V_2 \quad \text{-Finite-Erg}
\]

b. After reanalysis: a single verb, no zeros, V₂ as Aspect II, no Erg

\[
\text{ABS-}V_1(\text{-Aspect I}) \text{-Aspect II} \text{-finite}
\]

The nominalized intransitive V₁ has only its absolutive (S) possessor, which is obligatorily expressed — but there is no optional oblique A. The transitive matrix verb V₂ has both an absolutive (the preceding nominalized complement) and an ergative A as well; the latter is coreferential with the absolutive S of the subordinate clause. In the process of reanalysis, the zero tense marker on V₁ and the zero absolutive on V₂ are both
lost, but unlike for the transitive V1, this alone does not result in a fully reanalyzed clause. The final step in reanalysis is for the transitive matrix verb V2 to lose its transitive verbal properties, which entails losing its ergative argument. Since the ergative of V2 and the absolutive of V1 are coreferential, the loss of the ergative does not result in any loss of information — it only indicates the completion of the reanalysis from transitive matrix verb to aspect II suffix on the new intransitive main verb. The loss of the of the superordinate clause ergative is illustrated in 168, where the intransitive verb sa'manta 'die' bears the Aspect II suffix -yonga 'Conative', and the S occurs preverbally (in place of an absolutive prefix) — there is no ergative A for the etymological complement-taking verb 'try, taste, test).

(168) miikiri Ø-sa'manta-yonga-pi
3-Pro Ø-die-Conative-Past
'He tried to die' or 'He almost died' (Abbott's 501, p. 123)
(etymologically: 'He tasted death/dying')

This particular evolutionary scenario helps in understanding the sequence of affixes on synchronic verbs. The Aspect I suffixes are etymologically from a class of derivational affixes which preceded the category-changing derivational affixes. Since the V1 complement was nominalized, the Aspect I suffixes occurred directly after the root of V1; since the V2 followed the entire V1-Aspect I-Nominalizer sequence, the modern Aspect II suffixes follow the entire sequence as well. In fact, the historical presence of the zero nominalizer can be seen also in modern morphophonemic alternations in the Aspect I suffix -pi 'Iter'. In Makushi (as in other Cariban languages), the final syllable of -pi reduces to a glottal stop when immediately followed by another suffix which begins with the sequence -CV (cf. Gildea 1991b). So when -pi is followed by the completive suffix -sa (which begins with -CV) the result is the sequence -pi-sa (149a).

When -pi is followed by the zero tense suffix, it retains its full form (149b). When -pi is followed by the Aspect II suffix -tu'ka (which begins with a CV) the phonological rule would predict that -pi would be reduced to -p. However, as seen in 149c, the full form -pi occurs instead. I suggest that the full form occurs here because -pi is not immediately followed by the -CV initial suffix -tu'ka — the historical Ø nominalizer intervenes between the two.

(169) Syllabic reduction of -pi

a. -pi ——> -p preceding -CV initial suffix -sa
aa-ko-man-pi-sa
3-remain-iter-Cmpl
'He has remained (repeatedly).' (Abbott's 486, p. 123)

b. -pi ——> -pi preceding Ø universal tense
paapa-ya yoi Ø-ya.pi-Ø.pi-Ø
father-Erg tree Ø-cut-iter-Univers
'Father cuts the tree (repeatedly).' (Abbott's 488, p. 123)

c. -pi ——> -pi preceding CV initial suffix -tu'ka
i'po-Ø.pi-Ø.pi-i-ya (i'po-Ø.pi-Ø)-tu'ka.pi-i-ya
3-whip-iter-finally-Past-3-Erg
'He finally whipped him.' (Abbott's 497, p. 123)

Up to this point the reanalysis scenario has been relatively straightforward — the etymological class of the nominalizers, their synchronic reanalysis as finite inflections on verbs, the mechanism by which they became verbal inflections, and the means by which a group of transitive verbs became the Aspect II suffixes are all clear. All of these forms have fed into the synonomic ergative system of Makushi. In the next section, I address the reanalysis of a nominalizer-plus-postposition sequence into a non-ergative Set II independent clause aspect marker.

9.1.3.3 Makushi as a Split Ergative Language: The Imperfective

In a number of the Set II systems we have seen, the imperfective (i.e. progressive/continuous) aspect marker does not take an ergative A (cf. Apalaf, Panare, Pemón, Kapóng). According to Williams 1932:69 and Carson 1982:145-7, the Makushi
imperfective is no exception. However, Abbott 1991 does not analyze the imperfective as an independent clause aspect, but rather as a biclausal construction in which the semantically “main” verb is nominalized, then made the object of a postposition, thus serving as an oblique adjunct to a matrix clause headed by one of the copulas or the verb ko'mam 'remain'. In this section I argue that the Makushi imperfective construction has, in fact, been reanalyzed as a monoclausal predicate. As a consequence of this reanalysis, the main clause verbal system of Makushi is not exclusively ergative as claimed by Abbott (1991) and Derbyshire (1991a), but rather is split ergative with the split conditioned by aspect.

The synchronic imperfective aspect involves three historically independent morphemes which have been combined in a single construction: the first person inclusive personal suffix -nil (or -O), the locative postposition pf ‘at’, and the auxiliary (either the Set I Proximal tense copula or the auxiliary ko'mam ‘remain’). The three occur as follows in Abbott's illustrative examples:

(170) Abbott's historically conservative analysis of the imperfective aspect

a. witi-nil pf wai  
go-1.incl at 1.be  
'I'm going (just now).’ (Abbott's 468, p. 123)

b. milikid yapoka-nil pf wai  
3.PRO stub-1.incl at 1.be  
'I gave him an injection (several hours ago).’ (Abbott's 470, p. 123)

c. t-saw-nil ko'mam-nil it-akon  
3REFL-house 0-make-1.incl at 3-brother 0-remain-Past  
'His brother continued mucking his house.' (Abbott's 508, p. 123)

Abbott's analysis shows each of these three as independent morphemes with no necessary connection to each other. I suggest that Abbott's analysis represents the source for construction reanalysis, but that the historical biclausal construction with a main clause copula/aspectual verb plus an oblique adverbial adjunct has been reanalyzed into a single main clause predicate. After reanalysis, the old first person inclusive marker occurs regardless of person and the locative semantics of the postposition are completely lost, leading to the conclusion that the two are combined into a single imperfective meaning. The copula, which earlier was the matrix verb, now serves only as an auxiliary to mark tense and aspect for the new main verb. Transitive and intransitive main verbs have a slightly different pattern synchronically, so I show the reanalysis of each independently:

(171) The reanalysis of the intransitive imperfective construction

a. The source construction

\[-nil pf\]  
V1-1+2-Univ pf' Locative Abs-V2

b. The reanalyzed construction

\[-nil pf\]  
V1-Impf Abs-Aux

The source construction in 171a is bi-clausal, with the nominalized V1 embedded in a locative phrase which is an adverbial adjunct to the matrix copular verb, V2. The subjects of V1 and V2 are in an equi relationship, and as expected, the subordinate S does not occur overtly. However, V1 bears the 1+2 personal suffix nil in all cases, regardless of the identity of its S. V1 bears the \(\theta\) ‘Universal’ tense/nominalizer as well, and the entire derived nominal then becomes the object of the postposition pf ‘at’. In the reanalyzed construction (171b), the invariant 1+2 suffix and the locative postposition combine to form a single aspect inflection, and the previous main verb V2 now serves as a tense/aspect auxiliary to the reanalyzed main V1. The S of V1 occurs in the absolutive case, which it inherits from its historical status as the S of V2.

A similar reanalysis takes place for transitive V1:
(172) The reanalysis of the transitive imperfective construction

a. The source construction

\[ \text{Abs-V}_1{\Diamond}1+2 \text{ Locative } \text{Abs-V}_2 \]

b. The reanalyzed construction

\[ \text{Abs-V}_1\text{-Imperfective } \text{Abs-Aux} \]

In the source construction, the A of the subordinate V1 is in an equi-relation with the S of the matrix V2, and as such is not expressed overtly. In this case, the verb does not bear the additional overt 1+2 suffix. Abbott 1991 analyzes the \( \Diamond \) as indicating the 1+2 ergative A (i.e. parallel to the 1+2S suffix \( \_n\_ \) in the intransitive imperfective, 171a), however the \( \_n\_ \) could equally well be taken to mean that the A is suppressed due to the equi-condition with the S of the matrix clause. Either way, the locative \( p^n \) 'at' again serves as the postposition of choice to make the nominalized V1 an oblique adjacent to the matrix V2. After reanalysis, the sole overt marker of imperfective on main V1 is \( p^n \).

The primary arguments in favor of reanalysis are: (1) The meanings of the individual morphemes no longer coincide with their historical meanings: \( n^n \) '1+2' has no synchronic referential meaning and \( p^n \) 'at' no longer shows even a metaphorical connection to its historical locative meaning. (2) The translations show no hint of either a subordinate reading for V1 nor of any adverbial adjunction — V2 simply adds tense and aspect to the main verb, V1. By analogy to the cases where these same auxiliaries serve the same function when occurring with finite verbs (161 and 162 above), it appears that the 1+2 verb in combination with the locative postposition has been reanalyzed as a finite verb with a non-ergative A.

In sum, the synchronic Set II system of Makushi shows all the signs of its nonverbal origins: finite verbs may also function as participials and nominals, each piece of verbal morphology has a separate meaning as well, either nonverbal or lexical, and the syntactic patterns of person marking in the verb and case-marking of the A can be traced back to the respective source constructions which gave rise to each modern tense and aspect.

9.2 The Southern Ergative Languages

The two southern Ergative Languages, Kuikuro and Kalapalo, are both spoken in the Xingu river basin in South-Central Brazil. They are closely related, spoken by ethnically distinct communities (Franchetto 1986:65-67), and they at least represent distinct dialects (as will be seen in the phonology of the following sections), although their status as separate languages has yet be be determined. Like Makushi, the southern Ergative Languages show no evidence at all of the Proto-Cariban Set I verbal system. In each language, the ergative Set II system is dominant, with possessive prefixes doubling as verbal absolutive prefixes. The A nominal is case-marked with the ergative suffix -hece / -fece (certainly from the form *-peke, cf. also the Kuikuro 1+2 ergative pronoun ku-peke and the Kalapalo kukehe — however, with no attested cognates in other Cariban languages, there is no reconstructable Proto-Cariban meaning). Both languages also exhibit a limited "nominative" system, where the A of a transitive verb which bears the prefix \( p^n \) 'De-ergativizer' is expressed via the etymological possessive prefix (the same form which marks the absolutive of non-de-ergativized verbs). I defer discussion of this Set II nominative system to §9.2.3. In the next two sections I illustrate the ergative Set II system in Kuikuro (§9.2.1) and Kalapalo (§9.2.2).

9.2.1 Kuikuro

All my linguistic information on Kuikuro comes from Franchetto (1986, 1990a-b, 1991). For the purposes of illustration, I take the examples directly from Franchetto's (1990a) introductory exposition. The absolutive in Kuikuro is marked on the verb by the
same prefixes that mark possession on nouns. The absolutive prefix alternates with a
preverbal free (pro)noun absolutive (cf. 173a, 174a-b). The preverbal absolutive noun is
further marked by a shift in primary accent to the final syllable (cf. kardihá 'non-indian'
→ karaihá in 173a, and kukakáš 'our words' → kukakís in 174a-b). The A bears the
ergative suffix -hêke, both as a full noun (174a-b) and as a pronoun (174c-d), and may
occur either preceding or following the OV constituent (174b and 174a, respectively).

(173) Intransitive Clauses (from Franchetto 1990a:408, example 1)

a. kraihaa Ö-kacun-tára
   non.indian Ö-work-T/A
   'The non-indian is working.'

b. cuče i-kacun-tára
   hard 3-work-T/A
   'He is working hard.'

c. cuče i-kacun-tára-ko
   hard 3-work-T/A-PI
   'They are working hard.'

d. cuče u-kacun-tára
   hard 1-work-T/A
   'I am working hard.'

(174) Transitive Clauses (Franchetto 1990a:408, example 2)

a. kuc-aki-sa 3-taliigo leha karaihá-hêke
   3-incr-Relative Ö-hear-Future Aspect non.indian-Erg
   'The non-indian will hear our words.'

b. kraiha-hêke kekuk-aki-sa 3-taliigo leha
   non.indian-Erg 3-incr-Relative Ö-hear-Future Aspect
   'The non-indian will hear our words.'

c. i-taliigo leha kraiha-hêke
   3(p)-hear-Future Aspect non.indian-Erg
   'The non-indian will hear it.'

d. i-taliigo leha i-hêke
   3(p)-hear-Future Aspect 3-Erg
   'The non-indian will hear our words.'

Franchetto (1990a:409) illustrates the etymology of the ergative suffix -hêke as a
source locative:

(175) ete i-hêke ipá-hêke
   village far lagoon-Loc
   'The village is far from the lagoon.' (Franchetto 1990a:409, example 3)

The future suffix -hêko must be derived etymologically from a combination of the
Proto-Cariban action nominalizer *-ri plus some unknown material. In contrast, the
Perfective suffix -poli is easily recognized as descended from Proto-Cariban *-tupu-ri
'Past Tense Action / Object nominalizer-Possession/Action Nominalizer'.

(176) nubí-hêke u-e-poli
   stone-Erg 1-hurt-Perfective
   'The stone hurt me.' (Franchetto 1990a:410, example 4b)

Similarly, the punctual suffix -li is almost certainly derived etymologically from
Proto-Cariban *li (from Franchetto 1990a:410, example 5)

(177) a. hári 3-tali-ga
   arrow Ö-go-Punctual
   'The arrow goes.'

b. hári 3-tali-ga i-hêke
   arrow Ö-go-Punctual 3-Erg
   'He made the arrow go / He shot the arrow.'

In addition to the Set II ergative system, Franchetto describes a Set II nominative
system which she calls "de-ergativization", derived etymologically from the idiiosyncratic
Proto-Cariban O nominalizer *n- (cf. Chapter 7, §7.4). This nominalizer only occurs on
transitive verbs etymologically. In synchronic Kuikok as well, the process of de-
ergativization only happens to transitive verbs. When the de-ergativizing prefix 3-ř/ř-
'DErgativizer' occurs on the verb, the Set II clitic marks A rather than O. Since Set
II prefixes always mark the S of intransitive verbs, it is the parallel marking of A or O
which makes verb markers "nominative" versus "absolutive". With the de-ergativized
transitive verb, A marking is precisely parallel to all cases of S marking; hence Franchetto
calls this de-ergativized sub-system "nominative".
(178) With the de-ergative prefix, the Set II prefix refers to A

a. $\text{ku-}\text{-api-râ} \text{-âgle}$

1+2-DÉrg-hit-Intentional he

'We shall hit him.' (Franchetto's 13a, p. 413)

b. $\text{akiñâ \text{-e-giha-râ} \text{-u-îfâ}}$

story 2-DÉrg-show-Intentional 1-Purpose

'You shall tell the story to me.'

As mentioned in Chapter 4 (§4.3.2), Franchetto (1986, 1990a, 1991a) suggests that this de-ergativizing prefix is cognate to the Set I personal prefix *n: '3A/3S'. In §9.2.3 I summarize the arguments that the de-ergativizing prefix is etymologically derived from the Proto-Cariban O nominizer *n, as opposed to the Set I personal prefix.

9.2.2 Kalapalo

The Kalapalo are well-documented anthropologically (Basso 1973, 1985, 1986, 1987). Basso's anthropological works also display a high degree of linguistically sophisticated discourse analysis. However, Basso has not published a morphological analysis of Kalapalo, and the Southern Ergative Languages are just divergent enough from the members of the family with which I am more familiar that I have not been able to parse the Kalapalo text material into morphemes for comparative purposes. However, in a brief unpublished manuscript, Basso (1992) offers both some morphological analysis and a number of illustrative sentences. Based on these materials, Kalapalo does not seem to differ dramatically from Kuikuro, at least in terms of basic morphosyntax. All attested verb inflections belong to the Set II system and, with the exception of the de-ergativizing construction, the same set of personal prefixes mark both possession and absolutive on the verb. The A bears the ergative suffix -feke.

(179) a. $\text{uteifâ}$

$\text{u-te-î-fâ}$

1-go-punctual/reportative-Connective

'I'm leaving.'

b. $\text{ofun'gi kofa \_ ufeke}$

$\text{0-fun-gh-ko fa \_ u-feke}$

2Pl-hear-Perfective-Plural-Connective

'I have heard you (Pl).'

The de-ergative verb is parallel in form to that of Kuikuro, but Basso (pc) states that she has yet to study its distribution in both grammar and discourse, and as such has yet to demonstrate that it is truly a main clause verbal inflection in Kalapalo as it is in Kuikuro. It is interesting to note that the use of the de-ergative in 180 is parallel to the cognate construction in Panare (Chapter 8, §8.1.3), where it is used to put the A first in the clause, thus focusing attention on the A. In contrast, Franchetto (1990a) argues that the de-ergative construction is used to focus attention on the O (Chapter 7, §7.4).

(180) $\text{ungelepefa} \quad \text{ntsaketani'milefa}$

$\text{ungele-pe-fale} \quad \text{0-n-take-ta-imilefa}$

that.same.person-salient-however 0-DÉrg-cut-up-T/A-Purpose-Motonymic.Taxis

'And additionally, however, she was the only one who planned to cut it up.'

9.2.3 Arguments for the Nominizer Etymology of the De-ergative Prefix

In this section, I summarize the arguments that the de-ergativizing prefix is etymologically derived from the O nominizer *n: as opposed to the Set I personal prefix *n: '3A/3S' (these arguments are presented in more detail in Gildea 1991f):

(i) The de-ergative prefix, like the Proto-Cariban O nominizer, only occurs on transitive verbs. In contrast, the Set I A-oriented prefix *n: '3S' also occurs on intransitive verbs.

(ii) Verbs bearing the de-ergative prefix, like the those bearing the O nominizer, bear an additional Set II personal prefix which refers to the A. In contrast, the Set I prefix itself refers to 3A and 3S, and it never combines with any Set II personal prefixes.
(iii) The de-ergative verbs have all the characteristics of construction reanalysis: the de-ergativized verb (like other Set II finite verbs) bears a Set II prefix, can take auxiliaries, bears etymological nominalizing morphology, and is attested in synchronic Kuikuro with the dual function of deriving an O nominalization (cf. Chapter 7, §7.4). The Set I prefixes occur in environments where there is no evidence of reanalysis.

The reason this particular Set II verb resembles the Set I system in being non-ergative is that the historical possessor of the nominalization was not the O, but the A (similar to the English object nominalization formed with as, which is possessed by the A: He is her employee meets the same truth conditions as She employs him, thus possessor = A). This one nominalizing prefix is unique in each Cariban language in that the possessor of the derived nominal is the A rather than the O/absolutive. When the nominalization is reanalyzed as a verb, the possessive prefix is reanalyzed as the morphosyntactic representation of A. The system is not classically nominative, however, in that the de-ergative prefix does not occur on intransitive verbs (a noun referring to O cannot be derived from an intransitive verb, which has no O). The in nominalizer in the northern Ergative Languages has apparently not evolved into a marker of independent clause verbal mood as it has in the southern Ergative Languages, but in northern Mixed Language Panare it has begun to do so (cf. Gildea 1991e, Chapter 8, §8.1.3).

In conclusion, rather than representing a conservative ergative system just beginning a family-wide move to nominativity, it seems that Kuikuro and Kalapalo are the most innovative of Cariban languages — not only have they completed the switch from the Proto-Cariban Set I verbal system to the innovative ergative Set II system, but they are now launching a new Set II nominative system based on the Proto-Cariban object nominalizer *m.

Notes to Chapter 9

1 The morphological analysis of this verb is based on (1) the comparative knowledge that closely-related Pemón and Makushi take a *a- prefix on vowel initial stems with preceding possessors (cf. Chapter 6, §6.1.2), from the fuller form of the verb found in 127a, and from comparative knowledge of the phenomenon of syllable reduction in Makushi, Pemón, and other Cariban languages (cf. Matté-Muller 1981 and Gildea 1991b).

2 However, in Makushi the 1+2.A ergative suffix is a zero form for both the person and the ergative component. Thus, a transitive verb which would normally take either an ergative argument or an ergative suffix will simply occur with no marking for A, and be understood as 1+2A (Abbott 1991:101, illustrated on 103). In the Kapoń data, we have to consider the possibility that the future verb is showing a parallel lack of marking to indicate 1+2A.

3 The only cases I could find of Kapoń 'live' were borne the progressive suffix, and both took the surface form gomant. I posit the underlying form gomant by analogy to the Makushi cognate ko'omani 'remain'. In addition, comparative evidence to date indicates that syllable reduction never happens to two consecutive syllables, and if the final syllable of the verb root is reduced, then we have a principled explanation for the first syllable of the progressive suffix occurring in its long form -a rather than in the form which Edwards takes to be basic, the reduced form -ag.

4 Armellada produced an incredible number of books and articles in the 43 years from 1939 to 1981 — references to his works occupy 33 pages in the bibliography by Barceló Sifones (1982). I have briefly surveyed Armellada (1973), a collection of 82 Pemon folk tales, but I have so far found no examples of the Set I system in actual use. Presumably they are attested in others of Armellada's works.

5 This is the only example I have ever seen in a Cariban language where a descendent of the Proto-Cariban third person reflexive prefix *m can indicate second person. In the dialect of Arekuna which Tuggy studies, apparently the reflexive meaning has been extended to second person as well. Hopefully, Tuggy will illustrate the full possessive paradigm in future work, including whether the new scope of the reflexive extends to first person possessors as well.

6 This analysis is based primarily on Abbott's 1991:113-123, 127-9 description. I should note that Abbott offers a very different subgrouping of the tense/aspect forms, one based primarily on semantics and only secondarily on morphosyntax. My grouping is based on etymological class and on a synchronic position class analysis (derived from Abbott's statements about co-occurrence restrictions, as well as from her examples of co-occurring forms). At relevant points in my description of individual classes of forms, I give the position class and other morphosyntactic evidence for my sub-grouping of the tense/aspect suffixes. I do not include the "impending action" particle kung in my treatment of the verbal tense/aspect morphology for three reasons: (1) it is neither affix nor an auxiliary and thus does not form a synchronic class with any of the other tense/aspect morphology, (2) it seems to be derived etymologically from an adverb, unlike the other Tense/Aspect morphology, and (3) it apparently only occurs as a
modifier on universal tense verbs, and as such does not enter into the verbal complex properly.

7 Between Absolute and the verb root there is an optional set of derivational voice prefixes which derive intransitive verbs from transitive roots. This same prefix class with the same function can occur in all verb forms in all Cariban languages — it is not sensitive to the distinction between Set I and Set II morphology, nor does it seem to be affected by the construction realanalysis which creates the Set II finite verbal system, and as such I do not discuss its in this study.

8 Note that Abbott 1991 does not consider this example to be a case of the sequence *-pfi-ø ‘Iterative-Universal’, but rather to be a case of the iterative suffix standing alone as a finite inflection. However, *pfi ‘Iterative’ and *ka ‘Reversive’ precede the finite inflections *-p and *-s, and by analogy I assume that they must precede the universal tense *ø when they appear to be occurring alone as finite inflections:

-ø 'Iterative Aspect' = *-pfi-ø 'Iter-Universal'
  cf. *-pfi-ø 'Iter-Past'
  *-pfi-ø 'Iter-Compl'

-ø 'Reversive' = *ka-ø 'Reversive-Univ'
  cf. *ka-p 'Rev-Past'
  *ka-ø 'Rev-Compl'

This analogy is supported by the fact that the verb bears an Aspect I suffix as its sole overt indicator of tense and aspect, the semantics of the aspect are combined with the semantics of universal tense in the translations. We would not expect *pfi and *ka to be reanalyzed into finite inflections like the nominalizers, since *pfi and *ka are etymologically part of a different set of Cariban derivational morphology, one which does not change the syntactic status of the verb stem, but rather one which adds to the meaning of the stem. In all Cariban languages this class of morphology occurs between the verb root and the inflectional or category-changing derivational suffixes, and in none do they get reanalyzed as finite inflections.

9 Note that the ability to bear an oblique postposition is by itself not a test of syntactic class, since these markers also can — in combination with nominalizers — be reanalyzed as parts of the Set II TAK morphology (cf. the Panare, Pemón, and Kapík imperfective/continuous/progressive suffix developed from the postposition pe/pê/pêk ‘Locative’, the Pemón future tense developed from pe ‘Denominator’, etc.). It is only in combination with synthetic function as adverbial adjunct that the test of bearing an oblique postposition identifies a synchronic derived noun.

10 Abbott (1991:11) suggests that the suffix which has no lexical verb counterpart, *tuka ‘Finally’ is cognate to the Hixkaryana complete aspect suffix *tika (Derbyshire 1979:4:0-4), which has a lexical verb counterpart *tinka (cf. *tinka-tinka-no ‘Finish-Completable-TA’ ‘He completely finished it.’ (I wish to thank Des Derbyshire for pointing out the origin of the reference, and supplying the last example in personal communication). Also, Makushi *wika ‘finish’ — and the complete suffix *wika derived from it — appears to be the same cognate form plus additional preposed material of unidentified origin. Derbyshire (pe) also notes that Hixkaryana, a Set I Language with no synchronic *ø nominalizer, has developed something akin to Aspect II suffixes from complement-taking verbs, and he suggests that the Hixkaryana and Makushi Aspect II affixes might be considered a shared innovation, and hence much older than my hypothesis would indicate. However, due to the relatively unredacted forms of these affixes, the transparent etymologies from still-extend lexical verbs, the naturalness of the process, and the fact that such suffixes are not more widely attested in the family lead me to posit relatively recent independent innovation. Further research is in order to reconstruct the path of realanalysis for the Hixkaryana Aspect II suffixes.

11 Although Abbott presents these as independent verbs, I do not see what distinguishes this use of *teki ‘from’ the suffix *teki. I had assumed that the only lexical use of the verb would be with a lexical noun as a complement (cf. *teki ‘taste his food’ in 160).

12 Although both Williams and Abbott recognize the imperfective as a verbal inflection, due to problems in recording the critical glottal stops, both confine part of the imperfective suffix *p to the Past tense suffix *p, despite the completely different morphophonemic and morphosyntactic behaviors which occur with each. One must read through this conflated in each author’s work to see the distinctions pointed out so clearly in Abbott (1991).

13 But see note 15.

14 Abbott does not indicate a suffix on the verb in this example. To be consistent with her earlier description, I have inserted a *ø ‘Incl’ suffix (as in the preceding example).

15 It seems likely that Abbott’s analysis of the suffix *n as always being ‘1+2’ masks a possible dependent of the Proto Cariban action nominalizer *-n. Consider the analogous form in Panare, where the cognate 1+2 S suffix *n has been partially conflated with the *-n action nominalizer / Set II Aspect suffix. As in Makushi, the Panare 1+2 suffix is restricted to intransitive verbs, and hence marks only S (rather than being an absolute marker, which would also mark O); also as in Makushi, the Panare 1+2 suffix acts as a clitic in that if the 1+2 free pronoun precedes the verb, the 1+2 suffix does not occur. In the following, note that the 1+2 suffix *n occurs between the verb stem (including meaning-changing derivational suffixes) and several Set II nominalizers cum aspcausal suffixes, *s-s, *s-s, *s-s, and *s-s.

Ø-w-øt-n-sa ‘we (incl) have gone / our (incl) having gone’
Ø-w-øt-n-s ‘we (incl) have gone / our (incl) having gone’
Ø-w-øt-n-s ‘we (incl) go’
Ø-w-øt-n-s ‘we (incl) want to go’

In contrast to these examples, the *n ‘1+2’ suffix replaces the action nominalizer/nonspecific aspect marker *-n when there is a 1+2 S:
Ø-w-i6-n  'I go / my going'
aw-i6-n  'you go / your going'
y-w-i6-n  'he goes / his going'
Ø-w-i6-nc  'we (inl) go / our (incl) going'

The fact that this idiosyncratic 1+2 suffix and the Proto Cariban nominalizer *-ni have been conflated in Panare make it conceivable that the same process has happened in Makushi, especially given that the semantics of '1+2' play no part in either the source construction or the reanalyzed construction. A *-ni 'Action Nominalizer' etymology for the Makushi -ni in the imperfective would remove the Ø 'Universal' morpheme from the source construction in 171a and would replace the '1+2' gloss of -ni with the gloss 'Nominalizer'. The construction would then presumably be exactly parallel to that in Panare, Kapôn, and Pemón.

PART IV: THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY

At this point, the various arguments in favor of the hypothesis have been presented, and the exposition and synthesis of the comparative data is also finished. In this part of the study, I briefly discuss what these data can show us about broader questions, both typological and in further study of the Cariban family. In Chapter 10, I explore morphological and syntactic verbal finiteness as a synchronic theoretical notion. In Chapter 11, I conclude the study with brief comments on the semantic connection between source nominalizers and resultant tense-aspects, the Cariban violation of two claimed typological universals, syntactic change and language classification, and the difficulty of describing any synchronic Cariban language without a diachronic perspective.
CHAPTER 10

ON THE EVOLUTION OF FINITENESS

The notion "finite verb" has long been used as a cover term for two properties, as is displayed nicely in Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1981:854): "of, relating to, or being a verb form which can function as a predicate or as the main element of one and that is limited (as in tense, person, and number)".¹ Webster's definition conflates two tests for verbal finiteness each of which have long traditions in the linguistics literature. The first is the "predicate-forming function", otherwise known as the "simple sentence test". Basically, if a verb can occur as the sole predication in a simple sentence, or as the sole verb in the matrix clause of a complex sentence, then this verb is defined as "finite" (cf. works such as Jespersen 1923, Timberlake 1976, Conrie 1976, Huddleston 1985, and Thompson and Longacre 1985). The second test is for morphological "limitation". In this test, one compares various verbal conjugations to see which varies morphologically for the most "limiting" features, such as tense, aspect, person or number of participants (cf. works such as Bloomfield 1933, George and Kornfilt 1981, and especially Joseph 1983). These two definitions often converge — i.e. the verbs which can serve in or as the predicates of independent sentences in a given language often do bear morphology which "limits" them to certain tense interpretations and/or person or number of either A, S, or O. Because of this convergence, the term "finite" has been used without controversy in describing many languages of the world.

However, these two tests do not always converge; the Cariban languages discussed in this study provide a clear example where they do not. Given that verbs bearing Set II suffixes were completely nominalized in Proto-Cariban, all analysts would certainly agree that they were nonfinite forms in Proto-Cariban. In fully independent clauses in Ergative Languages, all verbs and nearly all auxiliaries bear Set II suffixes; by the predicate-forming test, they must be considered finite verbs in these languages.² However, the morphological limitation test (as refined in Joseph 1983, discussed below in §10.1) requires that a morphological class of "finite verb" be isolated from a morphological class of "nonfinite verb". Since verbs in dependent clauses (i.e. nominalizations) also bear Set II morphology, the morphological class defined by Set II morphology cannot be called "finite"; hence, despite their occurrence in independent clauses, verbs bearing Set II morphology would not be considered morphologically finite.

As a descriptive linguist facing such a contradiction between the two parts of the traditional definition, one needs a principled reason to choose one result over the other.

Joseph (1983) argues for taking the morphological test — augmented with other morpho-syntactic evidence — as primary. In seeking a discovery procedure for finiteness which allows one to state the maximal structural generalizations, Joseph ends up completely eliminating the predicate-forming test from consideration (in fact, he appears to consider it as derivative from morphological finiteness, albeit not perfectly correlated). Joseph's discovery procedure seeks out necessary and sufficient criteria by which to identify members of the discrete category "finite verb". I discuss Joseph's approach to finiteness in §10.1.

In contrast, Givón (1990) argues that finiteness is the structural correlate of a functional domain; he characterizes the associated functional domain as "degree of predictability", and therefore "degree of independence" from the surrounding discourse context. To Givón, finiteness is a structural property of clauses, rather than of verbs, and can be expressed by a range of clause-level morphology, both verbal and nominal. This range of markers for finiteness allows languages to mark many points on the scale from
"most finite" to "least finite", meaning that different clause types can be relatively "more finite" and "less finite" than others. Given a language in which only two degrees of finiteness can be distinguished, then the terms "finite" and "nonfinite" can be used; but positng a priori a discrete category of either "finite verb" or "finite clause" is extremely reductionist according to Givón, and forces one away from examining the true variation to be found. I discuss Givón's approach to finiteness in §10.2.

I believe that Joseph (1983) and Givón (1990) each fall into the same trap: they each identify a structural category which they label with the term "finite", but neither of their discovery procedures refer to the functions which are coded by finiteness. Joseph (1983) takes the notion of finiteness to be virtually a theoretical prime, and then identifies the category "finite verb" by a theoretically unmotivated discovery procedure. While Joseph's procedure does identify a real category of verbal morphology which is relevant in a grammatical description, I will argue that his restriction of the term "finite" to this category is an inappropriate reduction of the theoretical concept "finiteness", yielding counter-intuitive results when applied to the Cariban Mixed and Ergative Languages.

Givón (1990) discusses how the structural features of finiteness are coding devices for the functional notion of "degree of event integration", or degree of functional "independence", but then his discovery procedure for "most finite" clause does not make use of this theoretical claim. Much like Joseph (1983), Givón utilizes a discovery procedure which is theoretically unmotivated, and which thus produces undesirable results for several Cariban languages.

In §10.3 I try to reclaim the structural term "finite" as the label for a structural category which is defined according to what I take to be the primary function coded by finiteness: the "grounding" of a verbal concept so that a specific instance of the verbal action can be communicated in a single clause. The two steps to the discovery procedure are: (1) a "finite clause" is any simple (i.e. monoclausal) sentence which can be elicited in isolation, and (2) in discourse, at least one "finite clause" occurs in every sentence (defined by pause phenomena and intonation contours). Based on these discovery procedures, the Cariban data support a binary division between the structural categories "finite clause" and "nonfinite clause". It is within the discrete category "nonfinite clause" that we find the variations in degree of finiteness noted by Givón. I argue further that the morphological test of verbal finiteness is derivative — the morphological correlates of prototypical finiteness will often map into a unified morphological category, but since diachronic change leads to cases where dependent clause verbal morphology is reanalyzed as independent clause tense-aspect morphology, there must be room in a category of "finite clause" for morphologically less-finite verb forms as well. It is especially important to remember that morphology can be reanalyzed or extended to express more than one function, and hence membership in a morphological category (e.g. Joseph's "finite" versus "nonfinite" verb) is not always a reliable test for membership in a syntactic category (e.g. verb in a "finite clause").

10.1 On the Morphological Distinction Between "Finite Verb" and "Nonfinite Verb"

10.1.1 The Morphological Definition of "Finite Verb"

In the first chapter of his volume on Balkan infinitives, Joseph (1983) seeks to make the notion of finiteness "available by linguistic theory for use in language-particular descriptions". He notes that current formal theories of grammar refer to the notion of finiteness in various rules, but none defines the term rigorously. He explores the question of whether finiteness is definable in theory, or whether is it a 'pre-theoretical primitive'. He begins from the premise that it is not a primitive because "there are many languages in which this 'primitive' notion [finiteness — SG] plays no role at all in the grammar. In particular, there are languages which do not seem to admit of a grouping of verbs into two
classes (+finite and -finite, i.e. finite and nonfinite), which might be expected if this distinction were on a par with primitives such as noun or subject” (p. 9). To the extent that morphological finiteness (the second part of the Webster’s definition) is not found in a language, Joseph decides that the entire notion of finiteness is not relevant for that language.

In further discussion (pp. 10-11), Joseph reduces the predicate-forming test of finiteness to a derivative property of the morphological criterion:

The motivation behind such a [morphological — SGI] definition is presumably the same as that behind Timberlake’s (1976:130) use of the term “nonfinite” to refer to “the extent to which a clause behaves as a simple sentence”; Timberlake notes that “nonfinite clauses are by definition reduced forms of sentences” (p. 138), so that if simple sentences (usually) contain verbs that show some marking for categories like person or tense, one way in which the “reduction” could show up would presumably be in the absence of such markings.

Thus, Joseph takes the predicate-forming and morphological tests to be terminological variants, with the morphological test “couched in more traditional terms” and the predicate-forming test “translated into somewhat different terms”. He then argues that this unified definition breaks down, because it can lead to internal contradictions, such as when diachronic change leads to a situation where a morphologically nonfinite verb occurs “in or as the predicate of a matrix clause.” Joseph takes such contradictions to mean that a new definition is needed.

Joseph’s new definition both reduces and enhances the traditional definition. He reduces the traditional definition by eliminating the predicate-forming test altogether, and he enhances it by seeking “other grammatical criteria” to correlate with the morphological definition.

...it would seem that independent motivation for a division into a class of finite and nonfinite verbs (or clauses) is first needed, followed by an investigation of the features of one class as opposed to the other. Thus, one must find language-particular grammatical generalizations, e.g. of a phonological or syntactic nature, that correlate with some morphological distinction such as marking for tense, and use these as tests for finiteness/nonfiniteness. (p. 16)

Joseph presents the examples of Ancient Greek, where morphological finiteness correlates with recessive accent; English, where morphological finiteness correlates with occurrence of the complementizer that; and Modern Greek, where morphological finiteness correlates with the use of certain verbal particles and the placement of clitic object pronouns.

Having divided the verbal system into two classes, he next faces the problem of how to decide which class is “finite” and which “nonfinite”, so that the two can be compared cross-linguistically:

...since no one type of marking is relevant in all languages, one has to appeal to a more general notion; one could say, then, that the finite class will always be the set which is marked morphologically and the nonfinite the unmarked set, or perhaps even designate the finite class as the set with marking which is variable with respect to some feature, as opposed to invariant marking in the case of the nonfinite class. (pp. 28-9)

In sum, the definition of finiteness is taken completely from morphosyntactic facts, with no appeal made to the way these morphological categories of verbs function in the language in question — two morphological categories of verbs must be definable, these morphological categories must be corroborated by structural criteria, and then the label “finite” is accorded to the category whose morphology varies for the most features.

10.1.2 Morphologically “Finite” versus “Nonfinite” Verb Categories in Cariban Languages

In Proto-Cariban and other Nominative Languages, Joseph’s morphological definition works beautifully: verbs bearing Set I morphology are clearly distinct from verbs bearing Set II morphology, and the morphological distinction is corroborated by several syntactic distinctions as well (e.g. Set I verbs never occur in dependent clauses,
Set II verbs bear possessive clitics, Set II verbs can serve as objects of postpositions, etc.). Having established the utility of these two morphological categories in the grammar, the question of which category to call finite is resolved by comparing the morphological features which are marked in either category. Both Set I and Set II verbs are marked for tense and number, but where Set I verbs clearly vary for person of S and A, Set II verbs do not. (Set II verbs do require either a preverbal S (pro)noun or an S pro-clitic, and both Set I and Set II verbs require either a preverbal O (pro)noun or an O pro-clitic; however (1) these cliticized person markers are not strictly verb-internal morphology, and thus are not relevant to the discovery procedure, and (2) even if we were to count them, Set II verbs still do not vary for person of A.)

Since Set I verbal morphology varies for person of A and S and Set II verbal morphology does not, Joseph's discovery procedure declares the Set I system "finite" and the Set II system "nonfinite". This conclusion is reinforced by the predicate-forming test, since only Set I verbs can serve by themselves "as or in the predicate" of a simple independent clause. These morphological categories are distinct across all modern Cariban languages — verbs bearing Set I morphology always mark more features than verbs bearing Set II morphology, and the syntactic patterns associated with the two categories of morphology remain distinct despite various other changes in the languages. However, one of the key points made in this study is that verbs bearing Set II morphology have been reanalyzed in some Cariban languages such that they can now occur as the primary — or the only — predicated element in an independent clause. The morphological systems allowed in main clauses are illustrated in Figure 2, Chapter 4 (reproduced here as Figure 3):

In the evolution from Nominative Languages to Mixed Languages, the morphological category of verbs bearing Set II morphology becomes divided into two syntactic categories, one of which occurs in independent clauses (with Set I auxiliaries; hence, the label "participial" for the verbs bearing Set II morphology), and the other of which occurs in dependent clauses. In the evolution from Mixed Languages to Ergative Languages, I suggested earlier that the syntactic behavior of verbs bearing Set II morphology in independent clauses does not change, but that the loss of the Set I system changes the status of these verbs to the only candidates for the term "finite verb". I will modify this claim below (in §10.3), but since verbal morphology is the only point of interest in this section, this characterization is sufficient.
So in Mixed Languages, a subset of the Set II system has begun to occur in independent clauses. The Set II tense-aspects may play a very limited part in the verbal paradigm (cf. the one imperfective Set II aspect in Apalaf, the one future in Carina, or the Præsens Historicum and ergative past described for another dialect of Carib), or they may be quite widespread (cf. the future, past, progressive, and habitual in Yukpa, or the 13 of 17 main clause inflections identified for Panare). The morphological distinctions between the Set I and Set II systems do not change when verbs bearing “nonfinite” Set II inflections are reanalyzed from nominalizations to main clause verbs — only the functions encoded by these morphological distinctions have been reanalyzed. And although Set II verbs do develop some new syntactic properties as a part of the reanalysis to main clause verbs (cf. Chapter 8, §8.1.2), they also retain many syntactic properties of their nonverbal origin, and hence a search for syntactic properties to reinforce membership in the morphological category would succeed. Thus, in Mixed Languages the reanalyzed Set II verbs would still be considered nonfinite, and the Set I verbs (which occur only in past tense in the Mixed Languages) would be considered the only finite verbs. The fact that “nonfinite” verbs mark most main clause verbal tenses and aspects in, e.g., Panare, is not a problem, since the predicate-forming test is not considered relevant to the determination of verbal finiteness.

When we review the status of the Ergative Languages, we find that Kapong and Pemong still retain a vestige of the Set I system, but that Makushi, Kuikuro, and Kalapalo do not. As such, the latter must be treated somewhat differently.

Kapong and Pemong are like the Mixed Languages in that they show both Set I and Set II verbs in main clauses. However, they pattern with Ergative Languages (in opposition to the Mixed Languages) in that (1) only the tenses which take a nominative A retain the auxiliary (which agrees with A) — for other tenses, the addition of an auxiliary marks a change to a more complex tense — and (2), in tenses which take an ergative A, reference to this A is now obligatory, either as a free noun bearing the ergative suffix or as a postverbal ergative clitic. Verbs bearing Set I morphology clearly belong to a different category than verbs bearing Set II morphology; the Set I category must still be regarded as “finite” since it varies for more features than the Set II verb.

By the time we consider the case of Pemong, only two Set I tenses occur, and these are apparently barely used by modern speakers. Clearly, we are only a step removed from the total loss of the Set I system, as seen in the closely related (even mutually intelligible, according to Abbott 1991) language Makushi. In Makushi, with the loss of the Set I system, only one morphological class of verbs exists. As such, by definition the distinction between finite and nonfinite verbs is is not relevant, and hence finite clauses cannot be distinguished from nonfinite clauses — i.e. the distinction between finite and nonfinite is not relevant to the distinction between independent/main clauses and dependent/subordinate clauses. This same conclusion must also hold in the Southern Ergative Languages Kuikuro and Kalapalo. In sum, by Joseph’s definition the loss of the Set I system entails the loss of the distinctive feature [finite] from the grammar of Cariban Ergative Languages.

However, at this point it is instructive to note that the “nonfinite” Set II verb word in Mixed Languages such as Panare does not stand alone as an independent clause; rather it occurs with an obligatory reference to the absolute (i.e. either the absolute nominal or its reduced form, the clitic prefix, must occur) and also with an auxiliary which both marks tense and agrees with the nominative (S or A). While the auxiliary is frequently omitted in discourse, in elicitation — where discourse context cannot supply information about the time frame of the clause nor about the identity of the A — most informants insist that the auxiliary is obligatory. Thus, the features of finiteness which distinguish the “finite” Set I verb word from the “nonfinite” Set II verb word are found elsewhere in the independent Set II clause, such that the Set II verb phrase might be considered “finite”
if the structural definition were to account for obligatory morphology beyond the verb word proper.

Since clauses containing the “nonfinite” Set II tenses do not reference any fewer morphological features of finiteness than do clauses containing Set I verbs, one might ask why finiteness is defined purely at the level of the verb word rather than at the level of verb phrase or even clause. Along this line of questioning, one might note that the traditional definition of finite does not refer to the verb word, per se, but to the predicate (Webster’s) or clause (Timberlake 1976) in which the verb occurs.

Also, one might ask what there is in the theoretical notion of finiteness which should make it a candidate for a “universal” category — why do so many languages show a distinction between morphological categories of verbs such that one category both (1) is restricted for (i.e. marks) more features like tense and person, and (2) occurs more easily in independent clauses?

Perhaps in anticipation of these questions, Joseph suggests (note 29 to chapter 2, p. 260-1):

> If it should be judged that this “definition” does not give a precise characterization of “finiteness”, but instead only outlines a “discovery procedure” for identifying the realization of this feature in any given language, then the fact that finiteness is not easily defined and must be looked at in this way might well indicate that it should be treated as an undefined primitive notion, realized differently in different languages. This case would thus be entirely analogous to the problems noted above with the definition of “subject”.

Joseph’s definition of finiteness does not (and cannot) answer such questions as those posed in the preceding paragraphs; this is a limitation of the model of linguistics which he has adopted. When one attempts to define the study of linguistics purely in terms of interacting structures, some structural concepts which are derivative from function simply cannot be characterized, but must be taken as primitives. Then these theoretical primitives are identified in actual language data by discovery procedures which are internally consistent, but which may yield intuitively unsatisfying results (i.e. which do not align with the function which motivates the structural category in the first place).

In order to characterize the theoretical notion of finiteness, one must address the reason for the traditional connection between independent clauses and the morphological category of finite verb. Since this connection cannot be motivated solely with reference to linguistic structure, in the next section I turn to to Givón (1990), who discusses the functional motivation behind the structural notion of finiteness.

10.2 On Finiteness as a Functionally Motivated Scalar Notion

10.2.1 The Structural Scale of Finiteness

From his perspective of language as a discourse-based phenomenon, Givón (1990:826) first rejects even the concept of a simple sentence in isolation, and then the structural dichotomy between “dependent” and “independent” clauses:

> First, no clause is totally independent of its immediate clausal context — in connected coherent discourse. Consequently, the strands of discourse coherence always entail some grammatical concomitants, which one could rightly interpret then as syntactic dependency.

I interpret Givón’s claims as follows: first, in natural speech, all utterances are dependent on some sort of context, whether from previous discourse (or in anticipation of discourse to follow), from physical context, or from shared cultural presuppositions. As an example of a grammatical concomitant which appears to entail syntactic dependency of one “finite” clause upon another, the sentences in 181 (from Givón, pc) show how the first in a sequence of finite clauses in English establishes the tense which the other must also bear:

(181) a. He came in and sat down.
    b. He comes in and sits down.
    c. *He came in and sits down.
    d. *He comes in and sat down.
In these conjoined sentences, Givón argues that the first is more finite than the second because the tense of the second does not vary independently from the first. These sorts of dependencies are not relevant for monoclusal sentences elicited in isolation, which Givón takes to be evidence that finiteness is a gradient which can only be fully explored when sentences occur embedded in a context (i.e., "simple sentences" do not show the range of variation necessary to characterize finiteness of clauses).

In further discussion (pp. 852-860), Givón (1990) turns more specifically to the topic of finiteness. He distinguishes his discourse-based functional approach to finiteness from the traditional approach as follows:

(a) **Causal domain**: Finiteness is a property of the *clause* (rather than of the verb).

(b) **Complexity and scalarity**: Finiteness is a complex, multi-featured, scalar grammatical meta-phenomenon (rather than a single, discrete, binary feature).

(c) **Coding Function**: Finiteness is the systematic grammatical means used to express the degree of integration of a clause into its immediate clausal environment. The syntactic dependence of the clause — i.e., its finiteness — is thus used to code thematic dependence of an event/state on its discourse context.

In essence, Givón’s (1990) treatment of finiteness subsumes Joseph’s (1983) discovery procedure in that a verb which varies morphologically for more features of finiteness will still occur in the "most finite" clause type of a language. However, Givón’s treatment goes beyond Joseph’s in that Givón considers each minute variation from the morphological marking of the “most finite” clause to indicate not a binary oppositional distinction of “nonfinite”, but another step along a scale towards lesser finiteness.

In order to discuss variations from the “most finite” clause, one must have a means to identify the “most finite” clause type without circularity (i.e., without reference to the structural features of finiteness one uses to mark variation from the prototype).

Givón considers finiteness to be the morphosyntactic material which codes “degree of independence” from surrounding discourse, with the “most independent” clauses coded by the “most finite” morphosyntax, and with the “less independent” clauses typically to be coded by “less finite” morphosyntax. However, as his heuristic, or discovery procedure, Givón (1990:853) offers:

> The finiteness of a clause is expressed as the degree of its similarity to the prototype transitive main clause.

I translate this claim into an explicit discovery procedure as follows: first, determine the most transitive clause type in a language (according to Hopper and Thompson’s 1980 criteria). Second, note all the verbal and nominal morphosyntax which occur in this clause. These morphosyntactic characteristics by definition constitute structural marking of the “most finite” clause. Third, take any other clause from the language and compare its morphosyntax with the morphosyntax of this “most finite” clause — any variations are taken to be markers of structurally “less finite” clauses.

According to Hopper and Thompson (1980:252), the most transitive clause types involve a volitional, highly potent agent doing a visible action in telic aspect, realis mode, with the result that some highly individuated patient is totally affected. Hopper and Thompson explain in detail how each these parameters contributes to the prototypical transitive clause, and in their summary of transitivity they suggest that the most important parameter of transitivity is not valence of the verb, but rather the degree to which an action is “carried through” to its conclusion. Givón claims that, cross-linguistically, the “most transitive” clause type correlates with the “most finite” clause type. That is, cross-linguistically, if there is a distinction in the morphosyntax of, e.g., active versus passive clauses, it is active clauses which show the “more finite” morphosyntax; similarly, if there is a distinction in the morphosyntax of affirmative versus negative clauses, or of declarative versus manipulative clauses, or of realis versus irrealis clauses, or of telic versus atelic clauses, it is always the affirmative, the declarative, the realis, or the telic clause which shows the “more finite” morphosyntax. Givón (1990) does not explain why
the counter-intuitive statement that the emerging Set II system was “nonfinite” not only at the beginning of the change (i.e. in Mixed Languages), but even approaching the conclusion of the change (i.e. in Ergative Languages Kapônq and Pernông). At the end of the change, the feature [finite] was said to play no role in the Ergative Language Makushi, since verbs in both independent and dependent clauses varied for the same morphological features of finiteness.

But as I pointed out in §10.1.2, all the features of finiteness which are marked in the morphology of the Set I verb remain marked in the Set II independent clause — they are just marked in verb-external morphology. That is, for all Set II independent clauses, the absolutive obligatorily precedes the Set II verb, either as a free (pro)noun or as a clitic. For a subset of Set II conjugations, tense and A-agreement are marked with an auxiliary; for a different subset, tense is marked in the verbal suffix and the A obligatorily occurs as either a free (pro)noun or a reduced form cliticized to the end of the verb word. In dependent Set II clauses the preverbal absolutive is obligatory, but tense and reference to the A are not. In this sense, the morphologically unified category of verbs bearing Set II morphology occurs in syntactically distinct contexts: independent clauses which contain reference to all relevant features of finiteness and dependent clauses which do not. Givón’s treatment of finiteness as a clause-level property allows us to distinguish verbs bearing reanalyzed Set II morphology in independent clauses from unanalyzed verbs bearing Set II morphology in dependent clauses.

In addition, Givón’s criteria lead us to posit a finiteness distinction in Mixed and Ergative Languages between clauses containing Set I verbs and clauses containing Set II verbs. Since the prototype transitive clause is an affirmative, active, telic assertion, the prototype transitive clause in a Mixed Language like Panare must be a clause containing a verb inflected for a Set I past-perfective tense. Since the morphosyntax associated with the “prototype transitive clause” type is taken as the standard for “most finite” as well, the
“most finite” clause in a Mixed Language like Panare must be defined in terms of the morphosyntax of the Set I system. Then the verbs bearing Set II morphology in independent clauses differ from the “most finite” (and are thus “less finite”) in at least three ways: tense and A agreement are marked in the auxiliary, the main verb no longer agrees with A, and the verb bears absolutive prefixes. Verbs bearing Set II morphology in dependent clauses differ still more from the “most finite” in that tense and identity of A need not be marked at all in the clause, an overt A (pro)noun bears the Dative postposition, and an overt absolutive (pro)noun precedes the verb. This final conclusion accords with my intuition that dependent clauses ought to be “less finite” than independent clauses, even though both take verbs bearing the same morphology.

However, this methodology does lead us to the somewhat counter-intuitive conclusion that in the Mixed Language Panare, independent clauses containing Set II tenses and aspects must then be termed “less finite” than independent clauses containing Set I tenses and aspects. That is, since the discovery procedure for “most finite” morphology is defined in terms of the “most transitive” independent clause, then “less transitive” independent clauses will end up being defined as “less finite” as well. A similar result would arise from consideration of English, where the prototype finite clause must be defined in terms of the past tense (more transitive than the atelic present tense), in which the verb is marked only for tense (and for person if we accept the rather less-transitive copular paradigm into evidence). However, the entire array of independent clauses which utilizes modal verbs would be considered “less-finite” in comparison (since no verb in such a clause varies for either person or for tense). Thus, the English independent clause he hit the man yesterday must be labelled “more finite” than the equally independent clause he will hit the man tomorrow. If finiteness is truly the structural correlate of functional independence, then this position is untenable.

It is presumably in order to avoid defending such a position as this that Givón includes in his definition the caveat “other things being equal.” Givón (1992) states explicitly that a major caveat “concerns the consequences of diachronic change.” Often, diachronic change involves a reversal in the markedness relationship between a pair of structures which share a similar truth value, but which differ in age of form-function pairing. An older form-function pairing is likely to be morphosyntactically less marked (be marked with fewer or phonologically smaller morphemes, both reductions due to erosion in the sense of Heine, Claudi, and Hünnemeyer 1991), whereas the newer form-function relationship tends to be structurally more marked (due to the recent reanalysis of such things as lexical items and paratactic constructions). In another sense of the term “marked”, the newer form-function relationship often begins as a pragmatically marked alternant of the older, then becomes “overused” until it becomes the new unmarked way to state the function (for instance, Heine and Roh 1984 show that declarative clauses in Rendile and Somali are derived etymologically from a “focus construction”, which was once presumably a pragmatically marked alternant of a non-focused declarative clause, but which is now the only way to express an independent proposition). As argued in Givón (1991a-e), the pragmatically marked constructions must also be distributionally marked in order to notify the hearer that a piece of information is unusual in some way. Thus, as a new construction occurs more and more frequently in discourse, it loses the ability to mark a deviation from the expected, and becomes the pragmatically neutral way to express the tense-aspect (or other) function with which it is paired. The old construction (due to its decreased frequency of use) becomes the exceptional way to state something, and thus becomes distributionally (and hence probably pragmatically) marked vis-à-vis the newer construction. It appears that in short order, the older construction stops being used.
The reanalysis of Set II past-perfective tenses in the Ergative languages Kapóng and Pemóng provide a clear example of such a process of markedness reversal. In the Mixed Language Panare, the Set II suffixes -saš' and -još' function as perfect participles which form passives. In the Ergative Languages Kapóng and Pemóng, the cognate forms -rak and -rak/-raš'-pue have presumably moved through the passive stage to arrive as active ergative inflections (cf. Chapter 9, §9.1.1, §9.1.2, and also Chapter 11, §11.2.2). In the one brief Kapóng text available to me, the Set II past tenses -pe and -rak mark the verbs in 24 of the 31 past-perfective clauses, whereas the Set I past tense -š marks the other seven. In Pemóng, I could find no cases of the Set I past tense in texts. Although my text samples for both languages are very limited, and are all of the same genre (historical-legendary narrative), if similar distributions are found in larger and more diverse discourse samples, then this is a paradigm case of markedness reversal: the older (Set I) past tense is less marked structurally, but more marked distributionally; the newer (Set II) past tenses are more marked structurally, but less marked distributionally. Further, the Set II past tenses presumably went through a stage when they marked a passive construction (cf. Chapter 11, §11.2.2 for a schematic representation of the stages of reconstruction), during which time they were pragmatically marked as well. Thus, as a part of arriving at their synchronic stage, where they are distributionally less marked than the corresponding Set I inflection, these Set II tenses lost their pragmatically marked function as well.

It is this sort of markedness reversal which prevents Givón’s characterization of finiteness from being an absolute definition. That is, if the process of diachronic change is regularly bringing new, structurally more marked constructions into independent clauses, then the structures which mark the affirmative, realis, telic, etc. prototype transitive sentences (which may be either the new or the old) may differ radically from those which mark other tenses, aspects, or modes (which also may be either the new or the old). For example, a newer construction might have recently been reanalyzed in the imperfective (an atelic clause), and this new construction would have very different structural characteristics from the (telic) prototype transitive clause — if finiteness is absolutely defined as degree of structural similarity to the prototype transitive clause, then the newly reanalyzed imperfective will be considered “less finite” (this is the case for the Aplaf Set II continuous inflection -vko). Similarly, if the past-perfective tense (the standard by which to measure finiteness of other clauses) is a product of recent reanalysis, then the standard for finiteness will actually be more marked structurally than the other tenses (for example, the prototype telic transitive clause in French must use the recently reanalyzed Passé Composé, which takes independent clause morphosyntax that is unique in the language).

Givón (1992) concludes that the generalizations he makes about markedness only hold “at some mid-range in the life-span of a form-function pairing — after the process of structural differentiation but before the bulk of its structural decay” (emphases in the original). I suggest that the same type of caveat is needed to allow for the existence of different structures which mark the same degrees of predicate independence: newly reanalyzed verbal systems in finite clauses will be structurally marked relative to the oldest verbal system, and although the newer verb word itself will be less finite than the older verb word (in Joseph’s 1983 terms), the entire clause will be no less independent, and hence should not be labeled as less finite.

At a more basic level, Givón’s (1990) test of finiteness fails in independent clauses because it does not rely on the functional notion which he contends motivates the marking of finiteness — dependence and predictability. Instead, it takes an observed correlation between (i) degree of transitivity and (ii) morphological marking of features of finiteness and elevates this correlation to the status of discovery procedure for finiteness. In Cariban languages this procedure results in one sub-category of fully
independent clauses being defined as "less finite" than another sub-category of fully independent clauses. In order to give a fully satisfying account of finiteness in Cariban languages, we need to define the structural notion of "finite clause" in such a way as to be derived from the functional notion "independence". In §10.3 I argue for a return to the "simple sentence test" as a discovery procedure for finiteness in independent clauses.

10.3 A Return to the Simple Sentence Test of Finiteness

Joseph (1983) argues that finiteness is a property of verbal morphology. Givón (1990) argues that finiteness cannot be restricted to only the verb, but is better viewed as a property of clause-level morphosyntax. Both define finiteness as either identity with (Joseph) or degree of similarity to (Givón) a unique class of morphology (Joseph) or morphosyntax (Givón), however the unique classes are not identified with reference to the functions coded by finiteness. In this section, I suggest that finiteness in the Cariban languages is best viewed as a property of the clause, but that the category "finite clause" should be identified in a more motivated way, such that different clauses which are all "fully finite" be allowed to contain variation in the morphosyntactic marking of the various obligatory features of finiteness. This test is the "simple sentence test", verified (where possible) by discourse distribution. Before discussing the test in detail, I motivate it by returning to the discussion of the functional domain coded by the structural markings of finiteness.

Givón (1990:853) suggests that "the syntactic dependence of the clause -- i.e. its finiteness -- is ... used to code thematic dependence of an event/state on its discourse context." However, as seen in the previous section, the same variations in morphosyntax which Givón takes to mark a decrease in finiteness can also occur in completely independent clauses. This is due to the diachronic process by which new independent clause tenses and aspects are formed: clauses which were historically dependent are reanalyzed as monoclausal independent clauses (usually along with some sort of etymological superordinate verb). These newer tenses and aspects thus show the morphosyntax of their source, the less finite dependent clause. The question thus arises: How can we determine when "less finite" morphosyntax has been reanalyzed as part of a "fully finite" independent clause?

Another way of characterizing the functional task of finite morphology is hinted at in the second part of the Webster’s Dictionary definition: "...and that is limited (as in tense, person, and number)". To follow the implications of this metaphor, consider the infinite, or unlimited verb: it would presumably represent the essence of the verbal action, not grounded in any time or place, and not referring to any specific participants. In order to use this verb to describe any single concrete occurrence of its action, it must be grounded to a particular time and space, and it must be connected to specific participants. Further, the speaker might also want to specify his/her degree of certainty as to whether the event did (evidentiality) or will (epistemic value) take place. Once the verb is conceptually grounded in this way, the speaker can actually use it to construct an utterance. For a hearer to be able to understand the speaker, the speaker must construct an utterance which provides sufficient information to ground the verbal meaning to the particular set of specific circumstances in question.

In this sense, finiteness is not restricted to the verb word proper, but to whatever parts of speech limit the scope of the action which is referred to by the verb word. Ideally, an utterance must be sufficiently grounded that the interlocutor is able to limit the reference of the utterance to the specific instance intended by the speaker. In practice, the reference of the utterance need not be restricted solely by linguistic material, but might be grounded in other ways, such as by physical context — for an event which is ongoing, the time is "now", the place is "here", and the referents are identifiable without the use of linguistic material. In the right physical context, the single word "Score!" could
constitute a fully grounded (and therefore comprehensible) utterance. Similarly, discourse context could provide much of the needed information to ground an utterance. For example, in a stretch of discourse where the same referent is the subject of every clause, the subject need not be explicitly re-identified in each clause (cf. studies from Givón ed. 1983). Similarly, when a stretch of discourse refers to a connected series of events, the time and place can be inferred from the preceding clauses, so that each clause need not restate the time and place of the occurrence in order for the interlocutor to understand that they have not changed.

However, the pragmatic context of a simple independent elicited sentence provides the closest thing a linguist can encounter to a context-free forum, where only the linguistic material of the clause under consideration limits the verbal meaning. Such a clause must independently ground the action denoted by the verb sufficiently for the hearer to at least identify “who did what to whom” — and s/he should further know when, where, and the speaker’s evaluation of either evidentiality or epistemic value associated with knowledge of the action, as these things are relevant. If the simple sentence is the forum where the action denoted by the verb must be most explicitly grounded by linguistic material, then this is the forum where at least such things as participant and tense reference are most likely to be obligatory.

This line of reasoning makes a prediction about simple sentences, which goes beyond verbal morphology: obligatory features of finiteness which are not morphologically marked in the verb will be obliged to occur outside the verb, but still within the clause. In the Cariban data (assuming that examples found in the various sources represent simple elicited sentences), this prediction is correct. In the Set I system, tense and person (of S or of both A and O) are marked in all verbs. The Set II verbal system differs somewhat from language to language, and from clause type to clause type in individual languages. But in nearly all, the absolutive is obliged to precede the Set II verb, either as free noun or as clitic. In Mixed Languages, tense and A/S agreement are marked in an obligatory auxiliary. In Ergative Languages, most tense-aspect distinctions are marked morphologically on the verb and auxiliaries are no longer required (if they occur, they alter the tense-aspect value for the clause); further, in the tenses which call for an ergative A, reference to this A becomes obligatory, either as a free noun or as a clitic. One simple Set II ergative tense, the future, still requires an auxiliary as a part of the tense-marking morphology, and a number of complex tenses (e.g. the past-perfect, and the imperfective in any tense) require auxiliaries as well. In imperfective clauses, the A is never marked as ergative, but the obligatory auxiliary either agrees with A/S or else requires A/S to occur preceding the auxiliary, either as a free noun or as a clitic. Further, the imperfective verb does not require a preverbal S, but only O. In sum, the features of finiteness found in the Set I verb (which can stand alone as a clause) are tense and person marking. These same features are also required in Set II independent clauses, but rather than being internal to the verb, they occur elsewhere in the clause. So in simple sentences, the notion of “finite clause” in Cariban seems relevant — certain functional categories simply must be marked.

It is worth noting as well that these functional categories must be marked by means of particular structures. Functionally speaking, any clause which includes an adverbial of time could be said to ground the time of the verbal action in a way similar to tense marking, and if the A noun occurs overtly with an adverbial of time, then the auxiliary in Mixed Languages is functionally superfluous. However, speakers continue to prefer that the auxiliary occur, showing that there is something more to the notion of finite clause than simply accounting for all functional features of finiteness.

As Givón notes, clauses are never completely independent in coherent, connected discourse, and given the grounding context of discourse, no single sentence needs to fully ground the verbal action in and of itself. However, the structural categories available to a
language to express finiteness are the same in discourse as they are in elicited data. One might therefore ask if any correlation is seen in connected, coherent discourse with the features of finiteness required in simple sentences in isolation. In the texts which I have surveyed from Carib, Kapóng, Panare, Pemóng, and Makushi, without exception, every major utterance bounded by pause (defined as the text between periods) contains at least one clause which is marked for the same features of finiteness as are required in simple sentences in elicitation.

Overall, the structural components of the “finite clause”—as defined in simple elicited sentences—seem to be required at least once in every sentence in connected, coherent discourse. This confluence of evidence (at least for the languages where I have text data) greatly enhances the reliability of the notion “finite clause”, since such different genres of language as elicitation and connected discourse both point to the relevance of the same category. Given that the notion “finite clause” is relevant in Cariban languages, the opposed notion of “nonfinite clause” is relevant as well, if only as a cover term for the range of syntactic constructions which do not qualify as finite clauses. Thus, Givón’s “degrees of finiteness” might be better seen (at least in Cariban languages) as defining degrees of variation within the discrete categories “finite clause” and “nonfinite clause”.

10.4 A Note on the Evolution of Morphologically Finite Verbs

In §10.1, I pointed out that the notion “finite verb” as defined by the morphological test gave somewhat unsatisfying results, as it isolated only verbs inflected with Set I morphology in any Cariban language. The essence of this diachronic study has been to show that verbs bearing etymologically nonfinite morphology are reanalyzed in certain Cariban languages, after which they occur as the primary predating element in finite clauses (recall Figure 2 from earlier in this chapter for a schematic representation of this reanalysis). Given that in so many languages the morphological category of “finite verb” seems to be co-extensive with the category “verb which occurs in a finite clause”, one might ask whether there is any evidence that Cariban languages are moving towards marking the required features of finiteness directly in the verb word.

In looking at the way linguists have transcribed clauses in Ergative Languages—and especially looking at which morphological items they consider to be a part of the verb—it is clear that a process of fusion has already begun; soon all of the elements which are already obligatory in finite clauses will reduce and bind to the verb until they actually become verbal morphology (cf. the scenarios described in Givón 1973). The following examples from the Ergative Languages Kapóng, Makushi, and Pemóng illustrate:

(182) Kapóng (Edwards 1972)

```
azaro warwokamök achi guiya
azaro warwokamök Ø-achii-pii-ya
```

two boys Ø-hold-Past-3-Erg

'He held (caught) two boys.' (p. 47, lines 12-3)

(183) Pemóng (Edwards 1972)

```
avarunggsee
a-ørk-Ø-ya-seec
```

2-take-I-Erg-1A/S.Future.Auxiliary

'I will take you' (Edwards 1972:50, line 19)

(184) Pemóng (Tuggy 1989)

```
a. i-Ø-ya
b. i-kk'na-Ø-ya
3-go-Past 3-smear-Past-3-Erg
```

'He went.' 'He smeared him.'

(185) Makushi (Williams 1932:81)

```
aínk-agni-wañi (cf. Abbott's -ña_pu_wañi)
fly-Imperfective-1.be (-1+2 at 1.be)
```

'I fly'

(186) Makushi (Carson 1982)

```
y-eñi-pii-nan (cf. Abbott's Ø_pii_nan)
3-bite-Perfective-2Sg.Continuous (-1+2 at 2.be)
```

'You were biting it.'
Makushi (Abbott 1991)

'pi-ph-tu'ka-phi-ya
3-whip-Iner-finally-Past-3-Erg
'He finally whipped him.' (Abbott’s 497, p. 123)

What each of these examples has in common are that all elements of the clause are
phonologically bound to the verb, even those those elements which are syntactically
distinct: the absolutive and ergative affixes are syntactically actually clitics (cf. Chapter 7,
§7.3 and Chapter 9, §9.1); the -wi suffix in 185 and the -an suffix in 186 are
etymologically suppletive variants of a copula, (and still must be considered syntactically
distinct from the verb — i.e. auxiliaries — since the ergative clitic occurs between them
and the verb, cf. the examples from Abbott 1991 in §9.1.3.1).

In time, the Set II tense-aspect inflections (which are technically the only verb-
internal inflectional morphology in synchronic Set II clauses) will be joined by verb-
internal person-marking and also (where required synchronically) by reduced forms of
auxiliaries. When this happens, the morphological test and the simple sentence test will
once again yield a coherent result.

Notes to Chapter 10

1 The idea of checking a dictionary definition for the quintessential "traditional
definition" comes from Joseph (1983), who cites a definition from the American Heritage
Dictionary (1978) — one which, interestingly enough, only included the second of the
two properties cited in the Webster’s definition.

2 The various Cariban linguists who work with Set II Languages have all described
Set II tenses and aspects as "finite" when they occur in main clauses, including even
Abbott (1991), who restricts the category the most.

3 As in all languages, there are exceptions: for example, imperatives take a reduced
tense-aspect and person marking system and predicate nominal clauses can occur with no
verb at all (i.e. simple juxtaposition of two nouns constitutes an equative clause).
Similarly, negative and desiderative clauses are always expressed by mediation of special
"nonfinite" verb forms.

4 At this point, I feel obliged to point out that a large body of socio-linguistic
research has proven conclusively that the elicitation interview is not context-free, but is a
social and linguistic context of its own, with a genre of speech all its own. Thus, Givón’s
claim is true, that all clauses are connected to discourse context at some level. However,
the discourse context of elicitation is clearly different in kind from what Givón calls
"connected, coherent discourse" (at least my elicitation sessions show very few
contiguous sentences which could be taken as connected thematically, temporally, or in
virtually any way other than analytically).

5 A hedge: the O-Oriented Set I prefixes (Chapter 5, §5.2.1.2) are actually clitics,
and as such might be better taken as obligatory verb-external morphology.

6 Split ergativity in the Set II system will be discussed further in Chapter 11
(§11.2.1).

7 This is akin to the requirement in English that a simple sentence contain at least
one tensed verb — even though the sentence yesterday I go contains all the relevant
semantic information, most native speakers will recognize this utterance as somehow ill-
formed.
CHAPTER 11

CONCLUDING REMARKS

To conclude this study, I present some brief remarks on how the Cariban case of construction reanalysis interacts with a number of current issues in linguistics.

11.1 On the Semantic Connection Between Source Nominalizer and Resultant Tense

One of the more interesting questions to be asked in any case study of reanalysis is: Which source forms become which resultant forms? Further, one might ask whether any observed correlations are due to chance or whether there is some underlying semantic or pragmatic motivation for the particular evolutionary scenario which results. In most cases of diachronic change which have been studied to date, the source forms have been lexical items which then evolved, or “grammaticalized”, into functional morphology. It is only relatively late in such a process that forms become fully bound inflections (cf. Heine, Claudi, and Hünnefeld 1991, Bybee 1985, Bybee, Pagliuca, and Perkins 1991).

In the Cariban case, however, some of the source forms for the reanalysis were already bound morphemes (and had been since at least Proto-Cariban, judging by the uniformly bound cognates in all modern languages). So in addition to the grammaticalization of a lexical item (i.e. the copula \( \rightarrow \) auxiliary), we have reanalysis of an entire class of grammatical morphemes from one set of functions — nominalizers — to another — verbal tense and aspect. In this section, I examine which nominalizers become which tenses and aspects.

Three types of nominalizers go through this reanalysis:

1. Nominalizers become immediate future, habitual, and “universal” tense-aspects.
2. Nominalizers become past, perfect, and perfective.

Before discussing individual cases of the change, a disclaimer is in order on the nature of the synchronic Set II tenses and aspects. Given the somewhat mixed quality of the various descriptions, it is not possible to make fine-grained distinctions between various tense and aspect analyses. It is not even possible to investigate whether some putative “tense” suffixes might not actually be indicating aspectual distinctions which happen to correlate very highly with certain tenses (e.g. “past” tenses might turn out, on further inspection, to be perfective aspects, and future “tenses” might actually be epistemic predictions or future uses of a more general present-habitual marker, etc.). At this point, my sense is that the Set II system is primarily aspectual/epistemic rather than a “tense” system (in the sense of Comrie 1986), but clearly more detailed research will be needed in all of these languages to clarify the status of the Set II inflections. For now, I use the term imperfective as a cover term for what authors have called progressive, continuous, or imperfective (much in the way Hopper and Thompson 1980 use the term “atelic”). I use the term future for virtually any sentence which is glossed with a future time translation (much in the way Bybee, Pagliuca, and Perkins 1991:18-9 define future morphemes as those that “have future as one of their uses”, where future means “an assertion about future time is being made, or in other words,...a prediction.”) — the morpheme which “marks” future might also have other functions (this is the most common pattern according to the database compiled by Bybee, Pagliuca, and Perkins).
By A Nominalizer, I mean a verbal affix which derives a noun referring to the notional A of the action indicated by the verb. This definition is inherently restricted to transitive verbs, since only transitive verbs have an A argument. In languages like English, the A nominalizer is also the S nominalizer (that is, English -er is a nominative, or subject nominalizer). In contrast, the Cariban A nominalizer truly occurs only on transitive verbs. A verbal tense/aspect derived from such a nominalizer could not be marked in intransitive clauses, a distinct disadvantage for a function which is fairly unrelated to transitivity). Despite this disadvantage, the reanalysis is attested in one Cariban language, Panare.

In Panare, the A nominalizer -tē has become a marker of "nonspecific aspect" which is essentially comparable to the "universal tense" of Makushi: depending on context, it can be taken as referring to immediate future (the most common interpretation in elicitation), past (the most common interpretation in historical narratives), and habitual (the most common interpretation in procedural text). The semantic interpretation of past is somewhat anomalous in that this interpretation is only found in the discourse genre of historical narrative, and is thus presumably not inherent in the meaning of the verbal marking (a conclusion which is reinforced by the fact that in elicitation, the past reading was often disallowed — presumably due to the lack of past reference in the immediate context). The semantic interpretations of future and habitual both seem available at any time the inflection is used.

The intransitive analogue to -tē 'Nonspecific Aspect Transitive' is -nē 'Nonspecific Aspect Intransitive', apparently derived etymologically from the action nominalizer of the same form. However, a simple nasal suffix -n [-ŋ] could be derived etymologically from any nasal syllable (cf. Glied 1991). Given that there is comparative evidence for a Proto-Cariban *-nē 'Action Nominalizer' and also a Proto-Cariban *-nē 'S Nominalizer', what appears to be a single synchronic Panare suffix -n could be derived etymologically from either source, or could be a collapsing from several sources (see also note 15 to Chapter 9). Perhaps the Proto-Cariban S nominalizer is the source for the synchronic -n 'Nonspecific Aspect Intransitive' and the Proto-Cariban action nominalizer is the source for the synchronic -n 'Action Nominalizer' (which occurs freely on both transitive and intransitive verbs).

By O nominalizer, I mean a verbal affix which derives a noun referring to the notional O of the action indicated by the verb. Taken strictly, this definition would refer to a nominalizer which occurs only on transitive verbs — there is one such nominalizer in Cariban languages, the idiosyncratic O Nominalizing prefix n- (cf. §7.4). However, most O nominalizers might be better labeled absolutive nominalizers, since they also occur on intransitive verbs to derive a noun which refers to notional S. Since the absolute nominalizers apparently evolve more readily into verbal use, I address them first.

A modern reflex of the Proto-Cariban absolutive Nominalizer *-lep is found in most Mixed and Ergative Languages as a past tense, a perfective aspect, or a perfect aspect inflection (Panare -le, Carib -po, Kapioxid -pi, Pemong -pi/phi-pui, Makushi -pi-po, and Kuikuro -pi). Similarly, modern reflexes of Proto-Cariban *-sap are found in several Set II verbal systems with a perfect or completable meaning (Panare and Makushi -sap, and Kapoid and Pemong -sak). Both of these inflections take an ergative A (still an oblique A in Panare), and never indicate any time reference other than past.

In contrast, the idiosyncratic O nominalizer n- occurs only on transitive verbs and causes a shift in morphological marking: the person-marking clitic refers to the A rather than to the O, leading to a de-ergative analysis in Kuikuro and Kalapalo (cf. Chapter 9, §9.2.3) and an A focus analysis in Panare (Chapter 8, §8.1.3). Since this prefix always co-occurs with a Set II suffix (which independently indicates tense and aspect), after reanalysis it carries no inherent tense or aspect, and as such need not be considered further here.
The Proto-Cariban action nominalizers are *-O(-di) and *-ni(-di). Modern reflexes of *-O become the "Universal Tense" in Kapóng, Pemóng, and Makushi, a modern reflex of *-ni becomes the Panare -a 'Nonspecific Aspect Intransitive' (but see discussion above and note 15 to Chapter 9), and a modern reflex of *-ni plus a locative postposition forms the imperfective/continuous/progressive suffix in Panare (-nápi/-nápá), Kapóng (-nóbi/-nóbí), Pemóng (-nápi/-nápí), Makushi (-nápi/-nápí), and probably Apalai (-nápí/-nápí).

Table 11.1 illustrates the observed correlations between type of antecedent nominalizer and resultant Set II tense/aspect marker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominalizer</th>
<th>Tense Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Habitual, Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Past, Perfect, Perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Universal, Imperfective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlations between source and result are consistent in all cases, so a first hypothesis might be that what we are observing is a shared innovation, where one innovation took place in a single language which was the ancestor to all of the modern languages which show the change. However, many of these reanalyses seem to be independent (cf. §11.3 below): first, at least some of the changes appear to be very recent (Cariña and Apalai), whereas others appear quite old (e.g. Makushi, Kuikáro); second, the actual forms which have been reanalyzed vary from language to language. As a result, it would be preferable to find a motivation for these correlations that goes beyond the Cariban case. I believe such a motivation can be found in the inherent semantic value and viewpoint which must be associated with each nominalizer.

Several studies have shown the utility of analyzing actions as a subset of the "Source-Path-Goal" schema, with the agent of an action as source, the action as path, and some observable change of state in the patient as goal (cf. Lakoff 1987, DeLancey 1982, 1985). This would most generally be schematized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>act</td>
<td>Goal Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating Action</td>
<td>Resultant Event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of special relevance here is that the agent is identified with the initiating action and the patient with the resultant event. This means that if one were to focus only on the role of the agent, one could identify the agent without necessarily referring to the event itself — that is, prior to the resultant act taking place. This translates quite naturally into a future orientation, or into an orientation where the identity (or individuation) of the patient is less relevant, such as habitual aspect. Similarly, if one were to focus on the patient, one could only do so at the conclusion of the entire chain of causation, because the prototype affected patient can only be identified in terms of the resultant event that affected it. Thus, patient focus entails orientation to a past, or already completed event (i.e. perfect or perfective).

DeLancey (1982:172) explicitly adds a temporal dimension to the event schema:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset</td>
<td>Termination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Ongoing Action)

Given that an event is structured according to these vectors, it is a pragmatic fact of language that a speaker may take any particular viewpoint when speaking of an event. DeLancey argues that "the perfective/imperfective distinction (at least in some languages) represents a distinction between terminal and non-terminal viewpoint." As I have already argued, the terminal viewpoint is at least co-extensive with a viewpoint which is focused on patient. However, the analogue to "non-terminal" viewpoint need not be restricted to agent focus, but could also be focus on the ongoing action of the event itself.
To apply this directly to the Cariban case, I submit that the syntactic A will most often be a prototype agent, and the syntactic O will most often be a prototype patient (recall the definitions from Chapter 3). By deriving a nominal which refers to the A, an A nominalizer is inherently oriented towards the agent, and hence will naturally evolve into a future/habitual orientation. Similarly, the O nominalizer is inherently oriented towards the patient at the conclusion of the event, and hence naturally evolves into a past tense or a perfective aspect (the present relevance of the perfect reading in Panare appears to be more due to the auxiliary than the aspectual suffix — cf. Gildea 1989d for discussion of the auxiliaries and Payne, Payne, and Gildea (in process) for discussion of the interaction of inflection and auxiliary). An action nominalizer is oriented toward neither the onset nor the termination of the action, but towards the fact of the action itself. As such, the connection between action nominalizer and imperfective (which is similarly oriented toward an ongoing action) follows naturally from the same event schema.

Of course, this analysis is not exhaustive. In need of further exploration are the Carina future tense *mi ma, which has evolved from the action nominalizer *-ri plus an invariant form of the copula (the copula being presumably the source of the future meaning), and a series of future tenses involving the Proto-Cariban suffix /postposition/auxiliary *-se (meaning uncertain) and/or the postposition/suffix *pe ‘Denominalizer’: Panare future *sepe, Yukpa future *se mak, Kapóng future *dok-bee, Pemóng futures *O sec, *O-má, and *O-pe-man, and the Makushi future *O pe Aux. Also, the etymology of most tense-aspect markers in the Southern Ergative Languages Kuikuro and Kalapalo is opaque, and hence in need of further research.

11.2 On Violations of Proposed Typological Universals

The Cariban evidence calls into question two proposed typological universals which deal with ergativity: first, the claim that if there is a tense-aspect split in an ergative language, the ergative tense-aspect will be past-perfective and the nominative will be nonpast-imperfective; second, the claim that all main clause ergative systems are etymologically derived from passives. Neither of these claims is true for the Cariban languages surveyed in this study. Perhaps one reason that the Cariban languages are the first attested which clearly violate these universals is that the Cariban languages are also the first attested case where an entire main clause ergative system comes about by means of reanalysis from an ergatively organized system of nominalization. I discuss these points in turn.

11.2.1 Violating the Proposed Universal of Synchronic Tense-Aspect Based Splits

Dixon (1979:95) makes the strong claim that “if a split is conditioned by tense or aspect, the ergative marking is ALWAYS found in either past tense or perfect aspect” (emphasis in the original). Dixon explains this split in terms similar to those with which I explain the evolution of A and O nominalizers into nonpast and past-perfective tense-aspects respectively — and in fact the Cariban tenses derived from A nominalizers do become nominative and those from O nominalizers do become ergative, just as Dixon would predict. Conrie (1978) ascribes this split to the passive etymology of most ergative systems. Restricting the scope of the claim to aspect, and translating Dixon’s term “perfect” to “perfective”, Hopper and Thompson (1980:271-4) take this pattern to be an argument that perfective is more transitive than imperfective; DeLancey (1982) also restricts the claim to aspect, offering a theoretical explanation for the correlation between perfective and ergative, and imperfective and non-ergative, respectively.

In the Cariban family, there are several clear violations of the tense-based universal. In the Mixed Language Caríña, the only ergative tense is the future (cf. Chapter 8, §8.2.1). In the Mixed Languages Panare and Yukpa and the Ergative Languages Kapóng and Pemóng, the nominative Set I system is retained only in past
tenses, which also indicate perfective aspect. The Set II system which has begun to move in carries with it its own split, such that imperfective aspect is completely nominative, but nearly all other tenses and aspects are ergative, at least to some degree. I qualify this last statement because in many of the Set II tenses in Panare and Yukpa, the A does not receive an ergative case-marker. However, ergativity is manifested in that either the absolutive noun or an absolutive clitic must occur immediately preceding the verb (in Panare, this preverbal absolutive marker already functions as agreement with a postverbal absolutive nominal, cf. Chapter 8, §8.1.2.2, and as such is either well on the way to becoming — or might already be considered — morphological marking on the verb). The cases of Kapóng and Pemóng are considerably stronger in that all Set II tenses except the imperfective require the case-marker suffix on the A, leaving only the imperfective and the Set I past-perfective tenses as nominative.

Since the claimed universal is convincingly violated by several languages, one might ask what value remains in the universal, and also in explanations which have been advanced to account for it. Although the universal is no longer exceptionless, the Cariban case does not violate the the semantic/pragmatic explanations put forward to account for the universal, but rather the Cariban case validates such explanations. This somewhat counter-intuitive statement requires elaboration.

The first step in sorting out Cariban violations of the universal is to note that the aspect-based universal can be salvaged — the Set II imperfective aspects which have developed in Apalaf, Cariña, Panare, Yukpa, Pemóng, Kapóng, and Makushi are all nominative, whereas the Set II perfective aspects are all either ergative or passive. In these languages, it is the continued existence of the nominative Set I past-perfective which violates the universal. Although the perfective is not always ergative, the imperfective is always nominative, so the universal could be rescued by restating it in negative terms: if there is an aspect-based split, the imperfective is never ergative.

Although the tense-based universal remains convincingly violated, actually most theoretical generalizations have been advanced either based on, or to account for, the aspect-based universal. For example, Hopper and Thompson (1980) have claimed that the most transitive clause type in a split ergative language will be ergative, and thus perfective is more transitive than non-perfective. In Kapóng and Pemóng, where the past perfective can be expressed either by nominative Set I or ergative Set II, I would argue that it is Hopper and Thompson’s premise which fails, rather than their conclusion: the nominative perfective is probably more transitive than the ergative perfective (at least the verb marks more features of finiteness), although both are more transitive than the nominative imperfective. As another example, consider DeLancey’s (1982) claim that perfective/passive represents terminal viewpoint, with respect to both the transitivity vector (Agent —> Patient) and the time vector (Onset —> Termination), while imperfective represents nonterminal viewpoint with respect to the same vectors. DeLancey’s claim is that the ergative-nominative split is a particular example of morphosyntax which marks this distinction in viewpoint. The emerging aspect-based split in the Set II system is actually a very strong piece of evidence in support of this generalization, in that the diachronic mechanism which leads to the split system can be seen as motivated by assignment of viewpoint.5

The violation of the universal is thus a function of idiosyncratic diachronic development rather than synchronic functional demands. The violation is a direct consequence of two facts (which are doubtless causally connected): (1) the nominative Set I verbal system is lost first in nonpast tenses, and retained longest in past-perfective tenses; and (2) the ergative Set II verbal system appears first in nonpast tenses and evolves most slowly in past-perfective tenses. Had the directionality been the reverse (i.e. had the nominalizers which developed into the ergative Set II past-perfective tenses
been the first to be reanalyzed, and the nominative Set I future tenses retained longest),
main clauses would have conformed to the universal at all times.

In sum, the universal is no longer exceptionless, but the violation does not call
into question the basic validity of the almost-universal pattern, nor does the violation
obviate the need to explain the almost-universal pattern. The almost-universal split is
motivated by semantic and pragmatic factors (= the assignment of viewpoint), whereas
the Cariban counter-universal split is an almost coincidental result of diachronic change,
and is apparently unstable in those languages where it is found (note that Makushi has
already lost all Set I tenses, and now conforms to the universal once more).

11.2.2 Violating the Proposal that Passive is the Universal Source for Ergativity

Estival and Myhill (1988:445) propose “the hypothesis that in fact all ergative
constructions have developed from passives, given the above definition of passive.”

Their definition of passive is:

a. The verbal or deverbal form must be intransitive, and is not
   necessarily derived from a transitive verb.

b. The argument having the thematic role usually associated with O,
   i.e. patient or theme, or with either of the objects of a ditransitive
   verb, i.e. patient or beneficiary, bears the same marking as an S.

c. The argument having the thematic role usually associated with A,
   i.e. agent or experiencer, if present, is given oblique marking.

In some ways, this definition of passive is so broad as to trivialize the claim being
made: for example, Anderson (1977) shows several cases of possessive constructions
becoming ergative, and argues that these reanalyses are quite different from the passive-
to-ergative reanalyses (which he also discusses at length). However, by using a definition
which treats passive solely in terms of surface case-marking facts, Estival and Myhill
effectively collapse such important distinctions. Further, the definition of ergative is
based only on the marking of nominals, whereas Comrie (1978) and Dixon (1979) both
use the label ergative for systems with no nominal case-marking, but where person
marking in the verb is organized according to an ergative alignment. Both case-marking
and verbal marking are important for the Cariban case, but even using Estival and
Myhill’s broader definition of passive and more restrictive definition of ergative, the
future tenses in Caríña, Pemón, Kapón, and Makushi all constitute counter-examples to
the proposed universal.

On a first impression, one might think that since the entire Cariban Set II
reanalysis is from nominalizations, the passive analysis fails immediately. However, this
line of reasoning has been anticipated in Comrie (1978:376-7), who explains that
although the Iranian ergative construction can be reconstructed ultimately to a
nominalization,

Cardona (1970) suggests that this nominalization was reinterpreted
as a passive in the development of Iranian, so that the ergative
construction would derive most directly from a passive, and only
indirectly from a nominalization. In all instances known to me
where ergativity is alleged to derive via nominalization, it seems at
least a priori plausible that a development similar to that in Iranian
occurred, with nominalization originally a device for forming
passive constructions, and subsequent reinterpretation of these
passives as ergatives.

The Cariban Set II past tenses can all be shown to have gone through just such a passive
stage en route to ergativity. The route of reanalysis is modeled in 188a-c.6 The source
construction (188a) is biclausal, with the independent clause being a predicate nominal
and the dependent clause nominalized. The S of the independent clause is coreferential
with the O of the dependent clause. In independent clauses, neither S, A, nor O are case
marked, and similarly, the possessor (O) of the dependent clause is not case-marked, so
purely in terms of surface marking, the dependent O is marked the same as S (thus
matching one of Estival and Myhill’s criteria for a passive).7 At the first stage of
reanalysis (188b), the biclausal construction has become monoclausal, but the oblique A
is still optional and the auxiliary agrees with the notional O, thus indicating that the
clause is truly passive (by any definition). At the final stage of reanalysis (188c), the ergative A is obligatory and the superordinate S and auxiliary are completely lost, leaving behind no vestige of the passive stage.

(188) a. The biclausal source construction for Set II past tenses

Independent Clause

Predicate  

S

Nominalized Clause

Copula (=> S agreement)

Possessor  [O]

Possessed  (Oblique)  [A]

b. The reanalyzed monoclausal passive (Panare)

Independent Clause

Predicate  

(S)

S  V-T/A (Oblique)  (Auxiliary => S/O agreement) 

[O]  [V-Passive]  [A]

c. The reanalyzed monoclausal ergative (Makushi)

Predicate (incl independent clause)

O  V-T/A  A-Erg

The verb is indexed with both the verbal prefix y- '3' and with the free noun manko 'mango' following the auxiliary mën; the latter agrees for (in)animacy with the patient (labelled S in the top line of the example). In 189b only the preverbal reference to S occurs; the auxiliary still agrees with it. In 189c the auxiliary, too, is omitted. In this last example, the fact of passive cannot be deduced from the surface form of the clause, and it is ripe for the reanalysis which has taken place in Makushi (cf. 190).

(189) a. The Panare passive with both the auxiliary and the superordinate S

S-V  Aux  S  A-Oblique

y-ikisi-sa'  mën  manko  Taran  uya

3-cut-T/A  is.mkan mango  Thomas  Dat

'The mango has been cut by Thomas / Thomas has cut the mango.'

b. The Panare passive with only the auxiliary

S  V  Aux  S  A-Oblique

naro  y-ikisi-sa'  kej  õ (teêna uya)

naro  y^-ikisi-sa'  kej  õ  teêna uya

parrot  õ-PO-cut-T/A  3.1t.Proximate  õ  Teêna  Dat

'The parrot is cut (by Teêna).'</n

c. The Panare passive with neither auxiliary nor superordinate S

S-V  Aux  S  A-Oblique

yikisi-s'  õ  õ  tyunya

y-ikisi-s'  õ  õ  ty-uya

3-cut-T/A  õ  õ  3-Dat

'He cut it / it has been cut by him.'

In Makushi, the Complete Aspect inflection is cognate to this Panare passive. The completive aspect clause is displayed in 190a, with the obligatory A and O and no auxiliary. Adding a Set II auxiliary (190b) changes the tense (to past perfect); the auxiliary is not marked for person, so the patient is no longer treated like an S in any way.

(190) The Makushi Completive aspect tense

a. Obligatory A and O, no auxiliaries

vei  ya'yvonpa-ss-i'-ya

tree  cut-Conative-Completive-3-Erg

'He tried to cut the tree.' (Abbot's 487, p. 118)
b. Auxiliary changes meaning of tense, does not agree w/A or O

\[ \text{I-nmls-ya'-ya want-pi} \]
3-leave-Compleitive-3 Erg be-Past
'He had left it' (Abbott's 484, p. 117)

There is one form in Makushi which was arguably finite within the historical Set I system (but which does not bear Set I morphology) — the Proximate Tense auxiliary/copula which varies for person. When the Proximate Tense auxiliary is added to the completive -s\(\text{a}\), the resulting combination expresses an "action or state already completed today", and when added to the past tense -p\(\text{a}\), the combination "makes it more vivid and emphasizes the certainty of the action" (Abbott 1991:115). As seen in 191a, the Proximate Tense auxiliary does agree with the first person S, but we cannot determine whether it agrees with A or O in a transitive clause, because in Abbott's only examples, both A and O are third person (e.g. 191b). A conservative predication would be that it agrees with O, but I would not be surprised to find that this property of subjects has changed to align with A as well.

(191) Makushi Proximate Tense Auxiliary agrees w/S, but no evidence for transitive

\[ \text{entam'o'ka-ya' wai} \]
\[ \text{eat-T/A 1.be} \]
'I have eaten (today).' (Abbott's 471, p. 115)

\[ \text{u-nyo 0-wii-s\(\text{a}\) personkon-ya man} \]
1-husband; 0-kill-T/A person-3 Erg 3pp.be.Proximate
'The man killed my husband.' (Abbott's 483, p. 118)

So the chain of reanalysis outlined in 188 allows us to maintain that a portion of the Set II ergative system is "most immediately" derived from a passive, as is claimed to be true of all ergative systems. However, the other Set II ergative tenses did not go through a similar intermediate passive stage. In particular, the ergative Set II future tenses in Cariña, Kapόng, Pemόng, and Makushi appear to be reanalyzed in such a way that (1) the notional O could never be considered the S of a clause at any level, and (2) the dependent verb which becomes the main verb never goes through a stage we would want to call "intransitive" (unless one wishes to call all nominalized verbs intransitive).

The etymology of the Cariña future differs from that of the futures in Kapόng, Pemόng, and Makushi in that the latter include an etymological postposition. I address first the reanalysis in Kapόng, Pemόng, and Makushi, and next the reanalysis in Cariña.

The diagram in 192a represents what I call the "attributive" source construction for future tenses. In the attributive source construction, the independent clause is an intransitive attributive clause and the nominalized dependent clause is embedded in a postpositional phrase. The independent S is not coreferential with either the A or the O of the dependent clause, but rather refers to the entire predication, with a translation something like English [it is [like [the destroying of the city by the enemy]]. The future meaning in this construction could have evolved from the irrealis meaning of 'be like', or perhaps from a future meaning brought by the auxiliary. Further research is needed to identify the semantic source of the future meaning. In the reanalysis (192b), the superordinate S is lost (doubtless because of its "dummy" pleonastic nature) and the auxiliary either optionally shifts from invariant third person agreement A agreement (Makushi, Pemόng) or is lost (Kapόng).

(192) a. The "attributive" source construction for the ergative Set II future tenses
b. The reanalyzed monoclusal Set II ergative

   Predicate (= independent clause)
   
   O V-T/A A-Erg Future (Auxiliary => invariant Agreement) (=> A agreement)

I illustrate each of the synchronous futures in turn. In 193 the Kapóng future marker is *dok bee, etymologically *tōpo 'locative/purpose nominalizer' plus the postposition *pe 'like'. The auxiliary does not occur in the only examples I have found.

(193) The reanalyzed future in Kapóng, *dok bee with no auxiliary.

   eegi suururui adokgong bee
eegi suururuui Ø-aró-dok-gong bee
casava flour Ø-carry-Future-Pl Future
'We (Incl) will carry casava flour.' (Edwards 1972)

In Pemóng, the synchronous reflex of *pe follows a verb bearing the etymological -Ø nominalizer and its ergative suffix. The auxiliary does not vary for person.

(194) Pemóng *pe with invariant third person auxiliary

   upon kokayapeman penanne
   u-po-n Ø-koka-Ø-ya-Ø-man penanne
   I-clothes-Poss Ø-wash-1-Erg Future-3.be tomorrow
'\text{I will wash my clothes tomorrow.}'

The Makushi future is formed exactly like that of Pemóng, except that the auxiliary sometimes agrees with A (195a), and sometimes takes an invariant third person form (195b).

(195) Makushi pe with auxiliary that alternates between A and third person agreement:

   a. pe and proximal tense auxiliary which agrees with A

      masa mičkiri Taliay Ø-wi-Ø-i-ya pe wai
      later 3.Pro Taliay Ø-kill-Univ-1-Erg Future 1.be.Proximate
      'Later I'll kill Taliay.'

   b. Makushi pe with non-agreeing third person proximate tense auxiliary

      more Ø-yepo Ø-Ø-ya pe man
      child Ø-birth-Univ-2-Erg Future 3.be Proximate
      'You will give birth to a child.'

The future tense in Carina (expressed by *rî ma) and another future tense in Pemóng (expressed by *nil or *see) appear to be formed by a different process, in which the dependent clause serves as the predicate of the independent predicate nominal clause without being made first the object of a postposition. The source construction would thus read something like this in English: "[The having of you by me] exists" (Carina), or "It is [the having of you by me]" (Pemóng).

(196) a. The source construction for the Carina and Pemóng Set II future tenses

   Independent Clause
   
   Predicate
   
   S-Nom

   Nominalized Clause
   
   Poss V-Nomz Obl
   [O] [V] [A-Erg]

   Copula

b. The reanalyzed monoclusal Set II ergative

   Predicate (= Independent Clause)
   
   O V-T/A A-Erg Auxiliary => invariant third person form
   => A Agreement

Due to the fact that other dialects of Carib retain the Set I future *take/-ta I presume that the Carina future is very recently reanalyzed, and thus can be taken as showing the form of the new tense which has undergone the least additional change. The
glosses in 197 are taken from Mosonyi (1982), and reflect the source meanings rather than the reanalyzed meanings. The verb bears the etymological nominalizer -ril (which Mosonyi labels the "infinitive"), the ergative A bears the etymological dative suffix -raa, and the invariant third person form of the copula occurs following the A (see Chapter 8, 8.2.1 for further variations).

(197) adeu gari il'wa ma
    a-eena-ril bi-wa-ma
    2-have-Infinitive 1-Dative-3.be
'I will have you.'

I assume that the Pemóng futures -mil / -sect comes from this same type of source construction, but has gone through additional changes since the original reanalysis. The differences between the Carifia future and this particular Pemóng future are (1) the nominalizer used on the Pemóng verb is -ril, and (2) the Pemóng auxiliary mil has developed a variant form sect to agree with first person nominative. In 198a-b, the Pemóng future varies for the person of the A, -sect for first person and -mil for second or third person. In 198a the first person ergative suffix occurs on the verb and is followed by the first person future auxiliary sect; in 198b the ergative A precedes the verb and the 2/3 future -mil is suffixed to the end of the verb. The etymology of sect is not entirely clear, but by syntactic position it appears to be derived from either an auxiliary or a postposition. In contrast, mil is clearly derived from the copula (cognate to Carifia ma).

On synchronic distributional grounds, it appears that sect should be considered an auxiliary as well.

(198) The Pemóng -sect and -mil as future tense auxiliaries

a. Pemóng -sect as the first person future auxiliary

   upon kayase penanne
   u-po-n Ø-koka Ø-ya-sec penanne
   1-clothes-Poss Ø-wash-1-Erg-1.Future tomorrow
'I will wash my clothes tomorrow.' (Tuggy 1989)

b. Pemóng -mil as the 2A/3A future auxiliary

   märäniö'ya ayenawakonna
   märäniö'ya a-ennawa Ø-kon-mil
   Märaňö-Erg 2-teach-Present-Plural-2/3.Future Auxiliary
   'Märaňö will teach you.' (Tuggy 1989)

The attributive source construction and the source construction just illustrated represent two evolutionary scenarios which are apparently unique in the typological literature: that they are direct reanalyses of ergatively organized nominalizations into the main clause verbal system without an intervening passive stage. That is, at no point in the reanalysis could we argue that the verb has been made intransitive, nor (using a more traditional sense of passive than that offered by Estival and Myhill 1988) could we argue that the notional O of the verb is ever the S of any clause. The fact that S and O are marked similarly is a function of the fact that both serve as possessors of nominalized verbs in dependent clauses, rather than a reflection of any historical passive stage in the reanalysis.

11.3 On Syntactic Innovation and Genetic Classification

Given that the synchronic verbal systems fall into two fairly discrete categories, Set I and Set II, and the languages which utilize these systems fall into somewhat discrete categories (Nominative, Mixed, and Ergative Languages), one might hypothesize that the categories Nominative, Mixed, and Ergative might correlate with genetic subgroups of the family. For example, a first rough hypothesis might have been that all Ergative Languages represent a single case of shared innovation, and that they thus belong together in a single sub-branch of the family. One might extend this hypothesis to Mixed Languages as well, supposing that Ergative Languages are perhaps more closely related to the Mixed Languages, which represent earlier stages of the innovation, and that the conservative Nominative Languages would then fall into one or more clusters of their
own. Although the Ergative Languages do cluster into two relatively low-level subgroups, the Mixed Languages show no evidence of shared innovation.

Consider the nature of the various language-specific Set II systems which we have seen. Nearly each language shows some similarity with the others, but each language also shows evidence of having innovated independently as well. Even the very closely related languages Kapóng, Pemóng, and Makushi do not show identical Set II systems: although each language shows the same set of imperfective, "universal", past-perfective, and perfect-completive markers, in the future tense, each shows a different system, and both Kapóng and Pemóng have retained vestiges of the Set I system as well.10

Similarly, in virtually all of the Mixed Languages, different nominalizers have entered the reanalysis process in different ways. To extend the example of future, the Caríá action nominalizer -ri combines with an auxiliary to mark an ergative future, whereas in the Panare nominative future -ripe, the suffix (etymologically nominalizer ?) -sej combines with the postposition pe and an auxiliary. In Yukpa, the nominative future is formed from the suffix -xe co-occurring with an auxiliary. Each of these looks different from the ergative futures found in the northern Ergative Languages, Kapóng, Pemóng, and Makushi. And the differences amongst the Mixed and northern Ergative Languages pale beside the vast differences between all the other languages described in this study and the southern Ergative Languages Kuikáro and Kalapalo (with the possible exception of Bakairi, about which there is still relatively little information).

In sum, although the existence of the Set II system in main clauses shows that a language is innovative to some degree, enough of the innovations within the overall system appear to independent that the occurrence of the Set II system in independent clauses does not a priori guide us in forming hypotheses about genetic relationships within the family. Despite these precautions, some limited hypotheses do seem in order. For example, since the overall evolution of a language from fully Set I to fully Set II presumably takes a good deal of time, we would expect that low-level sub-groups of the family (representing more recent divisions between synchronic languages) would not contain both Set I and Ergative Languages, but (to the extent that they contain more than one type at all) would more likely contain Set I with Mixed, or Mixed with Set II. The more time depth spanned by a branch, the more likely it would be for that branch to contain both Set I and Set II verbal systems, but it would not be surprising to find no branches with both systems until a branch is at almost the same time-depth as Proto-Cariban.

Taking this hypothesis, let us look again at the classifications discussed in Chapter I. Tables 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 show how the languages treated in this study are classified by Girard (1972), Kaufman (1989), and Durbin (1977). In all three tables, the languages treated in this study are printed in Helvetica typeface, with Nominative Languages printed with no modification, Mixed Languages with a single underline, and Ergative Languages with a double underline.

As expected, at the lowest, most detailed level of classification, all three classifications show great homogeneity between group and verbal system.11 In each classification, only two groups show more than one kind of system: (1) the Carib Group (Durbin's Galibi), which contains the conservative Set I Carib of Surinam along with two apparently very recent Mixed innovators, the Venezuelan dialect Caríá and another Surinam dialect of Carib proper; and (2) the Bakairí group (Durbin's Xingu Basin), which contains extremely innovative Ergative Languages Kuikáro and Kalapalo, and also Bakairí, which I tentatively label Set I, but which, after further inspection, may turn out to be Mixed.12 All other groups are homogenous, containing only Set I, or Set II, or Mixed Languages. Durbin's (1977) large group East-West Guiana Carib is an exception, which suggests that it represents a much older genetic relationship than his other groups.13
Table 11.2. Nominative, Mixed, and Ergative Languages in Girard (1972)

Proto Carib (Girard 1972)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chayaná</td>
<td>Cumaránágaro</td>
<td>Yekwana</td>
<td>Dekwana</td>
<td>Arakúna</td>
<td>Ingariko</td>
<td>Kamarakóto</td>
<td>Tikiriáwai</td>
<td>Kachuyana</td>
<td>Kaíñá</td>
<td>Tiáriyó</td>
<td>Kumbinyana</td>
<td>Pauki</td>
<td>Párapa</td>
<td>Porokoto</td>
<td>Yawarana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Palenque</td>
<td>†Makiritare</td>
<td>†Wayumurá</td>
<td>†Takíparo</td>
<td>†Kachuyana</td>
<td>†Yao</td>
<td>†Parokoto</td>
<td>†Parokoto</td>
<td>†Yawarana</td>
<td>†Mapoyo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Avarícroco</td>
<td>†Tamanaco?</td>
<td>Mapoyo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11.3. Nominative, Mixed, and Ergative Languages in Kaufman (1989)

Kariban Family (Kaufman 1989)
Table 11.4. Nominative, Mixed, and Ergative Languages in Durbin (1977)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto Cariban (Durbin 1977)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cariban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuelan Perijá Opone-Carare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Tamanaco Yukpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Chayma Japricia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Cumanagoto †Yuko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Guiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galibi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East-West Guiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Brazilian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xingu Basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Guiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piankoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saluma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauzi †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cachuenas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chikena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiwai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paravilhana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wabui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yauspery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waimiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crichana †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauxiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonari †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makusí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purucoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomeño (Taulipang)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patamona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akawaío</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arinagoto †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayumara-Azumara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parukoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hishkaryana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warikyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashuyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalapalo (Kwikúro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Hianacoto-Umaua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Guaque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Paraíba-Pimenteira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Arkú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Ya'kwana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Bakairi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Nahukwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Quica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yarama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Tirare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yaruma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yarama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Ya'kwana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Bakairi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Nahukwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Quica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yarama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Yuma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Girard (1972) refuses to posit any higher-level groupings which we could compare for consistency of verbal system, but Kaufman (1989) combines many of his groups into branches, and Durbin (1977) divides all of his groups between Northern and Southern branches. As might be expected for a so deep a grouping as a binary division (representing the first split of the Proto-Cariban tribe), Durbin’s two branches each show the full range of reanalysis, from Set I to Mixed to Set II. Kaufman’s branches represent more recent divisions in the family, and again the evidence from grammatical systems is consistent with his subgroupings — all attested languages from the Guiana Branch are Set I, all from the North Amazonian Branch are Set II, and the Central Branch contains three Nominative Languages and one barely Mixed Language, Apulaf. One might expect that further field research in all three of these branches might uncover Mixed Languages, and that in subsequent classifications, the new data for Panare (discussed in Chapter 1), and perhaps for Yukpa, will aid in placing these Mixed Languages into currently existing branches (I tentatively hypothesize that both will end up in the Central Branch).

In conclusion, the fact of grammatical innovation in any two languages does not automatically entail that they are more closely related than any two languages which do not show innovation. It appears that much of the grammatical innovation in the Cariban family is so recent as to be specific to individual languages. In order to test a hypothesis of genetic relationship, it is necessary to reconstruct both grammar and lexicon for the various groups, and then for branches. The morphological cognate sets gathered here should be useful in this undertaking, but a great deal more basic field research is necessary to even begin this task: of Kaufman’s (1989) four branches, the Central Branch is moderately well-described (four of six groups represented in this study) and the Guiana Branch has three of five groups represented here, but the North Amazonian Branch is represented only by the Pemón Proper Subgroup (members of which, as Kaufman (pc) points out, are so closely related that they really only count as one language for the purposes of reconstruction to the Proto-branch level), and the South Amazonian branch only by Bakairi, Kuikuro, and Kalapalo, none of which has been thoroughly described to date. Thus, despite the number of new studies which have appeared in recent years, the need for basic description remains huge. It is to this need that I turn in the final section of this chapter.

11.4 Towards Further Descriptions of Synchronic Cariban Languages

Synchronic Cariban languages have proven quite difficult to describe, especially in terms of the main clause verbal system. The Set I verbal system is old, and thus full of idiosyncracies: the personal prefix set contains several sub-divisions and a great deal of allomorphy (some of which is not phonologically motivated, cf. Chapter 5, §5.2); the Set I O-oriented prefixes and the 3A prefix are in complementary distribution with a free (pro)noun O; the Set I suffixes contain a fair amount of suppletion; and the verb complex can easily contain five or more morphemes, each of which conditions allomorphy in its neighbors.

The Set II verbal system has also proven difficult to describe, not least because of the polysemy of the morphemes which compose it: the personal prefixes also occur on possessed nouns to mark person of the possessor; the personal suffixes sometimes occur before, and sometimes after, the tense-aspect suffixes; the tense-aspect suffixes also derive nouns in dependent clauses (with no further subordinating morphology); and sometimes it is difficult to decide whether a clause contains one complex predicate or a complement-taking verb with a nominalized complement.

The complications inherent within each system make description difficult enough, but then these complications are compounded in the Mixed Languages, where both systems are competing for expression in main clauses. We can tell from the comparative evidence that the Set II system will likely win out (eventually), but in the meantime, a
descriptive linguist must decide which apparent Set II tenses and aspects actually represent reanalyzed complex predicates and which are biclausal constructions that simply function occasionally to indicate nuances of meaning not covered by more established tenses.

This study highlights the value of bringing a diachronic perspective to the analysis of synchronic morphosyntax. In particular, knowing that the nominalizers become verbal markers of tense and aspect in some Cariban languages, linguists approaching a previously undescribed language can now look for the beginnings of such a change, or perhaps for the conclusion to such a change. Knowing that polysemy is to be expected as a result of reanalysis, we should seek out polysemey as evidence for change, rather than suppressing it in the interests of seeking more inclusive synchronic generalizations. It is my hope that this study will serve to inspire further field research, and that future descriptions will successfully capture other synchronic snapshots of the family-wide change in progress.

Notes to Chapter 11

1 It is yet one more indication of the strength of the ergative organization of Cariban nominalizations that we find A nominalizations and absolutive nominalizations, rather than the more traditionally expected subject (nominative) and object (O) nominalizations. Derbyshire (1985) reports an independent S nominalizer in Hixkaryana (~nl), but for the most part, S patterns with O.

2 As explained in DeLancey (1985), the notion of agentivity actually constitutes a two-part source, in that the prototypical agent internally decides "to perform an act, which causes the performance of the act, which in turn causes an event external to the agent:

   Act of Volition ——> Action ——> Event"

DeLancey illustrates this chain of causation with the English sentence "I broke the cup":

   Decision to break the cup ——> action ——> cup breaks

In this schema, the role of agent can be defined in terms of either the decision to break the cup, the act of trying to break the cup, or both. The role of agent can thus be completely separated from any action which takes place (since the decision to act already makes a referent a potential agent), or even if associated with the action, the role of agent can be identified with the initiation of an action, whether or not the actual result ensues (so that trying to break the cup, but failing, still might qualify a referent as an agent). Such a schema undoubtedly underlies the grammaticalization of verbs of volition as future markers (cf. Bybee et. al. 1991), but is more specific than that needed to account for the Cariban reanalysis.

3 In work in progress, I connect these two issues, the evolution of tense-aspect and the evolution of split ergativity. In Cariban, both come about by means of the same diachronic mechanism, which operates according to the same underlying functional motivation — the expression of viewpoint (cf. DeLancey 1982).

4 It appears that Dixon (1979) uses the terms "perfect" and "imperfect" in the same sense that Hopper and Thompson (1980) and DeLancey (1982) use the terms "perfective" and "imperfective". Following Comrie (1976), the latter works reserve the term "perfect" for completed acts which contain a reading of "present relevance", and do not oppose this term with the term "imperfect". It is clear from Dixon's arguments about the semantic basis for this split that he considers the completion of the act to be of primary importance, and present relevance does not enter into the discussion at any point.

5 See note three.

6 To enhance the clarity of this presentation, I represent the structure of both independent and dependent clauses with tree diagrams. I emphasize that these diagrams do not represent any current theoretical framework, nor do they imply any kind of claim about how syntax should be represented in theory — they are simply a useful metaphor for the constructions which enter into the diachronic processes in question. In these diagrams, I continue to use the same terminology I have used throughout the previous description. At the core of the reanalysis process is the nominalized dependent clause.
In representing dependent clauses, one must decide whether to represent the notional arguments (OVA) or the actual morphosyntax (Possessor-Possessed-Oblique). Since both are in question here, I represent both.

7 Note that a deeper analysis of case arrives at a different conclusion, since word order facts and morphological marking of co-constituents of O and S in the respective clauses differ. That is, the O possessor must precede the possessed (Nominalized V), whereas the S subject follows the finite Set I verb; similarly, the Set I verb varies for person in agreement with S, where the nominalized verb does not vary for person of the O (=possessor).

8 The claim that the auxiliary is lost must actually be qualified, since an auxiliary is allowed to occur with any verb in Makushi (cf. Chapter 9, §9.1.3.1), but the addition of an auxiliary changes the aspectual meaning of the clause.

9 Abbott (1991) considers the form ge to still be a postposition synchronically, and hence she labels it 'DENOM' for 'Denominalizer' (which has a semantic effect similar to English 'like'). In other Makushi examples, I have followed her convention, but here, where reanalysis to a future tense has arguably taken place, I gloss ge as 'Future'.

10 One might take such variation as evidence that the future tenses have evolved more recently (as opposed to the scenario I posit in Chapter 10, and in §11.2.1). That is, if the languages show identical past tenses, etc. then those must have been shared innovations, and since the futures are not identical, those must be independent (and hence more recent) innovations. I suggest that the evidence might go the other way, i.e. that at least one of the several futures was a shared innovation prior to the break-up of the parent language, but that this happened so long ago that there has been time for additional idiosyncratic futures to develop in each of the three daughter languages. Also, despite the relatively large amount of source material for Pendé, no thorough syntactic study has been done, and Kpédé is barely described at all. Perhaps future research will reveal both further differences among the three, and also further similarities.

11 Kaufman 1989 and Girard 1972 both use the term group in their classifications (presumably for groupings of roughly the same time depth) and Durbin 1977 offers no term, so I use the term group for all three.

12 Bakairi certainly retains some part of the Set I system, but the descriptions available to me do not indicate whether the Set II system has begun to operate in Bakairi as well. Given the great variation seen in verbal prefixes (Souza 1991), and the use of the etymological adverbalizing prefix *-L on main clause verbs (cf. Chapter 5, §5.1.3 and examples in Souza 1991) I suspect Bakairi to be Mixed (and perhaps even to have incorporated the idiosyncratic O nominalizing prefix into the Set II system like its close neighbors Kuikuro and Kalapalo). But in the absence of a fuller description of the verbal system, I can only hypothesize.

13 Recall from Chapter 1 that this is the branch of Durbin's classification which has received the most criticism. Rather than representing greater time-depth in their relationship, the lack of correlation between verbal system and genetic group might indicate instead mistakes in classification; perhaps after further study, languages in this group will be found to belong to other groups and branches (including, if Kaufman and Girard are correct, some of the groups which Durbin has already posited).
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